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Abstract 

This study explores the questions What is the process one un 

goes in becoming a teacher7 What is it like to be-a student teacher7 

What does it mean to be a student teacher7 Through the methods of" 

existent.ial phenomenology and hermeneutical philosophy, the experience 

« of three Student teachers as they participate In a program of art ' • 
i 

teacher edi/cation is unfolded, revealed and interpreted What begins 

as an attenjpt to describe thaprocess of becoming a teacher sh i f ts to 

dwelling in the phenomenon of ISeing a student teacher.- Life-world 

descriptions based on interview data are constructed and then ahalyzed anc 

t.hematically The major themes considered are the student teacher's 

conception of teachers and students, the student teacher and the a r t i s t -
I 

teacher dilemma, and the student teacher's movement to self-awareness. 
r 

It appears thatsan important and vital part of becoming a teacher is 

being a student teacher which involves subjective beings existing in , 

relations loaded with contingencies. Among pther things, being a stu-' 

dent teacher means making a commitment to making a commitment to 

teach.- It also means entering a series of di-a1ectical relationships 

the relation of the individual self as person to*the self as teacher, 
* 

the relation of the teacher to the studentst and for the art educator, 

£he relation of the artist role to the tocher, role.. The" study con

siders, implications for anckpossible applications to theory and DBac-

tice in teacher education raised by the findings and by the method. .1 
' t 
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INTRODUCTION 

- 1 

This study asks the seemingly simple questions" What is it like* 

"to be a student teacher7 What does it mean, to be-a student teacher! S 

rthat is the "process one undergoes in becoming a teacher7 . „ " 

, * I feel that it'i; 
% W 

is \ part of'my own process of beconftng^and being 

an a r t i s t and an educator that I am concerned about askimg such ques-

t ions. I t is a/sobering thought that a t - ^ e age of f o r t y , I look . * 

- back and real ize that each year since the age of f i v e , I have been 

involved in formal education either as a student or as a teacher. 

n.S,ince'"my second year of universi ty, I have had avrelationship with 

student teaching, either as a« student teacher., a cooperating (or 

sponsor) teacher, or as a university 6r college facul ty supervisor. 

I I have experienced .student teaching fecm the inside, the outside and 
a 

the edge. Like most teachers of teachrers, my approach has been in -

t u i t i ve with the content' Joeing based in my subject d isc ip l ine and 

v my own -teaching and personal experiences. Like^ student teachers and 

teachers, teacher educators tend to teach the way they were taught. 

Rarely does a professor of education"study to be a teacher educator. 

I t is just something one does. \i also seijns, to b^Trare for teacher 
-i -

educators to inquire m t o the "process that their-students are under

going*. 

Perhaps I am interested in "process" because I am an art educa-

tor*and an artist. Who I am certainly influences the questions I ask 

and the way I seek answers to them. As an art educator, the notion 

^ of process has been a cepjkwrl concern of my teaching and my thinking 

abqut teaching. Even as a student teacher, I was well aware of the 

x process versus product controversy, a perennial debate in the field 
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of act education (Kaufman, 1966, p., 89). However, I fa i ledrad see why, 

At had'to be one or- the other. Were not both important7 Were they 

not part of the same -continuum7 ,/ould ijpt one have a destination and 

\ ' > » 
at the sameUime savour the view along the way9 The product, t h e . 

i 

f inished drawing was something I admired as an adolescent, but I 

also sensed the joy of the making. As a student and. beginning teach-

" er, I realized the importance to the learners of the process--the 

Importance of the gettKig there. This was'probably the time when the 

word "experience" became a central one in my vocabulary. Dewey's > 

philosophy re lat ing ar t to experi ence-efnd experience to education, 

villi le only par t ly understood, was appealing. Read's vision of educa-

- ' y ' 
t ion as.the fostering of growth and i t s cu l t i va t ion through modes of 

expression, tha.t i s , a r t , was inspir ing (Pearse, 1965). 

As- a high school-art teacher, I was a juggler , .balancing the 

poles of a r t i s t and teacher while walking the tightrope of process 

and product. I came to rea l ize, as I w rp te i n my Masters of Arts 

thesis^ that''Vx'perience i t s e l f can be ar t" (Pearse, 1969, p 71) 

I f e l t tna*t art-making-wasvessentially a sensory experience and that 

an understanding/of and integrat ion of the senses was essential for 
v 

an art education curriculum Influenced by Marshall McLuhan and the 

human po ten t ia l i t i es movement of the late 1960's and early 1970's, I 

"wanted ar t making and teaching to be a multi-sensory a f f a i r . I was 

als% very impressed with Abraham Maslow"-s notion of se l f -actual lza-

tven, which seemed the ujtimate educational goal, and Martin Buber's 

notion-of the I-Thou relat ionship, which seemed- the ideal teaching-

learning model. I was also fascinated by and attracted to oriental 

philosophies, especially Zen, with i t s p lay fu l , yet profound sense 

/ 



of the paradoxical. * » 

As an artist I have certainly been interested in processes, 

initially as methods.or techniques for creating paintings or prints 

and later as'subject matter or content. Early abstract works used 
0 

shapes, colours, and textures to explore*images of metamorphosis or 

change The process of applying pavnt to canVaA^r texture to plate 

was c lear ly a concern, but subject matter l i k e sh i f t ing landfol%is, 

erodirfg rocks, modulating l ines , and transforming colours persisted>. 

In 1970, I was introduced to conceptual a r t . Here the idea or con

cept of the ar t work became central . The visual became residual. 

The concept, the system, the process-prevailed The fact that much 

concept a r t , par t icu lar ly the work of^Carl Andre and Sol Lewit, 

resembled lesson plans was not l os t on me. 1 wrote in.a notebook 

from that time 
conceptual ar t 

, is'about ' 
making 
real 
lesson plans , i 

both 
are about process 
and processes 
and systems i 

the product 
is but one part 
(the final part) 
of the process 

• * * • -

the documentation 
of the process 
can be the product _ g . 

I noted that in bgth conceptual art pieces and lesson plans the 

structure is clearly laid out, but within that structure there are 

allowances for variations determined by changing, individualized 



conditions. Here was an approach to a r t , a stance, a methodology 

with which I f e l t very comfortable. No longer d id" I feel that I was 

doing a juggl ing act wi th my ar t and my teaching. I always f e l t they 
< 

were complemervUry a c t i v i t i e s , the one enhancing or nourishing the 

other, but.new they seemed integrated. My teaching was concerned , 

'with i n i t i a t i n g changes, in learners and my art m'sometimes l m t i a t -

mg but always observing and describing changes in materials or en

vironmental phenomena. One ar t piece involved shaping clay le t te rs 

to spell ART and then photographing these unfire'd objects over a , . 

period of a week documenting the changes they went through. Others 
< • 

0 documented, through colour photographs, the gas stations v is i ted on 

a t r i p from Montreal to Vancouver and the skies encountered on the 

return t r i p (Gopmk and Gopmk, 1971, pp. 61-62). The culmination of 

thns .photodocumentary a r t was a, series t i t l e d "Lukas Every "Day for 

Three Years" (1973). - I photographed my son everyday from b i r t h to age 

• three years, combining my interest in visual a r t , change, growth, 

development, Ghildren, and education. A logical -s tep ' in ' th is pro-

gression was a 16mm f i l m , ca]led Five Kids and Their Pictures (1979) 

that shows how f ive chi ldren, aged four to seven, have grown and 

developed, by using images of them and* by them. Pictures made b^ 

each ch i l d , from f i r s t scribtxles to present paintings and drawings, 

"are j u x t a p ^ t l with family snapshots and-home movies that record the 

ch i ld 's growth and home environment. The f i lm reveals that a l l o f the 

children pass through common, recognizable developmental staqes in . 

the i r "p ic ture making, while at the same time each ch i ld develops 

images and approaches that are unique and ind iv idua l . 
•t 

When the time to undertake doctoral studies arrived, it followed 
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that I would combine my professional,involvement in teacher education 
• ' . • 

.with my perennial interest in grdwth, change and 'becoming., I belfeve* 

that this interest-is more a -predrlectfon .than^ consciously artiou-
, -

lated.and chosen themes 'S imi la r ly , I think my leaning towards, a 
* ft 

phenomenologically-based research methodology was less a conscious 

. choice (and" I hope not a case of bandwagon jumping), fcut more a 

stance and perspective to which I was predisposed. I t appears that 

I have been "doing phenomenology" in my art making, filmmaking and 
W " » « - -—^ 

. even teaching years before I heard the word. " 

The purpose of these biographical alTusions h^s been to-'prwide 

a context for the study and to show how it has grown from, and is 

related to, my evolving interests. Allp'ort points out that " . . . it* 

is by reflecting upon the factors thft seem vital in our own exper

ience of becoming that we identify'the issues'that are important" ^ 

(Allport, 1955, p. 100). Moreover, since my research approaches-

based on the premise that the researcher's subjectivity and histor-

icity are integral to the study, it is'essential that 1 reveal my 

perspective, my biases, my prejudices. Since I am a partner in'the" 

dialogue that ensues, my perspective must be acknowledged, if" only ", 

^riefly. ' 

The philosophical and theoretical facets which w i l l be revealed, 

1 • ' " ' . 
in the next four chapters must be seen .in relat ion to the s i tuat ion-

4 

al facets of the contextX The situation in which I am immersed,, and 

have been for several years, is-the teac'her education program of the 

"Nova Scotia College of Art and Design in.Halifax, Nova Scotia, 

Canada, wfjere in a taken-for-granted manner, I have observed num 

ous students progress through the two-year (or more) program and 

< 
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transform fronf'students to teachers. Obviously the program was con

sciously and rat ional ly planned to make the progression a meaningful 

wsecyjence of events and experiences But what was i t that the stu

dents were experiencing7 What were the students' subjective 

rea l i t i es of the process 'of becoming a teacher? How could I f ind out9 

What implications wouW .that understanding have for our program in 

part icular and teacher education in general7 

i The Nova Scotia College'of Art and Design is a re la t ive ly small 

(fouit hundred arid f i f t y students) degree-granting ins t i tu t ion housed 

in restored histor ic buildings in downtown Halifax. Among the pro

grams thaj; the College offers are the B.A. and-B.F.A. "in Art Educa-

t ion degrees which are usually taken- in four years or eight semes

ters. Graduates-are ce r t i f i ed to teach in the province's, schools. 

Approximately for ty undergraduate students^are studying in the Art 

* Education Division of the College at any time*. With a faculty of 

w f i ve , classes are small and the atmosphere informal. The art educa

t ion program consistMbf four core courses (Introductory Art 

Education, Student Twiching I , Student Teaching I I , Advanced Student 

.Teaching) taken in separate semesters, plus selected elective courses 

on special topics in ar t education to a total of th i r ty- two credi ts. 

The remaining one-hundred and two credits consists of academic, f ine 

a r t ' o r craf t studio, and ar t history courses. The purpose of th is-

study is to fol low three students through th is program in an i n -

depth manner in order to t r y to reveal the process. 

P 
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Chapter 1 

1 THE PROBLEM 

TOWARDS AN ONTOLOGY OF TEACHER EDUCATION " 

This study intends to unfold and reveal the students' subjec

t ive experience of the process of part ic ipat ing in a program of 

teacher education, the beginning phase in the l i fe - long process of > 

becoming a teacher. Although the raison'-d'etre of colleges of educa-

tTon and teacher-education proqrams is ostensibly to help students 

become teachers, these inst i tu t ions seem to place greater emphasis'on 

teaching subjec.t matter, content, strategies, techniques, and learn

ing theories than they do on' helping the individual re f lex ive ly ^ 

understand the process and experience of becoming a teacher. The 

emphasis is on technical control and ob jec t i v i t y , in spite of (or 

maybe because of) the fact that classrooms are complex, ambiguous, 

and inter-subjective environments. As Phi l ip Jackson put i t , / t h e 

teacher in his decisions and actions " . . must be content with 

doing not what he knows is r igh t , but what he thinks or feels is the 

most approsriate action in a part icular s i tuat ion. In short, he must 

, play i t by ear" (Jackson, 1968, p."167) Such a statement is meant 

not to deprecate the a b i l i t y or even the qual i ty of the professional 

education of the teacher, but to*underlme .the innate contingency of 

classroom l i f e in which tota l "preparation", "cont ro l " , or "competen

cy" is an unreal ist ic and unattainable goal. Unwitt ingly, Jackson 

makes a point for i n t u i t i v e , situation-based knowledge. 

The empirical l i te ra ture yields a disturbing 
conclusion about the experience of learning to 
teach. Becoming a teacher is complex, s t ress fu l , 
intimate and largely covert, but in accomplishing * 
th is demanding task teachers do,not feel helped 

* -



by teacher education. What laymen, legislators, 
and education students have been claiming for 
decades may be true teacher education is ortho-

I gonal to the teacher. (Fuller»and Brown, 1975, 
\ pp. 25-52) 

« This judgment is echoed by Cassivi and Vaughn in their study, 
» 

The Attitudes of Teachers Towards Teacher Education in the Province 

of Nova Sobtia. They conclude " . ' 
* 

* that apparently the classroom performance of 
teachers is little affected after the first year 
or two in the profession, by what has been taught 
during training There is a wide gap between 

A teacher education and teacher behaviour. (Cassivi 
# and Vaughn, 1970, p 206) 

The essence of the dilemma of teacher education Ties not in the 

content or structure of teacher educat>dn programs, or in some }n-

herent flaw in the whole notion of pre-service education for teachers, 
i ^ 

but rather in the orientation and perspective from which the education 

of teachers is viewed and the ground upon which it is rooted. Many 

contemporary educators, particularly in the area qj curriculum (Aoki, 

1978, Eisner, 1979, Van Manen, 1979) feel that there has been an 

over-dependency on educational ideologies based on technical control 

and instrumentalist attitudes. We\have become victims of the tendency 
4.*, 

to conceive and evaluate educational programs from models based on the 

physical sciences and cost-accountability and product-efficiency cri

teria. Human beings exist in an infinitely rich "1ived-world" with a 

vast variety of attitudes, yet teacher education is dominated by an 

impoverished system of meanings revealed by the one attitude of the 

scientist. Teachers cannot be "prepared" like McDonald hamburgers, 

a classroom is not a metaphor of a fast-food franchise. How then can 

teachers be helped by teacher education7 

teacher education programs must concern themselves 



with persons rather than competencies. It means 
that the individualization of instruction we have 
sought for the public schools must be aoplied to 
these programs as well. It calls for the pro
duction of creative individuals, capable of shift-

* " m g and changing to meet the, demands and opDortum-
ties-afforded to daily tasks. Such a teacher will 
rK)t behave in a set way (Coombs, et al, 1974, 
P 9) 

The creation of a more helpful and realistic teacher education 
• ' *> .* 

is not simply a question of competency,-based versus humanistiq-based 

education This complex problem requires an equally complex approach 

I t can begin simply enough by sh i f t ing the emphasis in teacher educa

t ion from education in the abstract, to the teacher as a person L.^ 

A..Reid points out that 
. . the \ery ideas, the theories which affect 

the practice, are discovered f i n a l l y through 
personal involvement. The person is involved 
from beginning to end. (Reid, 1965, p 95) 

/The focus then, is on the teacher at either the pre-service or 

the ' in-service phase of his or her becoming What is required is a 

sh i f t in th ink in^ f rom teaching as doing to teaching as being (Cun

ningham," 1979, p. 1) The teacher is seen then as a unique se l f , an " 
« 

existent ia l being, situated in a part icular l i fe-wor ld and involved 

in inter-subject ive relations with others. These relationships are 

laden with meaning and value--not always conscious. Maxine Greene, 

in Landscapes of Learning, cal ls for teacher-educators Jjo encourage 

*"in the i r students th is kind of self-ref lexiveness, to think about 

their own actions, the i r own thinking, and to re f lect upon the i r own 

re f lec t ing. She continues-

I am concerned as well with enabling individuals 
to re f lect upon thei r own l ived l ives and the 1 fives 
they lead in common with one another, not merely) as » 
professionals or professionals-to-be, but as hiWan 

<+ 



beings part ic ipat ing in a shared rea l i t y . 
(Greene, 1979, p. 55) . 

11 

"Man" says Merleau-Ponty (but he could be referr ing speci f ica l ly 

to a learner-teacher), is " . . . condemned to meaning"^Merleau-

Ponty, 1962, p. x ix ) . Teacher educators would be in a better posi

t ion to help the i r students, who are to become teachers, to be seff- , 

c r i t i c a l and sel f - ref lect jv 'e i f we had access to phenQmenological 

portrayals of "becoming" teachers encountering the i r emerging l i f e -
» 

•worlds. This study attempts such portrayals. 

irfhat does one experience in becoming a teacher7 My own experi-' 

ence and those I have observed, witnessed, and participated in w-ith 
c 

^ m y art education students merge and mingle. , There is the first un

steady decision "to go into teaching". "".Is this what I really want7 

Is this good enough for me7 Haven't I spent enough of my life in 

schools7 But I guess I like kids .and working with people, and the 

idea of teaching something J really lbve--art--is very appealing " 
» 4 ' . 

"But", says alter ego, "are you saying that because you think you 

can't make a liv'ing.as an artist7 Is this another one of your middle 

class compromises7" "But I really think Tcan combine a love of art 

and an interest in teaching, at least I can paint during the long 

holidays. I'll be a useful member of society." These a-nd ma'ny other 

thoughts, hopes, fears and fantasies taunt t;he becoming teacher once 

that first decision is made. "Then come the courses; the theoretical 

ones—interesting, but when do I get to teach? The pedagogical 

methods--am I really going to need to use all this stuff? The aca-
* 

dermcs--but I rea l ly want to teach l i t t l e kids! The student teaching--

quick, show me how to wr i te a lesson plan!" 
Becoming a teacher must be something l i ke Be i t te l ' s evocation of 

X 
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the being and becoming of the "artist and the lover. It is a movement 

or transcendence in a domain in which everything must be learned at, 

once in something that cannot be taught (Beittel, 1977, p. 112). It 

is a long slow process. No matter whether the program lasts four 

years or ten months, it seems interminable because it tends to look 

beyond itself--into the future. It is always preparation for some-

\ . . . . 
thing. I'm always looking to the day I can be a "real" teacher7 Do 

I stop "becoming" then7 

I 

* ' • The question of what it I'S to become and to be'a teacher mer̂ jesA 

with the more fundamental ontological questions "What is the sig-

Mficance of being human7" "What is the significance of being7" 
* • * • 

"Wha,t is it to be7" Existentialist writers like Heidegger,*Sartre 

and Marcel, write about "being there in the world", "learning to be", 
» 

or "having one's being-to-be" as being descript ive of human existence 

as i t appears in the l ived-world. Human existende is "not ye t " , since 
r 

it is lacking the kind of substantive content in its futural, worldly 
9 * 

dimensions that could take this responsibility away with it. To be 

human is to be always unfinished One has to be this being thaiiFhe 

' or she is not yet. Human being is, for Heidegger, "primarily possi- -

bility" (Heidegger, 1967, p. 143). Vandenberg notes that the "not 

yet" is an essential characteristic of being a child and that " . . 

the appearance of the child as a not-yet is a 'special case of the 

general case'/ of the appearance of man as a not-yet" (Vandenberg, 

1974, p 209). The "becoming" teacher is another special case of not-

yet, of the "having to be" of becoming educated as a teacher. Just 

as human existence is in 'a state of constant becoming and its "yet-

ness"-never arrives, the becoming teacher never "becomes", but reaches 
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another plateau of being. In this case, I am looking at the student 

teacher as inhabiting a plateau of being. v • ' • 
A student teacher should ftsk^ansidered not as a potential teacher, 

but in Sartre's terms, a "be ing-m- i tse l f " (Sartre, 1974). 
t 

• Being-m-itself cannot 'be potentiality' or 'havo 
potentialities'. In itself it is what it is--in 
the absolute plenitude-of its identity. The. cloud 
is not ' potent! al. rai n'; it is, in-itself, a cer
tain quantity of water vapor, which at a given 
temperature and under a given pressure is strictly 
what it is The in-itself is actuality. (Sartre, 
1974, p. 74) 

I intend to show in this study how a student teacher can be seen ' 

as being-in-itself rather than as a possibility of being a teacher. 

Student teachers are what they are and have identities. I attempt to 

reveal that identity through describing the mode of being of being a 

student teacher. 

What is it to be a student teacher7 It is by its yery nature a 

dual role. - One enters into a kind of hyphenated existence, both a 

student and a teacher. It is a continuum or sliding scale, beginning 

with being more a student and ending (if it can be said to end) with 

being" more a teacher. A student teacher can also be seen as a student 

of teaching. The t.ask is to learn about teaching or how to teach. It 

can be seen as indeed a task—something one learns about, or "how to 

do", from the outside. The tendency has been to look at teaching as 

something one does, or has done to one, rather than as a mode of 

being. While one may cease to be a student teacher by some adminis

trative criteria and become a teacher by others, the point at which 

one has completed tne A c c e s s of becoming a teacher*is much less 

clear. Indeed, in a certain sense, a teacher is always becoming in 

that becoming, is bringing-into-being. 
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Teacherveducation 3has developed as a training enterprise to 

"prepare" teachers, or to study how a student becomes a teacher,-or 

how we can effectively and efficiently teach students to beconw teach-

; tsX E ers. I am not denying that these can be»]egitimate interests/. But 

is i t not essential to discover how student teachers are7 The f i r s t 

step in th is discoverty is td welcome them as partners in a dialogue, 

to enter, to a degree, into the student teachers' 

Lrierb in 

;' world. 

N. 

\ 

<* 

t 



. 'Chapter £ 

BECOMING AND TEACHER EDUCATION 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE RELATING TO THE 

PROCESS OF BECOMING A TEACHER 

A review of the literature of teacher education reveals a great 

deal of concern for the result of teacher prepaflat/on programs but 

yery little attention devoted to the process one undergoes in becom-

ing a teache'r. Books like Becoming ah Educator (Morris, 1963) deal 

with what the student* must know (theory) |f know how to do Cpractice), 

rather them with the process of becoming a teacher. More to the 

point is Elizabeth Eddy's book ftecoming a Teacher- The Passage to 

Professional Status, which is process oriented although based on 

interviews with beginning teachers in their first semester of teach-

s 
ing in slum schools in a "northern city" and primarily concerned with' 

their as'similation into schools. New teachers are " . viewed as 

those in the process of making a transition from the status of pupil 

to that of teacher"" (Eddy, 1969, p. 6) She sees both the first 

year of "teaching and student teaching as transitive periods during 

v 
which students observe and act out behaviors they are eventually to 
assume as teachers. 

The circumstances under,which student teaching 
eases the transition from the role of student , 
to that of teacher, and the extent to which it 
does so, are not empirically known. Yet it 
seems that important learnings about the role 
of teacher do'occur during student teaching . . . 
(Eddy, 1969, p. 14} « i 

An extended account of a student's perceptions and experiences 

of a teacher eoucation program is found in Competency Based Education 

A Process for the Improvement of Education (Hall and Jones, 1976, 
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Chapter 12) The student writes of his thoughts, feelings and fears 

as he progressed through a highly individualized program which en

couraged a self-critical attitude and a high level of interaction 

amongst students and faculty 

While*not from the student's perspective, the most complete 

examination of the experience of learning to teach with its atten

dant stages, phases and concerns is presented by Fuller and Brown in 

their article "Becoming a Teacher" in Teacher Education The Seventy-

Fourth Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education 

They have assimilated the empirical research on "neophyte", "begin

ning" or "student" teachers to create a portrait of individuals in a 

state of dissonance and transition " . . . caught in the crack between 

the 'emergent-oriented' college professor and the more traditional 

supervising teacher" (Fuller and Brown, 1975, p. 29-30)5 

'The early context of becoming a teacher has 
more room for movement than a straight jacket, • 

v but both have more constraints than resources. 
The neophyte selects herself without assistance, 
probably on the basis of obsolete information 
derived from her experience as a pupil. (Fuller ' 
and Brown, 1975, p. 47) 

These authors identify a series of stages or clusters of concerns 

attending the process of becoming a teacher. The first pre-teaching 

concerns of the education student who has never taught, center on 

pupils--that is, on his or her self. Fresh out of the pupil role, he 

or she can identify realistically with pupils, but the identification 

with the teacher role is remote. With the first contact with actgal 

teaching, however, the idealized concerns about pupils are shifted to 

concerns about one's own survival as a teacher. Surviving and coping 

predominate. The student teacher is concerned aboû t class control, 

( 
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mastery of the content to be taught, and by supervisors' evaluations. 

He or she struggles with feelings of inadequacy, dependency and lack 

of self-confidence in his or her skills and abilities." Added to self-

survival concerns are the varied demands made to not just survive, 

but to teach. Teaching concerns are still concerns about one's own 

performance and not concerns about pupils and their learning". When 

concerns with pupils re-emerge, the student teacher may be unable to 

act on these concerns. Fuller and Brown point out that an important 

task of teacher education is to provide contexts within which stu

dents' concerns about survival can be resolved and concerns about 

pupils encouraged, " . . . since better teaching is probably associ

ated with concerns about pupils rather than concerns about the self" 

(Fulher and Brown, 1975, p. 40). Nevertheless, while ndt expressed 

in this language, the becoming teacher is engaged in a quest for 

achieving a satisfying self-identity in an authentic existence. 

More recent studies cited by Zeichner and Tabachmck (1981) that 

investigate attitude changes in the becoming teacher support the view 

- t h U t ^ 

- ,- . . . students become increasingly more progressive 
or liberal in the'attitudes towards education during 
their stay at the university and then shift to op
posing and more traditional views as they move into . 
student teaching and in-service experience. (Zeich
ner and Tabachnick, 1981, p. 7) 

While acknowledging that support for the widely held view that an 

attitude shift does take place, the article presents alternative 

scenarios. The first holds that the impact of universities is actual

ly quite low since many respondents to questionnaires report a 

greater influence of earlier mentors on current classroom practice 

than pre-service training. Advocates of this view refer to a lack of 

• 
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use'of a technical language by these teachers indicating the contin-

uing ef fect of lay imagery in professional practice The second * • 

scenario views the univers i ty 's influence as not l ibera l iz ing at a l l 

and regards these ins t i tu t ions as just as t radi t ional as the schools 
« 

with respect to practice (Zeichner a,hd Tabachnick, 1981 p. 9). Each 

of these possible explanations for the attitude changes underlijie the 

important effect on their teaching performance exerted by teachers'^ 

(student or experienced) self-concepts and world views The link 

between " . . . what is believed to be professional competence and 

what is regarded as personal competence . " is a strong one 

(Coulter, 1980, p. 21). Regardless of the degree of openness or m -

novativeness in the teaching performance, that performance is affected 

by the way in which student teachers see themselves in the profes-

sional role.' 

Thus, much of the anxiety associated with beginning 
teaching arises from the threat to one's person, 
the fear that failure as a novice teacher may be 
interpreted as indicating wider personal incompe
tence. (Coulter, p. 21) 

Coulter's research indicjfcs that what he calls "self-competence", 
W * 

the belief that one can succeed, is a major deter.minator of one's 

commitment to teaching. It also reminds us of the complex and con

tingent nature of the educative procayr *nd of the fact that student 

teachers have widely different persoK^Eties, professional aspirations 

and teaching styles which they strive to express and test in the pro-
s. 

cess of becoming a teacher. 

These studies however, (i.e. Coulter, Fuller and Brown, Zeichner 
v 

and Tabachnick), all tend to take a positivistic, "from the outside" 

approach. A hypothesis is posited or a theory constructed and empir-

S 
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ical evidence is gathered. Little light is shed on the "inside work

ings" of the student teacher as an emergent self. Other recent ,*̂ » 

attempts to ex'p'and theory in teacher education, which recognize" the' . ^ 

complex nature of teaching and hold a versatile conception of the 

role of the teacher that is integral to a growing and changing self, 

draw from developmental theory (Witherall and Erfckson, 1978, Sprint-

hall and Glassberg, 1980, Sprinthall and Thies-Sprinthall, 1980). 

These authors see the underlying issue of teacher education as one of 

adult development. They draw on the developmental theories of Piaget, 

Kohlberg, Loev*inger, and Hunt.to begin to synthesize multi-dimension- . 

al constructs that depict various cognitive, moral, and psychological 

stage#in the.growth of individuals. For example, Witherall and 

Erickson," in their examination of two case studies of teachers from 

the perspective of ego development theory, Emphasize "the teacher's 

understanding, of"self" (p. 237) as an important task of teacher educa- . 

tion. They see a reciprocal relationship between a teacher's taking 

the perspective of student^ and a more complex, integrated under

standing of the self. ̂  ,. * 

Insight into being and becoming as it is experienced by student 
t 

« 

teachers is the expressed aim of studies that are phenomenological 

or hermeneutical in intent and approach. One such study titled, "An 

Inquiry into the Nature of Teacher Becoming as Person Becoming" 

C\ (Weisensee, 1980) investigated " . . . the process of inner growth in 

v O becoming a teacher as it relates to becoming a person" (1980, p. iii). 

The study is grounded in Viktor Lowenfeld's ideas concerning the r\j 

growth related concepts of self-facingrseTf-identification, self"-

expression and self-adjustment, paired within Abraham Maslow's notion 
j 
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of self-actualization. The study is phenomenological to the extent 

that it deals with actual experiences of student teachers. Life-

world data are provided from two students' journals from an under

graduate course in art teacher preparation. 

Their journals serve as a means for revealing some 
of the aspects and characteristics which attend the 
inner growth processes in be*Tng and becoming a 
teacher. Within the context of this research, the 

* journals serve as collected data from the event-m-
progress as they learned about teaching as teachers, i 
(Weisensee, 1980, p. 11) 

The journals she conc/ucfes, " . . . revealed the agonies ,and joys of 

being and becoming teachers as' persons" (p. 271), Presentation and • 

interpretation of^the journals provides phenomenological evidence for 

the view that becoming a teacher evolves out of and parallels the 

process*of becoming a person. A series of recognizable stages, not 

unlike those cited by Fuller and Brown, are revealed that chart the 

student teacher's movement from self-consciousness* to self-awareness, 

to awareness of others. When tangible consideration.of classroom 

control and management are brought under control, there is greater 

emphasis upon individual needs, the dynamics of interaction and the 

roles 6f responsibility. She sees these stages of inner growth as 

amenable to direction, guidance and even acceleration (p. 273). 

Another study with a phenomenological1 perspective pertaining to 

the experiences of student teachers was conducted by Hultgren (1982). 

Her stated purposes were to carry out an ontctlogical analysis of 

student teaching experiences in order to contribute to a philosophic 

base-in curriculum, and to explore the use of hermerieutic phenomen

ology in elicjting modes of being and understanding that could be 

used to enuighteiijacftctice. In this case, the students were eleven 
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student teachers of home economics returning from student teaching to 

a curriculum course consisting of eighteen seventy-five minute ses-

sions taught by Hultgren. The class dialogue was tape recorded for 

use as a text for hermeneutic interpretation Descriptions of stu

dents' experiences were also elicited to disclose existential themes 

in the students' experience of being teachers. In a review of this 

study, Schubert comments that1 

. . . the dialogue enriched present experience by 
teaching students about the alive character of the 
past in a present that is wide-awake. In calling 
forth being experienced in their past (student-

<?**•** teaching and before), students came to realize 
the greater meaning their present encounter could 
have. (Schubert, 1983, p. 97) 

He notes that the instructor-researcher participated with the 

students, rather than acted upon them with pedagogical skills and 

techniques. Hultgren acknowledges through her actions that the 

research process itself incorporates her own personal quest for self-

realization. The themes she identitied 

. . pointed powerfully to the vast vulnerability 
of meaning-seeking and becoming to the psycholog
ical, social and political character of schooling. 
(Schubert, p. 98) 

The pervasive force of control evident in schools, schooling and the 

supervisory relationship was illuminated repeatedly. She was able to 

" . . . provide insight covertly, if not overtly, into the intimate 

relation between curriculum and the lived qualities|K)f teaching ex- ' 

penences" (Schubert, p. 99). In this manner, she was able to 

" . . . increase awareness of <he meaning an experience has for those 

who are undergoing it or have lived through it" (Hultgren, p. 75). 

These two studies illustrate the promise of phenomenological 

inquiry into teacher becoming or student teacher being. The door is 



open and'we are in the threshold but there are niany rooms to explore. 

What is still required are more phenomenologies of student teachers' 

life-worlds in the spirit of those called for by Willis (1983j, 

Schubert and Schubert (1982), and Pinar (1981). Writing from their 

perspective in the curriculum field, they see the description and 

interpretation of phenomenological states as being valuable and in

structive to both students and educators in promoting experiences of 

high qua!ity. v 

. the quality of experience can be enhanced only -*-
as'the students come personally and autonomously to 
understand their own life-worlds and how these are 
connected with taking action in the external world. 
Natural descriptions of phenomenological states may, 
be a good way to begin promoting such understanding. 
Creating descriptions which also skillfully inter
weave interpretations and suggestions for action with 
the lived qualities of personal experience is a way 
for educators to make suggest>ons based on profes
sional judgments which may beneficially influence 
students by encouraging their own personal under
standing and autonomy. 

. . . we need more and better naturalistic descrip- . ( 
tions of students' phenomenological states, and we > 
need more and better ways of interpreting them so 
that our normative suggestions to students enhance 
their autonomy. (Willis, 1983, p. 47) 

* The present study accepts this call and challenge and offers 

phenomenologies of three student teachers. The following chapter 

outlines the philosophic sources and attendant methodology that in

form this stance and approach. 

* 
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Chapter 3 

THE METHOD OF INQUIRY SEVEN 

CHARACTERISTICS OF EXISTENTIAL PHENOMENOLOGY 

It is essential that a methodology be appropriate to the ques

tions asked or the phenomenon being investigated. As a method of 

philosophical inquiry, existential phenomenology is particularly 

suited for describing the phenomena of education within the condition 

of human existence, and for yielding insights into the nature of be

coming a teacher. The method is also amenable for application to 

social science research. Although its influence is only beginning to 

be felt in North America, existential phenomenology, as an operation-

al label refers to, the mode of philosophizing, predominant among 

French and German philosophers that traces its origins to Kierke

gaard, Husserl and Djlthey, through Sartre, Merleau-Ponty and Hei-

degger. The essential linkage is Heidegger's existential ontology in s 
which man is seen as openness, as existence, and'phenomenology's con

ception of consciousness as a mode of being human is described in 

terms of intentionallty (Vandenberg, 1971). Existentialism and 

phenomenology flow tdgether to form a new unity, with existentialism 

providing the themes and phenomenology the method. ' Although there 

are various approaches to phenomenology, with existential phenomen

ology indicating a particular stance, it is possible to summarize 
.< -

central phenomenological concerns and to indicate how phenomenology 

provides an appropriate methodology for this study. 

(•1) Phenomenology is a form of inquiry that begins with experi-
\ * 

ence in the lived-wqrld. .The phenomenologist's main tasks are to see 

lved-world. 

' \ 
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the common sehse world in i t s massive complexity, to out l ine and 

explore i t s essential features, arid to trace out ltsmamfold re la

t ionships. What Husserl was advocating in his cal l fo r philosophy to 

return "back to the thiflgs themselves", the world of or iqinal experi

ence, was not a plea for "thingness", but a caution against 

theorizing"whi lch could obscure the potential wealth of meanings 

available in the experiential world. Husserl believed/phenomenology • 

to be/'presuppositionless" in i t s attempt " o . to/avoid prejudic

ing the phenomenon be>ng described and to al low 1t" to appear, to le t . 

i t be" (Vandenberg, 1974, p. 196). 

In his concern for expl icat ing pre-theoretical everyday experi

ence, Husserl attempted to ground cognition in the actual structures 

or processes' of consciousness Consciousness, meaning a thrusting 

towards the things of the world was, he f e l t , in tent ional . 

The essence of consciousness, in which I l i ve as 
my own se l f , is the so-called in ten t iona l i t y . 
Consciousness is always consciousness of some
th ing. (Husserl, 1964, p. 12) 

Husserl's philosophy of in tent iona l i ty posits consciousness as already 

act ively involved in the world. This active consciousness allows the 

world to be what i t i s . I t is impossible to think of the world in the 

absence of human-consciousness because thinking i t s e l f is ihtentron-

a l i t y - - a mode of being involved in the world. Truth is not a question 

of correspondence between our knowledge and a meaning which belongs 

to a world separated from human consciousness Existence is con

sciousness of existing—mankind is essent ial ly characterized as an 

understanding relat ionship to being. 

The phenomenologist s tar ts with the idea that human experience 

contains a meaningful structure. He or she attempts to disclose and 
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describe the basic patterns Or structure of human experience using an 

intuitive and reflective method based on a specific attitude of mind 

in which one accepts the natural attituSe', and theh steps out of it 

This method, called "epoche" by Husserl, or "bracketing out", is also 

referred to as "phenomenological suspension". It is a method with 

which to separate the essence of reality from its peripheral aspects 

Essentially, "epoche" involves a shift in. modes of attention, in which 

a priori theories and interpretations are bracketed out, and the as-

pect of reality under.consideration, whether it be Heidegger ponder

ing the essence of-human existence,,or an educator searching for the 

underlying structure of classroom interactions, is directly focused 

and reflected upon. Through the phenomenological attitude, Husserl 

claims that " . . . I reach the ultimate experiential and cognitive 

perspective thinkable. In it I become the disinterested spectator of 

my natural and worldly ego and its life" (Husserl, 1964, p 13). 

(2) Phenomenology sets out to study the subjectivity of^lived 

experience. A central feature of phenomenology is its concern with 

subjectivity as'an essential' feature of li.ved experience. Human/ 

beings are not objects or things. Their essence'is in their exis-
i 

«• 4 

tence. They exist in a mutualism of subject iv i ty and world They 

experience the i r "1 wed-body's" awareness iff time and space Sub-1 

j e c t i v i t y is what Sartre ca] ls "consciousness of consciousness" 

(Sartre, 1974, p. x i ) . This consciousness is not s-imply innerness. 

or introspection. " I t * t h rus t s " , says Maxine Greene, "toward the 

world, not away from i t " (Greene, 1973, p. 131). Likewise, phenomen

ology is not solipsism which says that the only source of knowledge 
\ 

is the sel f and that nothing exists but the self-conscious sel f and 

j 



its creations (Wagner, 1983, p. 18). Phenomenologists acknowledge 

that each human being exists in a public and social world and also 

exists in inter-subjective relationships with others. Phenomenolo

gists understand social action as the meaning the actor bestows upon 

this action, the meaning this action has for the individual. The 

reality I encounter as an actor in my world is at least partially 

defined and constructed by me. Yet at the same time it is mter-

subjective. . I am located within a biographical situation with a _ 

personal and societal historicity that is relevant to any phenomen-

ologically founded research. Phenomenologists are wary of the 

behavioral sciences when they " . . omit the other person's awake-

ness, his subjectivity, and count it for nothing, when it is, rather 

his human being" (Vandenberg, 1978, p. 5) , ' 

The individual comes in touch with the world in multiple ways. 

Maxine Greene in Teacher as Stranger notes that teachers easily can 

and do take a behavioral view when necessary and can and do learn tte. ' 

teach didactically. "But we can also assume that no involved teacher, 

can wholly escape the vantage point of subjectivity, the vantage 

point from which the close presence of others will be felt"(p. 94). 

Subjectivity, believes the phenomenologist, is to be acknowledged as 

inevitable and essential, not to be avoided. 

(3) Phenomenology's intent is to arrive at a verstehende under

standing of aspects of the lived-world. The type of understanding of 

subjectivity that phenomenological investigation leads to is called 

verstehen. Verstehen is what the German-borrl phenomenological social 

scientist, Alfred Schutz, calls the common-sense reality of everyday 

life, which is permeated by our understanding of the subjective 
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meanings of the people with whom we relate in a social world of com

mon meaning (Schutz, 1964) Verstehen understanding occurs when I 

experience inter-subjectively the meanings others bestow in their 

actions In an educational context, it refers to the teacher's abil

ity to understand students in a way similar to the way in which they 

understand themselves Central to the notion of verstehen is the 

awareness that the life-world is not simply one world but rather an 

infinite number of worlds relating to the subject's infinite number 

of attitudes. I recall Huxley's observation that "man is a multipl'e 

amphibian and exists at one and the same time in a number of uni

verses, dissimilar to the point very nearly of complete incompati

bility" (Huxley, 1962, p. 279). 

(4) Phenomenological understanding is the presentation of the 

essence, ground structure, or deep structure of a phenomenon. The aim 

of the phenomenological method is to attempt to get under perceived 

phenomena in order to confront the phenomena in question directly. It 

is seen as a method that would lead us to the root by moving from 

patters of fact to essences, from empirical to essential universality 

and to an understanding of structures firmly grounded It searches 

for the deep^structure of human events and actions to discover the 

krules or modes that give them order. It looks for "the very nature 

of the phenomenon, for that which makes a 'thing' what it is (and 

without which it could not be what'it is)" (Van Manen, 1984, p. 38). 

Husserl saw phenomenological method as both scientific and rigorous. 

The Husserlian essence could achieve a repeatability and identity of 

meaning over time, an "mvarrent use of meaning" (Palermo, 1974, p. 

244). Instead of generalizability, phenomenological researchers 
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talk about repeatability and identity of meaning, instead of relia

bility and validity they talk of essences and deep structure. The 

words used by phenomenologists are themselves revealing, words like 

"root", "ground", "deep", "essential", "opening", "presence". The 

terms "ground structure" or "deep structure" are metaphorical refer

ents "a way of referring to the pursuit of a descriptive-analytic 

method, leading to a verstehende grasp of social phenomena" (Van 

Manen, 1979(b), p 9). 

(5) Phenomenology utilizes an interpretive method of sense-

making. By its ^ery nature, phenomenological seeing entails inter

pretation to the extent that it elucidates, represents, translates, 

or somehow brings something to understanding. In this regard all 

phenomenological viewing is hermeneuti-e-and is related to the dis

cipline of hermeneutics, the study of understanding and interpreta

tion, specifically of texts. Hermeneutics, when traced back to root 

words in Greek, suggests the process of bringing understanding. Her

meneutics as a theory and a method is complementary to phenomenology. 

It claims the ability to retain the phenomenological intuition, at 

the same time comprehending the wider perspectives of society and 

history (Wolff, 1975, p. 103). When applied to social and aesthetic 

situations, it focuses on the context of the event, vthe participants, 

their values and culture as major sources for understanding the 

meanings. The modern revised usage of the term and practice of 

hermeneutics comes from the -contemporary German philosopher, Hans-

Georg Gadamer, drawing on the traditions of Dilthey and Heidegger. 

The best definition for hermeneutics is: to let 
what is alienated by the character of the written 
word or by the character of being distantiated by 
cultural or historical distances speak again. 
This is hermeneutics: to let what seems to be far 
and alienated speak again. (Gadiimer, 1979, p. 83) 
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When practising hermeneutics, the researcher is involved reflex-

ively in a simultaneous understanding of self and being. In this 

attempt to understand the existential meanings, symbols, and values 

of others the researcher must become simultaneously aware of his or 

her own historical consciousness and its role in this process. The 

reciprocal nature of the process is echoed in what is called the 

"hermeneutical circle", "the whole received its definition from the 

parts, and reciprocally, the parts can only be understood in refer

ence to the whole . . . meaning is what understanding grasps in the 

essential reciprocal interaction of the whole and the parts" 

(Palmer, 1969, p. 118). 

The notions central to hermeneutics that meaning and meaningful -

ness are contextual, related to a perspective from which events are 

seen, and that the researcher's consciousness is relevant to the in

terpretation, have implications for inquiry in education. A phenomen

ological and hermeneutical approach to research in art education is 

evident in the work of Kenneth Beittel, who has been involved for 

over ten years in longitudinal studies of the drawing'process of m -

dividual artists, both professional and non-tutored. In his "study of 

man as artist arting", he and his co-workers are participant obser-, 

vers, "co-sharers of the artist's serial" (Beittel, 1974, p 3) 

They observe and record phases of the artist's drawings with time-

lapse photography and, through dialogue frith the artist, attempt to 

reconstruct, describe, interpret, and understand the meanings asso

ciated with the work and the process. Beittel refers to this pro

cess as "formative hermeneutics" since " . . . we are involved in a 

movement toward understanding—in hermeneutics, that is" (Beittel, 
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1974, p. 4). 

What then, I am working at, in general, could be 
titled "The Disclosure of the Artist's World of 
Arting", in which the problem is that of my find
ing viable modes of interaction of my own horizon 
with that of the artist arting., (Beittel, 1974, 
P 4) 

Beittel's'hermeneutical exploration of the emergent nature of 

the art-making process, this "being-together-with-the-artist-in- W 

creating" (Novosel-Beittel, 1978, p. 26), has many parallels to a 

study which intends to disclose the nature of the student teacher's 

world of becoming a teacher. In both instances, the qualitative ac

tuality and unity of the artist's and the student teacher's world and 

the inquirer's world of "knowing about" must be acknowledged in the 

world-of understanding. This, in the words of Gadamer, is the 

"hermeneutical ambition", to make what is hidden, alienated or dis

tant, speak again and clearly, with the quality of self-evidence 

(Gadamer, 1979, p. 83). 

(6) Phenomenology uses a variety of sources Recently, several 

inquiry approaches using a great variety of sources have been develop

ed in the desire to interpret, express, and understand the world of 

human experiences as they occur in natural settings. Such approach

es which have implications for inquiry in education include ethno-

methodology, ethnography, analytic sociology, and constitutive phen-

omenology. What they have in common is the wish to treat ordinary 

social interaction as a feature of the life-world and to make aspects 

of the subjectivity of that world available and visible. Although 

each of these methods of descriptive-analytic investigation varies 

» in its origin and specific focus, each attempts to " . . . break 

through the surface of everyday utterances, actions and interactions 
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to the structures which are embedded on deeper levels" (Van Manen, 1979 

(a), p. 47). The stance and philosophical underpinnings of these 

approaches are essentially phenomenological, although the research 

methodology and data collection technique of participant observer 

borrow heavily from anthropology (S Wilson, 1977). 

Two examples of rich and graphic participant observation 

studies situated in educational contexts are The Man in the Princi

pal's Office An Ethnography (Wolcott, 1973), and Inside High School 

The Students' World (Cusick, 1973). A more recent ethnographic study 

with special significance for art teacher education is Hawke's'The 

Life-World of a Beginning Teacher of Art" (1980) in which he played 

the role of participant observer during the first half year of a begin

ning,art teacher's career An apt label for this genre of mterpre-

tiye inquiry is "thick description",, adapted by the anthropologist 

Clifford Geertz from the writings of Gilbert Ryle and Malmowski on 

the subtleties of inter-personal communication. 

£ What the ethnographer is faced with . . . is a 
• multiplicity of complex conceptual structures, 

many of them superimposed upon or knotted into * 
one another, which are at once strange, irregular, 
and inexplicit, and which he must contrive some
how first to grasp and then to render. (Geertz, 
1973, pp. 9-10) 

Anthropological field methods and approaches" for writing thick 

descriptions become useful tools for phenomenology as applied social 

science research. However, since phenomenology has its roots and 

draws its sources from other traditions as well and is concerned with 

different questions and phenomena, the result, while bearing a family 

resemblance, is not anthropology or ethnography. 

(7) These data of subjectivity have the status of examples as 

* 
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icons or symbols. The approach most firmly rooted in the tradition of* 

Husserl and Dilthey is the modern approach to phenomenological re

search, called constitutive phenomenology. Constitutive phenomen

ology, following the method outlined in this study, searches for 

essences and ground structures of selected life-world phenomena based 

on concrete life-experience material and participant observation. The 

sources of the data are varied and might include: diaries, interviews, 

personal life experiences, observations, novels, poetry, art works, 

philosophical/psychological and sociological materials, film,audio 

and visual recording. Van Manen claims that these data, focusing 

on the subjectivity of human experience, have the status not of case 

study data, but of examples to be used for reflectively weaving 
14 

together a phenomenological account. 

Examples, then, are a methodological 40k\£e that 
belongs to, the surface structure of phenomenological 
inquiry; they are formulated to assist in the ef
fort of making deep understanding possible. That 
is, it is the deep structure or ground structure 
of the phenomena that examples are meant to make 
"visible". (Van Manen, 1979(b), p. 9) 

Examples are like icons or symbols, referring back to what makes 

them possible. Like symbols, they point beyond themselves. The sym

bol, unlike a sign which also points beyond itself, actually 

"participates in the power of that which i^ symbolizes" (Tillich, 

1953, p 109) Symbols function to open levels of reality that have 

been closed and to make accessible to our minds levels of experience 

of which we have been unaware. We recall Heidegger's insight that 

" . . . the expression 'phenomena' signifies that which shows itself 

in itself, the manifest" (Heidegger, 1967, p. 51). 

While in a certain sense, phenomenology is scientific and its 

i 
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method rigorous, it still a'llows us to retain a sense of creative ' 

mystery that does not deny the depth of our humanness. The phenomen

ologist begins in wonder, yet realizes that while we can gain insights 

and begin to see with clarity, the mysterious grounds of human sense 

making cannot be fully disclosed. Phenomenology probes for what is 
* 

genuinely discoverable and potentially there, but not seen. It is 

as Don Ihde puts it, "The door to the possible" (Ihde, 1977, p. 26). J 

We enter the door.by attending to immediate experience, to the 

phenomena of experience as they appear and by describipg that appear-

ance. These descriptions, arising from the aforementioned stance and 

characteristics, can be called phenomenologies. ^illis provides a 

lucid summary. 
There is some consensus about what phenomenologies 
are. Basically, they center in the personal rela
tions of.individuals to their perceptions of the 
external world. As such, they are the lived 
qualities of interior experience, the fusing of 
emotional, cognitive and even physiological rela
tions to the unfolding situations in which people 
find themselves. (Willis, 1982, p. 46) 

« 

This study creates phenomenologies or life world descriptions of 

three student teachers in an attempt to cast some light on what it 

means to be a student teacher. 
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Chapter 4 

THE STUDY AND WHAT MAKES IT 

PHENOMENOLOGICAL AND HERMENEUTICAL 
i 

In the preceding chapters I have tried to set ,the stage for a 

study that will attempt to '^ddress some questions that I believe are 
\ 

central to teacher education." The questions are: 

- what is the Drocess one undergoes in becoming a teacher7 

r 
- what is it like to be a student teacher7 % 

• '- what is it that student teachers are experiencing7 

- what does it mean to be a student teacher7 

I discovered that questions related to becoming" are entwined 
» 

with questions of being. In other words, the quest is philosophical 

and ontological. These questions lead to other questions, the first 

being "how can I find out7" A review of the literature relating to 

teacher education dealing with the process of Incoming a teacher shed 

somejight on the questions. Most importantly, it revealed that the 

most fruitful approach for insight into questions of being and becom

ing as experienced by student teachers would be a phenomenological and 

hej^ieneutical'one. The stance, characteristics, considerations and 

procedures involved in such an approach were outlined. 

, Description or presentation of phenomena as they manifest them

selves in consciousness is phenomenology's aim. In this study, my 

ptroject is to describe and present the life-worlds, the lived-exper-

lence of student teachers as they journey through a program of teacher 

education.. I am interested in each experience as it presents itself 

to each consciousness. I have no preconceptions as to the route 



that will be taken or the final destination. Being presuppositionless 

does not mean, however, being unbiased or uninformed. I have experi-

enced the process of becoming a teacher from-a variety of perspec

tives m/ own education and professional development, and vicariously, 

that of my students over a period of about ten years. I am not with

out preconceptions and theories, but I try to acknowledge my biases 

reflexively and hold these in abeyance to "bracket them out", and to 

allow the study to evolve organically Furthermore, being organic 

does not mean being structureless. In a certain sense, this study is 

highly structured. It takes place during a specific period of time; 

the length of time it takes an individual to complete the art educa

tion program and become certified to teach. The study is also 

structured in that it makes use of specific techniques and methods, 

borrowed mainly from the social sciences and ethnomethodology. The 

major tool is the interview-meetyig, held once a month during the 

academic term. Each interview, which took place in my office, was 

about one hour long and recorded on audio tape. The interview con

sisted of my posing questions to elicit response and reflection. 

During the first sessions, the questions were predominantly of an 

information-seeking nature. As the study progressed, the questions 

aimed to encourage the student to reflect on recollections of early 

encounters with art and teaching, or current art and teaching con

cerns. These interviews were very much in the spirit of Van Manen's-

term "inter-viewiLwhich is seen as " . . . an interpretive conversa

tion wherein both partners self-reflectively orient themselves to the 

inter-personal or collective ground that brings the significance of 

the phenomenological question into view" (Van Manen, 1984, p. 63). 
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Since I enter this investigation by trying to suspend my pre

suppositions and let the results unfold,,I cannot anticipate the next 

question, "what will I find out7" I do suspect, nevertheless, that 

I'will find out something that will help me respOpd later to 4wo 

other questions that I have asked, "what implications will this 

understanding have for art education programs in particular and 

telcher education in general? And, how can teachers be helped by 

teacher education7" Perhaps some light may be shed on that most 

crucial question. , 
t i » 

My "task is to go beyond my taken-for-gYanted knowledge of stu- " 

dent teachers and student teaching and to.gain access to the life , 

world of-the student teacher, or ̂ s Schubert puts<T|t, I aim to "probe 

the origins of (their) perspectives" (Schubert,"19B3, o. 52) My 

first foray into the student teacher's lifje'jwrjrld began on September 

21, 1979, when I visited the Introductory Art Education class, to 

introduce and talk about the proposed study and. to seek volunteers/' 

These students were all just beginning their first course in the Art 

Education Program. It was their second week of classes, their fourth 

class meeting. I began by saying that I am beginning a study that 

aims at investigating the process of becoming a teacher. I am inter-

ested in what can be called "the lived experience" of becoming a 

teacher. What I would like to do is look at the transition of an in

dividual from being a student to being a teacher. At that time, I had 

not yet thought to ask the more fundamental question, "what is it to 

be a Ulident teacher7" The notion of process and becomingness pre

dominated. I continued by saying that I wondered what the changes or 

phases were that were experienced by a person studying to be a teacher. 
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T wondered about the transition in thinking, feeling and attitudes. I 

wanted the students in my study to reflect on these questions and to 

share their reflections with me. I wanted to engage'in an extended 
i 

dialogue. w , * 

) The students appeared attentive a'nd interested. I said that I 

/was looking for a few students whom I would follow from this beginning 

stage through their art education program Wtil it is completed and 

they were "ready to teach", or have "become teachers" My role 

would be that of participant-observer, meaning that as a faculty mem

ber in, and chairman of, the Art Education Division, I would be a 

participant, someone with a role to play in this community and in 

their education. But, and at the same time, I would be an observer, 

someone looking at and describing, or helping to describe, their ex

perience with a certain amount and a certain kind of detachment The 

major contact would be through regularly scheduled interviews. The 

format would usually involve my asking some initial questions, then I 

hoped the student would talk openly and freely. I would take notes, 

do some tape recording, and perhaps some filming. I would encourage 

the student to keep a journal. 

Immediately following the class, six students volunteered They 

came up to me, gave their names and scheduled appointments for the 

following week. One student—a woman wfio was older than the others-

missed the appointment, but called later to apologize and explain 

that because of a very busy schedule and personal complications, she 

felt she should .not get involved in the study even though she found 

the idea fascinating and "wanted to help me out". A second woman 

also missed the appointment. I saw herjater that week and set 
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another date which she also missed. I did not pursue the matter any 

further A third student, the only male to volunteer, xame for one 

interview and dropped out of the College shortly thereafter, it 

appears for financial reasons. So the study began in late September, 

1979, with three students whom I shall call Annie, Jane, and Julie. I 

am the fourth participant in that I am a partner in the dialogue. 

The student's recollections and reportage of their teaching-

learning experiences is "the work" or "the text" and is directly 

parallel to the artist's production which is "the work" in Beittel's 

studies (Beittel, 1973) or the artifacts and notes which are "the 

text" in an hermeneutical inquiry conducted by Brooks (1980). The 

text she interpreted was over four hundred collected art works and 

artifacts of her own childhood art activities and the memories of * 

associated experiences which she described phenomenologically in a 

memory journal. In my study, reflection on the work is stimulated by 

my questions and more directly by recordings of actual teaching situ

ations. As one of the students becomes more involved in student 

teaching, observations of her classes are made and these note's and 

tapes are reproduced for her reaction and/e'sponse. The aim is to 

put her back in that frame of mind when the event occurred and to make 

the experience accessible to her again so that she may respond and 

reflect on her thoughts, feelings and actions. These interviews, 

which totaled thirty-five in all, are transcribed in a book for each 

student. Each book represents, to use Gadamer's term, a "text", which 

describes in her own words, each student's life-world as becoming 

teacher. In addition, to these three student texts, I have written 

my own recollections and reflections on my own becoming as a teacher 
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analogous to Brook's memory journal. Like Brooks and-Beittel, my 

approach to the interpretation of these texts derives from the ner-

meneu£ic phenomenology of Hans-Georg Gadamer, introduced Briefly'in 

the previous chapter. ' . -

Gadamer extends Heidegger's hermeneutical phenomenology \nto a 

systematic philosophical hermeneutics. His concern'is nothing less 

than the conception of understanding and its relationship to being, 

history, and language. In spite of the title of his .major book, 

Truth and Method, Gadamer's purpose is not methodological-. Gadamer's 

method that is not a method Contains an irony, method is not the wayt 

to truth He believes that his reformulation of hermeneutics in its 

attempt to take the human sciences beyond i„ts ̂ methodological self-

consciousness" and to connect these with the totality of our expen-
» 

ence of the world,' transcends method (Gadamer, 1975, p. x m ) . Meth-

od implies an effort to measure and control on the part of the inter

preter, whereas in hermeneutics, the phenomena lead. Palmer, a stu-

dent of Gadamer, claims that method is a form of dogmatism separating 
* s 

the interpreter from the work, standing*between both and barring the 

interpreter from experiencing the work in itŝ  fuHness (Palmer, 1969, «. 

p. 247). The hermeneutical openness of experience is antithetical to 

method. The text .acts on'and alters the interpreter. Says Palmer, 

"It is not the interpreter who grasps the meaning of.the text; the 

meaning of the text seizes him" (p. 248). 

To Gadamer, the aim is not -to devise an art'or technique of 

understanding; the object of our reflection is understanding it

self. Truth and Method asks the question, "how is understanding -

possible?" (Gadamer, 1975, p. xvin'). Understanding, according to 

/ 
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Gadamer, is always an histor/ical, dialectical and linguistic event. 
» 

These underlie the four concepts, central/to Gadamer's approach, 

which are pertinent to this study, historicity., the notion of hori

zons, dialectics, and language. We are historical beings, and as such 

our understanding of a text is possible because of our place within a 

tradition. The ideological preconceptions and intentions that we 

bring to an event of understanding derive from the tradition These 

constitute the historical reality of one's being As Gadamer puts 

it, "history does hot belong to us, but we belong to it" (1975, p. 

245). Understanding always functions in three modes of temporality: 

past-present-future. 
There is no pure seeing and understanding of his
tory without reference to the'present. On the 
contrary, hi story( is seen and understood only and » 
always through a consciousness standing in the 
present. (Palmer, 1969, p. 176): 

The text and the tradition that has bequeathed it are of*the 
V 

past. Our questiohs to the text and" ordered by our situation are in 

tl\e present moment of that tradition. We project ourselves future-

ward in the act of understanding (Brooks, 1982, p. 44) Or, in the 

words of T. S. Eliot: 

Time pres'ent and time past • 
Are both perhaps present in time future 
And time future contained in time past 
If all time is eternally present 
A H time,is unredeemable 

Only through time is time conquered. 

(Four Quartets, 1974, p. 3?) 

In my study, the temporal and historical arena is that of educa-

ti6n with its sub-sections of teacher education and art education. 

The milieu in which I encounter these has been shaped by myriad 



traditions. These traditions, this history, has been imprinted on 

me in a particular way. I, as researcher-interpreter, encounter 

these students, each with a um.que personal history, each thrown into 

a program of art teacher education with its unique history. The text 

that has resulted also achieves an identity and history Both the 

interpreter and the text stand in the stream of history; interpreta

tion becomes the present event Present understanding is w W t Gadamer 

calls "the interpreter's horizon" It is from this horizon that the 

interpreter encounters the text, which is regarded as an other with 

its own horizon. 
Hi- 4, 

The notion of horizon, or "horizon of- consciousness" which 

Gadamer developed from Husserl 'is a userul one. It is Husserl's 

attempt to " . . . capture the transition of all limited intention

al ity of meaning within the fundamental continuing of the whole" 

(Gadamer, 1975, p. 217). Horizon suggests not a rigid frontier, but 

a view plane that constantly moves with one. It is a way of situa-

ting, but not fixing, a particular vantage point. 

To have an horizon means not to be limited to what 
is,nearest, but to be able to, see beyond it. A 
person who has an horizon knows the relative sig
nificance of everything within this horizon, as 
near or far*, great or small. Similarly, the 
working out of the hermeneutical situation means 
the achievement of the right horizon of inquiry * 
for the questions\,evoked by the encounter with 
tradition. (Gadamer, 1975, p. 269) 

The interpretive process necessitates $n interaction between the 

horizons of the interpreter and the text or texts. We are asked to 

remain open to the meaning of the other person or of the text. To 

Gadamer, " . . . this openness always includes our placing the other 

meaning in a relation with the whole of ojir own meanings or ourselves 
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in a relation to it" (1975, p 238) The interaction proceeds like a 

dialogue between persons, structured in question and answer The 

exemplar is the Socratic-Platonic dialectic, which raised the art of 

questioning to a'conscious art. 

Dialectic, as the art of asking questions, proves 
itself only because the person who knows how to 
ask questions is able to persist in his question
ing, which involves beinq able to preserve his 
orientation towards ODenness. The art of ques
tioning is that of being able to go on asking 
questions, i e. the art of thinking. It is cal
led 'dialectic', for it is the art of conducting 
a real conversation. (G"adamer, 1975, p 330) 

The dialectical experience is triggered by the interpreter's en

counter with negativity, the knowledge of not knowing. Questioning 

is based on the realization that something may be other than what one 

had first thought. "In order to be able to ask", says Gadamer, "one 

mustgjiant to know, which involves knowing that one does not know" 

(1975, p 326). Genuine questioning means to "bring into the open" 

because the answer is hot yet determined (Gadamer, 1975, p 326). 

Dialectic proceeds by way of question and answer as in Socrates' 

pattern of knowing and not knowing which probes the subject matter 

itself for an appropriate access to its true nature. It is a move

ment in conversation. The dialectical experience involves the inter

preter's posing to the text a question from the specific boundaries 

of his or her horizon and in turn, begin questioned by it. In coming 

to understand the meaning of the text, the interpreter's horizon ex

pands to include that of the text (Brooks, 1982, p. 44). The goal of " 

the dialectic is a fusion of horizons. 

The fact that the dialectical experience takes place through the # 

medium of language is significant to Gadamer. To him, hermeneutics 



is "an encounter with being through language" (Palmer, 1969, p. 42). 

The tradition and heritage brought by both the interpreter and the 

text are carried by language. He sees language as not simply a tool 

We do not possess language, it possesses us (Gadamer, 1977, p. xxix). 

We belong to language. It is language that makes the fusion of hori

zons possible*. 

The text is to be made to speak through interpreta
tion But no text or book speaks if it; does 'not 
speak the language that reaches the other person. 
Thus, interpretation must find the right language 
if it really wants to make the text speak. 
(Gadamer, 1975, p. 358). 

In my study of the life-worlds of three student teachers, ques

tioning occurs on a number of levels. The first, the obvious level, ' 
* 4 

is the direct questioning in the interview situation. The questions 

are relatively presuj^positionless, but not entirely. The answers 

provoke new questions. In the movement to reveal my presuppositions^ 

I back as far away as I can. But the context is set, we know each 

other's roles. The purpose of my questions is to create openings', 

to lead in the most general of directions, and to encourage them to 

talk about themselves, their backgrounds, their feelings. I steer 

the questions into the realm of school, teaching, teachers, children, 

art, and teaching art. As the interviews progress, the questions be

come more pointed, the answers become almost monologues Sometimes 

there is more give and take. There is'more conversation. When the 

interviews are recorded and transcribed, they become a concrete text. 

As I begin the hermeneutic process, I read and re-read the* text, 

•and try to let a life-world be revealed. Another level of question 

and answer occurs, the dialectic between the interpreter and the text. 

The questions I choose to ask the text reflect my biases, my tradi-



tions, my subjectivity. As the dialogue is reconstructed, another 

te*t is created. This second text, along with the first-one, together 

are available for still another round, or layer, or plateau of ques

tioning I see parts reverberating with wholes, I see a kind of 

whole implied in the recognition of the parts In construing the 

text's details I construe the whole. I recognize what is galled the 

"hermeneutic circle", the notion that " . . . the concept of the whole 

is relative, and when it is placed in even larger contexts, the 

understanding of the-individual element is always affected" (Gadamer, 

1975, p. 167). 

Thus the movement of understanding is constantly 
from the whole to the Dart and back to the whole. 
Our task i.s to extend in concentric circles the 
unity of the understood meaning. (Gadafier, 1975, p. 259) 

The circle in this metaphor is not a one-dime'nsional closed 

system, but a circle as a sphere, with accumulated layers, like an 

onion or a snow ball. The criterion for correct understanding, is 

the harmony of all the details with the whole. Understanding olv̂ the 

text must be in terms of itself, "understanding", says Gadamer, "is 

brought to completion like a work of art" (1975, p. 168). This ref

erence to the work of art is not a gratuitous one; he sees the prac

tice of hermeneutics as an art. In Truth and Method, he chooses to 

investigate the understanding of truth by investigating the experi

ence of art, that is, by constructing an aesthetic theory. 

What is unfolded, or brought to completion is the kind of 

knowledge that Gadamer calls "historical consciousness" (1975, p. 

321). It is knowledge achieved through the dialectical encounter 

resulting in the understanding of the text's horizon, the interpre

ter's horizon, and the'tradition in which both are situated. It is 



hoped that this study will lead towards.a development of a kind of 

"historical consciousness" of the mode of being of the art education 

student teacher. 

In summary, this study is phenomenological in that the inquiry 

is concerned with naturalistically investigating and making sense of 

the subiective experience of student teachers in "real life", "lived-

world"situations. The stance is "presuppositionless" to the extent 

that phenomena relating to the process of an individual becoming a 

teacher are allowed to appear, to reveal themselves. From a variety 

of sources, including the researcher's consciousness, data of sub

jectivity have been gathered that will provide examples or icons that 

will allow the presentation of the essence, or ground structure of 

the phenomena in order to lead to phenomenological understanding of 

the process of becoming a teacher and the meaning it has for individ

uals. The interpretive approach is derived from Gadamer's philoso

phical hermeneutics in which understanding is seen as an historical, 

dialectical, and linguistic event. The horizons of the student . 

teacher's "texts" and that of the interpreter fuse through a ques

tion mbprocess. The aim is a type of understanding, what Schutz 

wothMreall verstehen, fn which the multiple realities of these in

dividuals' perceptions and the mdde of being of a student teacher are 

communicable to others. 
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Chapter 5 

THE UNFOLDING OF LIFE-WORLDS' AW INTRODUCTION 

The, individual case-does not serve on]y to-corrobor-
* ' ate a regular i ty from which predictions can in turn 

be made. I ts ideal is rather to understand the 
phenomena i t s e l f in i t s unique and h is tor ica l concrete^ 
ness. However much general experience is involved, 
the aim is not to confirm and .expand these general 
experiences in order to at ta in knowledge of a law, 
eg. how men, peoples and states evolve, but to under
stand how th is man, *this°people, and th is state is 
what i t has become—more generally, how has i t hap
pened that i t is so. (Gadamer, 1975, p. ~6«)" 

I t is f i t t i n g for an a r t i s t or an art educator to search for 

understanding in an individual case. I t is the way of af t and 

aesthetics to seek to understand or to gain understanding from, a single 

case. A work of art is a single case, a umque.eve'rtt, and i t s occur

rence contains meaning. The meaning, when examined in h is tor ica l con

tex t , i s not idiosyncratic or exclusively subjective. Paradoxically, 

a work of art is both a single case and an entire world. As Palmer, 

drawing from Heidegger, reminds us, a "world is the unjty*that appears 

in the work of a r t , and the work of ar t is ar t only as i t causes a 

world to stand" (Palmer, 1969, p. 239). We make ourselresmore open 

to the kind of knowledge that an 'art work can reveal when we cease to 

regard i t as an object and see i t as a world. Likewise a text (h is

t o r i c a l , l i t e r a r y , aesthetic, anthropological, etc.) comprises a 

world. The hermeneutic task is to allow th is world to come forward 

and to speak. 
• # _ 

The section of this dissertation that follows unfolds the worlds, 

the life-worlds, of three student teachers, each an "individual case". 

The intent is. to "dwell" in the student teaching worlds of these stu

dents. I use the word "dwell" in the spirit of its use by Heidegger 
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in his essay! "Bui lding Dwelling Thinking" (Heidegger, 1971, p. 145-

161). Dwelling in th is sense seeks to re-establ ish the "primal one-
• 

ness" of our relationship as human beings with our environment. To 

Heidegger*, dwelling is central to "presencing", or the opening up of 

the possibility of authentic human existence. The word "dwelling", 

he exprains, shares its roots in Old English and High German with 

the word for "building" and the verb "to be". Dwelling, then, has an 

intimate connection with being. Dwelling is pervaded by a kind of 

cultivation, a building*, a cherishing. The fundamental character of 

dwelling is a "sparing and preserving" (Heidegger, 1971, p. 150). 

Dwelling involves an awareness of depth and means to live close to 

the centre (Jager, 1975, p. 252). It is a kind of immersion and 

savouring and openness to connectedness for which I strive. The in

tent is, to use Heidegger's phrase, to "dwell poetically" (Heidegger, 

1971, p. xiii). 

Before I began the process of interviewing the students, I wrote 

some notes to, myself, to serve as reminders or guidelines. I noted • 

that in a way I was attempting to discover each student's personal 

"mythology of teaching" or what it means to that person to be a 

teacher. What is the myth? What is each person's "entering m^th7 How 

does the myth change over time? These questions will be explored in 

Part III. 

I noted .also that my task was to look for ongoing evidence of 

each person becoming a teacher. I had to establish each person's 

background, get a history, a biography of each person up to this 

point. Th^focus would be her perceptions of teaching and teachers 

and her role as a student. I would ask. basic questions about her 1 
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early schooling, then junior, senior high school and college. Where7 

0 

When7 Recall significant memories and major events. Recall signifi

cant others. Who? I will encourage each person to keep a journal or 

diary. I will suggest that it begin with background information and 

as the term progresses, be used to record reflections, feelings, 

ideas, events, etc. I must get her perceptions at this crucial point, 

the beginning of a formal program of teacher education. Why now7 How 

does it feel7 I will note the changes from the introductory course 

through the student teaching courses Is it a change from student per

ception to teacher perception7 I will collect routine records and 

when possible, keep copies of written class material produced by each 

student teacher. I will be open to comments and responses from in

structors at various stages. I will collect visual records (photo

graphs, drawings, video-tapes) at intervals which will become more 

frequent as student teaching progresses. 

From the mass of interviews and other data that I have collected, 

I have attempted to reconstruct life-worlds or phenomenologies of 

three students. It may be useful to outline step by step the .process 

that this reconstruction involves. The first step is the interview. 

It is assumed that prior to these encounters, I have accumulated 

numerous presuppositions that generate general questions and suggest 
* 4 

direct ion. I t r y , as far as*is possible, to suspend my presupposi

tions I ask questions, usually leading questions, so the-student 

teacher can ta lk . The interview is recorded, usually on audiotape, 

but sometimes with wri t ten notes. I l i s ten I transcribe the tape 

in long-hand into a book. I l isten- again. I read. A typ is t types 

the text from the book. I proof-read the text . I read the tex t , 
* 

4 



underlining wjiat seem to be pertinent or key statements and make 

notes in the margins. Up to th is point , except perhaps for" the i m -

• t i a l questions, I have been a re la t ive ly passive participant-observer. 

I t has been a dialogue with the student, with the studejit doing most 

of the ta lk ing. I t is my natural inc l inat ion to l e t others ta lk and 
4*-

to listen. As the text is -created, read, and re-read, the text 

speaks.* 

When I try to reconstruct the dialogue and present each student 

in a form that will be most meaningful and revealing to a reader, I 

begin to question the text and myself. What should be left in7 What 

should be left out? How can I build a true reconstruction of this 

aspect of her life-world from the (largely) verbal information I have7 

Is it flowing truly7 What is she saying here7 Is it important enough 

to be mentioned, for any reason at all7 Should I only let her speak7 

Should I respond7 How should I respond7 Should I say what she said 

in some other way, in my own words7 Should I summarize? When should 

I include my own experience and observations7 Should I include them 

here7 Later7 Somewhere else7 At all7 In this conversation, this 

dialectic, the other person or the text is a "thou" in the Buberian 

sense. The "thou" is not an object, but stands in a relationship with 

us (Gadamer, 1975, p 321) These phenomenologies, these reconstruc

tions constitute more texts, which in turn can be allowed to ~speak 

As I arrive at the next stage, the unravelling of the themes (Part 

III), there will be more questioning, more re-reading, more writing, 

atyi more re-writing. I will probably return to asking more specific 

questions to the texts* the transcribed-typed interviews and the new 

"unfolding life-worlds" text. 
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As part of this introduction to these students' phenomenologies, 

I feel obliged to address one final aspect of my "method". Through

out this study, I was often asked, usually by persons unfamiliar with 

phenomenological approaches to research if I could be certain that the 

students were able to. speak fully, freely, and truthfully given the 

fact that I was the Chairman qf the Department in which they were 

studying and potentially at least, one of their teachers. (I actu

ally only taught a course to one of the students, Julie, and that was 

in her final semester after she had completed all practicum require

ments). At the end of the first semester, I asked each student how 

she felt about the interview sessions. I posed the question first to 

Annie. 

Harold "There is one question I want to ask you — I just wonder 

how you feel—how you have felt, about coming and talking 

to me, every couple of weeks or so—whether you felt—well, 

I'll just-leave it open like that." 

Annie: "Well, I think it's helped me to define and to discuss and 

to think about these things a bit more—and—yeah—I 

haven't felt restricted—but at the same time it's hard to 

sit down and answer questions and be specific—I have .to 

generalize a lot." '* 

Harold "But you haveji't felt threatened in any way—or that be

cause of the fact that I'm Chairman of the Division, you 

never felt that you had to say things to please me because 

it might reflect back on your grades in some kind of way7" 

Annie. "Oh, not at all." 

Harold: "I just have to ask those questions, because whenever I talk 
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about this project, some people ask, 'how can yob be sure 

that they are telling, the truth7' Or maybe the situation, 

the fact that they are students and you (me) are even more 

than their instructor, they think I have an authority posi-

' tion—they don't really knowl (Both laugh). But that's 

the question, how accurate are the responses7 

So you're saying it's as much as you can put into words7" 

Annie: • "Yeah." 

Harold: "But, if for instance, if I were to come say, from Dal

housie or another university, do you think that you would 

o'pen up more7" 
4 

Annie "Urn, no. Because I think* i t would be even harder i f r t 

• „ were somebody coming from anothep^place, because they 

wouldn't be awarse of what was going on wi th in the Division. 

A lo t of things might be l e f t unsaid that wouldn't be 

understood." , * » 

Harold "So we can make a l o t of assumptions " 

Annie "Yeah, l i ke you know what Saturday classes are all.about 

and that kind of things The kind of things we are doing. 

I don't have to go into a l l those l i t t l e de ta i l s , that 

might not become clear to somebody else." 

Then I asked Jane about the meetings we have had throughout the 

term. 

Jane " I ' ve fe l t , quite good about them because I've had to kind 

of think about what I've been doing.* So i t helped me to 

think a l o t more clearer that way. And I've never f e l t 
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uncomfortable coining on anything like that . They were 

good I thought." 

Harold "You didn't feel at all intimidated by me7*' 

Jane" "No." - ^ 

Harold- "You didn't feel that , like you had to hol"d back7"" 

Jane.. "No." " ._ 

Harold: "Did you feel that you could freely say what you wanted to7" 

Jane "Yeah, I thought so. Yeah",.I guess I felt that if you 

didn't agree with i t , I fel t that was kind of too bad. 
* 

(Laughs). . . . I felt that what Lwas saying was valid 
» ^y * 

for-me, so no, I never fel t intimidated in any way ' . . f 

felt 1t"was good to come and talk since i t made a lot of 

things clearer." 

And finally, Ju l ia , . . . 

Harold* " "One thi'ng I wanted to ask; I was wondering how you felt 

about these interviews that'we had all term and whether or 

n6t you felt you were completely free to say whatever you 

wanted or if you fel t .intimidated, or threatened, or . . " 

Julie- "No." ' 

Harold: "Also, if you felt threatened, or he'ld*back, in the "sense 

that because of my position here . . . " 

Julie. "I thought of it a couple of times, and it bothered me, but 

I usually come in here and say whatever is on my mind and 

if it incriminates me it incriminates me* if it doesn't, it 

doesn't. I don't care. 

But the only thing that did bother me was when we went into 

the (sound) studio that time with all the equipment around, 

t 
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, I found that hard.'" 

Harold" "Yeah, that bothered me too That's why I stopped doing 

that. 'I felt it was more important to get you to say ex-

actly what you wanted to say, rather" than having a'fantas-

tic recording " >» 

Julie "I think it is a good idea because it makes me more aware 

of going through. I'll statf^ talking about things, then 

all of a sudden I'll remember things I've forgotten. They 

should be all written down I suppose, but I'm not good at 

that. But I'll try better next time. I've even bought a 

journal."" 

The students appeared somewhat surprised at the question Each 

one seemed to find the dialogues quite natural and open. The appro-

priateness of the approach was confirmed for me when later Julie re

marked-

"The kinds of things you are questioning me about 
* " are the kinds of things I'm asking myself ninety-

m'ne percent of the time." 

My interest is not these students' intentions or personalities. 

In the texts a reality is brought to stand. In their talk about stu- • 

dent teaching, children, teachers, lesson planning, weaving, art mak

ing, etc., a reality is brought to stand. The point is not whether all 

or most student teachers actually have those-feelings or experiences. 

Something deeper and more universal is coming to expression% It is, • 

as Palmer says: * 

The possibilities resident in being, lighted up ' 
now for a moment in their truth, not in a 
scientific truth, but ih a .truth, nevertheless. 
(Palmer, 1969, p. 247). 

What is being revealed, however dimly or briefly, are the 
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possibilities resident in the beingness that is student teaching, 

lesson planning, or art .making. 

/ 

.** 
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Chapter 6 

ANNIE ADAMS 

Annie Adams, a U.S. citizen, was twenty-one years old when she 

enrolled in the Introductory Art Education class at NSCAD. It was her 

first semester at the College and her first formal step in the process 

of becoming a teacher, although she says-

"I've always related with kids, been comfortable 
around them . . . T've been an aunt since I was 
nine years old . .I've known these kids in
timately. 

As a child and youth she " . . . was always encouraged to be a 

teacher",'even though no one^lse in her immediate family was a 

teacher Her own experiences as a student occurred in a variety of 

settings Kindergarten to first grade in Oklahoma, second grade in 

Connecticut, third to eighth grade in rural Maine and ninth to twelth 

grade as a day student'at a prep school in Maine. Although frequent * 

mOvesfduring the early school years made for a lack of continuity, 

pleasant memories remain. Teachers are at least benevolent individu

als and at best friendly and enthusiastic role models. Art in school 

was of interest but seen as something either highly structured or some

thing for fun or to stimulate exploration. There was neither the 

time nor the opportunity to take it very far. 

When we began our interviews, Annie had completed two years of 

liberal arts studies at colleges in Ohio and Maine, enough to know 

that she wanted a more specialized education in art. 

"I realized I wanted to go into art and they 
didn't have the facilities. I've taken art all 
along but always secondary to the academics. But 
always jj; was thejpost important in the long run." 

Annie continues-
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"thinking about school when I was a chi-ld I always 
* did well in school and enjoyed academic subjects. 

Always tended to relate to the teacher in s.ome 
sort of a kinship—to get beyond putting this per
son on a pedestal type of situation." 

Harold: "What were some of your first recollections of school7" 

Annie- "The school I started out in was a fairly large public 

school. Several classes for each grade and a lot of them 

modern types of education—modern math—I specifically 

remember the types of books I started reading in the first 

grade . . . Yeah, I have really good memories of it. There 

was always the little kid feelings and looking up to the 

big kids—all that sort of thing. But, hey, I have really 

good memories of all that time." 9 

Harold- "What about other kids7" 

Annie: "I remember a few, but where I sjflted school we moved very 

early so they weren't friendships that lasted or really 

grew. I remember a few short people, but—there were a few 

in Oklahoma—I think I limit it to maybe three or four 

friends that I can really remember. And then in Connecti-

cut, we lived there for one year in a suburb area and there 

was a large neighbourhood of kids and there was always 

games going on outside and always a lot of bickering and 

arguing. It was just a really tense area, place to be in 

the city. But from there, we moved back to Maine. In the 

third grade, and'from then on it was knowing people who I 

still know, whom I've known all my life. And that started 

a whole new basis of my education really. Through.those 

middle elementary years, (Third, Fourth, Fifth) t always 
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tended to have fairly old teachers, you know, these old 

white haired ladies, and I don't rememher the teaching 

being particularly'great, at that point, because I'd been 

in these modern schools in these other places so that the 

learning I did at that point was probablytnore on a social 

level." 

Harold "Could you talk a little bit more ahout your image of the 

•teacher at that time7" 

Annie "Well, the teacher was always somebody who stood up in 

front of the class, and explained the problems and told you 

what to do and made you work out your little exercises—and 

art was really limited, in those years in Maine. I remember 

rarely having the teacher let us colour things and do dif

ferent problems. But it really wasn't a vital part of what 

we studied at all. Until I got into the fifth grade and 

then it was very important to the teacher there, but she 

taught it in a really structured way, like 'this is how you 

draw the human figure. Here is a circle for the body and a 

* circle for the head and . . . '. You know the system, you 

develop the shape from those first shapes. And everybody 

pretty much hated that " 

Harold: "When do you think'you first saw yourself as being inter

ested in art, or art as being something special for you7" 

Annie1 "Well, let's see. It was fun in those years, but it wasn't 

anything particularly special. In junior high I don't think 

I did very much at all and I felt like I had no talent at 

all. It was that inhibited stage. And it started when I * 
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started high school That was the most important thing 

about high school for me—was that we had a really good art 

department and really enthusiastic teachers and the courses 

we took were six or twelve weeks long and wery little struc

ture, mostly just playing, you know, like silk screening 

and lots of crafts—sort of just things to get you inter-

* ested more than trying to give you a structured background 

in anything.. So it was always very exciting and it was 

changing every trimester so it never got boring. There was 

»er enough time to do it. And the other classes in that 

school were also really good. Like the math—I've never 

taken math since, but at that point I had just an excellent 

situation there. And English and stuff." 

Harold "And so, what do you think would be your image of the teacher 

from those times7" 

Annie: "Well, that wis when they became more of a friend, more of 

a person, that you could really'have a good time with, as 

well as learn a lot from and it also became important as to 

how well they could teach. You could start to distinguish 

a good teacher from a* bad teacher at that point." 

Harold: "What were the differences7" 

Annie: "Well, most of the teachers I considered .pretty poor were 

generally really organized, trying to express ideas that the 

students didn't really care about or didn't want to learn, 

didn't seem important. And not being able to put it on a 

level that you could understand it or relate to it. And 

then teachers I had who were good, just gave it to you and 



were patient and clear about it. Of course, it depended 

on the subject as to how they went about that. One thing 

I remember, it's a real strong image of my art teacher all 

through high school—it was pretty much the same person all 

through. I remember feeling that she was very frustrated 

because she would like to be an artist and she was a teach-

er, and I never thought I'd want to get into that situation 

And I stfdl don't, to the extent that she was so wrapped up 

in teaching, in her students, that she couldn't get her own 

technique down. So she couldn't teach someone how to draw. 

She ne^er presented those basic things as important. It 

was always—'this is how you do-macrame', you know, and 

that kind of thing. But still, her enthusiasm and the fact 

that she was a person whom you could really enjoy taking a 

class .from, and talking to, and learning from, was really 

the most important thing." 

- Harold "Can you remember a teacher Who was the most significant 
i 

teacher that you had7" 

Annie- "I think it would be this art teacher and the math teacher 

I had for'my first two or three years in high school. And 

he was a man who was very conservative and had a definite 

teaching style, but he was the kind of person you really 

had a great amount of respect for. And he told great jokes. 

But he was just an excellent teacher who could really get 

the ideas across and I've never been able to study math 

since then. It never interested me and I've just sort of 

lost all comprehension of it. But at that point-, I just— 
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i t was so clear, he jus t made i t , real ly and his other , 

values a.lso came across, jus t ttarf fact that you real ly 

respected him. He was a f r iend, although not the kintf of 

person who you would buddy around wi th , you know. But he 

was certainly somebody to take as a model." 

Harold- "Now, ta lk a b i t about, (*1) How you perceive a teacher, or , 

the teaching profession, or teaching as something one does-. 

y * 
How deryou see that now7 and (2) How do you feel about i t 

in terms of yourself7 Being a teacher, and star t ing to be

come a teacher?" 
c 

Annie: " I t ' s something I haven't rea l ly given a l o t of thought to 

yet. I'm start ing to nffw, but before I started schoo l , ' i t 

was more in terms of being pract ica l . Well, i f you go to 

art school, and come out with a degree in a r t , what \lo you 

have, besides a sk i l l ? But how can you make a l iv ing? Well 

now, teaching—I feel I have done a l o t of teaching just 
f 

with my family, with my nieces and nephews. And i t " s been 

real ly excit ing the times that I 've been able to show them, 

uh, how to card wool, to just present a new ac t i v i t y to them' 

and l e t them get rea l ly excited about i t . Or jus t watch, 

observe them and how they perform, and what happens. At 

th is point my thoughts are real ly undefined—but I can't 
4* 

see myself in a large classroom trying to explain some kind 

of stagnant thought to a large group of kids. It doesn't" 

seem like it would prove-much. But I-would like to.be in 

more of a situation with a small number of M d s and really 

giving them the tools to explore their own creativity. I 

© 
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guess there's a lot of good and bad in both of what's hap

pening in public schools now. I've been out of it. I'm 

not aware of all the changes that have happened recently, 

especially since I didn't go to a public school in high 

, school. But, I'm sure there is a lot of room for a little 

bit more personable teaching, in that system." 

From tha\ same time, Annie writes fn her journal: 

1 fi«4 kids fascinating and they bring alive the 
child within me. When I am with kids my fantasies 
come alive. I can 'pretend'. I think they teach 
me. I am not sure what has brought me to the study 
of teaching children art, beyond the1"practical 
reasons. Something that comes to mind is creativity. 
My creativity is a child—or rather, I am a child 
when creating. - The dancer ins-ide is allowed to be 
free with a palette of some kind. I think it would 
be exciting to help children cultivate this sense 

. of creativity, to give them the palette—their 
imaginations ar#already alive and free, to give 
them the means to find the thrill of creativity. 
It really is a valid educational tool! 

Rural Iffe and the kind of culture and tradition it is rooted in 

is important to Annie. She talks with affection about the period be

fore she came to Halifax and " . . . lived on a farm, milked cows, and 

took weavyig." Her drawings of cows and young chiTdren are sensitive 

and low'ng, capturing the essence of awkward bulk of both. She ^pnds 

the lifestyles and values of Maine homesteaders and crafts people 

appealing in their simplicity and sense of connectedness with the en

vironment. In her journal she writes: 

^Living in the city is not a satisfying situation 
for pie. At present, I am not interested in the 
social life at my doorstep, and I don't find the " • 
noise and Activity any kind -of asset. I am in
hibited by concrete and I miss staring at the moon 
a^ night. I think my blanking out is a blocking 
out mentally of this stimulus which if taken in 
becomes stress. 

\ 
\ K 



This theme continues in our discussions-
i 

Annie: "And coming here is sort of separating myself from that 

environment (Maine). And so everything I'm involved with 

ties together, in that it all leads back to that goal of 

" eventually living in—I don't know how to describe it 

really, it's not that specific--getting back to living in 

the country, and making things a little bit more simple, 

whatever that is being a crafts person and trying to teach 

that, whatever, but . . . " 

Harold: "So you see being a teacher as being compatible with going 

back7" 

Annie. "Well it seems like you gotta start with children to make 

these kinds of changes important; to give something like a 

new culture firm roots, you gotta start with the children 

and the education of the children and I guess that was the 

basic conclusion of all this thought that came out—that 

that's where it begins really, and that's where to put an 

. emphasis—those ideas." 

Annie is trying to give herself and her future life a sense of 

wholeness and direction. She feels drawn to a life that is close to 

'the natural environment and communal values, of the type she finds in 

rural Maine and opposed to what she sees as typical of the North Amer-

s 
ican "middle class non-culture sea of jusfblandness". Her art in-

terests surface in the form, of weaving and she sees the role and life 

of an artist-crai|6-person-weaver fitting harmoniously with such a 

rural lifestywi^Peaching, in the sense that education is the process 

of culture building which begins with the intellectual, physical, 
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social, moral, and creative growth of children, is an integral part 

•of that life. Like many art education students at this stage, Annie 

is feeling a sense of conflict between her interests in education and 

her^studio or craft interests. In art education, a career goal is 

looming and she is expected to begin thinking in terms of being a 

t 

teacher, something new to her, and in weaving she is expected to think 

like a craftsperson. I ask her if she feels that she is being forced 

to make a choice between weaving and art education. 

Annie "I think it's just a continuation of trying to make them 

work together, you know, instead of letting it continue to 

be I conflict—I don't know whether it will work or not but 

I think in terms of putting one's attention to one aspect 

for a length of time and then a lot of attention to the 

other one . . . just balance it out somehow. I think the 

idea is to just make it whole and not let it be a conflict. 

Riglf^now I'm at such a basic level with both of them that 

they are just ideas, almost." 

One thing is clear to Annie at-this point. She writes in her 

journal that " , . . education of others is not my first priority". 

She is not even certain that weaving is a high priority although 

" . . . textiles are certainly high on my list of priorities which is 

obvious to me from the thrill I get looking at hand woven and printed-

dyed fabrics". The highest priority is self-education. She believes 

that she needs experience and knowledge before she can teach others. 

She searches for self-understanding through the eWCStion of her "inner 

mind". 

This, of course, is very complex and is something ./"--
I don't understand at all, but is taking up a lot 
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of my thinking time these days. By "inner mind", 
I'm broadly referring to the non-physical places 
I go in meditation, fantasies, dreaming, books 
and nature. An informal "study", I continue with 
whether or not I am in school, is that of readinq 
books on (for instance) Zen, Taoism, sorcery 
(Carlos Castenada) and other fiction/non-fiction/ 
poetry, which will continually be a reminder that 
the present reality is not all that exists. This 
seems particularly important while living in the 
city and being involved in school. 

Annie has recently become involved in-the Halifax T. M. Centre. 

She considers transcendentaTNpeditatio/a "central part of her living 

and sanity". She finds inspiration (and distraction) in meeting 
# 

others who are involved in meditation to a deeper degree than she is. 

She meditates regularly and is now becoming more conscious of the act 

and process of meditation. She feels that " . .-its function is to 
i 

make dealing wi th l i f e stress more e f fo r t less , calm, and to increase 

one's awareness a l l around". She moves f reely tp other states or 

layers of consciousness. She wri tes. 

My fantasy sel f is an escape from the present day 
rea l i t y . I don't know which is more rea l . I 
don't know i f i t matters. 

One of the domajns of Annie's world of mult iple rea l i t i es con- r 
N 

I 

cerns the possibility of her becoming,a teacher. In h'er Introductory 

Art Education class they are starting to talk about methods of teach-

m g , 

"which is new to me and it kind of makes it more, 
well—methodical rather than a mystery. It sort 
of removes some of this mysterious cloak—what. 

' you do when you get in front of a group of people." 

Harold: "Had it ever occurred to you before to wonder why the 

teacher, teachers, did what they did7" 

Annie: "Oh yes, I'm sure I noticed and thought about it, but I 

gueSs I haven't thought about it in terms of myself and how 



I'd go about it too much, basic ideas, but not down to 

specific techniques at all. I think I've always been 

aware of different teachers I've had and how they go about 

teaching, just taking notice of the different ones—people 

who lecture, and people who split you up into groups, and 

people who will come around to talk to you individually and 

just have discussions. And I guess all of these are good 

for their different purposes. But I haven't approached it 

yet to the point where I would stand an those kinds of 

things." 

The stjudents in the Introductory Art Education class have begun a 

series of in-class "teaching episodes" in which they teach something, 

either individually or in pairs, to the rest of the class. Annie has 

just completed her first episode and felt that it went "alrigljt" but 

was slightly nervous. I asked her about her thoughts when preparing-

"I think I was mainly concerned with the organization; 
f making it as simple and organized as possible. Another 

person worked with me. It was alright—not fantastic. 
I was cramming so much information into a short period 
of time—I felt really rushed. They asked questions-
seemed to be attentive." 

Annie and her classmates are preparing to teach the children's 

Saturday art classes that will run for the next seven weeks. Normally, 

these classes are taught by the students in the Student Teaching I 

class, under the supervision of their instructor. This semester, 

however, circumstances were such that the Student Teaching I course 

wasvnot offered. The Art Education Division still wanted to offer 

this service to the public, and the Introductory Art Education in

structor, who had considerable experience with supervising the 

Saturday classes, felt that the "Intro" students could adequately 
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handle the classes, and more importantly, would benefit from the ex

perience. So, seven weeks after entering the*"Intro Art Ed" class, 

Annie faces her f i r s t class of chi ldren. She is excited but conf i 

dent. • ' 
* t" Harold "How was class on Saturday7" ' 

Annie "Really good—funny. One problem^icK-a lo t of energy-^-a 

lo t of problems but I feel real ly challenged. One kid 

affected other kids—groups'—seven mostly—teasing, ripping 

and eating paper. I realized he was goingTto be a problem 

before the class even star ted." He was sulking when the 

. other kids arrived--1 real ly didn'>t know how to handle i t . 

I d idn ' t want to take the typical role I 've seen teachers 

take all*my l i f e . He was looking far negative at tent ion--

couldn't ignore him—as long* as you paid some sort of 

at tent ion." t 

When asked about her first class, Annie responds immediately by 

talking about the children, their reactipns and their behaviour. In-

the class, her first priority is the children and what they may be 

learning, not the subject matter. Somehow, she feels that the way 

teachers have operated in* her past experience is not the way she wants 

to operate. She is not sure what that .way is, but is struggling to 

find it. " ' 

Harold: "What plan did you have7" 
ft * 

Annie: "Everyone made name tags—we got started late—started 

talking about different characteristics—listed different • 

body parts—names in hat and had the kjds draw—cut parts 

and (piled?)—at the end they g»Iued on pieces of paper. 
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Kids oot res t l ess - - i t was time consuming—one got ripped 

\ in ha l f r ^The end got crazy We enjoyed i t . Our lesson 

went okay. I think they l iked doing i t but i t wâs too 

drawn out and structured, I guess. A six year old got 

t i r e d * - ! t was an afternoon class " 

Harold- ' "How are you thinking of approaching next week7" 
» 

Annie. "It has to be more dynamic and less structured—.something 

i that will, stimulate all—build into lesson—moving, noise-

making—but trying to stay in some sort of theme to keep 

it from being total chaos. Apother suggest!on--make some 

kind of environment. 'The general objective is to let the 
. * * 

imaginations real ly go and work from the imagination into 

actual ly making things--bujt t ry ing to loosen up f i r s t . " 

She is t ry ing to balance; freedom with a structure, excitement 

without chaos, imagination with some direction," a r t i s t i c products 

resulting" from an enjoyable process. She is t ry ing . to understand how 

children think and act in groups and - individual ly. And she doesn't 

lose sigTit of herself and her interests. , 
"I!m f inding that from working with k.ids I got th is 
real urge to draw fantast ic things—in drawing 
class and text i les* . . . I started drawing las t 
night—I'm not real ly happy with i t—but the " 

•* energy is there. I t can be turned back into ar t • , 
ed again-cthat give and take." 

As she progresses in the Intro course and the Saturday glasses, 

whiqh have become the primary focqs, Annie «is experiencing sutcess. 

The children seem to be responding well to her le'ssons. She talks, 

about her second class: 
"Okay—urn—first of a l l my objective was to get the 
kids more aware of sensory perceptions—and—I 
started out by using noises and giving them a l l 
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these awful things to taste, and smell and d i f f e r 
ent colours and shapes to look at and you know, 
asking questions as they went along—then I had / 
them do a model of a creature on another planet— ' 

r told them they had to bring these descriptions 
back—so they had to put as much detai l in as t 
possible—and they real ly took off—the introduc- \ 
t i on , I th ink, rea l ly did make them think about" \ 
things other than what i t looked l ike—that of 
course was the main thing—but they wer% i n 
credibly creative with that—and then they had 
to do a collage kind of thing of the. environment 
this creature l ived in -And they came up with a l l 
sorts of things—combining two dimensional and 
three dimensions^—I mean two dimensional materi
als and making them three dimensional—which I 
thought was reallyVjood to see." 

However, timing and contnsJ, both aspects of classroom manage

ment, are perceived to be problems 

" I wanted to have a closure that would bring i t 
back to where we s-tarted and suggest that they 
go outside and be more aware of things outside 
and we even had a plan for. £hat—that was a' part > . 
of i t . • * 

And we l l , general chaos was kind of a problem—we 
were in room number two. They were always running 
back and for th to the washroom—always washing 

> the i r hands and getting into l i t t l e battles and 
pouring water a l l over each other and a l l kinds 

, of s tu f f . " 
» *\% 

Nevertheless, she feels that at th^s point there were "more 

positive than negative points" in her classes. She is becoming aware 
» 

of objectives and is following through on fFtetn. She is better able 

to put her plans fnto act ion. Being a teacher is "star t ing to become 

more comfortable—just because I'm getting used to being with the 

kids, I guess.'* Although she resists committing herself to a long-

range plan or d i rec t ion , teaching is something she wants " to st ick 

w i th " . She feels that she is " . . . s tar t ing to get a pretty basic 

rationale in terms of thinking axbout a r t " : She is now seeing Ijer 
teaching and her art ( tex t i les ) more as one. Her approach to tex-
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tiles and her imagery are being influenced by children's art. And in 

her teaching she has been stressing imagination over realistic render

ing. As the end of the term approaches, I ask Annie to talk about 

her ideas and feelings about her becoming a teacher and how they 

might be different now, in mid-December, from the beginning of Sep-

tember. 

Annie. "Well, it's a funny thing—that in the last couple of weeks I 

started questioning it—I had really been feeling positive 

*about it all term—and I started feeling like—well, get

ting really nervous and overwhelmed by planning lessons and 

trying to manipulate these kids and stuff. It wasn't any

thing that either had to do with working with kids or with 

art or with teaching really, but with trying to put all 

. those things together—it started to overwhelm me a bit— 

. 'and I don't thvn"k I've resolved that yet. But I don't— 

it's not anything serious—I think it was the end of the 

term'blues kind of . . . " 

Harold: "Yeah." 

Annie. "Like that was one thing." 

Harold. "Is there anything more to that to talk about—or was it 

just the feeling of being overwhelmed and as you say—kind 

of end of the term7" 

Annie: "I don't know—I think we were getting so caught up in plan

ning lessons—with things like objectives and ways in which 

we wanted to change the learner—and I became much more— 

*um--theoretical, it got beyond working with kids at a base 

level experience—so that the planning.was kind of the 

-*- % 
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thing that was too much to deal with af ter awhile—so as a 

result—the last class—I d idn ' t plan i t very well —I set 

up some vague objectives and took in a l o t of d i f ferent 

materials and just decided to l e t them explore them—and 

they—they were expecting very structured classes—and they 

d idn ' t know what to do—and I d idn ' t know what to do and I 

thought i t was going to be a disaster—but as- i t turned 

out—there was sort of a l u l l af ter about the f i r s t half1 

hour. I thought they had used up a l l the i r materials 

already—they thought we were going to go onto something 

new. And af ter that l u l l they went back to working with 

them again, and I was able to work with each individual 

and sort of encourage them in sort of the direct ion they 

seemed to be going i n . And i t turned out to be a real ly 

good th ing . " 

"And you think it was successful—the lesson?" 
* 

" I was to ld i t was—Well, Wanda thought i t was—she was ob

serving me—and yeah, I f e l t i t was, towards the end." 

"You said.you didrf ' t plan i t very w e l l . " 

"My introduction wasn't very strong—and then . . ." 

"But ŷ ou made i t not too structured a class?" 

"Yeah—but then when i t came down to that wi th in the class, 

I d idn ' t know how to deal with i t . I t was sort of a new 

experience for me." 

Harold: *"You mentioned the word manipulate. You used i t in kind of 

a negative way. Did you feel you were manipulating the kids 

negatively7" 

Annie: " l \ h m k so. Yeah—I think—(pauses)--um—I think that 

• 

Haroid-
* 

Annie" 

Harold-
• % • 

Annie: 

Harold: 

"Annie-



manipulation is taking time to influence my values on some

one else—and* I'm not sure that that's always right—be

cause—for one thing, mine change a lot—not necessarily the 

base line values—hut the ones that I am constantly explor

ing. If I'm not totally sure what it is I'm feeling—then 

how can I feel that I should influence, someone else—but I 

think we've done that- over the course of the six weeks. In 

the sense that it worked—>as far as creating an atmosphere 

of really good feelings in the whole class—and I think 

they did explore their sensitivities to things around them 

a lot more-r-and there was a marked change from the begin

ning to the end. The way they looked at art and the way 

- they went about it . . . well I've learned a lot about what 

art is—what I think art is—or at least I'm starting on 

that—understanding art—when I first started it I-was--you 

know—I had no idea really. And, but—how that deals with 

teaching too—I think I've gotten a pretty good grasp on 

that—but .there I fit into that—that's still what I'm not 

sure of. We had to write a final rationale for Derek (the 

instructor) for last night—so he's got a copy—he's also 

got a copy of the paper I wrote, the one on child develop

ment." 

"Could you state the rationale, in twenty-five words or 

less7" (Both laugh). 

"Urn—let's see—first of all—beginning with kind of a 

. miniature of man category—I see people as being both indi-

viduals and groups—as sort of social creatures. Arid those 
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two aspects help each one to grow—they contribute—the 

individual contributes to the group—the individuals make 

the group arid then the group is like the feedback for the 

growth of the individual—and art is expressing feelings 

and experiences, emotions, observations that a specific 

individual will have—and it's a way of expressing things 

that can't be expressed through other means like language--

and —(pauses) and we had to define education—education 

puts children into a group situation so that they can learn 

to interact in a group and it also opens up their eyes to 

things in the world that helps them to grow individually— 

so those Work together—and so art education is--encourag-

m g the child to be more aware of the things he wants to 

express—beyond just mere categories and concepts and labels 

--so that both his art is richer and is an expression of 

what he is feeling—what he sees—yeah—so the teacher's 

role is to encourage this. Does that sort of make a whole?" . 

Harold: "Yeah, sure. How would you see yourself as a teac.her, aid

ing tn"at7" 

Annie: "Urn—it's mostly using ways of making them more aware of 

what is around them and what they are, .what they are feel

ing—and then the use of mate'rials." 

Harold: "For what end7" 

Annie: " "For the end of expressing further awareness, further aware-

ness—does that make sense? That's really general." 

Harold: "Yeah—that seems to make a l,ot of sense. Well then, at 

this poin.t how do you feel in terms of your art growth and 

V 



development towards those goals?" 

Annie. " I don't know—uh—well, I think th is term has been setting 

those goals—understanding what they are.v And I feel l i ke 

the next step is for me to—well , I'm not going to be doing 

Art Ed ne.xt term—it feels good—it feels l i ke I need to ex

plore my own art more—to get real ly involved in that—be

fore I go back and t ry to teach—because--I guess that 's 

where the gap is—I'm not sure of my si tuat ion in terms of 

art—and that 's what needs to be clarified—more than 

teaching and the teaching process—at th is point. I don't 

know where that w i l l take me—or how I ' l l feel about Art 

Ed a f ter . " 

Harold: "At the beginning of the term when we talked—you f e l t quite 

posit ive and optimist ic about yourself and the role of the 

art teacher. Do you s t i l l feel that way7" 

Annie* " I think so. Urn—yeah—I think in the long run I feel that 

way--but again—it 's c lar i fy ing myself just before I--where 

I can work with other people—so i t ' s not l i ke a negative 

th ing. " 

When the next semester began, Annie did not re-enrol in a»t edu

cation, but she continued to think about i t and continued with our 

interviews. She says that whether she*wants to teach or not is 

(' . . . a constant debate that keeps going on. I havtf^t resolved 

i t . " On the one hand, she sees herself building on s l P l s in tex

t i l es and fabr ics, and on the other hand, "working with kids" has 

been enjoyable and quite sat is fy ing. But also, there is a thread, a 

nagging fee l ing, that she is being tempted to pursue ar t education 



for extr ins ic reasons. 

"an extension of something that has heen dri l led" J ' 
into.me a l l my l i f e about a secure job and a l l 
that—and p rac t i ca l i t y ; and something to f a l l back 
on." 

But there are in t r i r is ic reasons as well and not taking ar t educa

t ion leaves a gap. 

"Art Ed provided a chance <for me to think about 
art in a d i f ferent way than I was able to in my 
studios." 

Harold: "What do you mean ' i n a d i f ferent way'?" <fr 

Annie: "Well—to begin to understand Tts meaning for people." 

Harold: "Rather than jus t i t s meaning for you?" 

Annie: "Yeah—and i t s meaning in general—Tike i t s va l i d i t y at a l l 

. . . and to help me to define it—and then the other thing 

is I'm start ing to .see a l o t of poss ib i l i t ies for combining 

text i les with education. I can see using tex t i les as a tool 

tp teach and to teach about natural resources--and that 

sort of thfwj-^which is another direct ion I've been moving 

towards also—and > ^ i t seems rea l ly important to have com-

munication with people, which education provide's—so— 

there's those two sides—and I think they w i l l probably 

flow together okay--but r ight now i t ' s a continual debate, 

—because part of me just wants to be in the studio—and 

that 's r ea l l y se l f i sh in a way—but on the other hand . . . 

I don't know—but these kind of decisions in the past I've 

always found-r-they aren' t rational decisions—you ra t ion- * 

a l ize them so a l l the reasons are—born out—and then the 

thing that feels r igh t becomes predominant—it's not l i ke 

i t ' s one or the^other—it 's a matter of compromising one 

\ 
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-Harold: 

Annie: 
-V 

Harold: 

Annie: 

•„ 

for both.'' , | 

"Are you saying i t ' s feelings rather than rational thought 

or is i t rational thought plus feelings or is i t feelings 

-.., underlying i t all?" * * ' 

Annie: "Oh yes—I guess you coulds'call i t feelings-il've always 

thought about i t—it ' s more like fate (both llaugh). I 

mean that 's the way my life runs—it's like hiving a need 

—and working out all the possibilities rationklly-^ahd 

then letting' that need seek i ts own way-. That^s like I . 

endtffe up here—that's how I end up anywhere .in anything I 
» - • - •» \ 

do. I s t i l l have enough time to think about i t (better. I 

gueal^ I'm also a bit scarW of education." . 

Harold: "In what "way?" '* / - . ' 

"Well, a lot of things that 'I wal beginning to talk about * < 

aj-the end of Jast term—cfliestiohing—I think I started^ * 

really getting caught up with le|son planning 4gnd ^1 . that 
4 1 

and i t bogged-me down for awhile--created a lot of]inhibi-

tions about it—and also the idea of. teaching—in the. 

schodl system is «ot appealing to me»"- .* 

"Why's tha.t?" _, 

"4>mean--I don't know, i t ' s a real funny £hing--the fnst i -

tutirti, I think-M guess i t ' s mostly my own'expepiences* <• 
.with schools and maybe i t ' s the sTereotype I .have of schdbls, 

. \ 
But 1 feel like.I*ve always been" in institutions. An'd some-

Tlbw I'm in a real Kurry to graduate so I can get out of the 

t institution—even the ones that are real gofed .ones— \v\ 

' s t i l l ad tnstfttftion—there s t i l l Is scmetftfng*saytng „ 

/ , 
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'You've got to do th is in order to do this'—and in the 

^tudio—and teaching in a school system is j us t being in 

another one—except you're on the other end of the l i n e . 

But i t ' s , the same—you are fol lowing so many." 

Harold: "What would the al ternat ive be7" 

Annie " I would be interested in—maybe recreation proqrams." 

Harold: "That's s t i l l an 4ns t i t u t i on . " 

Annie: "Yeah. But somehow they aren't as—a school system to me 

seems to be real structured--you have f ive days a week where 

you have to be in at a 'certain time every day—and jusj: the 

whole thing—and—for a temporary length of time I'm sure 

,-, K that would be fine—but I don't see that as something I 

would do foV a long period of time and get caught up in i t 
< t 

all and just all the politics involved." * ̂  

Harold: "Maybe then there is a difference between education and 

"* school ing—have you talked about that at all in any class?" ' 
*? 

Annie: "Education and schooling? Education being growth7" 

Harold: "Ydbh—the process of growing—and schooling being the m -

x-~ , stitutionalizejPforms that schools have imposed on it." ' . ̂  
C v. • . h-

- \ Anmet, - " I haven't thought about-that too much—it's an interest ing « * ' 
thought though—it makes aj-lot Of sense—because we are <• 

v*> \ always continuing our education—one thing I did*was—the 

other day I wrote toja^fr iend—a perSbn I know who owns a , 

camp, a. summer camp-ro see i-f- thfey had any openings and to 
* * " 

get a- l i s t of summer camps—to open up'phat poss ib i l i t y , I 

had sor t of decided I d idn ' t want*to tdp that—hut, th is week 

I was thfnMng i t might be a sensible thing to do."" 

* 

» Ni 
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It might be a sensible thing to do. This is an ongoing concern 

and part of the debate. It is the social conscience, or in Freudian 

terms, the super-ego, that voice of rationality and practicality which 

is speaking. One can't simply be an artist or craftsperson, or medi

tate all day. One must think about being an art teacher and teach 

children or be a weaver with apprentices or teach recreation or adult 

education classes. Teaching in a summer camp would surely help. One 

can even consider teaching T.M. or the, "science of creative intelli

gence" as the course is called. Teaching is a respectable profession 

and can provide security for a young woman. Annie revealed at this 

point that it was "family pressure" which motivated her to go to art 

college and "go into education". The move was made she confessed, 

primarily to "pTease my mother" 

Annie spent the rest of that term concentrating on her 

course work Weaving, SCAN (three dimensional design), Art History, 

and dance She showed me a woven shirt she had designed and produced 

and showed aad talked about her drawings of dancer's feet. Her inter

est in T.M. continued and «he read me an essay she wrote following 

an intensive weekend T.M. seminar. She saw it relating to an art edu

cation rationale for herself and an attempt to bring her ideas "into 

a whole". She says that it is not finished because "it reSched a 

point where it wasn't clear enough to write aboutr. She starts to , 

read: 

Where to begin? The beginning seems to be the base 
from which life moves, the inner silence which is 
the well of all" knowledge and being. Our society 
has lost touch with this place to a large degree. 
It can be called absolute*. We break our society 
down into categories of age, income, profession, jj> 

* etc. and isolate people into these categories as 
they fill them. Schools do this from.the time a 



child is four years old on for the rest of his or 
her life, in most cases today. Once through high-
school, the young person fs put in the category 
of College Student, Trades-person, or bum. The 
three seldom interact from then on unless through 
business dealings. If the person becomes Student, 
the division is again made—which side of the 
brain should he or she function on7 Art or 
Science7 A definite dividing line—And if two 
high school friends graduate,^ne goes to Art 
School and one to Technical School, they will pro
bably lose contact within four years. This divid
ing goes on and on, putting people into isolation 
from each other as it does occupation and so 
forth. Mother retires to Florida, the older 
brother and sister set up house-keeping careers 
in the country—the younger brother and sister 
pursue student interests in separate cities and 
they rarely see each other—or so it is in my 
family. 

This level of life in which we live so totally in 
our own little categories can be called "the world 
of the relative". It changes as a person grows 
older—he or she goes from one group to another, 
getting narrower and narrower into his or her own 
realities—relative realities. This has been pos
sible in our society because we have reached a 
level of affluence—called middle-class which gives 
everyone the freedom to do his or her own thing. 
If one can't afford it, borrow or get a scholar
ship—it is always possible. This freedom is won-, 
derful, but I'm sure there is a limit. I know 
-there is a limit and we are witness-ing it now ir*f̂  
what is commonly known as resources—natural re
sources--! imited natural resources. We-have been 
living a life of oil consumptipn, coal, etc. to 
produce higher and vaster technologies requiring 
even greaten machines and needing even fewer peo
ple to run them. There fs no one in. this society 
not a part of it, and in the past ten years, not 
also aware of it. The resources are coming to an 
end, and with it, the affluent society as we know 
it will come to an end. It may not be a devastat
ing end, but it will be at least a change. This 
is evident. %History shows that changes in society 
happen very naturally and periodically as afliW 
balance becomes greater. Some people mayjattempt 
to plan change. It seems to me Jthat.it usually 
happens of its own accord-rin relation, to'the im
balances which already exist. This brings me back 
to the absolute—The Tao, God, Heaven, The Laws"of 
Nature, Chemistry, Physics, Math, or whatever^one 
uses for terms*. This one with the rest seeks 

http://Jthat.it
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harmony and balance. It seems that human kind is 
generally out of balance, bouncing from one ex
treme to another*. Thus the cause of change. The 
absolute and relative are one—they are only a 
tiny speck among the vastness of the universe and 
time. Yet everyone thinks that his relative 
reality is the total, the centre. And many actu
ally think they have control over it. Hah; 

Annie goes on to describe a holistic view of textiles—from pul

ling raw wool apart, spinning it into yarn, weaving it into cloth in 

beautiful colours and textures, to making beautiful functional cloth

ing. From planting of the flex seed, to dying and weaving the 

fibre. ."Ihus the art of fibre teaches the value of renewable re-
i 

sources, the gift of the earth"-. She looks at textiles in terms of 

self, ecology, the world and the bigger system of things. ..Annie, in 

her thoughtfulness and sensitivity, tries to see things in a holistic 
« 

way. She sees relationships, relative values., and relative reali-

• ties. She is,' hpwever, wary of philosophical relativism and is 

looking for some absolutes. These she tries to find in "the Tao, 

God, Heaven, the Laws of Nature . . " What she sees this all lead

ing up to is -" . . . this idea of using textiles as a form of teach-

ing." ijust how this is to be accomplished remains unarticulated. 

However,' there is a hopefulness that a kind* of alternative education 

that goes' beyond the "hippfe phase" can be achieved. She still talks 
y • 

of continuing in Art Ed next term, and of spending the summer working 

' as an arts Ihld crafts instructor in a camp. As, she says: " 

• 

" I t -w i l l be a really nice change to just explore 
m a Tot*of ideas. In camp there is a lot you can 

do with connecting nature with ar t . " - , 
. «4* 

.When she, returned td*NSCAD in September, Annie'didn't register 

' for" art education but instead, signed up for two text i le courses, 

SCAN-and a required design survey course. She came and talked^to me 
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about her experiences at camp. She, along "with an assistant* was 

responsible for the craft department,- a 14ttle cabin with two rooms, 

and'a seven week program. There were about one hundred kids between 

eight and twelve and she recalls that " . the first month was 

really nice—it went smoothly and I was still really fresh enough 

with ideas." 
"We got a lot accomplished.' We had to have a show 
at the end of three and a half weeks which was 
really nice—a Jot of good things and really in
teresting things.* And then after that it seemed 
to go down hill H just—seven weeks is too 

- long " 

Annie had hoped to be able to introduce textiles, but the*extent 

to which this was possible was limited. She speaks with enthusiasm 

of dying and carding wool with the older group, the twelve year olds', 

"(but this was not possible with the younger ones) She also used , 

fabric scraps in projects with the other groups. "There was," she 

"says, "a lot of variety,,but by the end I lost all my motivation, all 

my ideas". Another frustrating aspect of teaching at the camp was an 

«honour system which awarded points for projects regardless of their 

depth or difficulty. She found this discouraging "because those * 

things just got in the way." . , , 

Harold: "Djd you have to make a report?" , * 

Annie: "Ye^i—I carf't remember if I said anything about that or • 
r 

not^-by the end I Was so used to rt. r just tried to ig-
*• y * 

' nore i t—I jast figured we wo,uld pass them a l l right away . 

and then start doing, good stuff. We wouldn't worry «Jx>ut 

getting projects finished*' So there,was just peally no 

4cin'tt of <sense of what art-for kids could do—My goals were 0 

basically to increase their observation.and awareness and 
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stuf f and most of the goals of everyone else in the system 

were to 'make presents for mommy'." 

Annie was experiencing a conf l i c t of goals and values,-hers and 

the camp's She wanted the children to work imaginatively and crea

t i ve ly with materials anH ideas but the expectations (of the other 

adults in the camp and the children) were to make stereotypical 

designs, and objects Annie had worked there six years ago in the 

kitchen and "nothing had changed with what was being produced" She 

found i t d i f f i c u l t to get "my ideas accomplished within that system." 

"Then'as I went along I realized that the things 1 
wanted to teach were mostly the things I wanted to 
be 'doing myself—and not so much teaching. I 
wanted to teach them because I» wanted to do them. . 
Not because, I necessar\ly'wanted people to learn 
them. And I wasn't that interested in trying to 
motivate unmotivated kids. And I also thought I 
was jus t handing out materials I was just a d is
t r ibu tor of materials—I a l l o t t ed a certain amount 
and said "here do i t " —I could place orders for 

- what we needed, but i t might be awhile before we 
would get i t . So, that kind of thing—i*t would 
also be—well we were havring a Fourth of July-r 
we were making f loats for a parade. I had to hand 
over a l l my crafts supplies for*" those kinds of 
things. And I was j us t t ry ing to sh i f t my th ink
ing into what i t would be l i ke to be in a school 
system. And I could see a lo t of the same things 
happening even though i t wouldn't be twenty-four 
hours a day—I would be basical ly the only a r t i s t S 

'• . . in the si tuat ion and try ing to work in a system 
that i s n ' t real ly open to change that much. Those 
were some of the things I was thjnking about last 
year—I just started seeing them more clearly—to 
do anything that had to do with creating whatever 
i t was—just being in-charge of a l l that stuff.. 

J I don't know--it j us t di-dn't s i t r i g h t . " . 

• • ) 

Haro'ld: "So that 's what made you-deode not ' to continue in Art Edu-

cation th is term7" . ' 

Annie: "Yeah--it was—not the total of course. YTeah—it-was—but' 

that was parti of the reason I went into i t , to have tbe day 

* « % 
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to day experience of working with the kids and to get be

yond the preparatory fear—about that . Yeah, so that did 

have a great deal to do with i t . Of course I was thinking 

about i t pretty much the whole time—about the reason why 

I started, that program—the Art Ed program, was a l o t of 

practical things—something to f a l l back on. And i t was 

mostly inspired by my mother who has a real fear of my 

being insecure—-financially—and then, what she's done IO 

her l i fe—and she has always been a frustrated a r t i s t be-

cause she-*-«he is a very talented woman. She never went to 

art school—it was during the depression at that time and 

so i t was much more important that she, get a trade—but a l l 

her l i f e she wished that she had, an ar t school education." 

"What is her trade?" 

"She's a dental hygienist, And then I thif ik she was always 

frustrated because she never rea l ly had time to do art—, 

because of her work. And this is the way I see her anyway. 

And, I gave her my theory and she pretty much agreed with 
-v 

me anyway. And I began to feel that my-do^ng .this which— 

I d idn ' t feel l i ke the motivation was coming from myself. 

It.was coming from,always outside. It* would be l i ke a side 

tracRing th ing. I t WOUITI keepme away fcom doing tex t i l es . 

I can see a progression of fpve years. I started weaving 

f ive years ago—and I've always had i t on the brain ever 

since then. And,slowly—it'has take'n that long to accept 

the fact that maybe i t ' s a r isky thing to do-r^but that 's 

what. I am mostly- interested in-,- that 's what.I am real ly— 
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and other things come after that." 

Harold "Do you still have any interest at all in teaching or being 

a teacher7" 

Annie "Yeah. I don't think I'm discounting i t . I definitely 

don't, see myself in a school teaching situation. But—I 

don't know about teaching kids but there might be some' 

potential for that. But I guess—I think of teaching more 

, generally. I. thought about i t more from a different per-

spective. I think the first thing for me to do is to get 

my skills together and to get competent at what I'm doing. 

_ . , And then teach those_things--to people who want te learn 

them." , ' ' 

I didn't see Aiame after that fall term in 1980, a year and a 

few months after we began our interviews. She didn't return to the 

College the following semester, nor the ones after that. I heard from 

the Assistant Registrar that Annie was attending the Maharishi Inter-

national "University in Iowa.' I imagine she is pursuing her interest 

in T.M, I also heard that she is still interested in returnfng to 

NSCAD. Is she s t i l l interested in becoming a teacher7 iHion't know.-

> There are several forces working against Annie's completing the 

, art education program in the u^ual time,period, or at a l l , even 

• though- she is intewfgent and demonstrated genuine interest, aptitude 

*"*aad ability, The choice is hers to make, byt throughout the inter- ' 

view sessions her remarks .show that she is tugged in severai direc1 

tions. The most obvious force, and certainly one not unique to her ' 
t * 

. .but familiar to*most art educators, is the dialectic between the often 

„ aff l ict ing roles of art is t and teacher. This tssue will be expanded 
t x • . - -. ' • • ' / -
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upon in Chapter 11. It manifests itself in Annie's life-world in 

several wa>vs 

(1) As a simple question of priorities of interest given 

limited time, resources, and energy. 

(2) As feeling a necessity to learn an art or craft~before 

trying to teach it, revealing a view of art education as 

subject centred. 

(3) As the conflict between doing something more clearly 

career oriented, hence "practical „ and doing something 

less likely to lead to a job, but probably more person

ally satisfying and self-enriching. 

This third facet is exaggerated in Annie's case since she feels 

that her family is pressuring her to work towards realistic career-

oriented goals and that a choice to become a teacher, while of con

siderable interest to her, is still a second choice and would be done 

mainly to please her mother. If she becomes a teacher it will have to 

be for herself, on her own terms. She knows she cou*M do it (and do 

it well) if she wants to. But does she want to7 

Life in the city, even a small one like Halifax is not appealing 

to Annie. She longs for the environment of rural Maine and a kind of 

life style, close to the earth, in which her philosophy is rooted. 

Tied to this wanting to be close-to nature is the closeness, attach

ment, and dedication to transcendental meditation and the spiritual 

reaTm to which it gives her access. Although these factors may not 

be incompatible with -her becoming a teacher, they certainly serve to 

diffuse the focus. «. 
> 

As a participant observer of the Art Education program, and from 

> • 



my perspective as an administrator, I wonder if the decision that 

semester to allow the Intro students to take the primary responsi-* 

bility for teaching the Saturday children's art classes was a factor 

in Annie's decision to not continue in the program. It may have been 

a case of "too much too soon". She is theoretically and speculatively 

inclined and perhaps would have benefited from more theory and con

ceptualization before facing the drudgery of planning and the routines 

of managing groups of children. Her sense of "getting caught up with 

lesson planning", being bogged down, and not wanting to constantly 

"manipulate" learners, may not have been so overwhelming if her pro-

gram had followed the typical format in which more attention can be 

paid to building a solid theoretical and conceptual base prior to the 

practicum. Typically, the Intro class observes a few of the sessions 

while the Student Teaching I group teaches. She had few resources or 

• defences to help deal with the rigidity and constraints of teaching 

arts and crafts at camp. She equated^the camp routines and conven

tions with the authority apd standardization of schools, even though 

she had not taught in a school, and found both binding and limiting. 

Even though her study of art education has'yet to lead to a degree, 

it has helped her to learn more about art, how children learn, and the 

creative process. She has decided that she wants to learn still more 

about herself and about Tier art and craft. 

A device introduced by S. C. Pepper, called a "root metaphor", 

, is a basic analogy that can be helpful -for focusing a concept or 

, experience and insprrring-its development (Pepper, 1942). A root 

metaphor for Annie might be & weaving. In a weaving*, separate threads 

g a m ^ in ̂ opposite* directions erftwine to create a whole fabric. In her 
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life-and education, she is striving for wholeness. She has chosen 

the threads and some of the colours, but the pattern remains open. 

V. 

* . 

• i 

s 
Vi 



Chapter 7 * 

JANE JONES 

Jane Jones came to NSCAD in the f a l l of 1979 as a transfer stu

dent from the Emily Carr College of Art in Vancouver where she had 

completed one year of study. Prior to that , she had been a student 

at Okanagan College, a junior college in the in ter io r of B r i t i sh 

Columbia. Her elementary school years were spent in Surrey, B.C., 

unt i l about the ninth grade, when her family moved to Vernon where 

she went to high school. Her ar t experiences in high school and 

college-were posit ive and her teachers supportive and encouraging, 

" l i ke I rea l ly love ar t and I think that I 've had good experiences 

through i t . " 

At age twenty-one, Jane's feelings about her becoming a teacher 

are ambivalent. Her older s ister is a teacher and she has a fr tend 

who is a.teacher. As she says, " I ' ve worked with kids a l i t t l e b i t 

and I real ly l i ke i t " . She loves a r t , and at th is point , being an 

ar t teacher interests her. She disapproves of what passes for ar t in 

public schools*, par t icu lar ly the idea " . . . that ar t is d i t tos and 

stenci ls and colouring books" and the approach of " . . ..now we are 

a l l going to draw trees". She feels that teachers and education s tu

dents lack the respect they deserve: 

r "Like at UBC i t ' s a big joke when you are in the 
Education Department, i t ' s the slack department, 
i t ' s l i ke how P.E. is treated at Dalhousie—you 
don't do any work in P.E.—ha, ha, hai And I 
think that 's the way a l o t of people t reat teachers, 
1n the same way: 'What a nice job , eh? You get 
there at nine, get of f at three, and you have 
four months q f f every year. You don't do any
th ing . ' L i t t l e do they know. { t h i n * in order 
to be a good teacher you have to enjoy what you 
do,,'cause you have to do a l o t of work in i t . 
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And if you think of it as just work, then it be
comes just work, and I think you convey that to 
the kids, that it's a real drag." 

Jafie is encouraged, however, by her friend who is a teacher in 

Inuvik who "says she loves planning for her lessons because she 

learns something eyerytime she plans." And more importantly, " . .|, 

the learning doesn't stop there. I continue to learn from the kids/ 

She would like to see teachers considered more as professional per

sons. 

"And I think that people don't really realize how 
" much is_ involved. Like maybe not so much struc

ture, like with a doctor there is a certain amount' 
of skills and knowledge that you have to acquire, j . 
but with a teacher, there are certain skills and 
knowledge that you acquire at the beginning but 
you have to continue to acquire them just as^a 
doctor.keeps up his medical knowledge." 

Jane would like to see public attitudes changed and feels at this 

point that perhaps she can help to effect some changes. 

fi 

people complain about the publfc school system 
say 'ok, i t ' s too bad' but i f someone doesn't 

"And 
and say 'ok, it's too bad' but if someone 
go out and change it; I'm sure I can't make it, . 
like change it so that it's radically changed, but 
every small change helps, I think. Like if you 
can help one person, that one person can help-
someone else." » \ 

Jane is an open, talkative, friendly perslpn. In our conversa

tions she tends to ramble, sometimes repeats herself, and jumps from 

one topic to another. Nevertheless, the thoughts have continuity. & 

The repetition reinforces certain*key concerns. I can relate to and 

identify with much of what she says about the public attitude to 

teaching and teachers and the status that education departments have, 

at universities. Maybe it is the fact tfhat we both grew up ii> smaTl „ 

communities in British Columbia. ' I can see the people and the places 

and hear the voices when she mimics the cliches people spout complain-

'i 
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ing of the "slackness" of education -students and the ''soft" life of 
* 

teachers • These views are probably common throughout North America, 
* 

but when sjjoken by someone from my home province, i t rings especially 

true. 

Like Annie, Jane was a member of the Introductory Art Education 

class that taught £he. Saturday chi ldren's art classes that f a l l . 

Seven weeks after beginning her f i r s t education course, she is faced 

with the task of planning for and teaching a r t . to a group of eight 

year olds. She is forced to examine more closely ber reasons for 
« 

wanting to teach art and the goals she wants to promote or achieve. 

She begins hal t ingly to ar t icu late her ideas. 

"The g i r l I am teaching wi th , Susan, we were ta lk -
, ing at the beginning—why we wanted to teach. We 

thought we should ta lk about i t so we would know a 
l i t t l e b i t more—each of us—what we were try ing to 

* do irf relat ion to our lesson plan. And, urn, she 
comes from—I think P.E.I.--and there are a lo t of 

1 people who don^t seem to have any direction or pur
pose—and she f e l t i f they had an involvement as a 
chi ld in something important—but not meaning that 
everyone would continue in art—but i t would help 
them f ind other things. Whereas I kind of f e l t i t 
was not therapeutic but that our school system was 
real ly lacking in the arts—and I said that I 
thought ar t was the most important subject-»-and she 
said she d idn ' t think i t was the most important. 
I don't know, I thought about i t a lot—but I s t i l l 
think i t i s ^ In-the way i t ' s emphasized in our 
schools i t ' s the' least important--in most school s— 
i t ' s kind of sad." 

Harold "Why do you think i t ' s the.most important7" 
/ 

Jane "Because i t affects a l l sorts of other creative things—like 

even people who are involved in physics or chemistry—even 

academic th ings-- ! ike physics is real ly abstract—a kind of 

creative thing. And even sports are very personal, creative 

type th ings—it 's real ly a motor sk i l l you develop—st i l l - -
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l i ke figure skating or gymnastics are more so creative— 

but everyone develops their own running s ty le , and their 

own drive—why they do everything. I don't know—oriental 

cultures, or even Eskimo cultures, i t ' s a more in tu i t i ve 

style? I t becomes par t—i t ' s not another extra that.when 

money gets t ight i t gets cut back—it*s more a part—ah 

• integrated part. I think that 's how i t should be—not so 

* much div/ded up—maybe our whole school system is divided 

up too much. " 

Jane is convinced tha t 'a r t i s , or should be, an important part of 

everyone's l i f e , since i t is an important part of hers. She sees what 

she ident i f ies as creat iv i ty in many types' of ac t i v i t ies that are 

taken seriously by schools and society at large Since creat iv i ty is 

to her obviously a central feature of a r t , then art should also be 

• taken seriously. She infers_that somehow the creat iv i ty derived from 

art ac t i v i t y can be transferred to other aspects of l i f e ; indeed,' not 

simply transferred, but t o ta l l y integrated into the culture She 

also looks for integration and legit imation in her career choice. 

Jane. "-I think things are becoming more secure—like at f i r s t I 

•wasn't really, sure i f I was taking art education because— 

l i ke I rea l ly enjoy ar t—I wasn't real ly sure i f T was just 

hedging the bet—like okay I real ly l i ke in tagl io and cer-

amies, but could I ever make a l i v i ng at i t? And the 

teacher who I had for drawing at junior college—he said 

to me a couple of times—'never sel l out—be sure that was 

what yo.u real ly wanted to do'--pot to do i t because you 

rea l ly couldn't do anything else.. Last year wasn't 'too 
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good of a year for me—personally—and I kind of lost faith 

in everything that I did—pretty we'll in life in general, I 

gues's—and at the end of sthe. year nothing I produced was any 

good and I didn't know what I was doing there—and I con

sidered quitting a number of times—for the year Then I 

spent the summer trying to decide what to do—and at the 

beginning of August I decided, yes, I would go back'to 

schooV And yes I would go to Nova Scotia—but at the same 

time--at the back of my mind was this little nagging worry^- ' 

was I selling out7 Was I doing it just because^I invested 

all this money and I had to have a way to pay for it—a way 

to make a living—a way to be something Like you have a 

lot <|J friends who are being things—they-'11 finish and * 

they'll be something. And what will you be when you finish 

school? Now it's becoming moVe clear that it" is something 

I'm really interested in—something I want to do—like in 

the class, Art for Exceptional Children, I am working on a * 

project on art for deaf children and it's becoming a bit 

more clear {hat it is something I want to do. I want to 

teach art and it's—to change things—not that I. think my 

'way is right—but I think that—new ideas are always kind 

of good—and' I think that I want to contribute things." . 

Harold- "You say that you are now more comfortabje with the idea of 

your being a teacher7" 

Jane: "Uh—Like—I know that this is what I want and now'I'm not 

so worried, about that. I'm becoming a lot more involved— 

I reajly enjoyed it right from the* beginning^ but I worried 
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. that I was se l l ing out But-I don't think that 's a big 

thing in my head anymore." 

Harold "You thought there would be more status in your being an 

a r t i s t 7 " " 
* 

Jan'e "No I jus t think that—I don' t think that you have to bej> 
r 

one to teach—just because you are good in ar t doesn't mean 

you are a good teacher The friends that I went with to f i r s t 

and second year used to have th is stupid saying'"those who 

can, do, and those who can't teach" Well, I don't think • 

that 's true. But I don't think that those who "are good , . 

a r t i s ts necessarily make good teachers. I"think being a 

teacher is just as important a thing and jus t as much work* . 

as being an arti-st I think there are jus t as many consid-

erations and jus t as much work and learning involved. As 

an a r t i s t you are growing and developing a l l the time, 

and I think as a teacher you have to do the same—so many 

people f igure that they just have to go to school f ive 

years and vo i la , they ,are a teacher—now they are something 

y d o n ' t think that anyone is jus t made what they are; they 

lave to grow and change,- otherwise everything becomes kind 

of s ta t i c . And I guess maybe that is becoming more clear 

, now. I t h i n k — i t , art education, has become--I realize 

how deep that i t i s . I t ' s—there 's a l o t more depth to i t 

than you f i r s t th ink. But I think i t ' s l i ke anything—if 

you real ly become involved in it—and I think you have to be 

to be a good teacher—there's a l o t of depth to" i t . " __ 

When she begins the Saturday chi ldren's ar t class, Jane chooses 

*' . 
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the group of eight year olds since " . i t ' s e*asier to make mistakes 

with them . . \ they aren't so judgmental, I guess"* She thinks i t 

w i l l be "fun'.V ancffos looking forward to the experience 
i • ' ' * 4 / 

"At tn*e same time i t ' s kind of scary, I don't 
know, l ike how much you can—if they know that 
you t ry to do the r ight th ing, you krtow—like 
maybe what we" do a l l along is wrong " 

%*y 

£,% 

Her f i r s t lesson is to deal with c i rc les , " , jus t to give 
# • 

them a d i f fe ren t way of seeing, a new kind of exploring " f 

"We're going to have them s i t t i ng in a c i rc le and » 
explain that th is is one of the reasons' why they-
are*going to draw in a c i rc le and explain that we' 
thought i t would be neat to draw on a c i r c le rather 
than a square, and—a di f ferent way of seeing—we ^4 -a 
are going to explain why they are going to do i t— 
we're not going to just give them circ les and say w 

'draw'. I t ' s hard to qo into something—like 
' walking into a room not knowing*"what you're sup

posed to do. We'll ta lk a l i t t l e about—1 ike r 

who they came with Ind everything. We don't want " 
to-influence them too much. When we f i r s t started '(** 
out we were a f ra id , like", of-making too many 
decisions. 'Like wow', we thought. We.would let. ' ; 

•" them draw any shape they wanted. The^lwe thought 
we'd have to make some decisions. We vjere a f ra id ' ' 
of imposing our ideas on them But I guess some- - ' / 
one has to make .the decisions 

We do have a def in i te purpose; I t ' s not l i ke we • » T ' " ' * ' v ' 
want them to draw whatever occurs to them. But * x^ 
at . the same time., we want them to explore things 
that they might not have explored.J Like, we ^ * 
want them to have enough medium so they can ex
plore the medium for i t s e l f . " 

What, >s a teacher to Jane at th is point7 A good teacher is deep-

ly involved in what she'does", both t each ing^d the subject. 'A good 

teacher has a purpose for what she does, gives d i rect ion, and guides 

children but t r ies not to influence them too much. She also allows 
• 4 

them to make some decisions What did Jane d iscover in her f i r s t 

teaching experience7 ^ t 

Jane " I t ' s surprising—the<kids were a l o t older than I thought 

r 
/ 
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they would be." ' * 

• \ 

Harold "Did you know what their ages w e r e 7 ^ 

Jane "Yeah, but they were a lo t older than I imagined they 

would beVand a couple of kids in our class, l i ke one g i r l — 
Z 4 

she was involved in a lo t of things—exposed to a lot—not " 

wealthy, but r ich in experience—lake music lessons They 

a l l seemed more mature than -what I expected. NThey had out

side experiences, l i ke Tina—she goes to dancS^essbns 

"* We talked about things'that we l iked to doWsoorts 

'• and things. Her (Tina's) sister is real ly into sports—she 

doesn't l ike them and she doesVt "have to do them, so I 

don't think her parents are pressuring her. She obviously 

makes the.choices herself and real ly wanted to come to the 

classes I don't think that any of the kids in our class* 

are there but don't want to be." ' 
s 

Harold ( "Any other unoressions7" ' 

Jane:- "I knew this before but kids are so individual. And one 

little girl who seems, not really insecure of herself, but 

really wants a lot of attention. And two boys, both called 

Andrew (we call them Andrew One and Andrew Two). And 

Andrew One seems to be a 1 c»t more open-.-sroore, sure of him-, 

self, and Andrew Two seems more shy.. Last wee"k he seemed 

more assured . . *. One thing we l^aVned too—in our second 

lesson. They/collected slicedrup garbage bags as sort of 
t 

an environment and the children made up cfostumes of garbage 
bags. They selected'things they wanted to portray We had 

N. 
music and they moved to the environment. Then we talked 

9 



about how they thought dancing and drawing were related-

wnich was the next step in the leison . . when we said, 

'were drawing and dancing a l ike 7 ' Th'ey said, 'of course! 

as i f i t were a fact. They hadn't divided everything into 

l i t t l e boxes l i ke we had. You kind of know in the back of 

your mind, but i V s kind of a surprise when thof are that 

open They are so accepting of everything we do " 

Another thing Jane is learning about teaching is "the amount of 

time involved". She says^fchat other people in the class are complain-

/ ' -
ing and probably won*t go/6n to the next level of student teaching. 

She s t i l l plans to continue. / 

" I just had to s i t down and reorganize my schedule 
t to f i t everything in. . . I don't feel too bad. 

I t ' r s a lo t of time. I don't want to short change 
the kids. I feel I've a real obl igat ion. " I feel 
they are gaining Every Saturday I feel they are 

i depending, not t ike a big ego th ing, but a sense 
of responsjbi l i ty. And I think that i f you are 
going to do something you do i t the best you can." 

Although she accepts the amount of time involved, she admits that 

i t came as a surprise But since her sister is a teacher, " I guess I 

realize in the back of my mind there is going to be a Tot of time i n 

volved." She realizes that' a commitment has^to be made.' She is up-

set when her teaching partner is casual about when she arrives for 

the class and t e l l s her so. <% 

Jane: " I don't feelvuncomfortable t e l l i ng her things l i ke that 
v 

because I think i t ' s — i f you are uncomfortable t e l l i ng some

one something l i ke thaVthen I think you arte uncomfortable 

c r i t i c i z i ng the i r teaching—b'ecause whenTraught, by my-

sel f , she pointed out that after Andnew opened up so much, 

(k-think he was the only boy in the class—a lo t of children 
' i 



' d idn ' t come last week) Intended to monopolize my attent ion, 

she said. I t ' s s c r i t i c a l point. I think i f you can point 

out l i t t l e things, obviously, you're not being cruel " 
' - *w 

Harold: "So you're teaching and being cri t iqued 6y your partner7" 

Jane "Yeah Susan is going to teach next week and I ' l l observe 

her " ' ** ' 

Harold '"Do you have a sense yet what some of your strengths and 

some of your weaknesses are7 'r . * 

Jane "Jul ie came in too--1 think, one o^ t l fe strengths is that 

I'm real ly j :elaxed around the chi ldren, and never Teel un- > 

^comfortable. Last week I—Susan had gone over *f or coffee— 

and Jul ie was like—ummm—and I've never real ly been scared 

about things l i ke that Like i f you are going to make any 

mistakes—they are not going to know—and what is a mis-

take7 Everyone makes mistakes talk ing and stuff Jul,ie 

worried about "losing her'place in ta lk ing. Things l i ke 

that don't worry me—I real ly enjoy the kids and I feel that 

1 ' ' you have tq be rea l l y f l ex ib le . " , 

Jahe talks about how she was able to .adjust heV lesson when ^he 

f e l t the kids were not responding in the ways she anticipated. 

Jane '• " I don't think i t was structured enough. L ike .T thought 

£he children could be a lo t f reer than what they were 

^ "That was something I learned—they do need a-structure to 

fol low. And so we sat them al l down with a story and I just 

') X started 'out by saying "The story of a racoon that went on 

• 

a trip to Europe"—and I could see Susan looking at me—she. 

was sitting up on a little box and looking like—it's not 

S '.'.' \ S 
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.going to work--but the kids really got involved with it--

and I added,the animals—the characters that they were-- . k 

and they had td tell s^methTng about ..." 

Harold "Was this planned7^' • # 
"" I » 

Ja n e t "No. We" had-too much time—so I just made it up On the 

•4 \ spot I felt we had to do something—they were obviously 

^-getting bored with dancing andynoving 'around--so we took the 
"f, 

music and the characters that they were and put on some - , 

* costumes So I think that was'one strong point—the spon- 1 

taneity. I guess I'm really at ease with them _and I'm not 

afrVid of them." . . \ 
» 4 

Harold "And weak points7" 
l 

* *. > 

Jane "That I can be kind'o'f sucked in by the kids. Susan f M t 

that Andrew could draw my attention away l i ke thSt-and then 

,.I krnd of neglected some of the other kids I guess a weak * • 

point too would be—I'm real ly afraid of putting them into 

l i t t l e boxes. So maybe I'm t ry ing too much for them to.be 

creative and they already are. They jus t need a way to 

focus the i r c rea t iv i ty . I gueis maybe it's-because a l o t 

of my early ar t was stenci ls and weaving Easter bas-kets and 

things l i ke that—a lo t of junky crafts l i ke you see today 

tha t people think are "such neat ar t _ And I'm real ly para-

noid o f having kids f i t into those l i t t l e molds*-so I think 

that is a weakness too—you can go too far the other way, 

l i ke how a l o t of free schools or open-air schools did. • 

Like open-air schools I don't thfnk, f i t for every*chi ld.* 

I think you have to be a lo t more aware—like I'm getting 

http://to.be
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^ a sense of our group—and I think that w i l l come^ lo t 

f easier with more experience. And F think one of my weak

nesses is j us t lack of/general knowledge about what their 

tendencies are, but that w i l l come too—more wqpk and more 

knowledge " 
\ 

As "Jane nears the end of her f i r s t term in art education she has 

been introduced to some basic pedagogical and theoretical concepts and 

has had an opportumty.'to plan and teach several lessons She has 
1. ' 

been made to examine her reasons for teaching and she has an emerging 

sense of her strengths and weaknesses.- Her perceptions of children 

Jiave changed". Children seem somehow older an& more mature than she 

imagined, -ftnd to her surprrse, discipl ine was 'not a problem. She 

also concedes/that -"the ideas of how to pUn and how to teach have f 
changed a lo(t" 

Jane-, "Well, when we f i r s t staged teachirfg i t was--'well l e t ' s 

have them paint things'—but now 1 know(a lot.-more why I'm 

having them do things. Well, I kind of knew inside, but I 
.% 

\^ d idn ' t knowJiowvto express i t . But—I've grown a lo t that 

. way." -
v 

Harold: "What other things did you notice?" 

Jane " I guess—why, wel l , what ar t is and what art education is 

has become a l i t t l e clearer. I t has slowly been emerging 

% out of the fog the whole year . . . . I think that I don't 

^ agree-with the way art is taught in a l o t of schools . . . 

I think there are too many people teaching art who don't 

have any training", real ly . I don't think you can learn to 

teach a r t in a two or three week course—like cram i t in " 

/ 

«4 B ** T-*-
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Her experience of art; in the schools and art teachers* has derived 

from her own schooling and also, to a large extent, from her s is ter , 

who is an elementary classroom teacher and is also responsible for 

teaching art in her school, since she has the most art training of" 

anyone on the staf f The sister has lktaken a number of summer art 

^courses" Jane talks about getting a letter^fj?om her sister who wrote 

that her students " . . did murals for the.* Christmas project and 

» 

because the children can't draw well enough, they are blowing pic

tures up out of colouring books". Jane moans Apparently, s ister is 

trying to'please the principal since last year the kids,did freely 

'painted big murals, which were not appreciated. 
"L i l a , she doesn't have enough knowledge about how 
to defend i t , or she hasn't clea'rly defined in her ' 
own mind what the children are doing.. She-knew 
thatjtfhat they did was good. But she d idn ' t know 
how to explain i t to anyone'else that i t was good 
So how is she going to make something that a l l the 
adults—the fathers and mothers think are good7 

, And I just th ink, 'Holy mackeral'. I don't know. 
I have become clear that that 's not what I want to 
do. But i f I have to f ight the whole time I 
teach, t'm not going to give into things l i ke that. 
I t ' s easy to say now—but when the si tuat ion arises, 
you might lose your job or something—unless you 
teach the way your principal wa/its you .to. I 
don't know." 

i 
The pract ica l i t ies and the day-to-day po l i t i cs of being a teacher 

are never far from Jane's mind. And in that mind are starkly painted 

images of what goes on in schools. These images weigh against what 

/ she thinks should go on l i ke a perpetual see-saw. I ask i f now, at 

the end of the term she could state her rationale for teaching ar|t. 

"Well.—it's, real ly t ied in t.o what ar t is—and 
for me—art_ is something that happens to you— 
an experience that can't be expressed in any 
other way. And i t ' s land of essential to use 
those mater ials—it 's 'deal ing a lo t more with 
the senses and feel ings, an exploration. And I 
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think that in order for a chi ld to develop—I think 
he needs that facet. Not as a therapy sort of thing 
I t can be therapeutic too, but to be completely 
developed, he needs that. Not to paint red, blue 
and green in designated squares or tr iangles But 

„ to express what is inside him and his feelings and . 
ha^e the opportunity to explore materials thafr^ie 
otherwise wouldn't, you know. But too many teachers 

.do red, blue and green in designated places, you 4 

know. And I feel that they should have an oppor
tuni ty to be expressive a/id I think that children 
are naturally creative, are natural ly spontaneous. * 

_. While she concedes that a certain amount of discipl ine and order 

in schools is necessary and good " . you need something that is 

your, own, something that is personal, and I thinR art can be that— 

something that is real ly exci t ing" She.thinks she can aid th is 

quest by offering planned opportunities for children to real ly explore 

materials However, when I ask her how she feels about the prospects 

of being a teacher, she is hesitant. She thinks i t ' s ' t o o early^tp 

comment. Then she considers the question again and comments anyway 

A "Like I feel that i t would be real ly interest ing, 
^ real ly worthwhile. I feel that always I would 

learn a l o t , and continue the job. - Like in a lo t 
of jobs you kind of remain s ta t i c , you learn a l l 
ypur sk i l l s and then you do them everyday, and 
I think that way I'm real ly looking forward to 
i t . And I know that, but fS^eel tha t , I have some 
good ideas, and I would l i ke to change a l o t of 
things, given time, but maybe not an overwhelming 
change'of curriculum . . ". but I th ink, help some ' 
chi ldren, but at the same time—my own art' is very 
important to me,,and that 's what I feel.hesitant > 
about, l i ke maybe i t would be better i f I jus t 

j^ rorked in i t a couple of years myself." ' 

Harold "Did you feel that your own art and your teaching are" 

separate or conf l ic t ing 7 " 
1 

Jan'e "Urn—they just feed of f each other a l i t t l e bit—the odd 

t ime-- ! ike I'm sure I could use for ty hours in a day—time 

wise—when I real ly wanted to pr in t or I f igured I 'd be 
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* 
fini-shed printing But all sorts-of technical problems had 

4 , , ' 

come up, then I 'd feel Tike the fool and wish I d idn' t have 
', , ' * 

to go do that—but that happened a little b-it, so it wafsn.'t * 
* * * ** 

l i ke they were conf l ic t ing or tearing each other apqrt 

And in some ways, tfie things that I learned in my Satur

day classes teaching, helped a lo t in my own. work, not the 

•subject matter but j us t , I can't put my f inger on i t , the 

incidents, things that the children had said or done. . I 'd 

. j u s t have to go 'wow!' I never thought of i t that way 

And I'd go back and i t would sort of blow me over*—amazing 

So they did help each other—not super a l o t - - ! i k e how a 

drawing course relates to a painting or to printmaking. 

course d i rect ly l i ke that , but they did feed of f each 

other." . % 

"Any other thoughts or feelings-about th is term, in reTation 

to the process that 'you're going through in becoming"a 

teacher7" 

" I guess I've learned th-is term too that there are a.'lot of 

d i f ferent reasons why people teach J don't know, i t ' s ' a 

general--you l i ke to tqach art to children—I don't know 

why, but like—urn—because of the generally accepted idea 

that a l l children need art-'-and then—well I s t i l l ' f ee 1 ! that 

—that a l l children need ar t . I feel that even stronger— 

but some people, my teaching partner, Susan, feels that— 

how did she put i t? There's-a l o t of people in the world -
4 

tha-t don't have any direct ion or any goals or anything l i ke 

that , and i f tyiey had art in the i r l i ves , th is woultl help 

**•* 'Wfe&w™ •fefc.irfH 
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'them to find—more of a therapy type thing like. I really 

hav§- to admire Susan because she is very open and she never 

minds admitting that she doesn't know anything—most people 

h^de that fact. But she believed it—it was really strong-

it dkln'-t fit into what I thought. Like I thought more art 

for art sake—art Because art is important—not art because 

art will make you a better person. And I just jfhought 

about it for ,days and days and days. And later—about the 
" t 

fourth or f i f t h lessen, I did t e l l ..her that i t blew me 

away. I t d idn ' t f i t into mine very much. And-x-she laughed 

and she said 'What do you think now?' And I said 'Well, I 

think i f that 's why you want to teach—that's s t i l l good' 

. % . but in rea l i t y she d id , I guess, teach very much what 

I would teach, but with jus t a di f ferent purpose. But may-

be I expected her to do exercises to make them better 
* - "people—or something. Well I think that*could be done too 

by someoim who had that philosophy. So I learned a l o t -

that t h e « are so many di f ferent reasons for teaching art 

but they can kind of be the same when you teach them (7) 

(raised voice in a question). Everyone has a d i f ferent ~/t 

idea why they do i t—but i t can a l l be kind of done the 

same way. And so—it made me a l o t broader—opened my eyes 

a l o t . 
i 

Jane's second semester begins with hpr having enrolled in both 

. •* * 

student teaching and intaglio printmaking. She returns from a Christ

mas vacation "out west" looking forward to a productjye term. •Unfor

tunately, two weeks into the term she slipped and broke her wrist 

0 

•t 
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which meant that she could not continue with her course in intagl 

printmaking which requires turning a wheel of a heavy press. I 

wanted to have an interview with her before she went back home to 

B.C., but since one could not be arranged, she spoke to me into a 

tape recorder. 

" I t jus t blew everything that I had done! Maybe i t 
was because I plan too much7 But I guess things 
w i l l work out okay. I'm in a lo t better humour 
about i t than I was to begin with. 

I t ' s kind of funny that I feel worse about having 
to leave Intagl io than I do about education. 
Possibly because I see'education as—this is jus t 
a beginning and when I get out to teach w i l l be 
real ly when I learn things. I guess—I don't * 
know. Maybe intagl10 is more important to me at . 
th is moment, I'm not rea l ly sure. 

I've kind of made some plans as to what I'm going 
to dcr wheh I go home. I'm real ly afraid that I'm 
going t o get bored and waste a lo t of time. I 
guess that 's a problem of mine—that I'm afraid 
that- I 'm going to waste my time—going to waste 
my l i f e away. - I t ' s going to s l ip by and a l l of 
a sudden I'm going to be ninety. I don't know, 
maybe I k t r y to pack too much in . . . 

I think that this wi l l "be good for me in that i t 
w i l l give me an opportunity to think more where I 
want to go with my education degree. I have to 
admit that the idea of going out into public 
schools turns me of f . Maybe I was kind of afraid 
of i t too—but I was real ly gung-ho about teaching 
the Saturday classes. I thought—wow! A f u l l day , 
with these kids, that would be great because there 
was only hal f a. day before—and I real ly kind of 
got into that idea. So I guess maybe I'm looking 
for more informal situations with formal knowledge 
I guess. I guess i t ' s the same with any kind of 
ar t . I believe that you have to have a good back
ground to do whatever you want with it—have a good 
technical background. And I think that art history » 
and things l i ke that are real ly important to your 
a r t . Well, they are important to my ar t . And I 
guess I'm speaking personally—so I think that a 
formal education as such is important for me to go 
out and teach—I guess because I've had a couple of 
bad experiences in ar t school where people who were 
very strong a r t i s t s in the i r own r ight but they 
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real ly weren't good teachers. And not everyone is 
cut'out to be a teacher . . . . I guess what I'm 
t ry ing to say i s that with my degree--! don't think— 
I'm pretty sure I don't want to go into a public 
school situation—although I don't agree with the 
art in the public schools—but I ^ S not just that— 
i t ' s not that I don't agree with i t so I don't want 
to get.involved with i t - - o r i t ' s the pi ts so I 
don't want to get involved with i t I t ' s - - I don't 
think I want to work in a structured si tuat ion l i ke 
that—I think I 'd prefer to work in a gallery s i t u 
at ion, l i ke Calgary Art Centre for Children has—or 
the Vancouver Art Gallery have—where kids can come • ** 
and work--that type of s i tuat ion. Or—maybe per-

^ haps maybe an art college—sometime in the future— 
** - not in the immediate future. I 'guess th is time w i l l 

also be good in that i t w i l l allow me to do a l i t t l e 
b i t of searching for somewhere to do an M.F.A. I 'd * 
l i ke to-—at this point anyway, I 'd l ike* to do an 
M.F A. vh i n t a g l i o — I ' l l see how i t goes the next 
year. But that 's kind of what I had in mind. After 
I f in ish this degree and do a b i t of t rave l l ing . I 
can't see myself set t l ing down—I guess that 's one 
of the reasons why I can't see myself teaching immedi
ately—because I feel that you have to make a strong 
aommitment to the kids who are depending on you. And 
to the people who are employing you. And at th is 
stage of my l i f e , I guess I—there are too many things 
I have to do, 1 want to do—I feel that are real ly ^ 
important to me. Like I said before I'm so afraid/* 
of missing anything. 

I guess i f you are going to do anything, ypu have got 
to do i t real ly good—pack as much in as you can 
Why ski the back way* down the mountain when you can , 

» ski down the face? I guess that 's kind'of my idea 
. behind everything. You have to do i t rea l ly well—and 

push yourself as hard as you can--! ike super-enthusiasm 
or not to do i t at a l l . I can't see doing something 
half-way. 

When Jane returns in September she is faced with a dilemma 

During the spring and summer she strengthened her conviction that 

she does not want to teach in a public school. However, pressure 

both internal and external t e l l s her that she should be thinking 

about ways of pursuing gainful employment and that an education degree 

would be a'valuable asset. She discovers that by special arrangement, 

she could complete the ar t education program in two semesters. S t i l l , 

I 

i% 
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she is aching to devpte her full energies to her art—her printmaking, 

She feels that she must now make a choice between teaching and art. 

She contemplates the considerations and the alternatives. 

"I guess I really didn't think about what I was * 
going to do.' I. knew that I would have to come 
back. I felt I had to come back to do three sem
esters, because—just the time involved—and I 

• really wasn't into that one extra semester. I _, 
was really into getting finished this year. Not 

>• finished as such that I wouldn't have any more 
education or anything—but just finished in that 

-I wanted to get out and work—just to have time 
more to myself—because I think—with work, you 
are somewhat finished when you go home, but 

A school--your day begins after your classes end. 
And—while I was working —it was nice. I'd come 
home and there were things I could do—just hav
ing that type of freedom—a little more time to 
yourself. So, that kind of/influenced my decision.. 
I decided that—I knew there were plans to combine , 
something along the way—but I wasn't sure what— 
and I decided—had it gone through, then I would 
take the education and finish off the degree this 
year. And then I went and visited my- sjster, and 
she teaches grade seven—she had been teaching 
grade three at that time. And so—I did—they 
had been doing clay—so we built a smajh outdoor 
kiln, basically a pit. I fired with the kids, and 
there were a few that really got into it—but most 
of them—we were outside—out of sight—so I just 
put it down to it being* they- were grade seven . . . 
My sister complairrssthal; art seems to be the last 
thing on the list, /thd when I came back (home) I 
decided—I thought thaKj'd never teach jn, a pub-
lie school. And so I contacted everyone that I 
knew that was involved in education—primarily in . 
art education, to see if I could fit in or help or 
do a"lesson or something like that (th4s was in 
about April). I knew a lady who was an art con-

* sultant for some of the schools, but also a teacher— 
and she teaches grade one and two. She just 

. teaches the art. It was very much the same.' The 
' grade one's were a little more enthusiastic—but 

there was still the fighting and nobody wanted to 
do what they were doing—and—like, in my sister's 

' class they were very obedient and if she said 'stop 
that', they did stop. But they were constantly 
trying to get away with something. It was just a 
constant big battle for control. It was very much 
that art was a class in which they could fool 
around—they didn't have to do anything--!t was 
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just a fun thing. (This was a l l said in a scornful, 
4 mocking tone of voice). ' And they could f i r e b i ts 

of clay and everybody gets to paste, and—you know, 
wreck other people's work. I t sounds l i ke they were 
real ly destructive—but i t wasn't—it was in very 
small amounts but 1t was j u s t constantly there. 
And I-decided after that that I real ly d idn' t waiit 
to teach in a public school." v. 

There must be something about the environment and the ambience 

of public schools that creates th is negat iv i ty, she concludes.! Per

haps ar t teaching would be more satisfying in another kino of situa

t ion. She investigates the poss ib i l i ty of teaching in an art gal lery. 

Jane " I decided that would be the answer—somehow to work in a 

gallery s i tuat ion, or through a recreation department. But 

I real ly d idn ' t want to be crafty l i ke a l o t of recreation 

centres—like macrame. At the same time I thought that 

art was real ly important. So then I was in a-real dilemma 

--what w i l l I do when I get back to my degree. I t was con

stantly a l i t t l e harping/thing in the back of my mind and 

then I <jhought--maybe I ' l l go back and take a whole bunch 

/ 

of draft ing courses and then I' lLJba»settled on what to do." 

Harold- "Draft ing7" 

Jane "How that popped jn I don't know (both laugh)—air photo 

interpretat ion, cartography, or dra f t ing. " . 

Harold: "Something pract ica l7" 

Jane: ** "Yes, pract ical - - to make money, to pay off my big student 

loan—and then I could go from there. Obviously I d idn ' t 

want to teach in public schools—so why was I taking th is 

education degree? I never reached any decision. Everyone 

I talked to would say 'we l l , whatever you think- i \ r i f h t . ' 

Al l I wanted was for someone to say 'This is wha| ydu 
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should do'—but no one said that. So when I came back and 

the scheduling was such thatv I could do i t (complete the' 

program in two semesters), I went home and i t ' d i d n ' t s i t 

r ight somehow—eighteen credits and everything I t wasn't 

so much that I d idn' t think I could do i t — I was/,&tffe~that* 

I could i f I jus t got down to'do i t . And i t wasn't that I 

wasn't into working, because I rea l ly was. I real ly wanted 

to work—I just f e l t that—I wasn't giving either ares "a 

f a i r chance. So i t basically became a decision of doing 

one or the other—and I thought we l l , I ' l l drop my intagl io 

and f in ish off my education, because basically the educa

t i o n was the practical thing to do—because when I got out 

I would be a teacher—which is—also I got a b i t of hassle 

frort people that I knew--'What are you gorfip to be when yoti 

f i n i sh 7 And I said, 'we l l , I ' l l have a Bachelor of Fine 

A r t s ' . /They'd say ,'Oh no'. But also, with a b i t of imagin-
4* 

ation—'oh that 's not so bad, you could teach then1 ' 

(laughs). But then I thought—I seriously thought again — 

'Am I just taking the education for that reason, so that 

I w i l l have something7' Because I've always said I don't 
* 

want to teach in a public school . . . but I knew that I 

wanted^to work with f a i r l y young children—or in an ar t 

school situation—and an education degree wouldn't help me ^ 

yi that area. I would need a l o t of studio—so I decided 

to concentrate on the studio. And then when I went to ta lk 

to (the intagl io instructor) after I decided a l l t h i s , he 

said; 'we l l , you know—"I Was a l i t t l e worried, because I 

\ 



don't think you were giving either thing a f a i r chance.1 

I think that at thf4 point—I'm very happy with what I de-

. cided—J've already started working in the pr int studio 

So I think this w i l l work out a, lo t better I t is not that 

I have abandoned the education degree, but [I just want to 

f ind tout a l i t t l e b i t more of what I want to do with i t " 

So i t was decided. Jane would'not work towards the combined art 

education and f ine arts degree, but would concentrate on her studio 

and tke Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. 

Does that mean that she ceases to think about education7 I ask 

her i f she can s t i l l picture herself in the role of teacher. 

"Urn hum (yes). I think one of the things I learnt 
last year was—you have some knowledge to give'* 
to the chi ldren, but they'also had—I think that 
you both learned—it wasn't so much that you were 
the teacher and they were the learner—and that 
was the thing I d idn ' t l i ke about the public 
school—that here was/£od, the teacher standing at 
the front of the room and not so much the education 
sector but the social sector'of how children were 
beneath you. Whereas in ar t school, an i n s t i t u 
t ion of higher education, they (we) were both 
val id people—just because they were six years 
old I d idn ' t feel that made them any less of a ^ 
person, and I f e l t that schools tended to encour
age that. Where in those Saturday classes, the 
children didn' t ca l l us Miss Jones or Miss Cameren, » 
and in a way, through our social structure, they 
did respect us because we were older. And we did 
maintain some organization, which I think there 
has to be in any group of people, l i ke in a play
ground structure there is a leader and in a group 
of children there can also be a leader—and iTi a 
classroom. And I think that was part of the prob
lem—the stronger or strongest personalities of 
the children t r ied to dominate and the teacher 
wasn't allowed to le t , tha t happen, he had to keep 
everyone in control . He had to be in control of 
the s i tuat ion. And in order to do what is supposed 
to be done in a school, you do have to maintain 
that sort of organization. But I think in a way, 

. you lose a lo t of the children's" creativity—and 
that 's what I real ly d idn ' t l i k e . " 
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Harold: "So you see the teacher's ro le, in either situataon, a 
^ 4 

public school or non-school s i tuat ion, as real ly d i f ferent 7 " 

Jane: " I don't think I 'd n»ke-to be that authori tat ive person who 

is so f i l l e d with knowledge and is always r i gh t . " (She 

gives example of a grade eleven English teacher and class— 

a teacher insist ing his response was always r ight and hers, 

although maybe interest ing, was not val id and that when she 

gave what he wanted, she wouldn't g*et more than a C+). 

Harold. "Do you think that that 's inherent in the public school 

system, or is that just that individual or type of ind iv id

ual7" 

Jane- " I think that 's an exceptional case, that teacher, but I 

think the structure of our public schools does tend to put 

that person—like ' i s th is r igh t , teacher, am I doing i t 

r ight teacher7 '—there's a r ight and wrong. And the teacher 

has the r ight answer. Children f igure out how far they can 

push the teacher—it 's jus t a game. And the teacher knows 

what he has to do to get along with the pr inc ipa l , and the 

'pr incipal knows what he has to do to get along with the 

school superintendent. And I just f e l t that I d idn' t want 

to get involved in that type of game. And at one point, I 

thought, 'you could change that i f you don't agree with i t ' , 

but I thought maybe that 's not the way to change it—maybe 

there are other avenues to change i t rather than gett ing 

into the public school system and f ight ing against i t . 

There must^p alternate methods l i ke alternate schools. I f . 

there are alternate schools why aren't there alternate meth-

"• * <«***»t»4.»,'Ht < 
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'ods to charge situations7" I think that t d get .into a 

school s i tuat ion where I obviously don't agree with what's 
* t,' . • 

going on—I think that—I would quit*teaching. I /aon't 

know i f I would even last f iye days. I wouldn'trout up 

with that constant batt le—I can' t . In a f r i c t i on si tua- . 
* 

t ion l i ke t h a t - ^ ' l l hack away." 

Jane graduated with a BFA and a major in prinSmaking the follow

ing semester. A few weeks before graduation I asked her how she f e l t 

about graduating-"In some ways I f ee l , i t ' s a l l "over, thank God. 
And in other ways I think I haven't.done half the •X 

\ things I wanted to dd with my work." 

Since she is a printmaker, she is concerned about access to print 

facilities when she leaves- the College. She also^wonders about which 

city to live in and the most overriding concern of all, about finding^ 

a job a.nd to " . . . basically get out of debt". She has applied for 

a position managing a printshop in the Northwest Territories and 

expresses her hopes for such an opportunity. 

Harold , "Would there be any teaching involved7" » 

Jane. "They do specify on the application 'teaching', but I think 

it's more .adults than children. *I imagine it's just tech-
4, 

meal work—more of a college srtuation^" 

Harold "Right. What do you feel about teaching right now7" 

Jane: "I'd really like, that." 

Harold: "Teaching adults at the college level?" 

Jane "I think so—because I think these people are really inter

ested in whatVhey are doing, like just the attitude. Like 

in our shop—it's a really nice situation—they are there 
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* to Work, not to put "in tinte * . . " v 

.HarOld: "Sotwhat are your feelings now, in terms of teaching7" 

Jane . " I would, s t i l l real ly l i ke to become involved in i t , but 

V I feel very strongly that I wouldn't Irke to teach.in a 

pub l i c school situations I have kind of been looking into 

S.F.U.'s education program—just because/t feel that i f I 

don't get th is job in Pelly Bay I ' l l probabTy end up out 

west—and S.F.U has a lo t of outreach programs that dealv 

with community work and I think i t would be a worthwh>le 

tiring to pick up, especially i f I were working in a job to 

make money—it would be nice to have something l i ke that—* 

which -is what I can see for the next few years—to get out 

of debt, to get together enough money. I'm going to look 

and see about buying a second hand pr int ing press . • " S 

Hacoldt "So, do you think—your feel ing then i s , that you couldn't 

real ly combine learning to be an a r t i s t and learning to be 

a teacher at the same time?" 

Jane. "Welly, myself at th is point I . jus t couldn't do i t—jus t 

time wise . . . " v 

Harold: "Do you think because of your personal -make up you have to 

focus, or do you tend to focus on certain areas and concen

t rate on that7 Are you reluctant to spread yourself too 

th in ly 7 " 

Jane: "Not so much that , but I f ind that I get—uh—remember there 
« 

was a l i t t l e boy.in our class last year, his name was Andrew 

*HB —aalr just how intensely caught up he could go—and he would 

change media three orj four times during that day, but every-



thing that he did related to him. Sometimes I could see 

the relationship between them and other times I couldrr't. 

So at the same time I had to smile because that 's very 

much the way I work. And our last c r i t ique , the paper--and 

the blue series l ino-pr ints that I did—and then these draw

ings, they a l l related—they were a l l the same. And a 

couple of people in my class—especially the white paper.--

'no way are they related to the p r i n t ' . And I was l ike— 

'Well you are just not looking at them, obviously'. And 

then afterwards I thought, 'Maybe they don' t , maybe you have 

to separate them more—and slowly they w i l l , come together-

there may-be some basis of the re lat ionship. ' But I f ind I 

can't real ly get caught up and time a l l of a sudden is gone." 

Harold "So you think i t is largely a matter of timrf—of balancing 

your time7 That's why you chose to concentrate exclusively 
« 

on your art work?" 

Jane "That, and I wasn't sure where the art education degree 

would take me. The only thing was that I did know that I_ 

didn't want to teach here—but I didn't know what I wanted 

to do with i t . " 

Harold- "You mean you didn' t know where i t would take you in terms 

of teacher cer t i f i ca t ion 7 " 

Jane: "Not that so much. Like I kpew I could end up with a TC5. 

I had to admit t ha t ' I f e l t i t would be very easy to end up 

at the end—even though I d idn' t want to teach in a public 

- school, saying 'o.k. I ' l l jus t teach here for a couple of 

years. ' " 

( 
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V 

Harold "So, teaching in a public school was what you were ambiva

lent about7" 

Jane: "Urn hum. And I could see myself very easily—o.k.—teach 

for two years. And the commitment that I think' is involved 

in teaching—I think there are some people who are. teaching 

for the money and nothing else—and aren't putting in the 

time that 's required. And I knew that for myself--I 

wouldn't be able to teach and not love i t " 

Harold "So, you are saying that teaching requires a very strong 

commitment in order to do i t honestly and re f lec t ive ly 7 " 

Jane "Yes—for myself I knew I couldn't teach without doing that. 

And I was afraid that although I knew I d idn' t want to teach 

in a public school system and d idn ' t agree with what was 

happening and I d idn ' t agree with having art in l i t t l e 

blocks, f i f t y minutes a day, Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs

day. And could see myself with a TC5 in my hand and a job 

opportunity—and although they are not easy to come by—they 

N\ are there i f you want them and i f you are w i l l i ng to work 

at i t . And i f i t were between teaching and waitressing, I 

could see myself taking the teaching job. I f I couldn't 

f ind a teaching job in a gallery or an art centre or recrea

t ion program that I rea l ly wanted to do, I could see going 

back on i t . " 

Harold- "Let 's say that*you had the opportunity to either work in 

a pr int shop, or the opportunity to teach at a College, with 

also the chance to work on your own, which would you choose7" 

Jane: "O.K. So I could either pr in t by myself, or teach and 
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print7- I would take the teach and print, definitely!" ^ 

Harold "So, given the proper circumstances, teaching or education 

in the broadest sense is st i l l of interest to you7" 

Jane "Yes. Like I'm not asking, 'I don't want to teach here, I 

don't want to do this ^ . ' , i t sounds like, 'O.k. I want 
• t > 

to walk into a $25,000 job'. I am realistic—that's not 

what I'm asking at a l l . But, I couldn't care less if I, .only 

had five kids and one small grade craft class, but if those 

people were there because they wanted to be there. Although 

I think art is really important in the school, the way it 

is set up i t is not doing what i t should be doing. And I 

originally thought that I could become involved and change 
m 

that—but I don't think so--I'm.pretty sure I couldn't: I 

"think I- would end up quitting after a maximum of five years 

if" I taught in a public school. I'm sure that would tbe it— 

I'm sure I'd never teach again. So I think it would be best 

if I stayed away from it—which is part of the reason why 

I'm going to get myself out of debt as quickly as possible. 

And then get an education degree—I felt that with an educa

tion degree it would be too* tempting to work to pay off the 

t 

^ 

debt—a means to an end̂  

Education, to Jane, must be flHgly chosen.^BotfTstudents and 

teachers must be involved in learning because i t is something they 
s. 

want to do. If there are ulterior motives, such as the teacher par

ticipating merely to pay off debts, then the activity is sullied. 

Jane makes art because she loves to. Similarly, if she chooses to 

teach, it must also be a decision based on love. .While yearning for 

/ 
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the security that being: a teacher can provide, she fears the prospect 

of stagnation. If she is to have, a-teaching job, it must he more 

than merely a job. 

For Jane, the question is not "what is the process I go through 

to become a teacher?", but "Should I become a teacher7" She has a 

very clear conception of what being a teacher is Tike. She has a per- • 

ception of the context in which she would be immersed as a teacher. 

Schools, of necessity, seem to require an authoritarian stance on the 

par|| of teachers and prWipals. There is continual "game playing" 

and power struggles among all involved—administrators, teachers, par-

ents and even children. She sees constant tension and friction and 

rejects both. Howeverj education and teaching are noble and valued 

endeavours, if only they could take place gfitside of schools. Jane 

continually tries to convince herself of tnTTightness of her thoughts, 

goals and decisions. «, 

As, is the case of Annie, family exerts a strong influence in 

Jane's decision to not become a*teacher. Whereas with Annie, the 

rejection was a resuT°t of not wanting to succumb to the pressure of 

doing it only to please her mother, with Jane, the family influence 

Was manifested in another way. The family, as represented by her 

sister, provided the dominant model of "teacher" and the prime source 

for information and attitudes about being a teacher. Jane did not 

like what she saw and heard. Both Jane and Annie are convinced that 

if they are to become teachers, it must be to please themselves and { r\J 
on their own terms. 

Jane allows jier past experiences and the example and influence 

of her sister, rather than the formal study of education to guide her „ 
j 
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decision. 'Her attitudes about teachers and teaching have changed 

little since She entered the Introductory Art Education class. Her 

views of teaching arid teachers remain in a state of paradox and ten

sion. Her education studies and the Art Education Division played a 

neutral role. They have introduced her to education but have merely 

opened the door a little wider and imficated clearer directions and 

options. While this new .source may have added to the tension and 

increased the paradox, .prior experience and opinions still provide 

the guidance. My professional bias tells me that Jane retained and 

reinforced her negative view of teaching in schools by taking matters 

into her own hands by visiting and teaching in her sister's classes 

without the guidance of "teacher educators" and without the "proper" 

preparation and academic buffer that a program can provide. Her 

myths have remained unchallenged and relatively unexamined. 
< 

Jane talks often about not wanting to "put things into little 

boxes". Indeed, a box suggests itself as a root metaphor for Jane. • 

She struggles to try to bring her notion of what an art teacher is or -

what'an artist is, out of their boxes. However, the notions still 

remain in boxes. The only difference is that perhaps the boxes are 

a little larger. Another appropriate root metaphor is a see-saw. 

Sometimes she is up, sometimes down. Sometimes teaching is the clear 

choice, sometimes it is not. The see-saw seems to have stopped. 

/ 

m 
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Chapter 8 

JULIE ELLIS 
» 

Julie Ellis spent her childhood years in Ottawa, and her adol

escence in Prince Edward Island, the daughter of a professional 

photographer*. Posing for pictures, which she hated, and making pic

tures, which she loved, have always been a part of her life. 

"I remember hating colouring—I was always trying 
to innovate the colouring book—do something dif
ferent. Then I'd always go to school and have 
things drawn outside the actual lines. I remember 
the teachers getting very upset. If I could have 

V * learned to deal with inside the lines, I probably 
could have progressed fine,•but I never did learn 
to do that. But I did it at school, I didn't do 
it at home." 

Harold: "What strong early school experience comes back7" 

Julie. "Umm—it would be kindergarten—that was definitely in 

Kindergarten wnere the teacher approached me constantly. 

First of air she asked me if she could keep my work, which 

was little sponge drawings, colouring in chickens and num

bers and that sort of thing. And I expect at that time it 

was not known what it did to you, but we used to do asbes

tos ash trays and all sorts of 'wonderful' useful things 

like that. .And, I just remember farting around with these 

things and then seeing, it was always, 'I want you to do 

this—do it like this'--it was_ a bore (iaughs) in a lot of 

cases. Sometimes it was fun. I remember painting this 

picture at one time; I think it was in Kindergarten. I'm 

quite sure it was. And it was, I can't remember what it 

was about, hut I• know it was splashes of colour, going all 

over. And this one particular (I always look back at it) 

/ 
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Dad put i t up on the wall—J tojerk i t home, down in the base-

"ment. And I remember constantly looking up at i t and seeing 

a red leg, and thinking—'My God, that's, a good l e g ' . I t 

'wasn't supposed to be a leg to begin with—but i t sure made 

a dandy leg! (laughs) I 'd t ry to get other people to see 

the leg in that painting—sometimes they could and sometime^ 

they couldn't. I 'd get kind of upset i f they d idn ' t . Th 

must have been Kindergarten. Most of that art wasj jar t ic-

ular ly for a purpose; l i ke i t was 'take i t home to Mother 

for Mother's day or something l i ke that . " 

Harold "Was there ever-a particular point in your school experience 

that art became special or took on a special significance— 

for some reason?" 

Julie "Throughout primary school i t was always jus t snuck in 

wherever your homeroom teacher would squish i t i n , and i t 

was real ly quite awful—I real ly don't have too many fee l -

ings about i t , except in grade four, we had a teacher—that 

was Centennial year, and the big bang was on, doing some

thing special for Centennial year, and, teachers always 

notice my art work, they'd always hold i t up." 

Harold: "Did you always l i ke doing ar t7 " 

Jul ie: "Yeah--I d idn' t know i t was ar t . I had more fun doing 

things at home, in my spare time, I think, l i ke creating 

spaces. I think I've always l iked creating spaces. Yeah, 

things used to get shipped into our places l ike say a 

freezer unit would come i n , say a cardboard box, and that 

was a f i e l d day for about a month. I 'd have people oyer 

v 
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and entertain them in my 'new apartment', do all kinds of 

nutty things, and experiment with soap suds. I used to do 

the damnedest things with ivory snow, make pies and cakes 

and all kinds of crazy things out of it—it was more on the 

experimental things like that at home that I had more fun' 

than at school." 

Harold- "Have you ever been thought of or labelled as being a 

'talented kid' or 'artistic'7" 

Julie . "Sort of. I don't know when that started. I think—well I 

remember my Kindergarten teacher particularly . . . I remem-

ber her saying I would never give her any of my art work— 

they ha.d to go right home. My Mom put some kind of value 
i 

on it. It must have meant something anyway. Grade four I 

think was the first time that I had a teacher that really 

pointed out the fact that—well, made us do anything crea-

y 
tive 'I enjoyed that, it was just a matter of working with 

ideas—like the airplane—and this Centennial year project— 

„ and having to come up with different environments . . . Dad 

used to help me a lot with projects . . . We had to do a 

house one year, a model of a house, of our house or some 

kind of a house for a project. And Dad sat me down one 

night and we built a whole house out of sugar cubes, so 

that was very interesting. Dad got#into things, almost 

more than I did, in a good many instances. Yeah, there was 

% always this type of thing between Dad and me because I re-

member at one point . . . we had this community parade, 
\ * 

jamboree, for all of the kids to do up their bikes. Well, 9* 
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Dad jus t wanted to have a chance to do up a bike (laughs) 

so he did up my bike one year without me even knowing about 

i t , and sent me out on i t the next day. And I d idn ' t want 

to go because i t was th is giant chicken1 (both laugh). I 

had to s i t in i t and ride i t up and down the street with my 

.fr iends, and I thought 'Oh my God, th is is just awful' I 

don't want to do th i s ; i t looks so different/and horr ible ', 

Anyway, I ended up in it—and I e*ded up winning f i r s t 

pr ize. Well , that put a l i t t l e di f f^refrc slant on i t be

cause I got th is whole Barbie o u t f i t and I thought ' t h i s 

i s n ' t bad1. That taught me something about being d i f fe rent . 
* 

I t real ly d id . I t real ly sett led home with me. I remember 

that very, very c lear ly . And the next year he did me up as 

a cake (laughs) I toas-a Centennial cake—here was Jul ie 

s i t t i n g in the middle of th is th ing. And I won again That 

was the las t year I went in i t . I knew at that point that 
* 

i t should no longer be my father-that was doing th is sort of 

thing . . . I was always very self-conscious. I t ' s funny, 

yeah, in a r t , I don't think I ever minded doing anything d i f 

ferent. In some cases I d idn ' t want to be d i f ferent at a l l . 

There Was also a thing between, l i k e , Dad constantly helping 

me with things. I notice that now, and I noticed i t a l l the 

way through. He was always there with these ideas—like 

'o .k . you do i t ' , so when you get out in a si tuat ion l i ke 

here where he's no longer around, i t takes an awful l o t of 

readjusting to real ize, 'Hold i t , th is is your show i t ' s 

not your fa the r ' s . " 
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i ro ld : "Was there a point in school at which you decided that you 

Mere going,to go on in ar t 7 " 

Julie- "In grade s ix. I was s t i l l in the same elementary school, 

only now there was an art teacher, and that made a l l the 
«< 

4* difference in the world. I remember her-very, very clear-

* l y . She stands out . . . she was bringing a lo t to me that 

I d idn ' t know about-before, d i f fe ren t techniques, things 

about a r t i s ts and fhat sort of s tu f f . Yeah, I thought she 

was pretty great." She would take work that I had done and 

put i t up in the halls and foyers. I t did a lo t for my self 

esteem. That was probably a major turning point. I became 

very interested in horses, start ing in grade s ix . " 

Harold "And that came out in ar t work7" 

Julie* "Yeah, i t did . . . a l o t happened in qrade six. I ran into 

a whole school of real ly good teachers, for one th ing, which 

developed me a lo t more into the open, because I had become, 

I went through di f ferent periods where I became very much 

in-turned. Like, I .d idn ' t want to have very much to do With 

people or anything l i ke that. I was very self-conscious. *•»—' 

Yeah, after grade s ix , and th is part icular art teacher and 

f inding a love in horses, e t c . , a lo t started happening. 

My a r t just bloomed with my interest in horses." 

Harold* "How long did the horse images . . . " 

' J u l i e : "Oh, i t ' s s t i l l there (laughs). But i t ' s jus t not pract i -

cal at the moment, we l l , I suppose r ight up to unt i l grade 

nine I think—or ten, yeah—I think grade ten or eleven was 

the last year I had my horse." 
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Harold "Oh, you actually had your own horse7" 

Julie "Yeah, I had him when I came to P.E.I. That was, I think 

when I finally did get a horse it was more of an eye opener 

than anything else . . . " 

Harold "Whaj: about through high school then in terms of your art 

interest7" 

Julie ' "Well, in high school I had this (sighs, laughs) oh boy, oh 

yes. Well, the teacher that I had seemed to love me, she ' 

thought I was wonderful. I was just great, and I should 

keep going and do whatever I wanted and everytime there was 

a competition, I should enter that, because it was very im

portant for me to enter that. It wasn't,till a little later 

on I figured out why A t was important for me to enter those 

— so that she could send off my pictures and say that I was 
a 

her student and this sort of thing. I never saw my work 

again. I gave myself up for work that I'll never ever s*e ' 

again. I feel really badly about it. And I began to see 

how she related to other students, other friends of mine, 
1 

and that really disgusted . . . I left feeling no art, like 

I hadn't accomplished anything in the time I was there. 

High school training in.art should be a real ball . . it 

should prepare you for something-1 ike college or whatever. 

It was just garbage, really awful. I think my best art 

training was in grade six, and in grade seven, and that was 

it. Anything that I got after that would have been night 

classes, poking around on my own, just interest." 

What attitudes about art and art teaching has Julie developed by 
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the time she completes high school7 Art, which encompasses drawing," 

.painting, making objects or creating spaces, is something she enjoys 

doing. She does it spontaneously at home for her own enjoyment, or 

"on order" at school for the approval of her teachers..* There is a 

' distinction for Julie between "home art" and "school art", although 

she doesn't use these terms. .The former is done for pleasure and out 

of genuine personal interest while the latter is done usually for a 

purpose. "Art in school is still enjoyable", yet she says, "I put 

an awful lot into art that I wouldn't bother with in other courses". 

Like many adolescent girls, she loves horses and draws them constant

ly. Her parents support both interests, encouraging her to draw and 

providing a horse. She admires teachers who provide not only approval 

and encouragement, but also information and technical training. She 

is becoming aware of teachers' approaches and motives. When she 

feels that an art teacher has been enticing her to enter contests for 

selfish reasons, Julie feels betrayed and is left with a negative feel

ing for high school art. Although a self-conscious girl with a ner

vous laugh, she finds that art allows her to feel more comfortable 

about being "different" and/or individual. She realizes that she must 

come to terms with her father's influence and willingness to help. ^ 

k Following high school, Julie studies commercial design at the 

same junior college where her father is an instructor of commercial 

photography. Upon completion of the two-year program, she takes a 

job as a window display artist. 

, "I had a job, and there are a lot of opportunities 
for me at home, on the Island, for the line of 
work that I was trained in. There's a lady there 
who is dying to utilize me, and there was another 
fellow who is looking for someone to freelance • 
with him. 'And, it was tempting and yet it wasn't 
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tempting at the same time. For some reason, I 
thought that I wanted more-connections. I just 
didn't want to be producing for someone else . . . 
Well, I found even in window display there was 
just the people element that was missing when I 
was doing it." 

The people element; perhaps the answer to that need could be 

found in teaching. Julie recalls during our first interview that 

"• . . always I had the notion that I wanted to teach art" She 

thinks that spark was kindled by a "fantastic art teacher" in grade 

six. In the spring term of 1979 at age twenty-one, she enters the 

foundation program of N.S.C.A.D. and in the fall of that year, takes 

her,first art education course tend her first formal deliberate step 

towards becoming a teacher. I a§k her in our first interview that 

fall how she felt about the prospects. l 

"At the moment, I am pretty unsure. The responsi
bility is very challenging. The responsibility of 
educating children and developing minds 'your way'. 
I'm not the kind of person to be sure of myself. 
I would want to be a good teacher, there are some 
teachers that only take half the time—it is some
thing I want to work at." 

She perceives the role of the teacher positively, and would want 

to be the kind of teacher who made learning "fun or interesting" To 

Julie, teaching "properly" means that the " . . . teacher is interes

ted in kids and the subject and makes it interesting for them." 

The students in the Introductory Art Education class have been 

conducting short teaching episodes for each other. While Jul ie feels 

that she and her partners were successful in that they kept "on track", 

she says'" . . . I was pretty t e r r i f i e d and i t was the f i r s t time we 

had been standing up teaching anything. I t was kind of , I don't 

know; I swore I wouldn't be that nervous when I did i t another t ime." 

Like Annie and Jane, Jul ie is in the Intro class responsible for 
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I 
teaching the Saturday chi ldren's ar t classes, so soon finds herself 

preparing her f i r s t lesson. She has begun the planning with a part-

ner and is proceddmg awkwardly and tentat ive ly . 

Ju l ie . " I 'm going to be working with Donald again, i t worked out 

that way, . . . h e ' s having problems now wondering i f he 

w i l l be able to stay in the course because of conf l ic ts 

with other subjects. I t ' s kind of tense worrying about i t , 

but I ' l l jus t take i t as i t comes, anyway . . . I think the 

experience though of working with another person is real ly 

gpod,'cause I know I could do better alone1 (laughs). I 

mean i t ' s great to have other opinions coming back to you, 

but as far as s i t t i ng down and planning i t out and that 

sort of thing i t ' s complicated to t r y and work with another 

person." 

Harold: "What do you feel you w i l l learn by working with another 

person7" 

Julie "More about where I f a l l down—well, jus t the other day we 

were discussing ideas as to just what we were going to do, 

and Donald is forever saying that he has only been trained 

in photography and that kind of technical s tu f f , and I'm the 

one trained in a r t . I know a l l that s tu f f , so he ' l l jus t 

l i s t en ! But he's the one that 's coming up with a l l the 

ideas so far . As soon as someone says to me, 'You think 

up a l l r t he ideas', I can' t . My mind goes blank. So I 

guess we're working on an idea he came up wi th. Right now, 

we're going to use a camera to photograph children after 

they painted up their faces. And the whole idea of i t 

r 
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started around this polaroid camera. Now it has sort of 

been hashed around to the point that the polaroid camera 

is out and the kids are painting each other's faces, and 

they don't see each other. And, the whole thing is taking 

'w on the roles they see after they look in the mirror after 

they have been painted up." ^ 

Harold "So that's your, urn, aim for this lesson?" 

Julie: "No. Actually, the idea is for a lesson sort of centred 

around getting to know each other. And the idea that we 

sort of came up with was that children would be in pairs-

nine and ten year olds. I thought that would be a good age 

because of, well, just the nine and ten year olds I know my

self, that's all I can relate it to. But, they would sit 

down together and because it's the first lesson and they 

don't know each other too well, that kind of close contact 

is going to be scary anyway. . So now we are trying to come 

up with methods of maybe using brushes to paint the surfaces 

of the people's skin, rather than actually touching. That 

can get kind of personal. But the idea is that they would 

be sitting working with each other and they have name tags 

saying who they were and the whole idea of once they get 

s these other roles, their faces, to say who they are and what 

they do when we can see they are somebody else, that sort of 

thing. I don't know how it will work out. It's just a 

crazy idea." 

Harold: "How did that idea evolve7" • 

Julie: "It started with the polaroid camera—then we were hashing 

t 
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. around these ideas as to, o.k., we've got this polaroid cam-

' era, which we aren't too sure about anyway, just throwing 

these ideas out into the a'ir, like costumes and just kids 

taking pictures of each other doing funny things, and ask-

ing kids to do other things for others to take their pic-' 

tures. But none of it took a great deal of time, just sort 

of fun things to do But then we wanted something more of 

a whole lesson, something that would take them from start 

to finish, keep them going all the way through. We're 

still not sure about that, we're still trying to come up 

with some ideas. Like—we were talking to Derek Young (the y 

instructor). He was giving us more ideas and just sort of 

* channeling us in certain directions. I don't know, I really 

have to meet with him this week. We really didn't get a 

chance to get together on it. But there is still the thing 

of materials—what we're going to use—and that sort of 

f thing. And Derek Young told us about the fact that certain 

kids have allergies to different makeups and things like 

that. That is something I'd never think of. So we'll have 

to ask them if they're sure it's o.k. Then if it's not— 

I'll cry! I don't know what to do (laughs)." 

Harold: "Can you think of an alternative way of getting at some of 

those same intentions?" 

Julie: "You mean if the child is allergic to make-up or some-
» 

thing7" 

Harold: "Yeah." 

Julie: "Well, possibly using 'something else, like another powder 

< 

« 
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or something. But if they can't have, anything on their 

skin, I don't know. Maybe costumes, hats or masks." 

Harold. "Yes, masks, it's just another layer of something else on 

the skin, isn't it? Well, are masks, and the notionkof 

what it is a mask does, is<jthat a central part of the theme 

you, are working with7" 

Julie "Yes, it is, really, sort of (laughs) Introduction is the 

main thing. But the, on the mask, well, it's just something 

K we kicked up, and if it develops into anything, wonderful, 

but after that it's sort of chance. We're trying to make 

1* * 

it more meaningful, I suppose." 

Harold- "If you had to simplify it into one, basic, bottom-line 

- goal that youwant to accomplish, for this first class, what 

do you think it would be7" ^ ^ * 

Jylie: "You mean dealing with the kids, masks and everybody7 Get

ting a feel for what we are doing, I guess, or what we are 

supposed to be doing. Maybe getting to know about working 

with Donald, and getting to know about handling nine and 

ten year olds, and, somehow or other, getting through a 

lesson on googy masks (giggles) with having everyone stay

ing sane at the end. I guess that's what it's all about. 

Actually coming-out with something perfect in the way of a 

mask, that would be impossible." 

Harold: "Right. They are just going to have to wash it off at the 

end of the class anyway." y 

Julie: (laughs) "And off their clothes! I'm sure there are lots 

of things we haven't though^ of that are sure to hit us 

»*** tmm.'OMsf^t.vi 
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Harold 

Ju l ie . 

Harold: 

Ju l ie : 

Harold-

Jul ie* 

Harold: 

Ju l ie : 

Harold: 

Ju l ie : 

r ight smack in the face On Saturday morning. Maybe that 's 

the breaks."" * 

"Right. O.k. You talked quite a lo t about what you are in-

tending to do and what your plans are—how do you feel at 

th is point—getting ready to do your f i r s t student teach

ing 7 " * 

"Well, I'm not thinking about i t (laughs)". 

" I f you had to think about i t 7 " 
\ 

" I sn ' t i t awful." 

"Since I've asked you". 

" I 'm kind of worried. I'm kind of wondering, we l l , because 

we're working in a pai r , I'm kind of wondering who w i l l 

dominate the classroom, lake, when I ta lk to Donald I f ind 

that he's sort of an aggressive type person as far as having 

ideas set in his mind and wanting to go.through and see 

these things out, that sort of th ing. And he was saying— 

when i t comes to things l i k e , what do you Call that , obser-

ving, that he's been through cri t iques in photography and 

sort of knows the whole benefits of observing and t e l l i ng 

i t l i ke i t i s , which sort of surprises a meek and mild per-

son l ike myself. But maybe f t w i l l be good for me. I ' l l 

be able to throw i t back at him, i f I see something." 

"You mean observing . . . 7" 

"Well, c r i t i c i z i n g for the purpose of learning." 

"So, one of the things each o£ you is doing is to observe ^ 

and cr i t ique each other?" 

" I don't know i f that 's what's going to be going on in the 

<* 

<S 
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Harold: 

Ju l ie . 

r 

r 

Harold: 

Jul ie 

Harold: 

Jul ie 

Harold: 

f i r s t class, I don't think so, but la te r . " 

" I t ' s kind of hard to do that when you are both act ive, 

i sn ' t i t ? " 

"Yeah. Oh I don't think we could. But this is supposed to 
i 

be a set up to last through the seven weeks, so I think as 

it goes on, we are supposed to do ohserving as well. I'm 

npttcertain how it will work out yet. I'm kind of hoping 

it's something not too severe (laughs). Like I've said be

fore,- I've talked to my roommates (who have almost completed 

the program) about it and they've sort of given me the low-

down on what^happened,other years, observing, that sort of • 

thing, so I have an idea of what is going on, which is 

sometimes good, sometimes bad." * 

"Yeah. Well it could be a littie^different too, because 

you have to remember . . . ". 

"Yeah, it is a totally different situation -ttwui they had." 
s > 

"And also they were a year—they wereNat another stage." 

(pause) "So I'm going to make a lo t more mistakes." 

"Well, i t ' s going to be very~"different; you're start ing at 

di f ferent place." f*V 

\ 

In spite of her fretting and nervousness, the first class "went 

alright". Her partner, Donald, decided to drop out of the College, 

so/Julie was left to handle the lesson alone and will be taking the 

'( * 
dlass single-handedly for the rest of the term. She ref lects on the 

f i r s t class: 

"Well, Derek Young had talked to me jus t before-
• haod that maybe I should drop i t , that the idea 

was too ambitious and there was a lo t of work i n 
volved. I f e l t at the time that I d idn ' t real ly 
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want to drop it. I sort of psyched myself up for 
it. So I varied it a bit. He gave me some'sug
gestions about it—like only putting out so many 
colours of ma|̂ e/-up. So we only used three colours 
and I limited it that way. The whole idea was to 

< make them over—make themselves—think of-some
thing they wanted to be. One was doing the other, 
and it worked out to be right after Halloween. So 
the first thing they said when I mentioned that we 
were going to do something a little bit like Hal
loween. They said (deep voice) 'not more Halloween 
stuff! I don't want to do it.' So that sort of 
flattened me for a few minutes (laughs). But once 
they actually sat down and started in on it, they 
were really, really involved. They didn't stop 
until the end of the class." 

Harold: "Really! So they spent the whole class painting each 
# 

other's faces?" 

Julie: "We had a little discussion beforehand about (pauses) oh, 

the idea was to get to know each other, who are you and 

where are you from and what you like to do, and that sort 

of thing. And at the end of the lesson when all of the 

kids were all made-up and everything, we asked them what 

they were and what the mask made them look like. I wasn't ,• 

going to put it in my conclusion because at that moment I 

was sort of tearing my hair out, trying to get all the kids 

cleaned up and cleaning up the ones that wanted to get cleaned 

up and control the ones that wanted to stay weird and wild 

and go home and show their parents. So I didn't think I'd 

throw it in, but at the last minute, I thought I'd put it 

in and it really made a difference." 

Harold: "What was the conclusion?" 

Julie: "Well, just asking them what they felt they learned, if 

they felt they knew each other better and did they feel like 

somebody else and what would they do if somebody asked them 
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who they were and what they l iked now,"that sort of th ing. 

Oh, they jus t roared the answers out. That wenf real ly 

well—everything has sort of been slowed down since that 

f i r s t class, doesn't: seem to measure,up to i t (laughs) " 

Harold- "Sticking with that f i r s t class for a l i t t l e while, what do 

you think you learned from i t 7 " 

Jul ie- "The f i r s t class7 Well, a l o t about myself, rea l ly , and 

dealing wittP'them. Pretty much the way I am controls the 

way they are. .Someone can say that to you but you don't 
i t 

real ly realize how powerful it i s . I'm sort of scattered . 

anyway, but in the classes I was nervous at tha t \ ime and 

wasn't real ly that sure about'how to--A had'not' real ly 

thought th is lesson out before I did in;. I t showed up, *' 

l i ke there were things that I jcpsAdB't-do, uh, unorganized 

--somethings jus t sortt of developed as. I was going along, 

and, the kids they never got o,ut'Of c o n t r o l / They went 

kind of crazy at points, but I never rea l ly lost control of 

them I suppose. There was another th ing. We were s i t t i ng 
* 

in a circle and I was asking questions about themselves. 

The kids found that sort of a situation when each spoke 

about themselves and the others listened', gets kind of bor

ing, and they confront it as a group. And there's a whole 

lot of other little things. I've been trying to remember 

to put it in my journal as I go along." 

-Julie's first lesson was ambitious and exciting and she pulled 

it off, much to the surprise of her instructor. Was it a fluke7 Does 

she know why it'worked7 Does she know why she is teaching art7 
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Harold "What about the following week7" 

Julie "Well, the week after that I had devised this great wonder

ful plan of building a village. And we were going to do 
i 

it. My idea was from something I had learned in Lowenfeld, 

about how kids at that age like to work individually but 

then feel . . . " 

Harold "What age7" ^ 

dulie^ "Nine and ten (laughs). I tried to do something along that 

line so they would all be working on something in a group 

and then put it all together and it would make a big vil

lage in the end, working with cardboard boxes. I'd still 

" • like to do it, but at that particular time Derek Young 

introduced 'rationale'. He said that none of us were on 

the right track. I guess he read all of our lesson plans 

from Wednesday and handed them back to us on Friday and 

told us that the rationale, we weren't hitting it. So he 

gave us this whole lesson plan outline he wanted us to 

follow from then on and revise our lessons accordingly and 

then teach them on Saturday. Unfortunately, the lesson I 

had written, not for the life of me, fitted into the 

rationale, so I had to scratch it." 
4 

Harold: "What rationale7 AYiyrationale?" 

Jul ie- "No, I d idn ' t have a rat ionale! That was the thing 

(laughs). I jus t wanted to build a v i l lage. And you can't 

• do that . " 

Harold: "Well."what about what you are jus t t e l l i ng me now? This 

was something you thought about after that? That you just 
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wanted to provide experiences for kids of that age to work 

in groups—isn't that a rationale7" 

Julie "Yeah, but it was something to do with the fact that I 

couldn't quite catch what he was saying about rationale— 

and he thought that to help me out, it should be something 

that was more related to the lesson I had done the week be-

fore." 

Harold- "I see." 

Jul re "I think, I'm still not completely sure about it, I just 

remembered getting completely upset. But, it was just that 

the whole thing happened at the last minute and 1̂  had, ̂  

got this back and we were discussing all this about ration

ale on Friday morning, and I had to scratch the whole tiring 

i and come up with something else for Saturday morning. That 

was crazy." 

Harold "What did you do on Saturday morning7" 

Julie- "Well, I talked to some of the graduate students, and Derek 

'and I decided to do a different elaboration on faces, some

thing that had come out of the Meek before. The thing had 

been, he said, "What did you notice about the kids that you 
* 

would like to develop7'--which is the idea, and my previous 

lesson on doing%the village was just for fun, it wasn't any

thing related to the week before or anything else. What I 

finally decided to do, was to use plasticine and for them 

to take from the week before, their experience of feeling 

the face and getting to know where they were putting make

up on and to use this idea in modelling a face out of pi as-
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ticine and then drawing it afterward to see if their draw-

ing had changed any from,that experience. And uh, I "tried 

4 it, but again it was something that had happened at the 

last minute and I wasn't really prepared for it. I knew 

what I wanted to do and had an idea what I wanted tg get 

acrpss and everything, but just when I had them working 

with the clay—first I was telling them to put it into 

shapes. And you don't do that. You are supposed.to take 

the clay and feel it first and then the kids are so ex

cited about working in clay that they almost could have 

had a whole lesson on just working with the clay." 

Harold- "Was it clay of plasticine7" 

Julie* "Oh, plasticine. They could have almost had a whole lesson 

on just getting used to the plasticine and doing things with 

it. And I didn't know if I was supposed to just let them 

go to it, if that was what they wanted to do, or to tell 

them to make the thing into a face. - So, anyway, when I-
» 

kept going with that, I kept showing them how to soften it 

up, then I showed them how to spread it out. And that was a 

biq, big mistake, because they all spread it out and put 

the little eyes and mouth and everything else onto it. And 

that's not what I wanted. And there was a big mess-up be

cause if I had taken the day beforeharfd and tried it out on 

a friend of mine, something at home, and got the lesson down 

in a way that I wajited the kids to follow,. I think it would 

have been a whole lot better. This just sort of left-me 

feeling kind of, well, it wasn't a total failure; but it 
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real ly d idn ' t do A/ery well So, the drawings d idn ' t turn 

out too bad. There was a b i t df change from one thing to . 

another but that was a b i t of success—and uh . . . 4 " . 
Although eager to learn, determined and conscientious, Ju l ie 's 

.4 -* 

lack f>f self-confidence is showing. She is f lustered when she has to 

change her lesson on short notice. 'She is concerned about what'is 

"supposed to be" and what is the r ight way. She is real izing how

ever, the importance of having a clearly thought out reason for a 

lesson and the necessity of careful planning. 

Harold "So, you've had two lessons now. Can you see areas now 

that you consider strengths and weaknesses^' ) 

Jul ie "Urn--(laughs). Sight. Now I.'m thinking real ly weak areas, 

urn, I'm not sure—there s t i l l are a l o t of questions ,un- * 

asked. Oh I don't know, just about getting along with the 

kids." ' . • ' 

Harold "What do you,mean gett ing'along7" 

Jul ie* "Well, beingSfble tb hold their attention and get them to 

do—do what you want them to and yet not be up there as 

some sort of a dictator and raising my voice." 

Harold. "Really,'you notice that7" 

Jul ie "Yeah, I don't l i ke that at a l l . But they ' l l a l l start 

ta lk ing at once. I know that there is another way of doing 

i t besides just raising your voice, a way of looking them 

in the eye and having them know you mean business. I think 

I could get i t , but I have to jus t get used to that, play

ing, around with, and jus t how I talk—and control l ing my

sel f . I was watching Emily (the graduate assistant) last 
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week—the way she was teaching—and that was really great 

for me. I just didn't have anything, I shouldn't say, to 

compare myself to. But, I hadn't seen anybody teach, really, 

except uh, teachers here. Well, it probably is the same 

sort of thing, but it feels different somehow . . . But 

Emily had a whole different way of handling the situation 

altogether. It was really neat to see. She was vPry slow, 

precise, clear. She had everything laid out, she had a 

couple of sticky parts, thet were a little tense for a 

* minute and she felt that the kids got bored towards the end 

of the lesson . . . but she was very well organized, and 

she saTd it v/as a lesson plan that she had and was familiar 

with the process. So I think I learned something from that 

—different ways of doing things—what the kids might like 

and what they don't . . . ". 

Harold "What do you think are your strong points7" 

Julie .(laughs) "I enjoy it! If that's a strong point. But,*um, 

I like dealing with the kids, and I think I can keep them 

in hand without running around after them or pulling their 

hair out or* anything like that. But I thiak that they do 

listen, urn, really. I think it's too early to say at this 

point." , 

I ask Julie what direction she would like to go with the class and 

what kind of experiences she thinks would be heneficial for her at 

this time. 

Ju l ie . "Well, I think they're getting kind of bored with faces, 

I ami I don't know about the kjds, but i f I were them and . 
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someone kept throwing that at me every week—I think I 

would get pretty disgusted. So I want to do something 

else, but« I want to—I don't know—I'm just trying to 

notice things I've noticed in the kids that I want to 

play with--!ike the things that they do. They told me they 

were really keen on building things, and I've been trying 

to get at that from every angle now since starting, but 

that again really isn't—a function—as far as where I 

want to put their minds—I guess is the only problem. I'm 

not sure yet. This is something that was sort of intro

duced last week. I guess if I'm really involved in how 

best to plan this week's lesson, that's the reason—I 

just don't know where to move them. It will probably be 

something to do with, how they feel about drawing? I'll 

have to think about it. I'm just not sure about it. I'll 

be back tomorrow and I'll be sure (laughs)!" 

Harold "How are you feeling about this whole experience so far7" 

Julie: "It's a lot of work! I guess that's the most noticed thing 

at the moment—just the fact that I've taken eighteen 

credits and it's really starting to—everything has to be 

done-at once—and I'm not used to spreading my time out. 

So it'll take a lot of adjusting on my part. But as far as 

being in the Art Ed_ huilding and working here, I really 

enjoy almost more than any of my courses. It sort of gets 

the most attention. Having fun—but uh—I am enjoying-it. 

I find it frustrating--!ike last Thursday when all that « 

happened about—what Derek was trying to tell us about 
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rationales—what he's" saying. And how he's trying to di

rect our thinking. It's kind of harcbto go through. I 

don't know if anybody else has caught on or if nobody has 

caught on, but we all seem to be handling it a little dif

ferently. And everytime I ask somebody, 'Well, I'm not 

sure, but I think . ' (laughs)—so. But I think plan-

mng lessons and having them work or not work is one of— 

finding out." 

The last few Saturday classes "went, along better", she Says, 

"simply hecause I started dealing with-something a little more basic". 

She team-taught the last class with the instructor, Derek, since she 

did not have a teaching partner throughout the term. 

"It was interesting to watch hin teach. I feel 
lucky in that way. Other students didn't get 
that chafice to see him teach. Just the way he ^ 
handled the class—I don't know how much to tell ^ 
them what to do and it was good to see his dis
ciplinary tactics because I was having problems* 
that way, little things like that—just when to 
start a discussion, when to stop and pick it 
u» and take it to something else—things I 
wasn't aware you had control over I was much 
more pleased with the last class." 

Julie is also becoming aware of the teaching process in classes in 

whicn sne is a student. 

"In one lesson in par t icu lar , I watched what 
he was doing. He was talking to Susan and she 
said something to him—was mentioning what her ob
ject ive or rationale was, -and instead of saying 
that she was either r ight or wrong or on/the topic 
or of f the topic, he took i t as far as I t could go. 
He discussed i t inside out and brought i t back to 
the beginning again-. He had been doing th is 
throughout the course and I jus t d idn ' t know that1 

(she giggles) And when I saw i t happening to 
Susan, I thought, 'Oh, that 's what he's doing' ' 
And i t started to jus t c l i ck . And I talked to him 
about that , about the fact that what he was doing 
was just going a l l over me, going way beyftnd me. 
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So when I saw his approach, I could figure it out 
after that." 

Harold "Do you find yourself, after this experience'and approach to 

dealing with educational problems and teaching, do you find 

yourself more aware of teachers7" 

Julie "Yeah, I neally do. I didn't think I would, but I'm taking 

a course at Dal, in Outdoor Education, which I^ove' And 

I've been watching this instructor there constantly since 
Y 

he is doing something the same as what we are, something 

he is calling experiential education, where it is just, 

more or less, putting you there. He is just a guide, really. 

It is really interesting seeing how he teaches, how you ' 

teach here, and how studio teachers teach. I'm just aware 

of everybody that*might have something to say.about some

thing. Maybe not as much as#5 should be, but just con

scious." 

Julie is'struggling to learn about teaching and how to teach. She 

thinks teaching is something "out there", something to be grasped. 

Or to take a different image, it will all become clear when a veil is 

lifted. " 
"I found myself all the way through Intro fight
ing for exactly what was going on, and what was 
teaching, and what was expected of me, and the 
students and everything else. 'I'm still not one 
hundred percent clear. But I find that Dere* 
dealt a lot in theory and—the practical, the 
dealing with the kids—sort of got lost in the 
theory." 

Harold. "''What is your overall feeling now towards the prospects of 

your becoming a teacher7" . 

Julie. "Well, I don't know. I don't feel like it is that easy 

w 
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anymore. I thought it would-just be a matter of training 

and time, but it is a whole different way of looking at 

things. Well, it's more than that. But it's really inter

esting. I know for awhile there, I was feeling kind of 

defeated, I didn't know where I fit in to all this (pause) 

stuff. But I don't know, when I see my roommates teaching 

and hear them talk about teaching, and see other people 

teaching and how they get along, I say to myself, 'I can do 

it'. There is no reason why I can't. It is just a matter 

of figuring out where I'm coming from to teach them, but I 

think this year is going to be a lot of figuring out exact

ly who 'me' is and what my values are and what I want kids 

to get from me. That's a lot of heavy thinking. I'll work 

on it this term, but it is something that will go on for

ever. I would just like to have a better idea than I had 

before." . 

While struggling to grasp the key to teaching and comprehend her m -
i 

structor 's theories, she sees teaching as "a whole di f ferent way of 

l o o n t at things". As "a way of looking", the implication is that 

the^rooker, the teacher, is an active agent in the process and in a 

sense, a source of the experience, or at least an integral pa r t i c i -

pant. The teacher is an " I " , and as I , must ceme to understand where 

the " I f i t s i n " . As Jul ie says, I must f igure out "exactly who me 

i s " . She is beginning to sense that self-understanding is important 

i f she is to beqome a teacher. As she ponders her f i r s t semester of 

teacher education (the student teaching,' the semihars),she thinks 

that " . . . a l l these things ^ p y o u see inside yourself a b i t more 

«, 
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goal is possible " . . if I open my mind enough". For an "outdoorsy", 

perky, but self-conscious young woman, self-described as somewhat 

"scattered" and more inclined to the practical than the theoretical, 

these comments are rather insightful.. 

Julie is not questioning her goal ,of becoming a teacher. The 

process so far might have been a struggle ar\d she may have had some 

doubts as to her ability, but the desire to become a teacher is un

wavering. While Annie and Jane question the role of teacher, Julie 

only questions herself. She still wants to be a teacher, and often 

talks about those she admires. As she continues the art education 

program in the next semester, she is impressed by Cecilia, her Stu

dent Teaching I instructor. 

Julie "I like her attitude towards teaching. I hope I can be 

something like §he is—she's very demanding—but that's not 

such a bad thing. -I think you are demanded a lot of when 

you are a teacher. I find things a lot clearer this term." 

Harold. "Clearer in what.way7" 

Julie "Well, I don't know. Last term I sort of felt like—Art 

Education was almost untouchable for me because the theories 

were up in the sky. But Cecilia seems to be bringing them" 

down a little. Well, that's what Student Teaching I is all 

about. And I just find it's a little more practical. I'm 

more of a practical type person, so I can relate to it bet

ter. My first class—we passed in our rough lesson plans 

on Monday, and reviewed^ it with her on Wednesday, and when 

I first did the lesson plan, as usual it took about three-

w 
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and-one-half hours--for me to do the lesson plan—which t 

thought was a l i t t l e too much.,* I was pulling my hair out 
* -

and everything else and it still wasn't the way I wanted it. 

But when I talked to Cecilia on Wednesday, we managed to 

point out a few specific problems as to why it was'taking 

that long. She said that fhad all'these ideas and I am 

trying to get-than all, into one lesson." 

Trying to pack a lot, some would say too much, into her lessons, her 

college program, her life, seems to be a characteristic of Julie. 

Each semester she consistently enrolls for the maximum number of -
f a 

credits, against the better judgment of advisors. This semester she 

thinks it is because she "just" chose the wrong courses " . . . If I 
• 4 

had chosen the things that were a little lighter . . . ". 

Julie: "I'm finding it really,tough this term in the fact that I've 

taken too many credits—and to try and stay on top of every

thing is becoming impossible. I'm just sort of gasping for 

air all of the time." /' 

Harold: "Do you have any outside things that you do regularly, like 

swim classes, yoga, etc.?" 

Julie: "Oh yeah (laughs). That's another problem in itself. I 

lead a very active social life. I love the outdoors^ I try 

to get away as often as I can skiing, b'ecause I just learned 

to downhill ski this winter. I did that trying to'prove 

• that cross-country skiing was better—so now I'm hooked on 

both of than/ I love skating and I love to get out doing 

different.things I haven't done before . . . . It's a prob-

lem, really a problem. I sit down every now and then at 
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Harold: 

Julie:* 

Harotd: 

Julie: • 

Harold: 

Julie: 

home trying to think out how to arrange everything into a 

schedule, but I find that hard to do." 

"I forgot. Are you living in residences?" 

"No. I'm living in an apartment with two other Art Ed stu

dents." 

"Qo you find you have enough privacy?" 

"No." ' 

"So that's a part of the problem too?" , 

"Yeah. -Tflat's a problem, and there is-a lot of pressure too 

because they are both in their final stages of Art Ed and 

they are feeling pressure and it ends up spread around the 

apartment—and cold wars—and all kinds of fun things 

(nervous giggle). If-s~a pain, but it has its good times. 

It's certainly a learning experience, but I'll try to keep 

otit as much as I can—stay out of everybody's feet. I think 

" most of the studying I do as a matter of fact I usually do ' 

^ a,t the library,- because I have such a short attention span 

I have to stay away from everything that might be happen-

Ann » 

ing. , 

Julie talks about her f i r s t Saturday classrthis Semester. , 

"And the lesson went along fa i r l y well. There 
were a few things I suppose that I would" have 
changed,*-but [ was comfortable with the kids and 
they seemed to be comfortable with me. I think 
^hey enjoyed themselves. But we had fun anyway— 
I think that's important. 

Harold: "Any other differences?" 

Julie: "What did I write down (checks journal notes). I said that 

I wasn't really nervous about the class at a l l , which is un

usual, becafuse last year—it was just about a tantrum (gig-
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gles). .Urn, I found I was paying more attention to the kids, 

whereas last term I was sort of thinking out theories, and 

they were in the room, and I was in the room, but we weren't 

together on anything. Especially when I was thinking of a l l 

these other things that I was trying to 'do with them1. But 

when I'm jus t s i t t i ng there conversing with the kids i t 

seems a lo t easier. I can sort of pick out things that are 

happening in the i r heads—maybe--urn, I noticed that I f e l t 

more comfortable. I found observing in the afternoon was 

long; I would have rather been there doing. I found obser

ving in the afternoon was d i f f i c u l t . " 

Even though the instructor , Ceci l ia, provided the observers with some 

guidelines for observing, the action-oriented Jul ie found observing 

d i f f i c u l t . The d i f f i c u l t y is to know "what to be looking for " . Again, 

i t appears that the problem is one of focus. Observing in a public 
4 

school, another requirement for the course, seemed to'come more eas

i l y , although her comments remained on a superficial leve l . 

Harold: " I guess that was real ly the f i r s t time that you were in a 

school since you were a student yourself?" 

Ju l i e : "Yes." 

Harold "Could you ta lk about your impressions and reactions7" 

Ju l ie . " I was real ly at ease, I was real ly comfortable. I found 

i t even more comfortable than Saturday classes—but they 

were a t e r r i f i c group of kids . . . . I t ' s a beautiful 

, school—the teacher's rea l ly fun. She's easy to ta lk to 

and we seem to get along pretty good—so far (laughs). 

What else7 The kids seemed to accept me r ight away. I was 
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introduced as ' Ju l ie ' which always makes me.feel better 

than 'Miss E l l i s ' or something l i ke that anyway.- I under-

stand that d i f ferent schools operate in d i f ferent ways, and 

that school seems to he very ' l ibera l—in i ts^ th ink ing, which 

i s nice. The teacher there is l i ke me, she l ikes to get the 

kids outdoors as much as possible, and do things l i ke that. 

I f ind that kind of nice I'm not tha t heavy into the _ 

school po l i t i cs yet . I was surprised too—the teachers 

teach a l l subjects. I was expecting to see a science room 

and—boy i t real ly is a lovely school—and the teachers are 

a l l avidly doing colourful things. The walls are covered 

in fun things—there seems to be a real ly good at t i tude—in 

some places i t is pretty drab looking." 

Jul ie decides to hold her second to last Saturday class at the 

Art Gallery of Nova Scotia. Prior to bringing the class, she consults 

with the gal lery 's education of f icer who agrees ta act as a guide. I 

observe the session,*taking notes and drawing diagrams. A few days 
« 

later I meet with Julie in my office. More than in the previous 

meetings, the interview becomes a dialogue. I read from my notes and 

at times refer to the diagrams>and sketches. My aim is to establish 
v. 

a dialogue that will serve to recreate the,class at the gallery so 

she can recall what she was experiencing at various points in her les

son. Here we have a multi-tiered life world reconstruction. On one 

level is the lived experience of a student teacher interacting with 7 • 
learners as described by me and as recalled by her, while on another 

level is her description of her thoughts, feelings and reactions as 

the interchanges were occurring. Perhaps threads is a better meta

ls 
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phor than levels. We have access to Julie's thoughts and feelings 

regarding the teaching process as she sits in my office, beside a 

tape recorder, responding to the stimulations of my description of the 

» 

events in the gallery. My descriptions, her recollections, her re

flections, and our dialogue interweave to create a richly textured 

fabric that bespeaks a becoming teacher's learning process. I will 

quote the dialogue in its entirety. 

Harold "O.k., let's read a little bit from my notes 
4*. 

Class is at the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia. Julie 
has arranged for kids to meet at the gallery. They 
all gather in the hall—get name tags. They all 
mee{ Agnes Hawkins (the education officer)—the 
kids are all shepherded down the hall--upstairs and 
into the mezzanine gaMery. I counted about four
teen kids. 

Julie: "There were fifteen". * 

Harold "O.k. Fifteen. 

Everyone sits on the floor except for Julie and 
Gerry (Intro Art Ed student assisting Julie). 
Agnes talks to the kids—about the GaTlery— 
where they are—what the Gallery does—and the 
rules of behaviour. 

Anything up to that point7" 

Julie: "I was just sort of wondering what—at that point—I was 

dealing with myself--when I would have to get up and do 

that blurb on space. I was kind of newous, whether I was 

going to havea enough time, and watching her to see how the 

kids were reacting—to see what she was doing and how she 

talked with them. I noticed that she kept them all fairly 

quiet. She would ask them questions—one to speak at a 

time." 

Harold: "Are the kids usually that orderly?" 
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Ju l ie . "Umrn, yeah, they can be—it depends. They have been, but 

not consistently." 

Harold: "And you had talked to Agnes before and you'd agreed that 

you were going to do something on space7" 

Jul ie "Yes—space, the landscapes and the boxes " 

Harold "And you had been doing lessons or exercises on space7" 

Jul ie " I had done'a lesson with boxes ahout space ea r l i e r—i t 

was—I wasn't super-pleased with i t . There were a lo t of 
» 

good things^in i t I was t o l d , but I wasn lt super, one hun

dred percent pleased vrith i t . I thought i t would be easier 

to" ta lk to them about space after they had been acquainted 

with i t . " <. 

Harold: "Right. Did you have any reason for the fact that you were , 

A 
taking them to the gallery that /day7" * 

Ju l ie : "Yes (giggle's)1 (inaudible comment)". 

Harold - " I t ' s kind of a two-part questidtfi Why a gallery? And then 

why that gal lery?" > ' 

Jul ie "O.k. I real ly wanted to. take them to the gallery ever \ 

since I started the seven weeks—because jus t after I \ 

started, well my sort of theme throughout the seven weeks- ( 

is to have something in every lesson about boxes. I t could 

have been something a l i t t l e mor^—.something l ike—pattern, 

or maybe space—sort of an art concept. Is that what i t 

is?" 

Harold: "Yes". ' f 

Julie: "I think maybe I would have seen more of a development if 

I'd done that, but I chose boxes so all I ended up doing • 
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was somehow'fitting a lesson around boxes—so i t wasn't as 

real ly beneficial to me in that way—but I did learn that 

you can't do,that so wel l . Anyway, because I took boxes, I 

, ^ thought that the exhibit at the art galTery would be real ly ' 

fun for them. They would he able to see something in i t , 

maybe some other exhibit they wouldn't—and I kind of l iked 

that stuff—thought i t was neat myself. And I had been to 

see i t and I heard about, other classes in the school system 

that had seen i t and the kids got kind 'of excited about i t 

so I thought, 'Well , I ' l l , have to do i t some t ime' , and 

then, th is last thing^came up at the end. Cecilia had out

l ined the theme of the lesson as heing-- te l l ing the kids 

about ap iece of art—and I thought, 'So t'here's a possibi l 

ity—so instead of bringing in a piece of art work, why not 

take fchem up there—they* can real ly get involved'. So—and-

I wanted to learn—and I r-eally wanted to use resources out-
* 

.side the schools, because I don't l i ke the idea of staying 

in one place a l l the time." 

Harold: "O.k. I noticed at the beginning, that everyone was down, 

except you and Gerry were the teachers so you were^standing, 

and then, five minutes into Agnes' talk and discussion and 

questioning of the kids, you and Gerry started to crouch 

down.* Did you notice yourself doing that?" 

Julie: "I was very aware of it. 1 didn't know what Agnes was going 

to do right off the bat—she just started—so—a feeling 

that I didn't know when I was going to be called ypon.» 1 

sort of wasn't sure where I fit in with the kids there. So, 
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I sort of stood back wondering if something was going to 

happen, and then when I realized that she was going to keep 

on for a few minutes, I just wanted to get more involved, be 

with them, taking in her . . . ". •> 

Harold "Then I noticed that once you crouched down to the kids' 

level, you started to smile. You weren't smiling before 

then " < 

Julie ' "Oh, really! (laughs)." 

Harold "I made a note of that." 

Julie "Maybe I was noticing the kids and their reactions." 

Harold: "Right. And then Agnes was asking what they see as they 

come into the gallery—talks about sharpening their eyes, 

and then you joined in the questioning from time to time-

then you took over. 

Julie takes over 'Remember the time we took the 
boxes and worked with space—there are no boxes to
day'. And then you have them spread out on the 
floor. 'Remember we did closed space with boxes'. 
And then you asked everyone to make a small closed 
space. 'So small we can hardly breathe'. All the 
kids crouch and scrunch down. 'And what about a 
high space—as high a space as we can possibly 
get—as much space as you possibly can7' And then 
the kids stretch—and then you'get back into sit
ting position. " ( 

What about that part? What were you thinking about?" 

Julie: "I was trying not to move—because .I thought'by standing up 

and crouching down I was immediately tell.mg them what I 

wanted them to dp and I noticed that I was doing it—and it 

was bad and I got upset ahout that so I just stayed where I 

was from the beginning of the conversation. I was mad 

about that. I didn't know I was going to do that (laughs). 
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I thought maybe I would just start in with the tube, and 

then I thought 'Why not get them-to move1 seeing as they 

were just sitting there like this with all this stuff 

around t^em watching. I thought if I just brought in the 

Uibe they could just go (breaths in) like this—so I thought 

maybe I would make them move first. I think that's about 

all, except for the fact that I was upset with myself about 

moving because I didn't want to give them that information." 

Harold: "In other lessons, did you have them doing things like that 

before7" 

Juiie: "A few things—not that thing in particular. I had them turn 

around and touch the walls in the room where they arranged 

the boxes—to move into the space in the room—measurements." 

Harold "And then you are back in the seated position-

'So you have an idea of how it is to take up space'. 
You get out the-black material (tube). 'We have an 

' interesting piece of stuff. 

I like how you used the word 'stuff—it didn't give away 

anything that it was going to do. 

'Pay attention to the kind of space it is taking up1. 
And you walk around it. You talk about—'as if you 
were a caterpiller'. There is a lot of shh-ing. 
'One at a time—you are taking up space—high space, 
--or low space—and there is something special-
about this particular thing'. The kids say, 'It's 
black, it takes up space, it's cloth'. And then 
you got it and you played with it and you made a 
balLoiit of it—and then you say, 'there's another 
way—inside it!' And tffien the kids get excited and 
you say, 'Be quiet'—and they want to get inside— 
'just one at a time'. 

What about that sequence?" 

Julie: "I carried that too long. I was sort of experimenting there 

and I shouldn't have been. I should have had it right down 
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as to what I was going to say, but/fne kids kept saying 

things and I kept responding—to see what they would do 

with it; but I let the time slip by so they couldn't all 

get inside the tube. Oh, the 'shh' business. It was just 

that I was trying to get them used to the fact that an art 

gallery is a place to visit and really go and see." I was 

very aware that it was an art gallery—up there in the mez

zanine—I remember when I was down in the main gallery and 

heard other people talking in the mezzanine, how loud it 

was, so I kept thinking, 'God, it will be so noisy down 

there', so I was constantly coming back and 'shh-ing'." 

Harold "And then a man came up to look at the paintings. Did that 

bother you7" 

Julie. "Yeah, a bit. I was thinking 'He's in our space'. I 

thought maybe he should have been somewhere else and the 

kids were watching. I didn't thirrk he should have come up 

when we were there." 

Harold- "Well, it's part of the gallery." 

Julie: HGood grief!" 

Harold: " And then (I mention that when kids are inside they can see 

.and several can get in at one time)." 

Julie: • "Yeah, I guess you could, but Agnes was getting concerned 

/ about the time. I mean J would have loved to have more 

time for that thing; I would have loved to' let everyone run 

through, but we finisljed up a little late as it was. 

Harold: "O.k. 

'Now' Agnes says—they all go downstairs—'first 
we will see the paintings—think about space—no 

/ 
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^ running please!1 They all go downstairs. 

Julie "That's something I noticed when Agnes took over—how I was 

drifting off and—drifting off—and all she had to do was 

mention a couple of different things and it got together 

again. It's really neat—I felt really bad, but it was 

good to see that happen." 

Harold "That might have been something to do with a different per

spective that a teacher might have in dealing with objects 

and paintings in an art gallery—those kinds of experiences 

—different from how a person in an art gallery program 

would see them—she only has so much time. 

Then they all go downstairs—Agnes leading^-you *ay 
'All right you fellas, come sn take it easy.' Then , 
they are downstairs—Agnes, 'No running—this is an 
art gallery'—then they all gatjfc around one pamt-
ing—Agnes leads questioning—^Ht do you,see there7' 

(I refer to little diagram I drew)." 

Julie. "I'm not in the group, am I. There was a reason for that. 

Actually, I wasn't in the group upstairs either." 

Harold "Only when you really started talking." 

Julie. "Maybe again it was just the fact that I didn't know to 

which position I belonged. I,think if I were to do it 

again I would be right in there, but you just don't know 

whether you should be watching or taking in—or . . ̂  ". 

Harold: "So were you confused as to what your role was? Who was 

the teacher7," 

Julie: "Urn, well I knew it was—urn— I felt I was—but I'd just 

never'been in that sort of situation before." ' •• 

Harold: "It's a difficult one." 
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Julie: "Yeah, but I think if you did it often enough you would get 

used to it. I was *feeling a lot more comfortable towards 

the end of it. When we got into groups,-I really started 

feeling part of it. When we sat downstairs, I noticed 

Robert, I think was just itching to just molest that piece 

of sculpture that was over on this side—it was called the 

'going down the road' one, and he would come over to it—it 

looked just like a typewriter, and I just started sitting 

there, grinning at him everytime he got too close, and get

ting him to go back in, but it was kinda interesting." 

Harold. "Do you recall anything else when you were in that part of 

the room—around the paintings in a group with Agnes ques- « 

tiomng and trying to elicit responses7 How did you feel 

things were going at that point7" 

Julie "At that point7 Yeah, I thought we were about an hour get

ting into things, and this is going to be neat seeing how 

the kids responded to this painting, and I remember think

ing at first that—especially when Robert kept coming up 

with (inaudible)—but he immediately started trying to lead 

the class, and he said 'That looks like some two year old' 

(in mocking voice). I thought, 'Oh, here we go', and Agnes 

immediately said, I forget exactly what her words were, but 

she said he missed the point of it; he wasn't getting inside 

the painting." 

Harold: "Do you feel he was 'put down'?" 

Julie: "No, I don't feel he was put down at all, I think he was 

just being asked to—to think—and not just blurb. And 
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then when the other kids started 'getting in there, I started 

to feel him thinking, 'Oh well, I'm not having much fun like-7 

this, they're not listening to me 1, so he sat down and sort 
44* 

of thought about it for awhile and he went in too . " 

Harold- "That's right, I noticed that, right at the end, that was 

very good." 

Julie "But he was the only one who did it. I thought there would 
44. 

be a lo t more of 'That's two year old1 s tu f f . There might 

have been one other comment on the other side of the room, 

lut i t d idn ' t las t long e i ther . " 

Harold: "Let 's read what's in here. That f i r s t 'part—they can a l l 

respond—then. 

f 

The kids1 get up—and step back—that's after the 
first painting—then there are three paintings in 
a row—Julie asks questions—they talk about the 
painting beside the first—what it relfnnds you of 
--compare the two—and a third one. 'Do they 
look anything the same—can you see any'big simil
arities beflleen these paintings7 What do the 
colours remind you of?' And there were responses 
like- 'Rainbow,'dirt', and then 'They are all out
side—t;hey are all sort of a landscape—do they 
all remind you of a landscape7' And one kid said 
'Not really'. 

(Julie laughs)." 

Julie: "I tried so hard to get them to a point quickly that I 

started telling them it's supposed to be." ̂  

Harold: "Then I note: 

Julie pushes the idea of landscape. One kid gives 
a definition of landscape. Then you say, 'Keep 
that in your mind today as we look at the other 
paintings'. 

Julie: "That bugs me. I think they were coming to it on their own. 

I didn't know how to grasp what they were, I couldn't grasp 
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at the right one and pick up on it and take it there, that • 

annoyed me." 

Harold "Do you think you were getting impatient?" 

Julie "Yeah, I was. I do that. I got to be. careful about that. 

I do that in other lessons. There are certain questions 

that you have to pick up on to get you there, right away, 
4 * 

and i f you miss them, wel l^I get real impatient (.laughs a l -

. most hyster ica l ly ) . " 

Harold "So you feel uncomfortable in actual ly t e l l i ng the kids 

things7" 

Ju l ie : "Yes, I- do. I don't l ike to t e l l them, ' th is is t h i s ' . I 

l i ke them to sort of f igure that out." 

Harold "So then they a l l move to the other end of the gallery— 

they look at th is big re l i e f painting. Agnes ques
tions them about what they see. Jul ie checks to 
make sure a l l kids can see and then they form into 

.. three teams with the adults as 'captains' to look 
at the sculptured boxes. Jul ie takes four kids. 
The kids decide as to which one they want to look 
at . F i rs t of a l l a grey one—'Look at a l l four 
.sides'. I think you are saying this—'What do you 
notice—come around to this side—take them one at 
a time—look what happens when I close i t—look 
what happens when I open i t . Have you ever been 
places th is reminds you of? O.k., don't touch 
g i r l s , what do you suppose they did that for? How 
do you think i t looks closed? I f you were inside 
i t? How does i t feel to be r ight in the middle7 

And how does i t feel when i t is open? What does 
i t feel l i ke to go through i t 7 ' 

That's a l l the f i r s t one." 

Ju l ie : "Well, that one f e l t to me def in i te ly l i ke something—so I 

enjoyed talking about that one. I t was kind of—maybe i t 

was jus t obvious. I thought those questions were o.k. May

be they could be more—taking the kids from one point to 
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another." 

Harold. "Do you think the kids were«r4spending?" 

Julie: "Yeah, I think they were." 

Harold: "O.k. Then you go to another one (I point to my drawing of 

i t ) , I think this one with wings . . . . " 

Julie: (laughs) "That one I wasn't comfortable with, I didn't know 

that rro/ch about i t ." • 7 
Harold: "Miow does it make everybody feel?' and somebody' 

/says, 'A doctor kit'." 

Julie: (laughs) "Wow!" 

Harold: "'Look at the big stand. Take everything in about 
n't. What, do you suppose these are?' They walk 
around it. Julie hands in her pockets'—then holds 
a kid up to look inside. 'Is it more open than the ' . 
other ane?'" 

Julie: \"Umm, .couldn't decide. The questions should have, been more, 

'How is the space?' You know, SPACE! I prohably never men

tioned space (laughs)." 

Harold: "Yes, I noticed later you did. That's probably all rights" 

Julie: "I realized when we got back here, I never once told them' 

who the artist was or where he was from7(laughs)". I just, 

about died! Cecilia said, 'Oh yes, Art History here, I sup-

pose you mentioned it was a contemporary Canadian artist?' 
* 

No, I didn't at a l l , i t was terrible (s t i l l laughing), but 

neither did Agnes." 

Harold: "No she didn't, so you think that 's important?" 

Julie: "For what they were doing, I don't think i t was, but i t is 

nice to know, especially when the poor guy's a Canadian 
m 

and—things that they were familiar- withT 

Harold: "There was a picture of him." 
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Ju l ie : 

Harold: 

Ju l ie : 

Harold: 

Jul ie : 

Harold: 

"Yeah, next to one of the pictures. In fac t , there was a 

'whole l i t t l e booklet at the desk ( s t i l l g iggl ing) ." 

" In a way that 's good." 

" I t remains completely a lesson about space and the boxes." 

"And the work speaks for i t s e l f . " 

"They don't have to f i t the art to him you mean . . . . " 

iBecause often the a r t i s t ' s l i f e story overshadows the work 

Ju l ie : 

-Harold: 

i l feelf , but that 's an interesting observation. I t jus t 

d idn' t come up. You go on to another, oh yes, i t ' s the 

black ana white one. 

'Look a l l around—what kind of feel ing does i t give 
you? Open very careful ly. Hey—not too much.' 
They look inside. 'What does i t remind you o f? ' " 

" I notice too when I'm te l l i ng them things l i ke - - ' 0on ' t run 
"* JIM 

through the gallery', 'Hey not too much', and stuff like 

that—they are not right. You have to say something, but I 

think that should be—not a don't—but more something like 

respect. Instead of don't—that's something I'll have to 

work on." 

"You'll also remember that yoiutend to raise your voice when 

you do it though, and th£y come out more ttrongly, and it's 

easy for me to catch them to write down, but I just "have to 

be aware when I'm doing this that I'm not just catching 

those kind of remarks and missing all of the others, but 

• they are things.that do stand out. 
% ' 4* 

. . . and then they all look inside. 'What does -• 
it remind you of? What kind of space? Have you 
been places this sort of space reminds you of?' 
And someone says—these are your responses to 
things they say—'Your grandmother's place? A 
creepy house?'" * • 

1 
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Ju l ie . " I said that?" • 

Harold: "The kids said i t and you reinforced that . " 

Jul ie- "L remember that. '1 

Harold- "So what do you think about that question; Have you been 

places th is sort of space reminds you of7" 

Ju l ie : " I think I was t ry ing to get them back to landscape. I 

don't know i f that was giving them too much. I t sort of 

reminded me—especially the box part—it sort of reminded 

me of a corner, maybe I was just feeling something myself, 

and I was wanting them to feel how I f e l t (laughs)." 

Harold: "Then another one. ' ' 

. . . w i t h many kinds of knobs. ' I s n ' t that neat, 
come around to the f ront . What kind of space does 
that remind you of? When you look at the outside 
does i t feel the same as the inside7 ' Then someone 
says, ' I t looks different—a potato chip ' . You say, 
'A potato chip?' lDo you see any shapes in here 
that you recognize? Have you seen any shapes out
side l i ke these?' And a kid says 'This is real ly 
lcky ins ide ' . " 

Remember anything much about that7" 

Ju l ie . " I noticed something else that you d idn ' t pick up. That was 

the one that^came out at the back—with a l l the knobs at the 

back—and I said (shouting) 'Don't pull i t out!1 And then 

I realized they were a l l ' supposed to come oW. So they 

were pul l ing. I said, 'Oh, yeah, that 's neat!' Oh God!" 

Harold: "How did you feel about the fact that thesevsculptures 
* I 

real ly begged to be touched, handled and pulled?" 

Ju l ie : " I f e l t real ly lousy about that because I f e l t I shouldn't 

b e J ^ H n e who gets to touch these. But Agnes said so 

* strongly to 'touch with your eyes', but I t l idn ' t realize 

% 
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they were going to have to do that. I thought maybe that 

one of us could let them touch carefully, so I was trying 

to—every now and then—I think I had two girls with me and 

4 they really wanted to. I think that's how it could have' 

gone—it wasn't fair that I was the only one getting to do 

that. It was really fun to do, that was the better part of 

those things. The fact that I had to do it took that ex

perience away from them." 

Harold: "Then they 

. . . gather back as one group. 'Hew many are in 
grige four7' And then they divide into teams again— 
kidi are starting to get restless. You say, 'Every
one want to keep it down again?' You select leaders 
--others to line up behind them—and then Agnes 
gives the instructions, 'You are going to be news
paper reporters'." 

Julie: "That's when I started getting nervous because I see par

ents walking in. I realized I had told the parents to be 

thdlfra few minutes early—but -they were early--!ike fif

teen minutes—so I was getting kind of nervous about parents 

1 standing around—impatient for the kids—waiting to go shop-

^ ping.. So I Was getting a little (spacey7)—so the time was 

running out." 

Harold: "Urn— 

. . . newspaper reporters for this scjwol paper and 
have to describe it for their classmates—and then 
you run for pencils—return—and then in groups of 
three kids-.-you say, 'You fellas decide what you 
want to report—work quickly1. Agnes gives Julie 
the gallery evaluation form—you startito fill it 
in while at the same time keeping an ejlfljn kids 
in the group." 

Julie: "That was an interesting aspect because I really didn't 

want to fill it in at that point. As it was, I migfit have 
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jot ted down a couple things and then l e f t it—and after the 

kids went, I f i l l e d i t out. I had the feeling i t would be 

l e f t out on the f loor i f I d idn ' t . " 

Harold "And then you 

. . . keep asking them questions about the piece 
to guide their looking, and then you .forget about 
the form. Julie calls them all together again— 
over in a corner—kids on the floor. Julie has 
leaders read their reports separately. Sometimes 
you repeat some main points—like 'Did you notice 
that all of theses were diffarent on the inside * 
and outside—open spaces arra closed spaces—remind 
you of things you saw outside7 O.k. we're just 
about done—Agnes do you want tojadd anything7' 
To kids, 'Do you all want to think Agnes?' And 
then Julie collects the pencils and sheets. 

What about that part7" 

Julie. "Well again, I was surprised. Agnes just said 'Julie's +* 

going to take (laughs) (care of it 7). 'Oh, what am I going 

to do7' But I f i nd , jus t talking about i t now, I think the 

problem was—when she put me on the spot like that I go 

blank! At first—and I think it slipped away from me at 

times—just exactly—about the fact thaj I was directing the 

» kids towards space. And- so whenever it came back to me it'*" 

should-have been reinforcing the space thing. So when they 

brought back the reports and everything, theycould have 

compared everything that they saw—there could have been a 

b i t more time to ta lk about i t . But there wasn't, and I 

~ could have been saying things about—just mentioning things 

that would bring them to a real izat ion of talking .ahout 

space rather than 'Did you notice t h i s , how'about i t ? ' ' I f 

that 's what you want to hear I ' l l t e l l you that 's what I 

saw!' (laughs). But i t shouldn't be l i ke that. And I was 

• \ 
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surprised that Agnes tossed that on me. Urn, I wasn't super-

pleased with that culmination, or whatever i t was, but Agnes 

seemed to be happy with i t (giggles). I don't know, I was 

real pleased talking with Agnes afterwards about keeping 

the parents wanting, because that was bothering me as soon 

as I could see them a l l . In the Saturday classes we say, 

'Ah, they can wa i t ! ' hecause we can't see them (laughs), 

but when they are a l l there looking at you—yuck. Actually, 

the kids weren't noticing the i r parents, whereas in Satur

day classes they are usually saying things l i k e , ' I think 

my Mum's here' , or 'Gee, I 'd l i ke my Mum to see t h a t ' , or 

something l i ke that—or looking out the door—but there 

they d idn ' t care. "They must have been pretty involved or 

they wouldn't have done that. They even wanted to go on 

with that last ac t i v i t y when they saw thei r parents coming 

in . Anyway, Agnes said after that she was real pleased that 

the parents had to stand around because they got a real ly 

good look at the gallery and how thei r kids were acting in 

i t . And Jiow they were enjoying it—two or three stayed 

around afterwards and were asking me questions, which was 

bad because I d idn ' t know too much (laughs). This one lady 

(inaudible)—a picture of a blob. She said 'Now what's 

going on here7 This is a r t 7 ' (laughs). I thought, ' I 

don't have to deal with this do I? ' and Agnes was nowhere 

to be found. So I'm r ight in there. I ' l l t e l l her a l l I 

know or a l l I f ee l . I can't do anymore than that. So I 

talked to her for a few minutes and then Agnes came by. I 
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don't think I helped her asiy, hut I showed her that I was a 

b i t interested anyway. I wouldn't want tb psych her out or 

anything l i ke that . But she was real curious, kept wander

ing around after that . Agnes thought i t J | s good for public 

relat ions I enjoyed i t . Going over i t witfh ?̂ou—made me 

realize*even stronger things thaJk'-Kwas upset about—that 

I store in the back of my head and t ry to forget. I t ' s 

something I would l i ke to do again—get better at . I don't 

think that I handled the class the same as the other kids 

did that Saturday, and I thirtk a l o t of people thought I 

was having an easy ride because of it—jumping on Agnes sort 

of th ing. I'm glad I d id. I th ink I learned quite a b i t . " 

Harold- . "You think i t was a good experience for the kids7" 

Ju l ie : "Yeah, I think they real ly enjoyed i t . 1 don't know what 

we're going to do,this week to measure up to last week is 

the problem." 

Harold: "Are you thinking of some kind of fol low up?" 

Ju l i e ; "Yeah, we have to do an evaluation thing, th is week, and I 

don't have enough work to evaluate, so I'm almost consider

ing evaluating the seven'weeks by evaluating last weeks' 

experience, but I'm not rea l ly sure how to get them to 

evaluate it—whether to draw things or jus t discuss i t . " 

Harold: "That's good, that was a l o t . " • 

We are gett ing further insight into Ju l ie ' s phenomenological ex

perience of being a student teacher. While any teaching-situation is 

comerex, ambiguous, and multi-dimensional, the student teacher has 

the added burden of the teaching also being sel f - learn ing. I t is the 
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need to be consc/ious of being conscious, aware of being aware. Julie* » 

experiences v^aVes of awareness' of being nervous, of the position of 

c 
herJ>ody in space, of her reactions to the children's reactions, of 

t imeVleet ing by. She "even experiences being unaware—sometimes jus t 

"going. blankvV. Her feelings f luctuate w i ld ly , from joy at the c h i l 

dren's wonderous discovery of the sculptures, to feel ing "lousy" that 

the sculptures couldn't be handled, to feeling "bad" when another 

adul t cal ls fo^ quiet, to feel ing gu i l t at " t e l l i ng " the children too 

much. 6he senses'a conf l ic t between wanting to be clear as to what 

she is going to say-and wanting to be free to respond spontaneously. 

She experiences role confusion, not J^ing sure "where I f i t i n " . Is 

she with the teacher group or. the student group7 Although she has 

developed some f a c i l i t y in conceiving .lesson ideas and interacting I 

with chi ldren, Jul ie ends the terrmon a "low point" , in a state of 

mental disorganization. Her last"lesson "bombed". 

Jul ie- "Yeah. A Tot has'to do with the organization—just the time 

spent on planning, and the fact that l was real ly in a low 

period because 1. had a l l th is work.and d idn ' t think I was 

going to be'able to pick my way out of i t . So I" was just 

'anxious for summer to come, but basically the fact that I 

wasn't organized enough, and I started believing in \he 

classroom that I couldn't handle the kids, and i t ^'Ust 

started snowballing, At the end of last term, I f e l t - * 
"V it 

wrecked. M was rea l ly beat oUt; I had taken too,much that -

I l iked a l l together, and trie'd to do* well in a l l of them; 

i t was impossible, so I ended up doing real ly badjy." 

Harold: "Did you do real ly badly?" 

Ju l ie : "No, I d idn ' t do badly, I j us t did badly—in my heart 
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(laughs). 'T really like to do well, and enjoy—and I find 

with teaching, you really have to give it your all./Tt'.s 

' ', -something I found before; you have to be organized., You 

> have to plan, and if you don't have time to do that\ well, 

you only hurt yourself." • 

One of Julie's great loves, is the outdoors. As an outgrowth of 

her outdoor education^class, she'volunteers to assist in an acclima-

tization program " . . >where they take kids from one environment and 

just completely immerse them m another environment and let them feel 

their way out and learn through experiejice'f. Immediately following 

her hectic spring term, she finds herself with six other adults fac-' 

ing four days in the woods and a ten m\ile hike with thirty kids be

tween grades six and seven. 4, "• 

Harold: "So what do you think you gained from that an terms of your 

growth as a teacher?" 

Julie: "Well, just even watching kids, watching them grow, because 

I knew what was- going to be happening. We were out the 

•' weekend before—sort of setting it up* and. surveying "the 

area—stuff like that. . It wa* lesson planne'd, ev.ery last 

minute of it was planned. It's harti to believe that it was 
* **' 

*" planned that much. It was really neat to se,e how Ale* and 

^ Ijhe other instructor handled things when the kids got dis-

* appointed, bike* after my "bomb" class, I was very aware 

of disappointed kids. Really. And there were a Idt of them 

there, hut just t^fsee how they reacted in situations—me 

being a part as just*an assistant I could really sort of1* 

sit back and watch. I was just—going for this and going 
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for that—helping along, but not real ly responsible for the 

learning process. They told us a-couple of things we should 

do." 

Julie is further impressed regarding the necessity of planning 

and is learning more about children through direct planning.-" She 

takes a summer job as an interpreter in a National Park which puts her 

even more closely in tune with children. Part of the interpretive 

program was aimed at introducing children to the park environment and 

animals \hrough drama. She has her "eyes opened" as to ways of "using 

one thing to help another", drama helping kids "open up". She even * 

found time, along with another student teacher, to visit some Island 

schools and teach some art. 

"She (the other student) couldn't get over the 
noise, and the discipline. I found that really 
the atmosphere—because I knew that they never 

• had art before-*—that they were gonna be rowdy 
. and it was real*important for them to mouth off 
.to each'other "and to let each of them know what 
they were doing. The stuff that came out was . 
terrific! When we were driving home we were 
just (giggles)—it had gone really well. We 
sat back and really analyzed it too—what could 
have been better and what could have been worse, 
and then we had a chance to do it again . . . 
When we actually did the (printmaking lesson), 
a lot of them couldn't believe it—some of them 
are so quick. .And some of them were so, com
pared to Halifax kids, some of them were so 
behind." 

Julie begins the fall term hoping she can "start another year 

With new ideas". As in other terms, she is taking a full credit load. 
" 4> " 

This time it is two art education elective courses, the second level 

of Student teaching, art history and ceramics. 

Julie: " „ "But I think I can handle it betause they are all somewhat 

related. I'm almost glad that I'm taking them (the Art Ed 

*•• % 
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electives) a l l together. Well, the studio and the Art His

tory I can do without, I mean I l i ke i t and everything, but 

there's a time and a place when that could be more enjoy

able. But, I l i ke how they a l l f i t together. I don't know 

about the practicum part of i t , I ' l l jus t wait and see " 
•m 

Harold "Do you have some apprehensions about that7" 
* 

Julie , "Olrsure (nervous giggle)." * 

Harold- "This will be your first time in a school except for those 

observations?" 

Juliec "Yeah, right. That's a neat idea, but I'm also interested 

in what Katherme (the instructor) will have to say." 

Harold: "So, when I started talking to you about a year ago this 

\ time, one of the things I was interested in was getting a 

sense of what you felt about going into teaching and how you 

saw yourself in the role of teacher. Maybe you could talk 

a little bit about; how you see yourself now." 

Julie: "I'm having a lot of trouble with that (laughs). I'm hav

ing "trouble" trying to develop a rationale. I think it's 

'• something that changes. I don't know, I have different 

ideas than I did when I began. But I'm not sure yet of 

anything <for sure or positive, except for the fact that when 

I'm in a classroom I get real excited. I am—ever since the 

, "• lesson went last year—I have heen really worried about it— 
r - • v 

hot t o l e t thai? happen again because I don't want to . I 

* don't l i ke that at a l l , but I see the importance of s i t t i ng 

back and reasoning out what did go wrong." 

Harold: "So you feel your image of yourself as a teacher is a posi-

( 
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t ive one7" 

Jul ie "Oh—urn—hm—in some cases yes and in some cases no. I can 

see myself working pretty good with small groups of. kids, 

but when I think of the amount of kids that were out on a 

thing l i ke that walk—going on. ? think 'oh boy!' I t ' s 

going to take a few years before you.can pull of f something 

l i ke that real ly successfully! Because a lo t of what I've 

done here in classes has been pure luck (laughs). Really, 

unv I'm a l i t t l e nervous about i t . I 'd l i ke a lo t more 

experience with kids, and I question a l o t about ideas that 

I had in the past. I'm start ing to open up to myself a l o t 

more—to question myself in a l o t of ways, which I l i ke . 

I t lets me expand a b i t , which I can use I think I ' l l 

be able to say better a T i t t l e farther along in the term. 

I think I can do anything I set my mind to . " 

Harold- "How do you feel in terms of where you are now to where you ' 

were at th is time last year7 Have you progressed very far?" 

Ju l ie : "Well certainly. I've learned a lo t more about teaching. 

I don't know i f I could put my finger on everything. I 

can't remember exactly how I f e l t when I came i n , but 

(pauses) I have trouble with that question. I t ' s pretty 

broad. I feel I'm aware of a l o t , I f ind that now whenever 

I'm in the room with a teacher, instead of jus t s i t t i ng 

there and taking everything they say as the word of God, 

sort of thing"? I'm constantly watching the way they teach, 

and picking up on l i t t l e things that they do. I might be 

able to pr in t my big reference book (laughs) jus t in what 
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I'm learning. I've been doing a lot actually—other things 

that just don't come to mind." 

This is .the fa!4 that Julie's classmate from "Intro", Jane is 

back on campus. I suggest to Julie that they'both seem to be attempt

ing to concentrate their studies this semester. 

Julie: "Well, she has a field, she knows that she's strong in the 

area of print so she wants to concentrate " 

Harold* "Yeah, she wants to concentrate her efforts on that. She 

feels that if she did both she couldn't give herself fully 

to either, whereas I get the sense with you, that you prob

ably feel similarly, but you've chosen to—or you've set 
f 

things up so you can get the most out of your education 

studies right now." 

Julie: ''Yeah. I really want that to come clear in my mind. I 
* 

want to get myself as clear a view on education as I possi

bly can this year. Making it a priority, to establish some 

clear views of teaching, and education, and the field, just 

getting involved in it more. I would have really liked to * 

put % name in as student representative on the Council,, 

but I don't think it would be fair to them and myself." 

Harold: "Why7" ' • » " 

Ju l ie : " I don't think I could spare the time. There are a whole 
4 

lot of things I'm really keen,on doing,'but I find L have 

to budget my time a little better." 

Harold: "Where does art fit in yfcur life?" 

Julie: "Well, I need it to keep me on the right track. Well, just 

when we were walking down Spring Garden Road to give a per-
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fectly good example--I've been in painting for a long time, 

but just didn't think I could fit it in; it just sort of 

passed out of my mind. And I hit on a show of water col

ours—it, floored me! I got so upset that I hadn't been 

painting. I think probably when it gets around to it, it 

will be painting or something like that that I'm really 

most interested in. But find just like education—just 

being at the art college—the experience of being exposed 

to all different types of art—and even using materials-

just letting whatever takes over after I leave." 

Harold: "Do you ever see yourself in the role of an artist7" 

Julie- "I haven't. But you never know (pause). It depends on to 

what degree. I think I'm going to be hearing a lot about 

it this year, for some reason—just about artists and teach-

ing. I don't know. I have a lot of other interests. And 

I'm just at that point where they are all hitting me at 

once. I haven't really picked a path. Maybe I'll be an 

artist someday, I don't know." 

Two months later, I bring up the topic again. I ask-

Harold: "What about the art making side of this whole thing7" 

Julie: "Well, I think"it's just fun." 

Harold: "Are you still able to be-active enough to satisfy your

self? Let me put it in a blunt way. Arjgttu a frustrated 

artist?" 1 ^ 

Julie: "I don't think so. I'm a frustrated teacher! (giggles). I 

don't think I am—maybe' that' 11 get worse too. I just want 

to find out about all these different ways of making art. . 
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Vm curious—how i t ' s done—why people do it—what's impor

tant to potters, weavers, and painters, and I'm finding that , 

we l l , I d idn' t know anything about that . I'm finding i t 

takes time just to learn that. And there's no hetter way 

to f ind out than actually put yourself in the position of 

somebody who is t ry ing to work with the s&uff. There are a 

couple of f ie lds that* I . fee l I 'd l i ke to take farther." 

Harold: "Which are those?" 

Ju l ie : "Everyone I've taken.' Clay was neat, and I d idn' t ge^to 

work on the wheel a whole l o t , and I think that would be 

kind of fun. I t ' s very technical once you get to glazes, 

jus t the basic working*with the clay was fun—glazing would 

be just a whole di f ferent ket t le of f i sh . 1 feel l i ke 

painting a l o t . - I 'd l i k e to do more water colour'painting— 

which they don't of fer here . . . but I haven't touched too 

* heavily on, it—and I f e l t a l l the way through with Art Ed 

that whercasNI want to concentrate on Art Ed, studios are, 

they star t sp l i t t i ng me'because I l i ke to'do them, but I 

never .pursue any of the studios *seriously—like you know 

saying (mock serious v o i c e k ' I want to paint ' (laughs).-

' I want to weave!' or anything else l i ke that. I don't 

' know i f I ever would. A 

Jul ie 's student teaching course puts her in a school /two days a* 

week for seven weeks. The school in which she is placed i s a private 

school, known for i t s demanding academic standards. The art program 

has a strong art history bias. Ju l ie 's ar t education instructors 

probabfy placed her in that s i tuat ion, at least par t ly , to impress on 
4 v> 
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her the importance of art history in a school art program and to intro

duce her to some "practical" methods for teaching art*history. Julie 

is faced with, the "realities" of teaching in a school.. For example, 

the day "she plans tp project slides of paintings on aUa'rge scale on 

- ' the "walls of .the audio-visual room fs the same day the photographer 

. * is there to take pictures. Her makeshift scj«8i construction .in the .", 
" - ." • * "• * * * • T ' '• 

. ar.t room lets the pictures.appear "fairly Ta-rge, but not really 
enough". » She tries1 to be innovative and have tne- kids bet out'.̂ cenes 

- . \ 

from paintings, but fears that although the" kids* had vfun,, the point 
. wa.s' not clet̂ Pand her "objectives suffered". She worriels about al-

* * 4V " * ' ' I 

ways having to carry her "security notes" around and tries to con-
ceive of ways*̂ )f rememberinfa whit \he wants to say. 

"I find that justt that Whole business of thinkir 
about a reaction frem studfnts^how to give youHr 
self to students, and set up situations, it t;akes 

.*r an awful lot more out of you thah sitting down ar 
studying for .an art history. I find art history 
breeze .compared to . . . I mean, avt history is jiahi 
and I don't like to sit and havfcto meraorize/;but . 

, i t 's a cinch compared to having to deal witk.inter-
actions withr-klds . . . : i t ' s different when you're 

. .in a.school .system .'•. . "I feel that justfceing :. 
there 'two days a week I*m not part of tha school. 
I can't give all to it^that I'd like to**It-'s * l • ' 

• • different-being In a sghool, the kids'ai»e tliere-T 
f It's not.like' they are gd1ng,to go anywhere—either * 
1 they like to dooit or no%T But they are not going 

to leave." - ' - . ., 

.;. Julie believes that-she " . . . . needs more exposure to art 

*'*teachers and art teaching" Jbefore'she wou!4 be able to "teach school". 

Nevertheless,.at the same time, she believes that:' • V » 

. '''. . . .1 need, time to actually sit-down and dp 
Tame, reading*, get hack to .the world. Not thai 

' tats is bad or i^ything^buti/ you are'g\fng to 
lie a teacher in the wdrld—it's nice to know-what 

• goes oa in thefei t of the world . . . * * , 
- - * * * ' * , 

I. on what ft fs'ljtfe being a student teacher^ In 

,* 

*-. 

t,\ 
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*s 
her student teaching seminar the instructor asked the students 

"... 4ow we felt about being a student and a student teacher). . . " 

I 4,And I told her I felt like I was being ripped in 
two! (laughs). Especially—not so much in any of 
the other student teachings as in Student Teaching 
II. I think if it was Advanced—I've decided that 

\

when I do Advanced I only want to do Advanced, or 
something that complements it, something that in
volves something totally different, you don't 
realize until you are actually there dealing with 
"the school system and being hit every day with a 
full schedule, just exactly how much of you has to 
go into that. Amazing! I like it—but I find it 
very very demanding." 

Harold: ,fcSo how are you 'ripped in two'?" 

Julie: "Well, I'm taking eighteen credits. But especially history 

and especially my studio—really, really tore me away from 

, ' teaching." 

*, Harold: "In what way?" ' 

Julie: "Well, as they say in Ceramics, and he did say it a third 

y * 
*t. or halfway through the term when we were all going crazy, he 

said that whep you are dealing with clay, it is different 

. " . when you are dealing .with paint or anything else that will 

* wait for you^clay wi!3 not wait! (laughs). It has sort of a 

C\, ' - ' nature of rts own, and you have to be there .when it wants 

\ 

* - \ 
you, or i t doesn't l i l* that, it 'gets upset aVid destroys^it- •V 

.< ** < • * self (laughs). I didn't "come out with a whole lot of pieces' 

*"*".. "• ' .out'of ceramics. And I worked awful hard for the pieces " ~^ 

v. that I*did 'get." - # * • •, r • * 
« ' Mm. "* 

\ * *.Haroid:, "So, do you'think'the' same thing applies to teaching," 'kids 
• ' " '. " ' will.not wait'?11 ," " . * ' . • • ' * 

Julie: "On, of course. I .knew that, i t is twp of the same.' It' 
-*% 

> 

won't work..;" 
- » 

4 

I 
. 4* 
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Harold: "So, in that case, the nature of those activities you were 

involved in had a conflict." 

Julie: "Yeah, I had no idea about that when I took clay. So I 

asked everybody, I said, 'Julie you better check this out 

before you take the course because you don't want to get 

into anything too involved!' Everybody I talked to said, 

'Oh, ceramics is so fun—you'll just love it!' And I did 

love it. I liked it a lot. And I like teaching a lot. But 

the two of them together—just waaa!'" 

Harold: "So what about the Art History? You say there was also a ' 

conflict there7" 

Julie: "Oh yeah, oh well." 

Harold: "Is the conflict in the nature of the activity, or is it a 

conflict in the matter of time and effort?" 

Julie: "Timing, I think. I know that if you're taking two—I'm 

re-. 
kind of worried about that—definitely "if you are taking 
one. I think you can breeze through on Art History if all 

you want to do is get credit and.you sort of enjoy the lee-

tures; but the exam is a hassle. It's-a matter of keeping 

up with the reading, every couple of weeks or so, and allow

ing yourself enough.time to get the assignments-and study

ing for the exam. And that's kind of ̂ Jard to juggle, but 

it has to be done." 

Harold: "So you think you attempted too many activities this term?" 

Julie: "Yeah, well, the amount of credits is o.k. The philosophy 

of taking eighteen credits is you can fly through. O.k. 

% no sweat. But the nature of the activities that are invol-

•1 ' 
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ved, especially the ceramics course, but once I got in ' 

there, I jtfas saying, 'Oh', th is is an incredible amount of 

work, William is so demanding*. And everyone .else says 

'Yes, urn hum, r igh t , I could have to ld you t ha t ! ' . (laughs). 

'Oh, why d idn ' t you7 ' Oh we l l , I know now. And I did en

joy i t . I just, f e l t badly in ceramics that I couldn't put 

more time to i t . And badly in Art History and Art Ed, that 

I couldn't put moreytime to i t . " 

l ime, Jul ie never has enough of i t . . 

Ju l ie : " . . . one of the things that bothered me the most—I 

wasn't seeing any of my fr iends. I was completely cut o f f . * 

I was pul l ing at least two—in the f i na l three or four 
* 

weeks—I was pul l ing at least two a l l nighters. a week. 

Which is kind of hard on me—weekends were used up. One 

weekend my family and a fr iend of mine came over, and i t 

set me way back, which was jus t icky, because I f e l t gu i l ty 

* the who4e weekend being with them—just an awful feel ing. 

And then, knowing that you can do a l l these things,-and 

knowing that you can be good at them, and real ly wanting . 

to see youribest e f fo r t s , ahd wHfen you are putt ing your 

best e f f o r t , when i t is spread out over so many things, i t 

.3'ust crumbles up into a l i t t l e half-assed type job . " 

Jul ie feels that one source of her problems and a major weakness 

is her (̂ack of s k i l l in planning. During the next (Jf^rlrlij^semester, '• ' 

she takes on Independent study with one' atf the ar t education i i tstruc-. 

t o r s . . She hopes i t w i l l give her more-confidence. \ ' ' ' 

Ju l ie : "L wasn't planning we l l , andi I wasn't looking^forwardto 
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planning because I found that everytime I d id , I 'd be up, 

oh, i t would take me an hour and a half to two hours jus t 

to come up with an idea, a plan of some sort. And, by the 

t ime' I did that , and t r ied to wri te up a lesson plan, I 'd 

be up a l l night. And I was having to deal with six or 

4. seven classes a day,,and that 's jus t stupid. There's no 

way you can do that. I t might work for Saturday classes, 

but I'm sure i t doesn't work in a school. So, something 

has,to' be done. So I'm going, to t r y to come up with some 
i 

idea of Jiow I can plan better. And I found that when I 

was prepared, the classes were jus t wonderful - - jus t great. 
t 

-But when,I wasn't—it was jus t l i ke ceramics*. I was fee l -
\ ' J ' + ' 

y . ing so irritated that I was only doing half the job and 
\ ' "i ' 

thinking how much better i t could, be. And kids, i'f you . k 

have any thought at a l l - tha t you ar-e no t 'pu t t in^ everything 
4 * 

4> - ' * 

"into this, the kids will tell you right away. They can pick 

it up like that. 'Yep,"you're right teach, you're not do- • t 
. » 4 . -

v '-\ \ ing it!' (kid voice) (laughs) 'boring' —'hooaring!'" 

Harold:. "Well/talk a little bit more about--when you say that you 

' "' . feel that planning is a weakness, I' can see it -in the sense" 
/ 

of. net being prepared—perhaps not taking sufficient amount • 
^| tjme to figure out what you are going to do-for that par-

- • - . . * 
t icular. time—not having"everything ready. To me that 's 

- <'***. ** * prepa,rat4on-«.Mn the narrowest sense. But what about plan-
* . - .v ' V * . 

' ning—on a mdrfc long term comprehensive basis?" » 

' / " J u l i e : * ."Well, t he^n l y exposure I've had to planning i n Art Ed is 

, . lesson plans and unit plans were touched on th is term,"and 
» 

t 
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because I was working with a cooperating teacher with a 

very structured system, my'unit plan really didn't come m-

to play. She had that more or less all figured out. It 

wasr sort of valuable because I thought I needed that exper

ience, and even in a teaching situation she found it hard 

to leave' the room when I was there. She didn't know what 

to do with herself. She didn't want to leave, so I just 

'" depended on her.t Anyway, that 's planning. Yeah, just 

taking it right down to a lesson plan, I had trouble that 

way—in just realizing my objectives—and I think svjipli- * 

fying more than anything. I tend to get—to blow things 

out of proportion a bit^ so I think I have to cover more • 

than I need to cover—or rnstead just taking one thing and 

exploring every angle of i t , and I ' l l try to cover a couple 
» " - i 

., of related things—fiuzzy. I t ' s the same problem that I'm 

having with planning" my own (pause)." 

Harold": • "Your own life?" 

Julie:, "Well, yes (laughs). The story of my l i fe , I can't plan. I 

am—I'm more or less a spontaneous type of person. I t ' s 

hard for me to sit down and say 'O.k.,' this time you're 

goiflg to be doing this to this extent'. I find that diffi- • 

cuft. L find i t .very necessary, arid something I-heed work 

y * 
in, and that I would like to have a much better handle an, 

• . . T 4 T " 
' ^ * f * 4 

because'I think that L could accomplish a whole lot mare 

myself if I did—if I eafcld use i t as a tool." But I donV 

„ . t,k\w>w, do°es tfiat explain?" „ '• ' 
* ' * \ 

Harold: ""Yeah, I think so." (4 

4, 

i 

^ . 
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Julie: "Because,I didn't take i t too far." 

Harold: "So, planning then* is one of the weaknesses you've noticed. 

What strengths have you noticed?" 

Julie: . (pause) (laughs) "I can ad lib!" 

Harold: "Yeah, that really is a strength and is important in teach-

ing. 

Julie:* #"But you're walking a thin line when you do theft." 

Harold: "For sure, but as you say, i t needs to be controlled." -

Julie: "Yeah, you get a lot more out of i t too, ifyougcould find 

a nice halfway "point between planning and spontaneity. 

You'd be laughing." , 

Harold: "That's right—don't lese your spontaneity." 

Julie: "No, I don't think I could—unfortunately." s 

Harold: "Wdfll, fortunately. As long as you have somethingto back 

"* i t up and keep i t in check." 

Julie: "I was reading over Kathferine's and Helen's (M.A. student 
<• 

assistant) notes when they were observing—'nice come back, 

I don't know how you,did that! Most people would fal,l on 

their nose.' 'Great ad lib job here. ' , and 'Here i t did/ 

'. - ' 'not work'-. - (laughs) So i t was—just—I don't know—too 
* 

tense—just too much not planning."" 

Harold: "Right, what about—you talked, about planning and abjec-' \. 

-' tives. Do you think you„have,a clear idea of your reasons 
* * * i 

'for teach ing—your reason for .teaching art?" 

Julie:*, I'No. Again when I,said that I felt that next term I 'd tike 

- ) 

to sit^dowrl and really take a look at Art Ed—and the,facts 

about 

~y 
and figures about "it—.I'd like to—just I think learning 

4 . ; .'. * v \ * 
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about planning, and talking about d i f ferent people who plan, 

and talking to di f ferent people who teach—and doing some 

reading% in Ar t Ed material—and maybe a few recommended 

books on whatever—getting a better handle on exactly what 

i t is—and why I am'teaching. But I do know—here's a spon

taneous reaction again, I do know that when I'm in a class, 

and the lesson goes we l l , i t feels great. There are other ' 
4» 

reasons too.- "I can't draw them to mind immediately—those 

are my large over-al l „objects- ja l i t t l e fuzzy (giggles). I 

know that I wouldn't keep coming back i f I d idn ' t think 

there was something that I wefnted. Because i t wo.uld-be a 

l o t more fun making money!" 

Harold- "You mean making money doing anything?" 

Ju l ie : "Yeah, we l l , I mean I could be out Somewhere with a job. I 
- ' \ ' ' -
have enough credentials as it is to have a. job fn commer-. 

V 

cial design anyway, and I did work for a year, so I know ' / ' 

what it's like to make money. And I do miss it. So there - O 

must be something that keeps me coming back to this. I 

guess I have to sit down and figure ̂ Jut-exactly what my 

was doing all this work and there were so. many other things 
" , > .- " < 

'• "* \ * - ' '• . * V 

/ 

'4 

reasons are. So I Ijave them clear in my head." 
- ' - * *-

As the spring term progresses, Jul ie makes a concentrated.effort 

to plan and to learn about."planning approaches, techniques,,and sche-' ->t 

dules. She.is interviewing a var ie ty of people and is keeping a 

journal" and notebooks. We talk some more,about planning and goal - ' "j; 
.. ' * . v. ' \ - J ' . ' / 

setting. • . • , 

Julie: '. * "It was kind of getting to me last term. I was here and I « 

;•>..:• '• '--v. 
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that I wanted to do. I t j us t sort of got to the point 

where I said, 'Noi what is i t you real ly want?' I t takes 

time to s i t down and sort i t a l l out, and put yourself back 

to where you were at the beginning—what you wanted." 

"Do you have i t figured out? What you real ly think you 

want?" 
9 

"Yeah, I want t o ' f i n i sh my.Art Ed. Fair ly soon, i t means 

giving up a Tot of other things that I want to do rigtt't 

away, and that 's hard for me to do because I get—well, i t ' s 

the old spontaneity part. I 'always.think ' I t ' l l be gone 

tomorrow, I ' l l never get to do these th ings ' . But you 

have to f igh t (laughs). Also i t ' s a matter of s i t t i ng down 

and reasoning things out rather than jus t jumping into them." 

"O.k. So your goal r ight now is f in ishing Art Ed, but that 's 

a re la t ive ly short-term goal. What after that?" 

"Yeah, we l l , af ter*that i t gets a l i t t l e fuzzy." 

"What does that do to you7 What do you become'at that 

point?" 

"Do you mean an art educator?" * V~°' .t * 

"What phase or level does that bring you to* having,com-

pleted your"Art Ed program?" 
«4 » 

"Weil*"d§d;-this point *I see the end of student, and J real ly 
* *• * ' / • * 

want to.start working, it's almost to the point of I[want/to 
« 

start working at anything I find. For me—I-depend very 

easily on other people to figure things out for me, set 
* 

things "up for^me, do things for me, it's^ just tfie way I was ' 

' • ' <- ~ ' < * • . . / 

brought up., It's going to be a fight fi»om here on-'in^j/st 4 ' ' ' '• 7 , ' * . .. n ' 

» 
* i 

J 
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to break that. But—and there are still just parts that 

you never see. But school sets up-a perfect environment 

for me to relish in that sort of thing. If whereas I were 

on my own and had to make money, and be responsible, the-

responsibility lashing around me, it would put me on the 

line a lot quicker." 

Harold- "What about being on your own as a teacher? Imagine your

self on your own in a school situation'. "You're the art 

teacher and you had certain responsibilities that you had 

to carry out. You are put in a responsible position, people 

are dependent on you. Also, at the same time, there are 

things that others want you to fulfill, aha* there are,a lot 

of structures built in the school system as well." 

Julie "Well, I've come to the decision that I don't know right 

away if'it's a school system that I want to teach in—like 

--I came to that .conclusion quite awhile ago." If-there was 

a job within a school system then I'd hav> to structure my.-

self to deal with it; I realize there's a structure there." 

Harold: "On the one han'd, given what you said about your perspnal-' 

ity, you tend to lean towards structure and feel comfortable 

if you have people telling you what to do. Do you jsee that 

as possibly being an attractive feature, of schools?" 

Julie: * "I think if I was to go into something where I am being told 
c 

' what to do, it stops my growing." It stifles it anyway, be-

, •' cause I see the-need for making decisions. I'm not sure." 

Harold: "In a sense, there needs to be <a_ balance between your own 

determination a^d your "own individuality; there are times 
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when nothing is going to happen unless you i n i t i a t e i t . At 

the same time, certain things are going to support that -so 

within that , there might be the kind of balance that you 

need." 

Ju l ie : " I t could be, I won't know un t i l I t r y . I probably w i l l 
4» 

try, I think it will be a good place to start. I think you 

need some kind of direction and atmosphere to start teaching 

in. I don't think\you siiould just go out and-/Whatever." . 
» 

Harold: "For sure. If.it were within, a recreation program, there 

still would be a lot of restrictions, a lot of built-in 

ones—just a little different." 

Julie: "Oh, yeah. The looser your program seems to be the more 
0 

structure there has to be." 

As a becoming teacher, Julie is like a juggler trying to keep 

• several diverse and often opposing objects in the air; planning and 

spontaneity, looseness and structure, responsibility and dependence, 

study and fun, a student life and a social life. She also points out 

that being a student means not being gainfully employed, not making 

money. Being a student is to be on the periphery of society—not 

quite in,-the real world. Being a student teacher is a more special

ized form Qf peripheral existence. 

One thing that kept Julie in touch with the outside world was' a 

part-time job. About a third of the way through the fall term, Julie 

thought that she had "a bit of W t r a time" that she**"could be apply

ing" and could be^jTpicking up a different angle on education", so'she 

volunteered to teach at the Nova Scotia Museum. 
- - ' *• 

•0 •" . . : and I jianted*scieno§ for this job that 'l 
, * . wanted in.the summer and yet I couldn't take th$ 

/ time to take biology or whatever, so I.thought, -
J 

http://If.it


the museum might be a good place to start." 

What began as volunteering to assist with educational tours quickly 

turned into a job working a few hours a week on the information desk 

and •" . . . showing educational material, films, and taking Beavers, 

Brownies, and Whatever, around the museum on different programs." 

Julie: "I don'.t really need the job. It was just the teaching 

experience that I wanted. I know the job would certainly 

help, but that wasn't my main concern . . . I find it 
4^a/ 

. r ea l l y fascinating. -Maybe in a couple of months i t w i l l 

be boring to me, I don't know, r igh t now i t ^ rea l ly neat. 

I*Can see poss ib i l i t ies of ar t and what they're doing, and 

environmental issues. I think 1'v.e always had an interest 

in-both. I f ind the recreation programs at Dal environmen-

t a l l y oriented. I don't know what I'm pointing for but 

there's something there—that I'm sort of fol lowing. I t ' s 

good;' I've had to put in too many hours the past few weeks 

which has interfered with education. B u t l also found the 

Museum a sanity factor , a big sa-mty factor. I ' d - s i t there 

• and things would j u s t s tar t to ( s i gh ) - - I ' d jus t re lax, and 

'Oh Beavers—oh we l l , bring \n the Beavers!' Because I 

d idn ' t care about a l l these formal i t ies and everything— 

l i ke when you are up in f ront of a class—you've got so many 

•d i f ferent things—well, I 've got two years of facts and f i g -
' • > 

.ures that are a l l around my head as I'm t ry ing to t e l l these 

I kids some basic simple things,*and I think maybe if I sort 

of sneeze, and get rid of all. those for a few minutes, it 

might be a' 1 & easier." • 
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Harold: "When the Beavers came in—you don't have to plan anything 

special?" 

Julie: "I don't have to plan, but there's an outline that I have 

to follow,- so i t ' s been done . . . " 

Harold- "So your ad lib ability is really appropriate there." 

Julie: "Yeah, but i t ' s neat because after every confrontation with 

them I'm analyzing myself as to how i t could have been bet

ter—how I could have just clued them in on this, and I 

didn't, I sort of lost them, and I find closures too, I'm 
< 

not'clos.ing off as well as I-could—I work on it—automati-

'* cally, like putting on a rain hat to go outside, and I like 

that because everything here seems so, it's supposed to be 

this and then this, and then this. I'm so conscious of the 

different categories, like opening procedures, that aA seems 

sort of forced. I have to find something that will fit in 

there to make a closure, but when I'm up there talking to 

these kids, it's just sort of 'You've got to do something 

else here Julie' (laughs), 'It's not working just right'." I 

find that easier to deal with than just a sort of struc

ture. It's just all self-imposed really, because I could 

*" be doing the same thing, in Art Ed. And I think maybe it'll 

help a bit. I did findmyself when I was in the School us

ing things that I dicfat tke Museum too, ecology did things 

for those guys, it worked'all right—so I'd try it. The 
* 

more I think about it, the only way you can really get a 

feel for it1is to be teaching. You hear a lot and you can 
1 

read a lot and it's important to establish where-you want to 

X 

J 

r 
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1 go, but when you are up there dealing with all those little 

kids, you really decide quickly, have to come up with things 
0 

C quickly, change your plan, what to do i f this doesn't work. 

They al l start running away. You have to bring them back" 

tactfu.lly, so don't worry. I just f ind i t scary, especial

ly when I concentrate on things that went bad, I think, ' I f 

i t ' s always l ike this you can't do it—there's just no way'." 

Harold: "Scary while you're there,'or?" 
4> 

Julie: "Well, both—afterwards, and—usually immediately following " 

a class that hasn't worked so well. 'Sigh, you'll neverbe 

any good at this, this is awful', but then when it's good I 

think 'Ah, tomorrow, the world!' I just have to have more 

-good classes." • 
- - » • * • 

Near the end of the Spring (1981) term I observe Julie conduct a 

session at the Museum with a group of Beavers. Afterwards, I read her 
O 

my notes to stimulate her recollections of her thoughts, feelings and 

actions related to that event. Here are some excerpts from'that dia

logue. " - -
» \ 

Harold: "O.k- when I came you had a pack of Beavers. Wh,at do they 

call them, 'packs, herds'?" «^ 

Julie: "I forget what Beavers are called—I know they're called 
0 

kids if they're not Beavers—a bevy of Beavers? (.laughs). 

I'm not sure." 

Harold: "Well, this was a herd of Beavers. O.k., you were just giv 

1ng some general instructions as to how to act in.the ^ 
" » 

Museum. Do you always do that first?" 

Julie: "You walked in just after the disaster point,.well, the 

e:-

, > 

a 
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* fact was that_somebody has been screwing up my schedules 

for the past couple of weeks—putting people down, for the 

sa£p times. I t ' s been a b i t of a problem I don't sche

dule them. The person I report to schedules them So I got 

in on that evening and found that I had both a Pathfinder 

(g i r ls group) that wanted a gallery tour, and a bunch of 

Beavers that wanted a Beaver tour, and I didn't know what 

I was going to do. So I figured part way through the even

ing that I was going to take them alM for a gallery tour--

« and just at that point Donna*showed up—and you showed up 

f ive minutes after that , so i t was just l ike (sighs)—I 

was gasping with re l i e f , and in the middle of realizing 

'Yes, i t was Beavers and I was going to dp another gallery 
walk1—it was about there." 

i 

Harold; "O.k., so you were feeling sort of f rustrated7" 

Julie- "Yes, the g i r l at the desk was on the phone, she does too 

much. And there were people 'at the information desk that 

wanted infornation plus they said that she was on the phone, 

so I was obliged'to give information'and make ,the Beavers 

wait. Soj that 's where my head was at that time But, any

way, you were there*and the Beavers were there and I started 

giving the presentation to them, and I usually do that just 

by—that's just completely ad "lib—mostly just t ry ing to 
> 

make them aware of the fact 'not to run' (giggles)." 

-Harold "Right, so yau give them the introduction and say 'My name 

is Julie'." 

Julie (laughs) "I usually do it the other way around." 
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Harold. "Then you start talking about 'How many have ever met a 

real beaver7 In the flesh7 «In the City7' And you "are ask

ing questions and they are responding--I noticed that about 

ninety percent of your statements were questions, was that 

conscious7" 

Julie "Actually, it was conscious to begin with, because I had 

been told 'The best way to deal with this is to ask ques-

tions' because I didn't know what beavers did or anything 
v * * 

% 

else. And I started to learn, just l i ke when I did the 

native lore—and I've^ only done i t twice—and sat down the 

" f i r s t time I was there and I ^ a i d ' t o these Brownies (raises 

pitch of voice) 'you probably know more about th is than I 

do1 (laughs), but I cotfldn't just leave i t at that. The 

whole idea of the educational system in the* museum is to 

ask questions—to keep asking questions—and I f ind that 
4 ' 

. • that is so wonderful because it really takes care of it-

'self . . , " ' _ 

She leads the group to the Beaver diarama and asks them ques

tions about what they see. 

Julie: "What I'm trying-to-do is to get them to look\at it rather 
\ 

than just look at the label. Because you wouldn't believe 

how many kids go through that museum and -just^look at the 

< 'labels! It's just unbelievable . ... " 

Harpld "So what's happening there—when you're there with this 

display—what's happening in your mind. What are you try-

* ing to do?" * > A , 

Julie: "O.k., me and the kids and the diarama'" * 
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Harold "Yeah " - " - ' ( 

Julie "I suppose, if I, could see it-visual ly, you have the dia- * 

rama sitting here in the wal|, and the kids sitting out

side the diarama. I think I'm trying to push the two 

together. And not just push them into that environment, 

but make them look, make them look a second time, because 

it's all there,,everything that—all the answers that they 

\ , give me are right there It's just that they have to 

look. And it's more bringing them to looking, and thinking 

about what they say rather than just responding the way 

they are told to respond It's just awareness, I'san't 

teach them all the figures and biological terms I can't 

do that and it's not what I am there for " 
% 

Harold "Is that very much different essentially than when you are 

'teaching art7" 

Julie (laughs) (sighs). 

Harold "0.1< , let's bring it back f l z what you'are doing there' 

teaching7 Do you consider yourself a teacher7" 

Julie- "Urn, I haven't factually—I haven't considered myself a 

teacher. I" know thlSt I'm involved in education (laugh), I 

consider myself an educator I know I see a difference be

tween teaching and educating. I think of tea.ching as teach, 

teach, teach, and educating as sort of educating (drawn 

out) (laughs). Just the sounds of the words—'t' is sort 

of aggressive." 

Harold- "I should mention for my tape that when you say educator, 

your arms are going out encompassing a big, wide arc." 
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Julie "Yeah, and with teaching I'm pointing too Yeah, I-suppose 
4 

after th is length of time when I s i t back and I tJiink about 

"* ' how I am start ing to think .about teaching, or educating, •* 

or whatever, i t ' s changing because o f that and I 'didn't 

realize when I took that job that i t would do that kind of » 

change—that i t would make that much difference I tyhought 

i t was just a neat th ing . " 

Harold "And, I suppose, a kind of job " * 

Jul ie "Yeah. And I do en^oy i t very much. I f ind that when I am 

in a si tuat ion with them, I want to make a difference. I 

want to make i t better I want to make them see more, and 
0 

I te'nd to go over time—like when we were doing gallery 

walks I get so caught up in how many new things I can pull 

* out of places to show then, that I usually get halfway 

through the gallery and it's time to go (laughs) So 

there is such a thing as knowing what to ask at the right 

moment and leaving other stuff out. And I'm learning about 

that. Not just in the museum (laughs)." 

As she finishes another term, Uulie shows increasing self--

awareness and self-confidence, while continuing to question and probe 

her motives and goals. Some notes I took from an untaped conversa- ,/ 

tion illustrate her thoughts and feelings at this time 
"The kinds of things you are questioning me about 
are the kinds of things I'm asking myself ninety-
nine percent of the time. 

In the time here there have heen some cycles and 
shifts. It partly depends on my living situa
tion. I still have a hard time, don't feel at 
home or settled, I share a house with five other " 
girls. 
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I t does bother me when I don't get to see.people 
who are my classmates I love group projects 

* ' * • 
Somehow, I don't think I^H be able to make*sense 
of things«until I run into a few things I need 
more time TO ref lect -. ,. , 

I think I want to teach wflen I f i r t is j i but don't 
think I want to teaph fu l l - t ime ' I t seems too 
fast Maybe I want a l i t t l e time to deal"with 

.myself before I Ifcap into teachinn 
* 

. Rigjit now I'm trying to pick up on- as many teach
ing situations as I can Volunteerism is a biq 
part of my education r ight now. 

I guess I'm an anti-classroom person,'but, the 
only place you can do anything about that is the 
classroom.- I t ' s the same kids1 . 

When you are studying 'commercial a r t ' there is 
not much self-awareness or se l f - re f lec t ion . 

r 

* Even when I da commercial art, lti-s so short term, 
it's to satisfy someone /(with a product) But 
I'd rather influence someone's attitude to life, 
through teachirig " ' ' A. 

Julie often comments on teachers-she has had whom she respects 

With a mix of affection and awe, she recalls a jumn^r high school 

teacher. 
' * « 

Jul ie "Everything he mentioned was challenge—just constantly. 

I f there was'some way to challenge us-he would, and his' 

Harold: 

Ju.lie> 

reactions to i t . Sometimes the ent i pe 

Harold. 

Jul ie 

class would turn ^ 
, " r 

into simply discussions on why you were there." , . 
* 

"Sd> he actually encouraged you with a challenge7" 

"For a time Some days he would be in a bad mood. 'We're 

going to do this--»shut up1—be in.an awful mood. So that 's 

in terest ing." 
i 

"So, he seemed to be open and honest to you,1-' 

"Oh, yes very." . . \ 
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Harold "That you f e l t you knew where you stood with him7" T 

Julie "Um, i t ' s a funny feeling actually because we were sort of 

. de.tache'd from hin yet so influenced by him I t was incred

ib le. Everybody hated him—went through these phases of 

, - hate He was the worst person, and a lot were going to gel* 

him kicked out of the school, He did this to us, he did 

that to us Some of the people, I wasn't really a great 

• motivator as far as the reaction was concerned,*jwas-more 

" ^ of a folJ^wer at that .point, but the.g i r ls and fel TT^LI went 

i.around with were;constantly'looking for points to attack and 

nail him with And just yesterday they were saying he's a . 

great guy sort of ' th ing And we'd t ry and 'see i f we could 

nail him, that uas*basical1y it—especially the basic thing 

we were after—why are we here7. And we had to. keep reassert-

•» ing a reason for being there—he set my mnd straight on'a 

' lo t of things—set my .mind straight—because of his i n f l u -

, ence I'm s t i l l goirig. 1n such'a direct ion. Whereas i f I 

hadn't, well I remember also (was i t that'same, year or the 
4 

, * •"* year before7) there was another teacher in the same sub 

school who taught science and the report came out—it was 

an evaluation type report—on s k i l l s . Tjiey had to say yes, 
'"v." • 

no, to what degree, and there was one on leaoers-hip and to 

this day I'remember him saying 'absolutely not' . . . " 

Harold: "For you7" f 

Jul ie. % "Yeah. For leadership s k i l l s . I t stuck out in my m ind -

then and i t 'has never gone—and i t has been ah influence on 

me to be able to say that—like God and there i t i s — i t ' l l 
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never change. I suppose that just provokes me . It was 

s -like a blow^too I was.very vulnerable to the fact that* I 

was part of--one of a group I wasn't a leading indivjdua 

at that point, but then I think an awful lot of people are 

that way in adolescence, always looking for somebody to fal-

. low. Even the ones who are leading (laughs) They are just 

* looking for one' other p e r s o n ^ follow Yeah, i t real ly-

bothered me Everytime I get down, I think 'He said that--

maybe i t ' s t rue ' . " . 

And1 because he challenges/ier 1/1 other ways, she admires her dr^-_ 

ing teacher. 

/ 
He's just totally opposite to any of the outdoors 
people. He's just so calm and meditative and cqn-

t tempiative, that it's wonderful I mean it's very 
. nice t6 see how he does it too on this very low 

key—he can teach in such a deep way. He just"takes 
- his calm and contemplative manner—you can't help 

f, but tlfink deeper about why you are making these 
marks and that they are not just scratches or second 
thoughts—they should be very thought out—which is 
very neat too, so I suppose I'm just becoming a 
lot more aware about how people teach£ and -that 
leadership course did that to me too. 

Leadership course7 Yes. For a variety of reasons, that spring 

semester she toot; the outdoor education leadership course. As the 

fall term*begins,' she sees some of the fruits of her course work 

Harold "In the summer, did your education towards, this process 

that you are going through, becoming a,tea'cher—was that a 

holiday in the summer, was it to rest and think about 

things (she laughs softly in the background) or/was it more 

0 I • ' 

learning and'growing, or what7'" 

Julie "Yeatt-, ""t was,definifely more learning and growing and I 

was really delighted because the course in leadership that 
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I 1 took a'pplied really directly to \he job that I was in, and 

tne course, my Independent Study (in'pl annmg) applied very 

directly to what I was in " 

Her summer job was as"project manager" of a group* of students 

employed as dramatic interpreters in a National Park. Her duties ,in-

volved a great deal of planning She was responsible for the coord,i<n-

ation of her -staff's schedules with other park personnel and programs 

and the management of a payroll SJie found herself faced with " . 

an incr^lible amount of paoerwork." > * cs^ •• • 

Harold "Was it like teaching--!n any way7" 

Julie "Y§s it was, because they had never worked in a -National 

Park—so |t was teaching me, teaching them, as much as they 

haJ more dramatic experience than I did, they were teaching 
v 

me that way"too, but they didn' t know (laughs)--they had 

more experience than I did but they didn't have the experi-

ence in a spontaneous situation, outdoors in a park, and . 

schedules and all that sort of tjnng, and I "found that all 

, -' ' the goals that I set^for myself at the f i r s t , of "the summer,' 
* 

more or ' less were fulfi l led throughout the summer, so that* 

was quite nice.—even some beyond my""expectations, so that 

•was really nice. And I think that I'm learning a lot about 

dealing with a, what do you cal l him, a person to whom I am 

responsible to—like my boss, and I'm a project manager re-

porting to a senior. I founfl that I can—unless you s ta te , 

tand'put it*down and are quite sure about how you say things, 

they'11 walk all over you—even if they don't intend to , 

, t , they do anyway, so, you learn a bit of tac t . And I Teamed 
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" ' • -V . ' 
a lo£ about humour and puppetry, bexause of the resource 

* * 

people that I had come to the group, or we went to—and I 

learned a lot—a f a i r b i t about playing fo / d i f ferent groups,* 

l i ke disabled people, and children and adults—and in large- y 

crowd (Situations and small group situations How di f ferent * 

. ' " J •' ' 
< • people react And you learn, a lo t about the environment 

while you are there, and at the same time learn''a lo t about , 

puppet making, and at the same tiite,we are educating people," 

and I think" that; the nice thing was that the group caught on 

to that at the eod o f the summer—first what sort of an i n -

pact t^ey « r » hav,n9 on peop.e _ Last y ^ r thatne'ver haP-

pened--it was just going out and doing an easy job. for 
* 

money." « > 
f 

Harold _ -Haw d id you know tha t t ha t was working7" 
<> 

Jul ie. "Because^ of theXwonderful thirig that seems to happen when 
> i» - •* 

you are in theatre, at some point when you are acting* there 

is no longer an ' I am performing for you f e e l m q ' , " i t ' s a 

'here,we are together feel ing and aren't we4iaving fun1 ' 

But between here and here, you just sort of crime here some

where. When'that nappens, i t ' s reWly. f un * i t ' s no problem* 
V 

to be the role-'or character that you are'and i t ' s no problem 

for the audience to accept you and to play with you." 

Harold "Do you think that that happens or can happen in teaching7" 

Julie* "I'm sure i t can." • " \ 

Harold "Have you ever experienced anything close to that?" 

*. Jul ie " I don't.know i f ^ -We taught enough to be able to say .that-

L've experienced that I don't think T've been relaxed 
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enough teaching that I could, because i t only came/faer we 

* started to relax,,m our acting and forgetting ourselves—not 

forgetting who you are, b/t forgetting the situation of 'me-
• 0 ». 

actior-have-to-perform-fof-you-audience'." 
* 

Harold "Right—right " 

Julie d iet 's just get out here and enjoyt>urselves and learn and 

get-al l we can out of i t No—I can see how that would be 

the ideal feeli j ig for a teacher and know that your students 
t. 

are experiencing learning from you." 

That summer she even found time to tit in &n .inter-session fit the 

U.P £.1 , which for her, seems to have consisted mainly of a project 
4 

investigating the state of school art programs in'Canada It was also 

a time tp do some reading on her own in art education theory and in 

pop" philosophy. The books were familiar, but she says "I wanted to 

refresh my memory"when it's now interesting me."' Zen and the Art of 

'-Motorcycle Maintenance is now more appealing and Dewey's Art as Exper

ience takes oo new meaning in-the light of her studies in experiential 

education^\As the fall terrajpprogresses, this admittedly "practical" 
and "spontaneous" person is excited by the prospects of a semester of 

> 2,* 
reading oriented to the philosophy of experiential education and more 

*> opportunities to link her interest in art and outdoor education. She 

is less excited, actually she is quite apprehensive, about her twen

tieth century art history course. 

"Yes, that will be the main focus this term. I have 
" not beerr-desng as much as I could have to date. 

All that is going to change; I'm sure. It is—I 
find sitting in the lectures, it is much clearer 
to me this year than- it was. last year. Last year 
it didn't seem to make a whole lot of sense at 
all. Maybe just hearing it again." 
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She had*taken the course las t year, but dropped out near mid-

term to concentrate her e f for ts on the other art history course, 

nineteenth century a r t , which as she said " ( I ) , passed by the skin of * 

my teeth" Jul ie has passed three out of the four art history courses 

required for her degree program. The fourth and f ina l offe has become 

something of a roadblock I t is not uncommon at j:he college, for 

otherwise competent students l i ke Ju l ie , to reacrf an rnipa-sse whe#i» 

faced with this course 
4 

Uncharacteristically, Julie is taking a lighter course load this 

semester,_ with the only art education courses being an elective in 

child development in art., She works about eight hours a week as a 

student assistant in the Art Education Bivision Office, so we have 

opportunities .to chat informally. She is confining her volunteer' 

teaching at the Museum, one morning a week 

Julie "But I'm finding that taking the lighter course load is not 
* 

r necessarily the answer to doing a good job—i t could De 

but I'm finding that i t makes me lazy " 
0 

"Oh, I s e e . " 

"I've got an excuse for everything ,(both laugh). I feel _ 

that I should at least have one more course." ^ 

"So you filid you are not putting in all that much more time 

on the courses than when you did before when you had a 

higher course'load?" 

"Yeah, I'm definitely putting in a little bit more time, 

but not enough—not really what I could. Oh yeah, I find 

that I say to rnyself, because I've taken less courses, 'Well 

you have all this extra time—well you should fill that with 

Harold 

Jglie 

Harold 

Julie. 
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being able to do such and such on a volunteer basis, and I 

can do this, and I'll take a job, and do th/is and this'—so 

again, all my exterior interests are conflicting with what 

I have to do." 

One morning, half-way through the semester, while working in the 
» • 

o f f i ce , Jul ie remarks that she has just received the results of the 

twentieth century ar t history mid-term exam, which she has fa i led ' 

Since the- grade was about fo r t y - f i ve percent, there is s t i l l a possi

b i l i t y of her passing the course i f the mark improves on the f ina l 

exam. She talks of events leading up to the exam. She had lost (or 

broken) her glasses two weeks before the exam, which made studying 
0 

difficult. She had arranged for another pair to be sent over from 

P'.E.I. She talks about the great amount of time wasted the days be

fore the-exam travelling by bus to and from the airport and waitings 

around 'to get the glasses She entered#the exam with the intention 

of wr%king her name on the paper and leaving, but the" instructor said 

no one was to leave'the room, so she looked over the exam auid began 

writing*. She seems upset that she failed, but at the same time sur

prised that she did as well as she did. 

A few weeks later, I ask how the art history course is going 

Julie. (laughs) "Not as "well as it should be at this point, but I 

thidt it's going to go better than it did last time. Well, 

it's got to go better than it did last time." 

As the end of the term and the final art history exam approaches, 

I and'sxpe other students, as we chat in the office, suggest to Julie 

some possible study strategies For example, the exam has a "free, 

chowje" of topic and essay exam, which we suggest could be written 
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out beforehand as practice, even though it can't q^^rought 

into the exam. This idea,doesn't seem to have occurred to 
" 4 

her. Aftef the exam I asJx^ •„ " " ; 

"Well, hpw-djd it go yesterday7" 

''You really don't want to khow." • » ' w 
• 

"Why not7" " « 

"I didn't write the exam.". <* 

She explains thafshe decided not to write'at about ten o'clock in the 

morning. She had started writing out the essay in point form,, then ^ -

remembered s'omethmg else, another point, and flitted to that.i^Sfte 

talks about her continuing problem. She st i l l jumps frpm'one thing 

te another without a steady attachment to one thing.* She" says she 

Will write the two exam papers over the holidays and take thevcourse 

again next term. While i t is a policy of the Art Education Division 

'to advise and recommend to students" that they complete the Art History 

requirement before commencing the final student teaching practicum, 

both for pedagogical and logistical reasons", nevertheless', students >" 

sometimes find i t necessary to combine Art History and Advanced Stu

dent Teaching. " 

,"Do you have any thoughts now about going into Advanced 

Student Teaching7" 

"Sure! (laughs) I'm looking forward t» i t in anticipation 

and frustration and terror—all those things. Ij'rrr just 

feeling kindiof scared. I'm constantly talking to people 

who are there now and saying 'Oh, what's going on, how are 

you getting along, what problemf are you running into7'-and 

trying to get feedback from a lot of different sources. But 

yarold-
V 

Julie 
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T I'm going to do ft; if I can, one way or another. I have 

been thinking about situations I would prefer to teach in. 

Like there is nothing that I particularly want to resist. 

. w 0 I dan't have any areas, Ijke even art history. I always 

said that I would never want to do that voluntarily, but 

•if somebody said 'you*can have a job tomorrow teaching and 

it's going to be "art history , I'd take,it. If it were a 

. tfljjseum pr* an art gallery, I'd take it." 
4 . ' 

Harold: "Well, maybe it might be best £0 have something as typical, 
4 » 

* or ordinary as possible." • ' 

Ju l ie: "Yeah, ordinary, very ordinary (laughs), or even something' 

where the teacher is of the same interest or philosophies 

tnat (I'm try ing to f ind (laughs) or am str iv ing for . Just 

so that maybe they can help me sort a few things out " 

Ju l ie begins her Advanced Student Teaclfing course in the 1982 

Spring semester, a'long with the second half of her ExperientiaTTctosAi 

^ t i o n course and Twentieth Century Art History. The student teaching 

seminar assignments c^fen involve oral presentation to the class. A 

, month into the course, I inquire about the presentations. 

Harold: - "How did th is last one go?" 

Jul ie: " I was sort of happy with i t—but I was too nervous. I 

realize that nervousness is something I have to get over. 

I t ' s s i l l y , because I knew I was ready for i t . This one 

I had planned out so that I had alternatives to what hap

pens i f something doesn't work out. I could do this and 

the other th ing, and the f i lm ran o^er just hy a few min-
•0* 

utes and I started apologizing for that, which was dumb, 

0 " 
» 
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because they enjoyed the film anyway; ii didn't matter. 

But that threw me and I started getting nervous and jumpy, 

and I had quotes to read and I realized that when I want 

to read quotes—when I read them at home I put a lot into 

the emphasis and they came out just the way I wanted them. 

And then when I thought I was pressed for time I sort of 

'blabblabblub' right through the quotes and I'm sure "they 

didn't mean nearly as much as I wanted them to. But tech

nical things like that, simply because of my nervousness, 

or the time pressure, or just something, slipped." 

Harold: "So you find you still get nervous7 You've had a fair amount 

* of experience in little teaching situations " 

Julie "I always get nervous!" 

Harold: "Even at the museum, for instance, you get nervous7" 

Julie "Yeah, I'm a nervous person. That's something I know." 

Harold '"Do you get over it once it's in progress7" 

Julie "Yeah, I can. Especially if I W e done the thing more than 

once or if I've dealt with that situation more than once. 

Even"with a slide presentation up there (NOTE. Just before 

this session, Julie had participated in a slide presentation 

organized with her classmates in the Experiential Education 

course at Dalhousie), we had two groups that we dealt with— 

didn't know how to react with people who were my same age. 

And I really felt like I didn't know anything, and expres

sed that over and over again which is stupid, because I 

know just as much about what I'm doing as anyone does in., 

the class. So when we did it the second time, around I was 
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much more relaxed. I could volunteer suggestions and T 

actually helped to direct things in a lot of different ways. 

It was just a whole lot easier—familiarity " 

Harold "Do you find that you are preparing better now than you did 

earlier7" 

Julie - "I know what my problems are. I know it's a matter_of sim-

• plifying, but I always tend to bite off more than I can 
4 I 

chew I t ' s just the way I seem to deal with i t I have to— 

the only way I can see i t is having to do i t again and again 

and again and again and knocking i t down to exactly what T / 

needed . . /'and Katherine (the instructor) has said to 

eliminate my expanding the subject matter She said 'Pick 

something that you are real ly famil iar with and then just 

go from there . . ' She always says things l i ke 'Don't 

get too carried away with i t ' . Which is something I need 

to hear constantjy (laughs). So that helps a l o t , I -Could 

pin-point i t much easier." 

Jul ie talks about the value to her of group projects and ac t i v i -
t 

t i es , such a# the conference her Experiential Education class helped 

Organize. 

Harold -"That was a big assignment, to plan that7" 
* 

Julie "Yes and no. I t was as Big as we wanted to make i t . And 

i f we were organized, i t could have been a l l taken care of 

and done in a week. Being as unorganized as we were, I 

realized a nice thing that came out of that class was—as 

much as I feel that I can't do certain things, other people 

who took on the responsibi l i t ies couldn't and I realized 

I 
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that I'm just as capable as they are." 

Harold. "Or they are just as incapable as you (laughs)." 

Jul ie- ( "Yeah, maybe tha t ' s i t . " 
\ 

Harold "No, i t ' s better to look at i t the other way " 

«Jul ie ' "Yes, but I think I get involved in that for those reasons, 

because i t ' s interacting as a j r o u p . And'I f ind here, we 

don't interact as groups so much I t ' s more an individual 

th ing, which is perfectly understandable But I f ind that 
4 

I learn a lot about myself in working as a group, because 

W it makes it clear right away if I'm not part of a group 

interaction, why am I not7 Is it because they're taking 

me in or is it because in some^way I'm not contributing 

enough. And I say in the past term I've learned quite a 

bit about how much I can and do and do not contribute, and 
4 

how much I let—especially if I relate it to the student 

teaching—because I realize now fully thax if I'm with some

body who I know is capable of doing something and does it 
their own way, like with Karen {the cooperating teacher in 

* - " \ • . \ 

the last practicum) I won\t interfere, I'll just say 'Ok., 

«, you do it'. And I just stand back and let them run the 

show. Or just at every possible moment I'll go over and say 

'How do you do this7' and I know damn well I can do it my

self, but I just can't . . . " 

Harold "Do you feel that it has to" be structured to let you into 

, it7 As you say, you like to do group activities. But in 

group activities, you know that it's a group and that every

body has expectations to work together." 
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Julie- "Mmm̂ . I think what I'm trying to point out actually is that— 

, um—often wtfen I'm working" with a grolip, i f i t seems l ike 

things, are going r igh t , or i f I think that something is not 

going r igh t , I won't' say anything, I ' l l just s i t back and 

say 'Oh wel l , gee,, you know that 's not going r igh t ' I ' l l 
* 

say to myself. But I know that i f I were doing this on my 

own, I'd do th is * But I cart't do that , because i t ' s a 

group. I mean, you've'gotta cooperate I'm constantly say

ing that. I just always say ' I won't get involved r ight 

now Because i f I were doing i t myself I 'd do i t this way'. 

That's the way I make i t okay. And they've put i t to me. 

' I f you've got something to say, get involved or you're not 

holding up your end pf the bargain.' Which is so true 

Then again, when I relate that to student teaching, often I 

would say, 'Well, i f I were in th is teaching posit ion, say 

Karen's," for instance, i f J had her posit ion, I 'd do i t 

this way'<^ But I ' l l - just follow the leader r ight now, see

ing as I'm here. Or, i f I'm having trouble, I ' l l just say 

' I can't do i t ' or something, rather than f ight ing a l i t t l e 

battle on my own. And I need to do more f ight ing of l i t t l e 

battles on my own—is basically what i t i s . " 

As usual, th is is a f u l l term for Julie On top of her outdoor 

education and student teaching courses, there is art history m which 

she has " . . ( I have) been doing a lot'more . . . than in any art ' 

history I've taken so fa r . " She also hopes to trayel to New York in 

early April with a group of Art EducationStudents and faculty to par

t ic ipate in a national ar t education conference. She has bean ve^ry 

1 
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active in the fund raising activities and looks forward to the ejeerit. 

Her major concern, however, is student teaching. She is both "excited" 

and "terrified" about her coming practicum'placement. She is to be 

in a school four days a week for seven weeks The school is one 'in 

which an experimental outdoor education program, organized by her -

Dalhousie instructor, is being piloted. 

Harold "So you think there will be some opportunity to do both art 

and outdoor ed7" 
» 

J-ulie "I'm hoping there will I found out what they're doing is 

**• basically trying to set up a theme called a. 'caring-sharing 

environment' and they're hoping that the teachers working 

%f* within the school, whatever they are teaching, will in some 

way accommodate that into their curriculum. So that sounds 

f a i r l y open and lenient to me. That's not making any major 

moves or pushing the kids.off c l i f f s or anything l i ke that. 

I real ly d idn ' t want anything' l i ke that anyway. I kind of 
* * 

l i ke the sounds of i t . So, I'm trying to work on i t . I'm 
thinking about i t de f in i te ly already " 

Harold "Do you see yourself now as teaching at any part icular age 

level or grade leve l 7 " 

Jul ie "Probably. I don't l i ke to see myself as teaching any par

t icu lar aae level . I don't want to think of myself in a 

category yet. But I'm probably at this point more suited 

to younger kids. ' I don't know. Everyone I meet keeps t e l 

l ing -me that I'm suited to 'the l i t t l e ones' and that makes 

me so mad (laughs—both laugh). I don't know. I ' l l see 

what happens." 
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Harold^ "But a l l else being"equal, you'd see no d i f f i c u l t y working 

with high school kids7? 

Jul ie: "I 'm sure there would be d i f f i cu l t i e s (laughs) " 

Harold "But seeing yourself in that ro le7" 

Julie "Yeah, no, I think i f a position—again, what ( said ear l ier 

about gijVlng up the responsibi l i t ies to the person I'm work-

ing with—M also know about myself that i f I'm in a part ic

ular position and then everybody leaves, and says, 'There -

you are, swim', I w i l l . So I think that \ could do i t a l l 

r igh t . I t would jus t be a b i t of a struggle at f i r s t , I'm 

sure . . . l i ke for a l l I want th is out there, I don't know 

what J 'm getting myself in to. I'm-sure I could be over my 

head in garbage—I don't know. Yeah, I'm certainly cu r i 

ous." 

The school to which Jul ie is assigned is one of the mos.t modern' 

in the City. Later, in a term project whi«ch involved designing a 

year's program based on, her student teaching experience, she describes 

'the school's art program. 
w 

"Projects are chosen (by the teacher) somewhat ran
domly, are short, fun, and have a strong dependence % 
on the final product. The students are products 
of this program. They don't*seem that interested 
in anything that requires any amount of problem 
solving. In most cases, they want a sample pro- ' 
duct to copy. They don't seem to take their work 
very seriously or have any great interest in it » 
when it is complete. I know you can't ask these 
students to be too serious or expect their atten
tion span to he that of an older student. But 

"still, it seems they could look at art as more 
than a fun activity period. I feel it should 
challenge them more." 

Julie's reactions, thoughts and feelings relating to her practi-

cum are revealed in her journal. She writes: 
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Victoria (the cooperating teacher) makes teaching^ 
look easy and fun. I feel this week like an ogre" 
compared to her playful attitude 

- After the first week, ̂ discovered you don't'know 
the kids until you teacn-them. They try every
thing in the book, but I still really love them, 
(that is, when I'm not hating them1) 

Again, I never realized you had to be such a 
, meame to teach I keep saying I'm sure it will 
go better or be easier. *" 

My second week was as I reflected, disgusting1 

Although I don't k'now just how bad it^was, it 
didn^t feel good. Victoria left me on my own. 
That'is very good for me, except that only I know 
what happened. No feed- back. 

She lists the reasons for 'disgusting' 

- Incomplete planning 
- Poor classroom management « 
- Victoria says I get mad and then wash over i t 

Kids don't take me seriously 

She writes in capital l e t te rs . - *. 

I am not clear in my mind and am confused so the 
kids become so too. 

I lost a whole lesson jus t because I t r ied to be 
nice and put g i r l s with g i r l partners and boys 
with boys. I blew the Dai ring system and every
one f e l l apart. 

The project for two of the classes is l i fe -s ized por t ra i ts . In pairs, 

the students are to trace each other on large sheets of paper and then, 

with paint, develop these tracings into por t ra i ts . She writes 

I'm thinking that th is project of portrai ts is 
much more involved than I ever dreamed. Cooper
ation is the key issue here. And the students 
are having a hell of a time with i t . I t is very 
serious. I am beginning to think I've changed 
the att i tude of the art class from non-serious 
Victoria to very serious Ju l ie . And the d is
ruptions a r | t£e class acknowledging this or 
resist ing i t . . 

tfee c •i 
I like art and feel it should be something the 
kids will love or like and I get something out of 
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i t . It. 's furr. But th is is just pushing 'and bi tch
ing, pushing, b i tching,*etc. . . . • 

* 
So, not only do kids have to cooperate^, but they 

, - have *tq taKJe this seriously. After tlhis^is over 
. we are going' to have te do something real ly l i g h t . 

What both'eps Jul ie is. what.she senses* as a "they just d i d i ' t 

scare feel ing" on the part of the kids I t l e f t her" with a . . w 

"sh i t ty feeling af ter cMass". .. 

I feel l i ke an old' 'bitch and'I 've had three or 
four kids t e l l me I was a bag, b i t ch , whatever. • 
One l e f t class. Sensitive about his work. Cal
l ing me names-. "Others'in class said he was e 
problem. That was o.k but i t ' s not f a i r to . , 

' * - make Johnny the. eye sore of the class. THIS IS * 
'ABOUT C0-0PERATLNG AND CARING. . 

On theXnext page of her journa l , capital le t ters f i l l the page, de-

claring * 

THE WORST PART OF ALL THIS RIGHT NOW IS BEING SUCH 
A BITCH. I HATE IT. 

As the practicum passes the mid-way point, Ju l ie wri tes. 

Today I feel not quite so washed out . . ." I did 
not go to New York. I t was a b i t of a decision 
but, the cost was too great. I'm t ry ing to be
come a b i t more focused and I know i t would have 
blown me away. I need'the week to teach and get 
closer to the Rid» at school. And i t worked. 
And i t was also the. last week o f my outdoor ed 
class at Dalv . . . . 

I think i t ' s time V i c t o r i a ' l e f t the class. I 
' . *• asked her to stay a.doupje of weeks _ago because 1 

wasn't gett ing feed back but now I think I know-
what the problem i s „ I t goes back to leadership 
class: high task ( I am) or "high relationship 
(Victoria i s ) . -The kidsr come to her expecting 
good times and to neTax and play. She has a 
marvelous way w i t h \ h e kids wh*rch *i real ly enjoy, 
but i t has i t s ups and downs too. . * 

I must keep aware of the student's feelings and 
egos . . . I feel i t s e l f star t ing to loosen up 
wi th the kids. v I s tar t v^ry t igh t and r i g i d with 
the kids then loosen up gradually. Victor ia jus t 
starts in playful and i f the going gets tough, 

\ 
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* ' 
shenbecomes f i r e and »:age. I think I 'd rather do 
i t my way but pich*better*tftarf I do i t now. 

* _ r"' 
I'd l i ke to loosen up with my„next projects—make 
them s t i l l serious and holding to my theme of help- * 
uig, caring and sharing but with more room to play 
around . . fly planning must get better. This is 
the stage where I, can do the most good or the 
least -good. 

In week f i ve , Victoria suggests to Julie that she drop the por

t r a i t project since the students are getting frustrated and i t is 

taking much longer than usual. 

I didn' t feel I could do that, just drop the pro
ject when the kids were so close to f in ish ing. I 
gsed the excuse that there was nrsense planning 
Something new for such a short week and that I 
would f in ish up things this week. The two grade 
f ive and six classes I had d idn ' t l ike the idea * 
much and were very rowdy but theyd id f in ish and 
f e l t better when they had So did I . 

And week six 

Wow1 One more week to go after this one. I hardly j ^ 
remember what the Art College looks like. I haven't 

4% * been around at all between getting sick and classes . 
off; It's been bad. I'm losing touch. My private 
life has been very full and.busy too, and that is 
making concentration difficult. Somehow I must 
keep personal goals and objectives clear and oper
ating. Time has flown by and I've barely done one 
.project with the kids. It takes so long for them 
to do these things. Much longer than I anticipated 
. . . I found the kids loosenecf up and relaxed often 
now that the pressure was off about drawing"each 
other. Some kids still complained though, didn't 
like paint. 

As the practicum was in its last weeks, I visited Julie's class 

and video-taped a lesson. The students were drawing (and later paint-

>ng) rows of houses on a l.ong roll of paper. A few days later we 

reviewed the tape and continued our dialogue. As we watched the tape 

she commented. 4 

"They were so good that class I almost wish I 
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could see (on tape) a bad class . . . My movements 
are really'nervous Ithink—and that day I was 
relaxed. . I hate my voice everytime I hear it 

. it feels tight—not really in my element— 
not loose." 

After we had viewed the tape, I ask if she would talk about how 

she felt at the beginning of the first of the seven weeks of student 

teaching 

Julie "I felt like there was a mass of kids and I was at the head 

of the mass somehow. But now it seems like I know where 

the noise is coming from. If it starts to get noisy, I 

know the key people in the room that are instigating it. 

And I know that names—knowing nifties would be a very big 

help—i'm very bad with that--lflke to say 'you and you' 

- doesn't get nearly the same response as 'James'and Jack'." 

Harold "At the end of the practicum, you still don't kjiow every

body's names7" 

Julie "No." 

HarolcL. "But how many are there7" 

Jul ie "There's lots (laughs)." 

Harold: "But you must know some." 

Julie "Yeah, definitely the bad ones stand out in your mind! Not 

the bad ones but the ones that you are always directing 

your attention to. ,So that makes it a bit easier to deal 

with. And—oh—what else7 Well, again just knowing that 

one of the things I have to deal with is keeping the class, 

in order—in order to get a lesson across. If it is going 

haywire, you can't very well deal with anything. And I'm 

learning that H is impossible to talk when there are other 

( 
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people talk ing because i t just ruins your—everything— 

your voice, your concentration. So, I'm trying to gear 

myself to ta lk ing only when there is silence Anyway, a l l 

the actions in the tape indicated a r ig id sort of formal i ty , , 

that might be;, why Because I'm sort of anticipating the i r 

next move 

Yeah, well j 'ust that I f e l t that a lo t of my spontaneity 

has gone into my lessons. I f ind that my lessons—coming 

up with lessons, dealing with the lesson, because of Vic

to r ia ' s influence—because she's l i ke that—I've probably 

fed a b i t of f her that way. Anyway, a lo t of my energy 

has gone into—or the planning of the lesson has been sort 

, of slack, l i ke I ' l l come up with ideas and I ' l l ' write out 

a "few things about them, but when I go to do i t , i t ' s a l 

most spontaneous. I might put down two or three ideas, but 

I M T deal with one of them when the class comes i n , which 

makes everything happen pretty quickly. And H I that , I 

-- ^ \ tend to—my spontaneity with the kids and my--because I'm 

, - „„- / worried how this thing is going to go over with them and 

not being sure about i t , a l o t of my energy tends, to go 

- - ' vnto just dealing with the kids, dealing with the kids „-

somehow and making th is thing work. Rather thai* knowing* 

•that that 's been worked out and just having-to-spontaneous

ly deal with the kids." 

Harold- "So in this' class, in the introduction we jus t saw, did you' 

know exactly what you were going to say? What the in t ro 

duction was going to consist of?" 
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Jul ie- " I had done that lesson with another group . . . I had dorte 

s 

\ 

a lesson and theri Victoria had done a lesson. She had done , * 

it.a slightly different way and I said to myself, JI'd like 

' to do that her way', so I did it her way, and 'that was the 
4 * 

f i r s t time I had done i t l i ke that , but I had done i t my 

way* oira before that , so I was dealing with the s'ame mater-* 

la l in a d i f ferent sort of a way. That helped me a b i t and 

I think i t showed in the tape in that i f you taped another 

class—I think in the f i r s t one I had done i t would have 

been a b i t more" 'spazzy', sporadic than tha t , in how I got 

the information across to the kids." 

Harold "Well, i t seemed rather purposeful; i t seemed that you knew 

what you wanted and what yqu were talking*about." 

Julie "Yeaji, but s t i l l , in a l l , I always hope that I m not going 

to look as t i g h t , or as anticipating or whatever i t i s , as 

I did in that tape. I would l i ke to be a b i t more relaxed 

and in touch with the kids,. ra.ther than 'd i rector i n front 

of rows' sort of thing. There was a b i t of that in there 

in facial expression! and s tu f f and a couple of reactions, fc 

but I 'd l i ke to be a lo t better than that I f ind too, 

that in just dealing with classes I have to pay a l o t of 

attention to c l a r i t y , l i ke s S b g what I vdjjnt t*»say 

c lear ly , because i f you don'tv&ay i t c learly the f i r s t 

time,'you. end'up'just in a muddle, fne rest of the lesson 
' • * 

• • you'spend t ry ing to'swim out of this unclear business. You 
r ' • •• r 

4 * * 

hope that .things would be going smoothly, maybe I was just 

t ry iag to-be clear" there." - < . 
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Harold- "Now that' class, you finished what they were doing today. 

What's your evaluation of that particular lesson?" "^ 

Julie- "This one7" " % 

Harold. "Yeah." 

Julie "My evaluation of that lesson7 You mean was it successful7" 

Harold- "Yeah, start with the big picture. As a'lesson, was it 

successful7 Did it achieve what you wanted it to achieve7" 

Julie: "Mmm, I think so—that class. They were j'ust sitting down 

to draw out the\r ideas and they were just starting to 

paint them towards the end of the class. The class I had 

today, they were finishing the painting. So today they 

w were^working much more as a group, whereas the other day, 
i 

the thing that was tying them together was that they were 

working together as a group. I suppose I say more of that 

came'out today than the other day. But that seemed like a 

good start towards that sort of thing, and . . . " 

Harold "How do you feel a^out the result7 Both as a product and 

in terms of your educational goals?" 

Julie: "Mmm, as a result it wasn't as strict as I thought it would 

be because their idea of detail and my idea o*f detail 

wasn't exactly the same. But there was some interesting 

things that came up that they had done I wouldn't even have 

^V-^ , thought of, like joining the condominiums together, that was 

v-J even a more of a group idea of thing than I had when I 

started. Today they started initiating a lot more things 'XJ 

on their own. Some started putting rainbows and that sort 

of thing—whereas the other day you had to push them to do even 
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a l i t t l e bit—a couple of guys decided they weren't going 

to do anything at a l l . I t was jus t not the i r cup of tea. 

So the ones that decided the last day—see, there was th is 

big transi t ion between pencil and paint. They th ink, *pen-

c i l ' s okay because I can get real ly careful with a penci l , 

but as soon as i t goes to paint, I don't want to deal with 

that 'cause i t ' s messy and i t never turns out the way I 

want i t t o . ' So a' l o t of them copped out the last day just 

about the time you were there f in ishing up, because they 

d idn ' t want to go on to painting. So today, I had the ones 

who were not doing anything, doing something as far as— 

either doing sky, being 'sky people' or being 'b i rd people', 

( putting in trees, doing something so they were a l l involved* 

in i t , in something. But they've got a short attention 

span, very short. I think the. fact that everybody saw each 

other's house—some of the things that they were working on 

--we worked up unt i l the bel l --so there hadn"*t actually been 

a concluding thing l i ke 'take a look at everybody's home'. 

That sort of thing. Which I real ly l i k e . " 

Harold: "Were you able to do that?" 

Ju l ie : "Today? No. I f i t ' s done i t w i l l probably have to be'done 

another day. Or on a wall i f kids walk by i t . " 

Jlarold: "But yo.u always plan on doing that?" 

Ju l ie : "Yes, i t ' s always in the back of my mind to do that , but 

i t doesn't always get done. Actually, when I f i r s t started 

I was doing i t a l l the* time, even in a br ief way, just be-

fowrthe kids went. But now, towards the ' la t te r part , well 

Wi 
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Victoria has this thing where she scores the kids at the 

end of the class. So a lot of the energy goes into this 

getting ready .for this score. And then I have to fit in 

what I have to say edgewise. And it doesn't fit if they're 

all keen about the score and not hearing the conclusion 

That Rind of stuff. So I think I might have—in that class 

anyway—just teTd them that they were doing a good job, but 

there's not enough in that—and there was the score and a 

hurry to go. Thinking on that now, I'd have to leave a lot 

more time for a good wrap up." 

Harold: "Would you use that point system on your own7" 

Julie "No. Never! (laughs) It's so funny because when I started 

I thought it was a pretty neat idea—cakes and everything— 

really great—and now that I see it working it grates on my 

nerves. It's just like a crutch or something It needs to 

be worked out in* some other way. But, no, I wouldn't do 

that." 

She continues to be aware of and concerned about the effect qf 

her actions in the classroom. As an "almost teacher", Julie, known by 

her classmates and instructors as fun-loving, SDorty, and cheerful, 

although slightly self-conscious, is typed by her students as "serious" 

and "bitchy". The previously somewhat "scattered" and "spontaneous" 

person now feels she is too "tight" and "rigid". InJjhis last week 

of practicum, she is plunged deeper into the role of disciplinarian. 

Julie- "A couple of the girls*that were doing portraits in this 

last class—all I wanted them to do in this last class was 

just to finish them up and get them away and the second 
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half of the class we would w something ,else And I couldn't 

even push that fast enough. Because two of the g i r l s got 

f rustrated and just cut each other up. A\id they had'two of 

the better ones in the class. But there's a lo t of other 

things going on I found them both real ly sassy ever since 

I started. And I told Victoria that—anyway, she sat in the 

class and watched them. Right before her eyes they cut up 

each other's por t ra i ts that they had been working on f/ 

three or four weeks. And so Victor ia got absolutely i ra te 

and they were given detentions and'they went down to the 

pr incipal 's and the principal thought that they should glue 

them back together again. Sort of as a punishment or some

th ing, I don't know. But I had to deal with a whole other 

thing that I had never thought of having to deal with I 

handed out another couple of forms for them to f i l l in< 

after they had thei r detention, jus t to get them to re f lec t M 

on what they had done. Whether it.was a very responsible 

or caring thing to do. And the things that they handed me 

back were jus t incredible!" 

Harold- "Like what7" 

Ju l ie : " I don't know i f you want to see those now7" 

Harold "Sure, ( rust l ing of paper, gets them out ) . " • 

Ju l ie : "They had to read that and then turn i t over and wri te on 

the back." 

Harold- "O.k. So th is is a school-wide 'caring and sharing pro-
v 

gram'7" 

Julie "Yeah, it's been going since February, so I imagine they 

V 
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were pretty well aware of it." 

Harold (reads) 

Q. Do you think it is important for people to 
share and care? A. No, I don't think they 
should share and care because they don't deserve 
to be treated like goodie goodies and I don't 
like to be called a goody goody Q Would you 
consider your action in class on Monday to be 
very caring7 Why7 Why not7 A Yes, I do be
cause I think the kids in our class finally got 
some amusement in the five weeks that we were 
doing those dumb murals, (both laugh) 

Harold "Who made up these questions7" 

Julie "I did." 

What made me cut up my mural is that I didn^t l i ke 
i t and Nicole d idn' t l ike i t either so I cut i t up 
and i t looks f ine 0.. What do you think1 we should 
prescribe as punishment for what you've done and 
why7 A. I don't know, but you were fussing us t o -
make her hair more pret t ier and a l l this junk but 
I d idn' t think that I did r ight but I d idn' t do so 
wrong either. Q Are other teachers getting upset 
with your actions in their classes7 I f no, then 
why did we get upset with you yesterday7 I f Yes, 
what reasons do you think they might have for doing 

'' th is 7 A.» I don't know, i t ' s up to you but I told 
ny mother that and she just laughed. PS\ Mrs. 
Porter, I to ld my mother what you said to me and-
she didn' t l i ke i t one b i t . No they are-not be
cause we ripped up our art work and I can't read 
the rest of the question 

Jul ie . "That's the last question." 
[ 

Harold: »"So where does this-stand now7" 

Julie " I t created a l o t of f lack. There was„ uh . . . " 

Harold: "Is th is the usual kind o f t h i n g they do7" 

Jul ie. "No, I think I did something that was*kind of unusual. 

They-don't usually give them stuff l i ke th is to do, 

they usually jus t s i t them in a corner somewhere and get 

them to think about i t . But for my benefit and for tjpeirs, 

I ^ M ^ I 'd l i l ^ y ^ i to r*ead th is . Because this meant aMot to 
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me—the caring and sharing project. I wanted to know what 

they f e l t ^ b o u t i t . I wanted to know why they had wrecked 

the murals or whatever. And I just generally wanted to know 

a b i t more abou£ them. But I s t i l l rea l ly feel badly for 

those g i r l s And I think a lo t of what\ they said is true. 

I think that they made fa i r l y—in seme cases what they said 

came right from what they f e l t That's okay, I can buy 

that. I j us t don't l i ke where i t ' s coming f/om, thei r a t t i 

tude. And i f i t was up to me I 'd 11kiSyto hjye some time to 

s i t down and talk with them and work on the i r a t t i tude. The ' 

fact that the project was long was that they l e t i t sl ide 

on. I wanted to f in ish i t in three weeks, but i t wouldn't 

f in ish and for"some reason I f e l t i t necessary that they 

f imsn i t . And so, I le t i t drag on. Victoria wanted me 

to f in ish i t without them being f inished. But for some 

reason—for me—I don't think i t was because I wanted to 

keep lashing a dead noodle, but for some reason, I f e l t they 

needed to f in ish th i s . I don't know why." 

Harold. "O.k., so what do you feel then about the practicum as a 

whole now that i t ' s over—over on Friday I guess." 

Jul ie "Oh, discouraged, in a sense. I had so much energy and so 

much ambition I wanted to put into i t when I started. And 

a l o t of i t gets pushed out through the holes that I haven't 

f i l l e d . I f you're looking at my practicum as a hox, or as 

a unit or as a ha l l , or something l i ke that , instead of i t 

a l l working together and growing larger and becoming more 

whole or something l i ke that there's a i r holes shooting up 
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I 
through i t—tha t ' s how I deflated. But I know a lo t of 

the reasons for that , I had a l o t , o f s tuf f that I have--
4 

simply because I took on the practicum through the idea of 

working with my other professor at Dal, I felt a heavy 

weight of responsibility both for the Col.lege and from 
*0 

m there. There was th is constant thing in my mind about 

keeping a balance instead of just saying, 'To hell with 

everybody' and doing i t the way I wanted to do i t . 

There is so much that you, are gonna deal with in th is * 

Advanced Practicum a l l at once. I t ' s jus t incredible. Like 

the teacher that you are working with and .the kids that 

you're working with. I would l i ke to have a good clear 
•S4» 

head space to work-out this problem with the two girls. 

* And how to approach them and sit down with them and just 

address the issue in some ways that I felt were somewhat 

resolved. Now all I can say to the kids is 'Ifs too. bad 

you done this, but it'5 not my cup of tea anymore' 

e sums up her practicum experience in her journa'l. 
I'm feeling really badly at this point that I 
didn't accomplish in this practicum all that I 
set out to accomplish. I had such great ideas. 
A lot of things happened at once and even the 

- nature of the projects I did and their effect on 
the kids amazed me. It was definitely a learning 
experience No bed of roses . . . I learned a 
great deal, in this student teaching position and 
couldn't have asked for more freedom, help or 
attention from Victoria. I feel anything more I 
learn about teaching now is. going to come from 
the kids. I have lots of(wishes and ideas. I 
just have to spend time-working on getting across 
what I want and clarifying mjy-objectives through 
more careful planning. I know however that I can 

t and really want to accomplish that clarity. I 
am making that a major goaKfor my summer teaching 
program. 

11 



Julie has a summer job teaching children's art classes at a Pro

vincial gallery. Her plans after that are'unci ear. Although she has 

completed* the art education program she has not completed the degree. 

When the time for the art history exam arrived, Julie did not write 

it so failed the course. That course and an academic elective (half 

1 
course) remain as degree requirements Perhaps she will be back in 

the fall, perhaps not. She would like to travel and " . to have 

sqrae teaching experience in another location besides what I'm used 

to here". She talks about the difference between experience gained 

"on your own" and as a student.* 

Julie "Yeah, I really do draw a line between my student experience 

and the real world. I don't know, it's become quite ob

vious to me as I've gone along. It seems that»every year 

I go on I make it even more a definite line. It shouldn't 

be really, especially in the practicum. It's very . . " 

Harold "Well, what's the difference in your attitude towards them7" 

V 
Julie "In my attitude towards them7 I don't know. It's just--" 

I don't know if it is that people are coming back and ana-
> 

lyzing what I do. I don't think it's-all that. It's just^ 

that I look at school as being an area where I put energy 

into. O.k., I put energy into school, I put energy into 

social life, I put energy into hobbies and things that I 

like to do . . . I'm interested) in pursuing that aren't 

at art school. I have all these divisions. But then when I 

take a job, it's like everything focuses on the job and the 

only division then would he job and other things, but job is 

a pri-ority, sq school often loses'itself as a priority." 
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Harold: "So you take the job more seriously7" 

Julie "I think I do. Well", I know that any job I've ever taken, 

the problem hasn't been that I haven't-paid enough atten

tion to it It's been that I've overworked—whixh is kind 

of strange " 

Harold "So in a way, you don't, see your student teaching as a job7" 

Julie- "I didn't, no (laughs)." 

Harold "I'm not saying that one should or one shouldn't." 

Julie- "As a matter of fact, one girl came out in class the other 

day, Heather, she said, it worked the best for her was when 

she took as much responsibility from the teacher as she 

could, and I felt that that was such a mature, such a good 

statement to say—and it made me feel so bad (laugh) be- ' 

cause I had taken some, but I still hadn't gone out of my 

way to take a good deal of responsibility." 

Harold "You could have taken more if you had it." 

Julie "Oh, yeah, I could have. I'm quite sure that I could have. 

And that makes me feel lousy about myself. Because a lot 

of things like that that make me feel kind of lousy about 

myself—the fact that I wasn't pushing for perfection. I 

4 do in a sense, but when I fall short ofit I get really 

pissed off at myself. So. But there were a lot of other 

things on the go at the time, as usual . . . And I'm really 

looking forward to a month of doing something to sort it 

a,ir~Dtrt^—Sorting it all out is just an in-between stage. 

Because when I start teaching again, I think things will 

start sorting themselves out much more clearly." 
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Harold "Right. Do you feel you are ready to take on teaching as a 

job7" , 

Julie "No. (quick reply). My first reaction is no." 

Harold "What would you still need to do in order . . " 

Julie ' "My first reaction in saying 'no' is because confidence 

isn't a big thing with me. But I think because I feel that 

way, the best thing I could do for myself is to go to inter

views, sign up -and just get myself into that position, and 

then say, 'All right, here you are, you bloody well better 

be ready'"' 

Harold M0 k.* If you don't feel ready, part of it is perhaps lack 

of self-confidence." 

Julie. "Right, which would be just hojding myself back rather than 

giving myself the push forward that I need." 

Harold "Do you feel that you have enough skills and/or knowledge to 

.teach?"-

Julie "I'm still —I've always had this fight all the way through 

. about art—you know—how much of what I teach is going to 

be 'art' and how much of it is going to be something else— 

'outdoorsy', and how much is going to be just social things. 

It's revolving in my head but I don't know quite where my 

focus is. Which is one reason that I'm glad that I"ve got 

this month freehand that I'm teaching this summer because I 

think if I throw away everything else, well not throw it a-
» 4. 

way, but if I sort of lift up the sort of restrictions that 

I felt in a college sense as far as what you have to be 

responsible to and just start doing it—sort of my way. I 
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don't know why I don't feel I can do that here but,,if s 

not even something that I'm conscious of, it's just some

thing that's there. And I think if I'm in another setting 

that's there. And I think if I'm in another setting like 

that and I just say to myself, 'O.k., how do you want to do 

it7 What is it you want to do7 What's important to teach 

these kids today, or for the next week7' I think it will 

start coming clearer to me. And I think I have learned 

that one of the best things I can use to focus myself is the 

journal. And I'm going to start keemng one for a lot of 

the things that I do. I really have to make it clear to 

myself. And if I just sort of let it go by and think about 

it and say 'Maybe I'll do* it better next time', it helps so 

much more.if I have some place to put it down and hash it 

over with myself and other people. I think that's probably 

what I'll do to help anyway. And I talk to the other people 

I'm working with." 

Harold: "Right (pause). When you are out in your practicum, par

ticularly this last one, did you ever have a feeling, 'Gee 

I wish they had taught me, either more or better, either how 

to do this or how to handle this situation7" 

Julie- "Yeah, my first couple of weeks out there I really wanted 

more on classroom management. 1%, just how to move around 

in an art rt>om and make yourself a presence. And just about 

basic control in the class. If you want to he heard, how 

to do that. We had covered that sort of thing loosely and 

roughly all the way through. But there was never a great 
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deal of time spent on it. It was sort of something that 

was always said 'It'll fall into place if you have your ob

jectives clear'. Which I think is true, I think it will 

too. But I think it is a good thing to have . . maybe 

things about record keeping and just the paperwork that a 

teacher faces. The paper and the politics. Then again 

that's something that will come—come clear I'd like to 

know a bit more about—talking to my cooperating teacher, 

I did find out bits and pieces, but she never—we were al-

,ways too busy just with active teaching to sit down and go 

over files and records and everything and she wanted to 

leave at the end of a busy day and that sort of thing was 

o.k. and she would tell me a couple of things—but it was 

never—'Don't take it too seriously' was sort of the atti

tude. In other words, you can deal with it. But I'd still 

like to know what it is I'll have to be able to deal with 

(laughs)." 

Harold "Right. One thing that I've asked you about over the years, 

I've tried to get a sense of how you feel about teaching and 

being a teacher and the role, or yourself in the role of the 

teacher. And remember I asked you when we just started to 

c, recall how you felt about teachers when you were a student 

and at different times I've asked you that. I was just won

dering now that you are just about ready to be a "real" 

teacher yourself, how do you feel about teaching or yourself 

in the role of a teacher?" 

Julie: "Hmrnm. I'm not sure." 

* 
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Harold: "Can-you see yourself in the ro le 7 " 

Julie "Well, uh, I 'd real ly l i ke to do that. I don't know i f I 'd 
0 

l i ke 'to teach, I don't know i» what s ty le . (Would that_ be a 

good word7)" 

Harold. "Umhum." 
•4 

Julie "In what style I want to teach yet7 I don't know i f I want 

to be a teacher l i ke I've had a lo t of teachers.be," for me. 

I th ink, though this play of f between the type of learning 

styles I'm learning about in exoeriential education and art 

education—I would l i ke to be the sort of teacher who could 

i n s t i l l -in-students the desire to f ind out for themselves 

and to learn," and to—I suppose more; of a f a c i l i t a t o r ' s 

• posi t ion, or something l i ke that. That's sor.t of what I 

,. would real ly l i ke in the long run, but X think that , for me 

I'm going to have to work towards that because I . s t i l l have 

" " to get used to kids. I s t i l l have to f ind out a l l these 

£ other things though. I ' l l probably spenrd-a . lot of time* 

watching teachers, for a b i t and asking a lo t of questions. 

And I think I ' l l probably end up doing mor^ research than' • 

I've done, wanting to take more courses and Keep in touch.-

But I do l i ke the ide"a of teaching. *I l i ke some of the 

neat things that can happen. I wish that -I h*ad better- fee l -

ings to draw from than th is past practicum, b'ecause I don't 

think that this was the best feelings that I've had, but I 

know why." 

Harold: "Why?" 

Julie: "Well, just simply becaus.e (pause) I wasn't together enough. 

http://teachers.be
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I wasn't on top of what I was doing. I think in going 

through with Katherine she has certa in ly i ns t i l l ed in me the 

idea of knowing what you are doing and being clear. And I 

have to work on c l a r i t y and that sort of th ing. And I 

want to make that sort of an issue r ight now. And I think 

the summer w i l l help. By the eTtcKof the summer, I ' l l proba

b l y have a better idea of ' Ju l ie as teacher', (both laugh) 

or not! (laugh) I'm sure that I can do i t . I see no rea

son why I can't because there is so much about me that wants 

to do that sort of thing that feels I can do i t . I t ' s jus t 

l ike I've wr i t ten in the Jour'nal and other places. I t ' s not 

that I don't have intentions and ideas. I've got lo ts of 

those. I t ' s just getting them t o the f inished state, and I 

have to work on my frameworks and my p la i^ f rg and my bridge 

between ideas." 

Harold: "Do you think you are a better planner now than you used to 

be7" 

Jul ie "Well, I can be. But I'm certainly aware of the fact that 

i f anything comes up and distracts me in the sl ightest way, 

I ' l l throw i t to the wind. Not because I want to but i t • 

just d r i f t s o f f . So I have to have things around me that 

remind me to plan. Because when I am planned; when I have 

even a basic idea of what I am doing, i t works much smooth

er. Things c l ick into place so much easier. And jus t get

t ing through the day makes a lo t more sense. ^*But when i t y 

starts to d r i f t o f f , I s tar t to get a l l 'loosey goosey' 

again." 
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I t is interesting and perhaps «iroiric that jus t as Ju l ie 's ^prac-' , 

t icum,-the "practical part" is ending, she is becoming more intepested* 

in theory and philosophy. She has a Nietzsche quoting roommate who 

has kindled an interest in philosophy and her teaching experience sterns 

to have impressed her with.the value of clear reasoned thinking. The 

notion of a rationale for teaching, so vague in Intro haŝ  taken on . 

real meaning. 

Jul ie "Actually, I saw a cartoon just the other day and i t showed 

somebody standing over a l ine of three students with a 

ch ise l , one had a round sort of regular head and a l l the 

others he was chiseling into square shapes." 

Harold "That's r i gh t . " 

Ju l ie . "And I f e l t , oh-oh. I should cut out that cartoon and keep 

i t in front of me to remind me of how horr ible i t looked. 

But I 'd hate to be the sort of a teacher that would do that. 

And yet i t seems to be the way that teachers and education 

in the large sense work. That scares me." 4 

Harold: "One thing about school *systefns, yod tend to think that way 

because they are analogous to fsctofies'because they.are • -

standardized so much you tead t o think l ike tHat." 

Ju l ie . "Everybody is going to turn out^the" same." 

Harold. "Yeah, they are going to be'the same when they come out the 

end. And that 's a part of the rationale there, but i t ' s 

v not necessarily the only one."" 

Ju l ie . "Yeah, I suppose especially viewing th i s as an art teacher 

who I feel is sort of my duty to bring out a person's i n -

dividual i t y and the creative s p i r i t wi thin people. Thafs 
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sort of an idea that scares me. And again in the course I 

had taken at Dal in experiential education where you're 

being a person who motivates people to look for themselves, 
m 

you set up a problem so- i t becomes a challenge to them 

i 

rather than a task. I suppose every teacher does that any

way, but some ways work better than others." 

Harold- "Right. But that 's a very basic issue though. Didn't.you 

confront fhat r ight from the beginning7 Say, in In t ro7 " \ 

Jul ie- "Wel l ,yes. But i t wasn't made as clear to me'then." 

Harold. "So i t ' s real ly come around to you." 

Ju l ie : "Yeah, in Intrc-everything is *just sort o f— i t ' s up there 

on the board as theory and that 's where i t i s . Some things 

- excite me and get me worked up but i t d idn ' t real ly chal

lenge me the way i t ' s challengingme now. Because I have 

taught and know that I can teach l i ke the square block 

method. I t scares the hell out of me. I don't want to 

"* teach- l i ke that . I want to think much more clearly about 

what I am doing so that I'm doing not that. Because i t 

bothers me. Well, anyway, i f I ended up doing that I 'd be— 

I wouldn't want to teach anymore. That would real ly be 

upsetting. I suppose for thgse reasons I'd l i ke to get i n 

to the philosophy of ar t or art education anyway." 

/Throughout th is ent ire process Jul ie is very much "the student". 

She noes not to ta l l y proj'ect herself into the role""of teacher or 

a r t i s t , perhaps out of modesty, lack of presumption, or lack of con- « 

fidence. She would l i ke to be the teacher but feels the constraint 

of being a student teacher or assistant, always having to adapt to or 
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but paradoxically feels, and often projects a lack of self-confidence 

which is not conducive to -fea'ing perceived as being ready to take con

trol. Also, paradoxically, she realizes the need for outside direc

tion for stability, be it a cooperating teacher backing up a lesson 

or Dad decorating a bike. She does not presume to step into the role 

of artist. She feels not ready and does not know when she might be 

ready. As with Annie and Jane, being an artist is a highly desirable 

goal, but Julie does not feel that she can comfortahly assume the 

artist persona. The teacher persona however is one she feels more 

prepared to adopt. She only hopes that she can live up to her own 

expectations. 

The rest of this chapter*can be seen as arkind of epilogue. 

Technically, Julie has completed her art education program and has 

ceased to be a student teacher. However, since she still feels her-

self to be "becoming" and is still very much a student, the process is 

not complete (if it can ever be). She is though, still a student of 

teaching. This final phase sees the maturation of Julie as a "stu^ 

dent-teacher", more an anti-climax and continuation than an epilogue. 

When she returns in the fall, she does take a course in the 

philosophical foundations of art education and does well. She also 

takes the art history course and finally passes. Her experiences 

teaching in the summer provided valuable experience but also con

firmed well-known tendencies. 

I found that after working with the theatre troupe -
last summer, where I was managing—I like managing. 
I don't like working in somebody else's program. I 
think that I will have to realize that I will have 
to work within a few programs anyway hefore I have 
enough material to start one of my own. It was just 
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f 
I guess that tl̂ is one seemed too long. I learned 
all I could learn from it in the first Couple of 
weeks. After that it became just'redundant . . . 
Although she (the director) said . . that she v 

wanted me to be willing and open to discuss won
derful ideas, in fact wasn't really. She had * 
these ideas of her own and that's the way it has -
been done. You can't really do things 'outside. * 
Why use the outdoor environment when you can make 
the indoor environment into the outdoors sort of 
thing . . . I'm glad I worked there, but halfway 
through the summer,. . I caught mononucleosis. 
I was rather drained of any-great ambition." 

This term Julie tooh another drawing course and. is making real 

progress. 

Julie- "Yeah, I really gdt a lot out of it. I found I was think

ing a lot more about why I drew and why I drew the way I 

do, and where I wanted my drawing to go. Did,J always want 

to be super-realistic and technical, wnich is sort of a 

hang-up I've had ever since J started. J like drawing 

technically, getting it technically correct, but as far as 

branching into any kind of abstraction, I just didn't seem 

to be interested. But then J got to fooling around with 

something at home and found a -few other things about making 

marks that I found interesting * . So, she has encouraged 

me to go with that." 

Harold: "So you see yourself continuing now on your? own?" 

Julie. "I hope so. Yeah, I'm going to try to. I bought a whole 

whack of stuff from the school store before they closed to 

take with me-and say 'Here it is! You got it all ready to 

go, there is no excuse.' Yeah, I'm going to try and keep 

it.up. It i'S real important. She noticed a big improve

ment and so did I, from the time I started the class until 
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the end. I started, to get much stronger and more deter

mined, rather than wishy-washy . . I think too the best 

way for me to keep going is to«look at more drawings I t 

has come to that point now tha f there is a reason to go to 

a gallery and look at drawings, whereas before i t was 'Oh, 

yes, there is somebody else out there better than me!'" 

(laughs) ^ 

"Do you see yourself as an ' a r t i s t ' 7 " ' 

"Oh, I don't know! (quick reply) . Not now (laugh),.no " 

"Will you7 When would you7" 

"When would I 7 Well, when I was doing i t enough. I don't 

know what is the stigma I have attached.to ' a r t i s t ' . Hmmm, 

I think i t has a l o t to do with doing i t more, being aware 

of medium and what you are using. I have only been in t ro -

ducing myself again to i t But when I'm more in contro l , 

I 'd l i ke to be more in control of my drawings, real ly deter

mining def in i te things about them. Mmmm. I don't know how 

long that w i l l take (laugh). Who knows7 Someday I ' l l wake 

up and say i t ' s about time. Or i f someone came up andssaid 

'you can't have th is job unless you a re ' , I 'd say, 'Yes, I 

am'." 

Harold- "But up l i n t i l now, you've considered yourself e_Jpause)' 

student?" 

Julie- "Oh, yes. I guess I w i l l always think of myself as a siyb-

~dent, but I do realize that i f you want to think of yourself 

as a student, then adopt the idea of 'student of l i f e ' kind 

of th ing, always ready to take in new ideas but not to under-

i 
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mine yourself as also a person capable of doing things. In 

that sense you are a student as well as a leader, a teacher. 

I think the two have to go hand in hand but you can't use 

one as an excuse not to do the other." 

Harold "So you don't see any big conflict between yourself in the 

role of an art teacher as opposed to being either a teacher 

or an artist7" 

Julie "I still have a problem when anyone comes up to me and says, 

'What was your specialization when you went through the 

college7 You didn't have a specialization7 You mean you 

are not a weaver or a potter7' And I don't know, it-really 

bothers some people, like, I don't have a leg to stand on. 

Well, I say 'I specialized I suppose in drawjng'. But I 

considered it much more important to have an introduction 

at least to the different processes that you can use in 

teaching art and I have all that as a resource rather than 

specialization in one area of interest which probably I 

Will get into afterwards. Certain materials are more 

accessible to me than others " A 

Harold": '"Maybe your specialization was art educ-ation." 

Julie- "Yeah, well, for sure. But then you say to people 'art 

education' (they say) 'What's that7 Well I know, but 

what part of that was your specialization?' And then you 

have to explain . . . " 

Harold: "This term you got involved with working with exceptional 

or disabled people. Is that an area you would be inter

ested in pursuing?" 
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Julie "Oh yeah. I love that. But I think there is a rush on dis

abilities right now, It's in. But that bothers me. "I get 

a lot of satisfaction doing it, but I kind of wonder if it's 

easy to get satisfaction from there. For sure it is, but 
« 

I'd like to do it a lot more. I was actually thinking of 

working at a camp for disabled people You have to move 

in 1 think you learn a lot more by living with disabled 

people than just visiting them now and then, if you can be

come part of the-ir world. It's a lot harder to do than just 

teaching them art a couple of times la week'. . " 

Harold: "If there were a choice in teaching jobs, is-there any, par

ticular age group or population that you would be most 

interested in working with7" 

Julie. "I don't know. The idea of working in the school system, 

I like it, but I think of it as sort of—as a big challenge, 

to work in the school system and I wonder if I would measure 

up . . . Whereas I could see me fitting easily into any num

ber of situations and having a great time and probably 

accomplishing a lot. But somehow, the school system seems 
4 * 

* 

to be the ultimate challenge to.me. (In a change Humphrey 

Bogart-like voice, she adds) I f I could handle the school 

k - system, I could handle anything! . . . I guess one of my 

.notes that I'm leaving on is the fact that , o .k . , I know 

this much about art education and I know what they have 

been throwing at me about outdoor education and I've got "a 

smattering of environmental -stuff, I f e l t that I had to 

•concentrate t o ta l l y th is term on art and art education. I 
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worked with blinders pn th is term My distractions I com

pletely eliminated." * / 

Harold. "Good, you are f i na l l y able to do that ." -

Jul ie. " I don't know, i t took a lo t of work " 

Ju l ie 's experience of being a student teacher and becoming a 

teacher might be captured by the root metaphor'of a game of tennis. 

I t is a game of tennis played with herself, or rather with parts of 

herself, tier thoughts, feelings and ideas about teaching, chi ldren, 

schools, her 'family, her f r iends, teachers, a r t , outdoor education 

and other interests are constantly bounced back and for th across the 

net of her developing sel f . Sometimes thes£,balls f l y ou^of the 

court, sometimes they stay in play. She f ina l l y - fee ls that She is 

ready to concentrate on her game. <• 

^ 
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" Chapter 9 

UNRAVELING THEMES AN INTRODUCTION 

The -preceding chapters, from a variety of perspectives, have 

tried to" shed light on the question "what does it mean to be a stu

dent teacher7" The initial impulse was to attempt a description of 

the process one undergoes in becoming a teacher, but the orientation 

soon shifted from becoming to being and from process to the dwelling 

in the-phenomenon. Although the notions of becoming and process are 

still relevant .ones for this study, I have come to the realization 

that in order to understand the process, the movement from one phase 

to another, one must dwell fully inside the phase in the moment of 

being. 

Being involves opening oneself to be fully present, to be authen

tic. Becoming then, can be seen as a continuum of moments of authen

tic being. 

As the experience,of three students in a program of art teacher 

education unfolded over time, we .shared their grappling with the exi

gencies and contingencies of planning and preparing for lessons, 

making art, managing classrooms, being with.children, and acquirmq 

the rudiments of the theory and practice of teaching art. We gained, 

or regained, some sense of the student teacher's life-world. A sense 

of the temporal nature of being a student teacher has been tasted. 

The"phenomenologies contained statements of mine meant to highlight 

certain phases pr features of the dialogue rather than to attribute 

causality. A perceptive observer or reader could- contribute further 

commentary or questions or respond to the text at other points. 

Thes,e tex^s are in a certain sense "raw data""accessible to other 

t 
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researchers. 

The student teacher's world has been entered-ajid the horizons 

extended, but we can probe more deeply A technique for furthering 

phenomenological reflection is thematic analysis (Barrit et al , 

1984, Van Manen, 1984). Van Manen calls phenomenological themes 

"the structures of experience" (1984, p. 59) since they can provide 

foci or threads around which to create an analysis. If the descrip

tions of each student's life-world can be considered temporal or hor

izontal, then a thenlatic description can be seen to add depth and 

verticality. 

We have a picture or parts of pictures of some aspects of what 

it is like to be a student teacher, and several themes suggest them

selves for analysis. Perhaps a better metaphor than a picture is a 

weaving into which tttemes are interlaced. For us to examine these ^ 

themes, these threads, and to see how they have given structure to 

the experience, we can unravel them and then re-weave another level 

of phenomenolojical description. In the next three chapters I will 

consider some themes which pertain to being a student teacher. One 

dominant theme is the-student teacher's conception of teachers and 

of students or pupils. This theme can be explored by investigating 

how the student teacher's experiences and responses relate to person

al and collective myths about teaching and being a teacher. The 

student teacher must also deal with herself as student and herself as 

teacher. A related theme is the student teacher's view of and 

relationship with the school as an institution and as a system. 

"Another theme, an important one for the understanding of the art edu

cation student teacher, is the artist-teacher relationship, The 

A 
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student teacher often sees it as a conflict, confrontation or dilemma. 

It begins as a matter of roles, but roles that run to the depth of 

one's being. Indeed, the third theme that will,be unraveled,' also 

hits the core of being, the matter of understanding oneself. It 

appears that an essential feature of being a student teacher is 

realizing that it is necessary to understand being a student teacher, 

that is, to understand oneself, to-be self-aware. To be a teacher, 

one who serves and nurtures or^gives to others, one must first ad

dress oneself. To be a student teacher, one must be in a certain 

way. Being a student teacher is a mode of being and can be likened 

to inhabiting a plateau of being These may not be the only themes 

or threads that could be examined fruitfully, but they are key ones 

that tie together the experience of being a studtnt teacher. 

In their writing, phenomenologists strive to be attentive to the 
* 

etymological origins of words in the hope that regaining contact with 

the original forms of the words will bring us closer to the life ex

perience to which they belong (Van Manen, 1984, p. 53). Before we 

plunge into analysis of the themes, a look at the term "student 

teacher" might be instructive. "Student" derives from the Latin, 

"studere", to be eager, to apply oneself, to study. "Teacher", one 
V 4 

who teaches, comes from the Old English, "taecan", to show, instruct 

and is a general term for causing one to acquire knowledge or skills. 

It is akin to "token". We can see a relationship between teach and 

token if we think of token as an outward indicator or expression—a 

visible sign or something shown as a symbol. Teaching then has the 

sense of making visible, making something to be shown or manifested, 

serving as an example. Phenomenology, which can be seen as a kind of 
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Another interesting discovery is that "lea'rn", alsojjf Old "Eng1-

lish derivation, was once acceptable English usage as a synonym for 
i 

"teach". "I'll learn you" is now non-standard usage, but such a * j 

connection reaffirms the intimate relationship between, teaching and . 

learning and indicates that the relation is not.necessarijy one of 

cause and effect. What the real teacher does, says-Heidegger, is 

"to let learn" (Heidegger, 1972, p 15) Also of interest is the 

kinship of "learn" to "lore", the body of traditional,. popular; often 

anecdotal knowledge about a particular subject. Lore, in its archaic 

form, means the act of teaching. 

I recall that when I was a student teacher, the terms "practice 

teaching" and "practice teacher" were used. Th& connotation was that 

one was practicing to be a teacher in the sense Of practice meaning 

to perform repeatedly in order to acquire a skill One practiced, * 

or rehearsed until he or she got it rightj It was not for real—yet. 

Practice in this sense did not' mean to work at Or pursue a-prof.es-" 

sion. Practice teaching was a common term when Jearmng to' teach: was 

seen Aktraining, the acquisition of a set of skills. One could talk 

abeu^practice teaching-because teaching was not-something'practiced. 

It was not a profession. The term has lost favour with the growing 

professionalism of teachers. There is a sense however, in which 

"practice" has relevance in this context, and that is <as "praxrs", 

or theory put into action. Sartro uses "praxis" to'refer to man's 

4£t*oTi in the world, his work or purposeful activity in the material 

universe (Cumming, 1965," p. 422). This dialectical relationship be

tween theory and action (or practice) is at the core of the educative 

t 
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process and is something which the student teacher endeavours to com- ^ 

prehend. 

Other words, "educator" and "pedagogue" hpld promise for examin

ation. The original sense of educate (from Latin "educare") is to 

draw out or develop the mental powers of another. Pedagogue comes 

from the Greek "paidos", a child and "agogos", leader. If we take 

the Latin for student (studere) in the sense of "to be eager" and 

the Greek roots of pedagogue, literally "child leader" plus the Old 

English for teacher (taecan), we get close to a meaning that is 

vividly reflected in the student teacher's life-world descriptions. 

A student teacher is someone who is eager to lead and to cause things 

to be shown'to a child. Here we see student as being eager, apply-
4. 

ing oneself.' This is studying in its present, active sense rather 

than as future preparation. This attributes the being of a student 

teacher its full presentness, its capacity for praxis. Such a con

ception gives being a student teacher more vitality and intention 

than simpTy describing her as a student of teaching or someone who is 

studying to be a teacher. She is eager to present herself as a 

leader of children. 



Chapter 10 

THE STUDENT TEACHER AND THE TEACHE.R AND THE STUDENT <• 
ii 

A* 

When student teachers describe their life-worlds, obvious fea-

tures are teachers and students. They talk about the teachers they 

had, the teachers they are, and the teachers they want to be. they 

talk of the students (pupils) they want" to teach, the students they 

teach, the students they are, and"the students they once were. As we 

have seen, their conceptions of teachers and students" change and 
I 

evolve. They begin as public myths- "teaching is a secure job", a 

teacher is ira kind of person who could be put on a pedestal", "chil-

dren are naturally creative, are naturally spontaneous". These myths 

are transformed by personal experience. As a teacher you should "be 

open enough so that you can change", "if-you become involved in it 

. . . there's a lot of depth in it", children "do need a structure to 

follow", "it takes so long for them (students) to do these things". 

Is there some coherent conception of.teacher that^anises? Are 

there essential features of the teacher's relation to children and 

pupils? Is. there a discernible image of an art teacher? What 

grounds the student teacher's conception of what it means to become a 

teacher, and specifically, an art teacher? An important aspect 

appears to be one's view of the place of art in schools. To add to . 

Annfe's>.Jane's, and Julie's description and to further mingle our 

horizons, I offer some--extracts'from my memory journal relating to my 
» * • 

early experiences with teachers, art and schools. • 

My earliest-art related .recollection has to do 
with colouring books-rthe black outline picture 
scribbled over with crayon, usually purple but some
times pink or black. I think the scribbling was 
done by my younger brother. I-always took pains to 
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get between><toe lines but was not always success
ful. 

I have no recollection of drawing before I 
entered school,although I am told that I "always 
liked to draw". The first 4mage of my being a 

»"drawer" occurs around grade four. I must have 
been doing drawings at home, probably copied from 
books—of cowboys, horses and ships. The first 
real school encouragement came from my grade four 

. teacher (her name rhymed wjth bore). I remember 
her vividly. She seemed to me rather elderly, 
probably what I'd-now call middle aged and what 
my father cal-led "homely". She suggested to me 
that when I grew up I should become an architect 
because she thought I- could draw. That appealed 
to me until ^discovered that architects also had 

* to know about mathematics and such complex matters 
so my career goal shifted to "commercial artist", 
vague in my initial understanding, but a concrete 
occupation. This teacher, "Mrs. Horrible", was 
memorable from her ghost stories, I remember sit
ting in my row-desk spellbound, in utter suspense 
and fear, as she told the story of the three-legged 
killer. - She described howhe stalked his victim, 

• -making the sound of threer^gs approaching down a 
dark street. He attacked and strangled. I \ 
screamed.- That broke up the class and from t;hat 
point on, when the teacher told her mystery stories, 
i'waited out in the cloakroom. I think I drew. 

I was excluded from another activity that year 
». and the next. Even though I liked to sing, I was 

barred from the class choir p.ecause the teacher 
said I sang 1n "a monotone". So I stayed in the 
classroom and drew when the rest of the class went 
downstairs to practice. There was me and another 
kid, Adoe (the potato). He was "a dumb kid"--
older, not very bright, but gentle,, tall ,•>with red 
hair. I imagine he now would be classified as "a 
slow learner" or "learning disabled". He also 
liked to draw. I remember us*both drawing ships. 

^ - I did a sailing ship in pastels which my parents 
framed and had hanging in our living room for 
years. Mrs. H. told us about an artist she knew 
who*could draw beautifully (meaning render well) 
and who drew ships but was not intelligent enough 
to know how a "Ship was rigged or constructed so was 
limited as an artist, I interpreted this to mean 
that I could become an artist but poor Adoe could 

It was from this point on that I began to see 
as "artistic". In a way it was compensatory. 

It drew on-stereotypes and preconceptions and helped 
reinforce thefi. If I was "arcfcistic", I didn't have 

not. , 1 
mySelf 



to be, and indeed couldn't be, outgoing, good in 
^sports, good in,math—all things that didn't come 
as easily as drawing. My sense of being a loner, 
outside the group, different, was given credibility. 
Being different from the other kids was promoted 
by my mother, always one to-make a virtue of neces
sity. Being different became equated with being 
better. 

The town I grew up in was predominantly work
ing class—miners, loggers, labourers, the occasion
al merchant, and the rare professional (meaning a 
doctor). I, and I think most of the towns people 
considered teachers to be none of the above. 
Teachers were sort of perpetual students, people 
who have not quite grown up but were lucky to have 
a good income and two months of summer holidays. 
But in all other respects, the teachers would keep 
their jobs and probably deserved the salary for 
having to spend time in school with those kids. 
Again, except for the two doctors, teachers provided 
the only real job role models for anyone who aspired 
to be other than a labourer or salesperson. As a 
child and teenager, what I saw was that anyone who 
was at all successful at school could graduate, go 
to normal school, or later university, and come 
back home to the town or district, to be a teacher. 
It seemed like a closed circle, something that ex
isted for its own sake without reference to the 
outside world. My view df the outside world was, 
admittedly, rather limited So, since I was en
couraged to be different, I had no professed inter
est in becomma a teacher . , . 

Following the scenes of my becoming the class 
artist in grades four and five are a few art related 
ones from grade six. I recall myself again in a 
cloakroom, this time enlarging pictures with an 
opaque projector. It seems to be characteristic of 
my school art experiences that they occur apart 
from and outside classrooms. Not only is art out
side *the classroom philosophically, it is outside 
physically. Except for a group mural on Africa in 
grade four, my only recollection of thick paints 
ano} bright colours and the occasional story illus
tration or social studies project, I have no memor
ies of elementary school art. It was also in grade 
si.x that I experienced my first student teacher. 
He had us doing papier mache masks. I still recall 
the large brown Indian chief face I constructed 
with its shiny shellac finish and black wool 
braids. I recall it in the context of an art pro-* 
ject but something that was not drawing or painting. 
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Grade seven and eight were Tiberating years. 
We-moved from the elementary school building"to the 
high school building across the school yard.' We had 
different teachers for different subjects. We had « 
art once in awhile, maybe it was once a week*but it 
didn't seem that often. At least there was a "real" 
art teacher, a tiny woman with a loud voice.and a 
large reputation for being a disciplinarian. In 
her class, we got to sit at tables and to use water 
paints . . . It was doing something I liked but it 
was not particularly exciting or expanding What 
was more exciting'was what I did with the grade 
seven home room teacher, the first youngish male 
teacher I encountered. He made social studies 
(and school) interesting again agd encouraged me to 
write and act in skits, nurturing my other role as 
the class clown. Although not particularly outgoing 
or socially adept, in an "on stage" situation, I 
lost inhibitions and could perform. (Maybe I could 
be a teacher) . . . 

The other teacher I admired was my grade ten 
to twelve English teacher. What shone through was 
her love of the material. This was rare in my ex
perience—someone who taught what they knew and 
loved. 

From grade nine on,*I took art by correspon
dence . . . as I said, opportunities were limited. 
The idea of art as being something outside the 
mainstream for the talented few was certainly re
inforced. 

I also took by correspondence, a commercial 
art course with Art Instruction Inc. of Minneapolis, 
Minnesota (wherever that was). I was fifteen and 
the course opened up a new world for me. The les
sons, or books, or units of study were more detailed 
than the lessons from the Department of Education 
and there was colour! My inspiration was the covers 
of the Saturday Evening Post and my idol was Norman 
Rockwell. This course reinforced' and fed me on 
those genres. Since my forte was copying and I 
could follow instructions, I did well . . . In 
retrospect, I see that my work was very tight, re
strictive, unimaginative, and naive and the skill 
level in tasks like lettering and layout rather 
mediocre. But I drew a lot and that was good. 
When I drew I felt I belonged to something. 

So, at high school leaving time, to me art was 
illustration, something one did on his own, outside 
of school, and the last thing I wanted to be was an 



art teacher. Teaching seemed an easy out—some
thing everyone did. But I liked little kids. By 
this time, we had a baby brother and we all partici
pated in the child care activities. Also, I had 
been active in cubs and scouts, so leading groups 
was not new to me. Sure, I could be a teacher. t 
I'll need a job someday. Don't rush me. 

Yes, one can always be a teacher But if one chooses to be a 

teacher of art, what does that mean7 Is there something basic about 

my experience of art as being "outside" school7 It is common know

ledge that the arts are not valued highly in North American schools 

although art educators and others believe that they are essential and 

central features of a civilized society. 

The arts of visual expression, for example, are 
evident in almost every visible thing shaped by 
the human mind - all the artifacts we use, all the 
images we see, all the constructed spaces we inhabit. 
Learning about the arts of visual expression (as 
well as the art of music, dance, and theatre) is 
just as demanding as, and no less important than, 
mastering the art of expression through words and 
numbers. (Chapman, 1982, p. 2-3) 

I believe too that the arts are important, but I have implicitly 

accepted this "outsidedness". I have been something like Schutz's 

"stranger", an on-looker to the "thinking-as-usual" patterns of the 

school (Schutz, 1964, p 91-105). In this society, the artist and by 

extension the art teacher, is a kind of enforced, perpetual stranger. 

A feature of the distinctiveness of the artist, says Feldman, is 

" . . . his role as an outsider whose social usefulness is based, it 

would seem, on his chronic estrangement from the ordinary, official 

concerns of society" (Feldman, 1962, p. 4). I have sometimes revelled 

in this role for its specialness. From my fringe position I have 

'made it a mission to make art more central, more integral in schools 

and public education as I regard it integral to my life. Perhaps it 

*» 
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is an urge to belong, yet remain somewhat different (but ndk too dif

ferent). In this respect I am more like the "homecomer" Schutz des

cribes, returning to an environment which is familiar, but which can 

-.be seen with new eyes. What is usually taken for granted is ques

tioned (Schutz, 1964, p. 106-119). There is a productive tension that 

exists in this not-quite-mside-not-quite-outside relation. 

Is there a connection between this "outsidedness" and the stu

dent teacher's response—"I don't want to teach in a public school7" 

Annie and Jane do not say that they do not ever want to be teachers 

or never want to teach children. The source of the children's per

ceived lack of •"motivation, lack of caring is seen as being somehow 
0 

embedded in the school .system. Hence the comment: "teachrng wouldn't 

be so bad if it didn't take place in schools". They do not want to 

be* insiders if being inside means perpetuating the conventions of "' 

schooling as they experienced them as pupils. They react against 

what they see as a "structured situation", ĵ hey see the structure as 

inhibiting both, themselves and the children. Children in other con

texts such as recreation programs or art galleries it is believed, • 

will respond more attentively and more seriously. It does not seem 

to occur to the student teacher that these places are institutions as. 

well with their own restrictions and structures. Annie does learn 

however, that the camp system is also problematic. There are disson-

ances between her aims and expectations and those of the camp and the 

children. Julie too can identify, herself as an "anti-classroom per

son" and question organized education. She ponders, and is fascinated 

by a quotation given her by a roommate. 

There are no-educators. As a thinker one'should " , 
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speak only of self-education. The education of 
youth by others is either an experiment, conducted 
on one as yet unknown and unknowable, or a level
ing on principle, to make the new character, what
ever it may be, uniform to the habits and customs 
that prevail, 1n both cases, therefore, something 
unworthy of the thinker--the work of parents and « , 

" teachers, whom an audaciously honest person ha"s 
called NOS ENNEMIS NATURELS. (Nietzsche, 1954, 
p. 70) „ ' 

A chord is touched and she feels uneasy, yet she can not fully 

accept the claim that teachers are the natural enemies of thinkers 

and youth. She still wants to teach*and remarks that "the only 

place you can do anything about that is the classrpom—it's the same 

kids!" Although she might prefer an&ther option and hopes that teach-

ing outdoors-may provide an answer,'she sees the school as the inevi

table arena. 

Somehow the school system seems to be the ultimate 
challenge to me . . . If I could handle the school 
system^ could handle anything! 

. Perhaps what* these student teachers and i as "proto-teacher" 

were responding to is the stranger's'unease with, and questioning of, 

the taken-for-granted since we do not feel a part of it. The student 

teacher by definition is not yet a full-fledged "insider". We also 

identify ourselves with the artist. It is a stance that Greene sug-

gests that not only student teachers and art teachers, but all teach

ers, should take. She says that the teacher should be " . . .- engaged 

in'critical thinking and authentic choosing" and should not accept 

any " . . . ready made standardized scheme at face value" (Greene, 

1973, p. 269). The teacher must constantly pose questions to h?m or 

herself if the expectation is for " . . . students to pose the kinds 

of questions about experience which will involve them in sel«f-aware 

inquiry" (p. 269"). Do the student teachers in this study regard 
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teachers and themselves as teachers, in ways amenable to this image7 

They know what they do not want to be as a teacher "I don't 

think I'd like to be that authoritative person who is so filled with 

* knowledge and is always right". They do not want to be "God", a "kind 

of person-who could be put on a pedestal" or a "director in front of 

rows". It is assumed that a teacher has more knowledge than the stu

dents, but a good teacher does not flaunt it. They reject as*a model 

the teacher who'"can't put things on a level children can understand 

or really care about" and who "only takes half the time". They agree 

with Heidegger. 

If the relation between the teacher and the taught 
is genuine, therefore, there is never a place in 
it for the authority of the know-it-all or the 
authoritatave sway of the official. (Heidegger, 
1972, p. IS) ' ' 

"" Words used to describe the preferred teacher are: enthusiastic, 

respected, enjoys, open, involved, honest, relaxed, encouraging, and 

challenging. He or she is "interested in kids and the subject and 

makes it interesting for them". Such an art teacher makes students 

"aware of what is around them and what they are, what they are feel

ing" and "helps them use materials for the end of expressing further 

awareness" to "bring out the person's (pupil's) individuality". 

There is nothing here that does not support Greene's authentic 

teacher. . * * / 

As I re-read the student teacher's accounts of teachers and 

teaching, several statements "pop out" and seem to speak of something 

central. There are some statements which seem to capture important 

elements of the experience. 

1. (It is important as a teacher) "to be open enough so that you 
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can change". h , ' " ' 

"2. (A good teacher) "developed me a lo t more into the open". 

3. " I f you-become involved in i t . . there's a . lo t of depth in 
i t . " 

* 
4 " I wouldn't be^able to teach and not love i t . " ' 

» 

5 "I feel I have a real obligation" (to give the children my best)\ 

6. %(A poor teacher) "only takes half the time." 

7. " . . . it is being something, having something." 

8. "Not everyone is cut out to be a teacher." 
9. (Becoming a teacher is) "a whole different way of looking at 

things." 

10. "Different, but not too different." 

11. (I) "would like to be the sort of teacher who could instill in 
students the desire to find out for themselves and to 
learn . . . " 

12. (A good teacher) "motivates people to look for themselves." 

13. " . . t o bring out a person's ind iv idual i ty and the creative 
s p i r i t within people." 

These statements cluster around a number of features-

1. openness ( 1 , 2 ) 

2. involvement - depth (3, 6) 

3. love - obligation (4, 5, 6) 

4. being something (7, 8) 

5. a di f ferent way of looking (9, 10) 

6. self-motivation - ind iv idual i ty (11, 12, 13) 

What emero 

plex yet consisteht. I t i s more than a role to play. As the student 

teacher develops such a view she'is beginning to overcome what L.A. 

Reid cal ls the "domination of the 'stereotype'. idea\of the teacher" 

(Reid, 1965, p. 192). This is much less playing a role or acting a 

is an image of the teacher and teaching that is com-



part conceived by others, but more l i ke what he cal ls for , "a p r inc i 

pled understanding of the task in hand as i t now presents i t s e l f , not 

arformula to be applied" (p 195). Teaching is becoming a "mode of 

being in the world" (Denton, 1974, p. 105). To these student 

teachers, teaching cert Is for involvement, committment, responsib i l i ty , 

and obligations. I t cal ls for depth and i t cal ls for love. Although 

not often mentioned m teacher education l i t e ra tu re , student teachers 

ta lk of emotions l i ke love an'd hate. A teacher must provide open

ings for herself and for her pupils. I t is both opening minds and 

opening eyes. Teaching is seen as a kind of bringing out into the 

open. What'is valued is the puxiil's ind iv idual i ty . What is repug

nant is the image of the teacher chiseling student's heads into 

Square shapes where, says Ju l ie , "everybody is going to turn out the 

same".- That would f i t Nietzsche's view of teacher as leveler and 

enemy. The wish is for the pupils to " f ind out for themselves and 

to learn". This evokes Heidegger's dictum, "What teaching cal ls for 

is th is to le t learn. The real teacher in fac t , lets nothing else 

be learned than learning." (Heidegger, 1972, p. 15). 

Heidegger's "to le t learn" is not far removed from Ryle's expos

i t i on of teaching as "enabling one to learn", although both approach 
4* 

the matter d i f ferent ly (Ryle, 1967, pp. 105-118). As Ryle put i t , 

"the teacher introduces the pupil to the ropes but i t is for the 

pupil to t ry to climb them" (p. 117). He adds, with an image that 

echoestlei degger, teaching is "gate-opening" {p. 119). Neither author", 

and certainly not the student teachers, suggest that th is l e t t i ng 

learni or enabling or f inding ouy for themselves means that the 

teacher is a passive*~agent jys-^fTiat the process is easy. On the 
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contrary, the student teachers tes t i f y to the amount of energy, time, 

commitment, and anxiety involved Heidegger adds. 

The teacher is ahead of his apprentices in th is 
alone, that he has s t i l l far more to learn than 
they - he has to learn to le t them learn. The 
teacher must be capable of being more teachable 

' than the apprentices. The teacher is far less 
assured of his ground than those who learn are 
of the i rs . (Heidegger, 1972, p. 15). 

To be a teacher is to be a learner. Kierkegaard says that " i n 

struction begins when you, the teacher, learn from the learner, put 

yourself in his place so that you may understand what he understands 

and in the way he understands i t . . . " (Kierkegaard, 1946, p 335). 

The teacher who provides openings for students is interested in 

promoting creat iv i ty in chi ldren. The student teachers in t j m study 

at f i r s t ta lk naively and romantically about c reat iv i ty . They seem 

to regard creat iv i ty as an inborn t r a i t , ctj^mn to a l l chi ldren, \ 

waiting to be le t loose i f the school does not squelch i t f i r s t . 

"Maybe I'm try ing too much for them to be creative 
and they already are." 

"Children are naturally creat ive, are natural ly 
spontaneous . . " 

"You lose a l o t of the chi ldren's c reat iv i ty . . . " 

" I am a chi ld when creating . . " « 

These statements re f lec t what Dearden cal ls the "corked bott le 

theory of the emotions" (Dearden, 1968, p 147). In th is view, 

creat iv i ty is the popping of the cork which relieves tensions, to 

provide^novel results and a general euphoria of personal sat is fact ion. 

I t is a state divorced from the evaluation of any specif ic product. 

Dearden notes that "c reat iv i ty " is used in four senses. The . f i r s t , 

just referredto, regards c rea t iv i ty as simply crude self-expression. 

0 
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The second sense—the noveT use of rules and standards in novel ways 

could refer to anyone with idiomatic speech. The th i rd sense requires 

or ig ina l i t y and involves departing from usual modes and approaches. 

But creat iv i ty in the sense in which i t is signif icant for art edu

cation, must be in his fourth sense, that of aesthetic c reat iv i ty , 

which is 

. . . neither pleasurable se l f - fee l ing, nor just 
speaking, nor necessarily being or ig ina l . What 
i t is can be determined only by reference to the 
aesthetic object produced, whether this object be 
a poem, story, song, dance, painting, or carving. 
That is to say, the c r i t e r i a of creat iv i ty here 
w i l l be appropriate to the art . (Dearden, p. 149) 

The student teachers do recognize the importance of a teacher's 

guidance and intervention. They use phrases l i ke : "they just need a 

way to focus thei r c reat iv i ty " , to help children cult ivate this 

sense of c reat iv i ty " , "to give them the means to f ind the t h r i l l of 

creativity". 
* • * » 

Creativity whether considered in terms of person, process, or 
» v 

product can be focused and cultivated. What is significant is the 

result of such activity in terms of actions and objects. The teacher 
4 ' 

does have a place in developing the pupils' abilities and must lead 

in providing appropriate materials, activities, and atmosphere to 

gradually convey a critical understanding of what is involved in ex

pression and in appreciation of art. V^ 

Another set of key phrases can be gathered pertaining to pupils 

and children. 

1. "You gotta start with children." 

2. "Children bring alive the child within me." 

3. "Children teach me." 

4. "They are so accepting of everything we do." 
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5.* "Just because they were'six years old \-didn't feel that made . 
them any less of a person." 

6. "You don't know the kids unt i l you te'ach them." 

7. "The kids know when you are not well prepared a" 
• * 

8. " I don't l ike to t e l l them ' th is is t h i s ' - I l ike them to sort 
'o f f igure that out " • 

9. "Clay w i l l not wait - kids w i l l not wai t . " " , _ " 

10. % "My aim is to get closer to the kids at school* L must keep -

aware of the students' feelings and egos-."* 

11. " I think I can keep them in hand." 

12. "Where I want to put the i r minds - I guess is the only problem." 
13. "Mamwat ion is taking time to influence my values on someone 

else and I'm not sure that 's always ri-ght." 

14. " I t was just a constant big batt le for contro l . " 

15. "What they said came r ight from where they..felt. '1 

What these phrases and statements point t a are not only a t t i - ' . 

tudes towards children but the student teacher's'encounter with the 

pedagogic re lat ion. VPdenberg describes the pedagogic relat ion as 

" . . . the d is t inc t form of interhuman relat ion that is deliberately 

established to enable human beings to come into being through dis

closure of thei r poss ib i l i t ies of being" (Vandenberg, 1981,. p. 187). 

This re la t ion , as Buber says, is "pure dialogue" (6uber, 1967). We 

see i t manifested as a never-ending series of give and ta4ce charac-

terized by tension and paradox. There'is the pull between le t t i ng 

learn and an obl igat ion to give something,, between not wanting to 

manipulate or impose values and wanting to share. There is the ten

sion between the serious s t r iv ing to maintain standards and the fun 

of working with art materials. There is the' inevitable tension that 

exists'amongst human beings in social Situations. Jul ie sums i t up 
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when she says: "I still really like them, that is, when I'm not 

hatiag them!" 

It is a balancing act just " . ,. . being able to hold their 

attention and get them to do what you want them ta and yet not be up 

there as some sort of ̂  dictator.;.".. When Julie says "I think I can 

keep1 them in handM
r her turn of phrase is revealing She does not say 

"under control", "under my-thumb", or "handle them". "In hand" 
* -4 " * 

.connotes-'the car ing^nur tur ing, non-authoratarian stance she values. 

I t is d i f ferent even than '" in the palm of my hand". She does not 
* 4* <. V 

/ 

want to dominate, but she does want to Offer something (give them a 

hand7). She cares ajid she t rusts . Her acts are becoming those of 

the true educator, "the influencing of the-l ives of others with one's 

own l i f e " (Buber, 1967, p. 100). Buber posits that th is mutuality 

of giving and takigg between the teacher and pupil is central to the 

educative relat ionship Not only must the teacher imagine the ch i ld 's 

ind iv idua l i t y , the teacher must also be able to feel how she affects 

this other human being. 
I n ' o rde r t o help the real izat ion of the best poten
t i a l i t i e s in the pupi l 's l i f e , the teacher must 
really"mean him as the def in i te person he is in his 
potent ia l i ty and in his actual i ty . . . he must be 
aware of him as a whole being and af f i rm him in 
th is wholeness. (Buber, 1958, p. 132) 

Ju l ie s t r ives to maintain th is relat ion with the two g i r l s who 

cut up their paintings. She confronts them with the consequences of 

thei r actions and t r ies to understand their response. In an i n t u i 

t ive and part ia l way she is ' attempting verstehendeariderstanding, as 

she t r i es to put herself in thei r place. 

"What they said came r ight from what they f e l t . 
That's okay. I can buy that. I jus t don't 



like where i t ' s coming from, their attitude." 

She affirms them in their personness^ut longs to be able to 

positively influence their value structures. As Buber points oat, 

the educative relation is. dialogical, but not mutually inclusive—the 

two parties are not equal. The educator "experiences the pupil's 

being educated, but the pupils cannot experience the educating of t 

the educator" otherwise, the relation would not be one of education, 

but of friendsh>p (Buber, 1967, p. 100). The teacher, the person 

whose calling i t is to influence the being of persons, must experi

ence this action ever anew from the other side. The teacher must 
0 

accept the learner as a process of becoming, not as a fixed and 

static entity (Rogers, 19^4, p. 4S2). 

Living, authentically together involves tensions and risks. The 

pedagogic relation is typified by'being tension-filled. It irtvolves 
4* 

balancing seemingly conflicting values and aims. The student 

teacher's image of teachers and teaching is grounded m terms like 

"bpenness", "involvement'i and 'commitment." The teacher "lets learn" yet 

wants to give something. The teacher is both an outsider and a par

ticipant in a dialogue. With such a demanding image of teachers and 

teaching, it is small wonder that some student teachers choose not 

to continue to pursue the goal. When the choice is made with under^ 

standing of the demands, further credence is given to Heidegger's 

claim: "It is still an exalted matter, then, to become a 

teacher . . . " (Heidegger, 1972, p. 15). 
t 
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Chapter 11 

THE STUDENT TEACHER AND THE ARTIST-TEACHER 

To become a student teacher of art seems to be to^ thrust one-

self onto the horns of a dilemma. The dictionary describes "dilemma" 
/ 

as a si tuat ion requiring a choice between equally undesirable a l ter 

natives. Either choice would, i t seems, result in a kind of 

professional h i r i - kan ' . I f I choose to be an art teacher, I compro

mise my ideals a* an a r t i s t . I w i l l not have the time and freedom to 

make a r t , I f I choose to be an ar t is t , . I f o r f e i t my dedication to ray 

ideals of educating children and youfh and must l i ve with uncertainty 

and insecurity. I may be choosing poverty and probably the dis

pleasure of my parents. To choose to become an art teacher, to be a 

student teacher of a r t , sometimes seems to be to choose the worst of 

two worlds. 

- I'was sure that I wanted to take art and also 
sure that I should be at a universi ty, so my only 
option was to take the f ine arts major-in the 

" Faculty of Education. But take education7 By th is 
t'ime, after being at the university for a year, I 
had experienced the low regard education students 
and courses had on campus. I fm not "sure . i f the ex
pression "Mickey Mouse" was current then, but i t was 
shortly thereafter. I went to see the head of the 
art education department on campus and showed him 
my work. He seemed less than impressed with my 
prized peflfciing of a spotted leopard on a branch, 
poised to leap. There were probably also por t ra i ts . 
But I could enter the program i f I wanted. That 
meant, I could register for courses J n the f a l l . 

« So I had to decide. Do I want to go into 
education? Do I rea l l y want to be a teacher? W e l l / 

,1 l i t e kids and maybe being an art teacher wouldn't, 
be so bad. , And small towns in B.C. l i ke the one I 
came from could certainly use trained art teachers. 
I certainly would have l iked one—but I had l i t t l e 
idea of what an a r t teacher d id , but I was sure i t 
involved drawing and painting. Ay parents, es
pecially my father, would be glad 1f I chose to "be 

I 
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a teacher. That's a good respectable job. Even 
though my parents always supported my interest in 
art, there was always the hope-and indeed, the ex
pectation, that it would lead, must lead to a job 
And since there*was a steady girlfriend, future 
security was not far from my consciousness. So it 
was decided, take the art education program. I 
felt like I was committing myself to a kind of ^ 
marriage. My university education was starting to 

t bear some fruit and I was beginning to realize how 
little I knew and how much there was to find out 
I had made the decision to become a teacher--not 
just a teacher, but an art teacher. 

If I choose art teacher, what kind of-hybrid have I chosen7 As 

Mason observes, in their art training student teachers, art education 

students, are often taught studio art "by teachers who tend(ed) to 

express scorn for institutions of learning and for the art establish

ment" (Mason, 1983, p. 56). She adds that "... most of my teachers 

"and colleagues at art college identified school teaching as an occu

pation for 'failed artists' and dismissed teacher-training courses 

as 'unnecessary, academic and boring1" (p. 56). As proto-art teach

ers, they find themselves in the middle of a debate, that in various 

guises has been a part of the furniture of art education for the past 

few decades. Whatever form it takes, it revolves around the issue 

of whether a person who teaches art in schools should be primarily or 

exclusively an artist, a teacher, or some combination of both. The 

"artist" camp believes that art education must place its allegiance 

with the practicing professional artist and that, indeed, the artist 

must not only be the model for the art teacher, but the art teacher * 

must be an artist. A vocal proponent of this view is Howard Conant 

who claims ''it's about time we put 'art' back into art education" 

(Conant, 1973, J ^ B ) . * f 

. tne mc moment art/became an element of fofmal 
education and teaching became the responsibility 
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of pedagogues rather than artists, art as such 
practically vanished from the educational scene. 
(Conant, 1975, p. 154) 

Irving Kaufman too, promotes "the artist as exemplar" idea 

Any approach to art education has to be aware of 
' the basic mystery of art, of its "magic". An in

dividual teacher must himself or herself be artis
tic, inherently sympathetic and^sensitive to the 
play of the senses and the symbolic character of* 
visual forms. (Kaufman, 1966, p. 522) 

Jerome Hausman though, cautions that "the skills and insights 

involved ir\ making paintings, sculptures and prints do not neces

sarily extend into the realm of the personal skills and insights 

required for effective teaching" (Hausman, 1967, p. 14). The 

"teacher" view is championed by Ralph Smith. 

The matter of professional identity could be 
resolyed if teachers thought of themselves first 
and foremost as pedagogues, as persons concerned 
with the art and science of teaching a gjven sub
ject, in the instance at hand, the subject of 
art. This is to say that it should not be 
necessary to live vicariously the lives of artists 
and sKtelars in parent academic disciplines 
. . . artists are not fundamentally pedagogues. 
(Smith, 1980, p. 10) 

Straddling these two poles is the notion of the artist-teacher, 

someone who epitomizes a synthesis of both roles. Anderson for 

example, stresses "that the role of each is not a separate entity 

but that there is a great deal of interdisciplinary fusion" (Ander

son, 1981, p. 45). It should be noted that since the early 1960's 
4 % * 

two more role models have been suggested for the art teacher—those 

of art c r i t i c and art historian (Barkan, 1962). The art student 

teacher most l i k e l y regards these exemplars as perpjffcrttors of the 

subject matter of a r t , the "scholars in parent academic discip l ines" 

to whom Smith refers. Nevertheless, the introduction of two morej^-
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dramatis personae certainly complicates the scenario. • Student 

teachers, probably f i r s t attracted to the profession by the i r inter

est in making a r t , encounter inst i tu t ions with growing curr icular 

interest in art history and art appreciation, often subsumed under 

the rubric""aesthetic education" S t i l l , the epithet "a r t i s t -

teacher" is appealing as i t indicates that one can combine one's 

a r t i s t i c self with one's teacher self In his a r t i c le "Uniting the 

Roles of Ar t is t and Teacher"*, Szekely writes that "the a r t i s t -

teacher who is continuously growing both as an a r t i s t and as a peda

gogue appears to be the best hope for our Wiools" (Szekely, 1978, 

P 17). 

With one's involvement in the^arts comes the ex
citement; in creation, the f lour ish of new ideas 
which may be translated intb art making as well as 
teaching these s k i l l s . The art ist-teacher who has 
performed or painted the previous evening, main
tains a high level of interest and creative ideas 
which serve as readily available references for 

• a r t teaching. The closer to the sources of i n 
spirat ion, the nearer one feels to the ar t world, 
the deeper one's insights w i l l reach into the art 
process of others. (Szekely, 1978, p. 17) 

He adds that the transmission of one's a r t i s t self "to a class should 
f 

be both planned and intuitive and that the process can be enhanced if ' 

given serious attention in teacher education. Nonetheless, the stu

dent teacher of art is faced with the task of makmg sense of and -

coming to terms with these two (at least) roles, these multiple ways 

of being. 
4 

What does the student teacher experience when confronting the two 

worlds of a r t i s t and teacher? We can look at a number of statements 

on th is theme taken from Annie's, Jane's, and Ju l ie 's - l i fe -wor ld 

descriptions. I have underlined key words. 



" . . . t ry ing to make them work together, instead 
of le t t ing i t continue to be a con f l i c t . " 

". . just to balance i t somehow." 

"I think the idea is to just make i t whole and not 
let i t be a con f l i c t . " 

"I think they w i l j probably flow together okay—but 
r ight now i t ' s a continual debate." 

" . . because part of me just wants to be in the 
studio and that 's real ly sel f ish in a way—but on 
the other hand . . " 

" I t ' s not l i ke i t ' s one or the other—it 's a matter 
Of compromising one for both." 

"I worried that I was sel l ing out ." 

"I think being a teacher is just as important a 
thing and jus t as much work as being an a r t i s t . " 

v "As an a r t i s t , you are growing and developing a l l 
the time, and I think as a teacher you have to do 
the same." 

". . . but at the same time—my own art is very 
important to me, and that 's what I feel hesitant 
about, l i ke maybe i t would be better i f I jus t 
worked in i t a couple of years myself." 

"They just feed off each other a l i t t l e b i t . . . 
l ike I'm sure I could use for ty hours in a day." 

". . . so i t wasn't l i ke they were conf l ic t ing or 
tearing each other apart." 

"I just f e l t that I wasn'^giving either area a 
f a i r chance—so i t basically became a decision of 
doing one or the other." 

"Well, myself at th is point I jus t couldn't do i t— 
just time wise." 

"I have a l o t of interests . . . maybe I ' l l be an 
a r t i s t someday, I don't know." s 

"Studio courses star t sp l i t t i ng me because I l i ke 
to do them, but I never pursue any of the studios 
seriously." 

"I don't know what is the stigma I have attached to 
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"artist" . . " \ 

What this language reveals is that the experience is not a 

single conflict or even a dilemma, but a* multi-leveled\ialogue In 

themselves the statements indicate the kinds of considerations, af

firmations and self-doubts that surface, sink and resurface-. I 

readily note that the underlined words, and phrases cluster into three 
•V-v 

categories, ones that are somehow negative (i.e. conflict, selling 

out, selfish, splitting, stigma, hesitant), those that'are positive 

(i.e. work together, make it whole, flow together, growing and 

developing) and those that are more neutral (i.e continued debate, 

part of me, just as much work, feed off each other, decision of doing 

one or the other). On further investigation, it seems that instead 

of being simply negative, positive, and neutral, the phrases are more 

than that. A process appears with three phases that could be called 

confronting, consensus seeking, and conciliating A malaise is felt 

* 
and confronted. This is countered by an urge to seek consent and 

accordance. Other points of view are considered and alternatives 

weighed. From that give and take, some kind df conciliation arises. 

I am not suggesting that the movement is linear or orderly, but 

these three phases seem involved. The outcome may be a resolve to 

strive to let the facets work together, or it may be a decision to 

withdraw, to abandon the teacher role (temporarily at least) and to 

let the artist side grow. The latter choice may indicate a greater 

concern for one's own growth and education than for that of others. 

One could also choose to abandon the artist side totally, but that 

would be to stretch the image of art teacher beyond recognition. To 

be an art teacher is to allow artist and teacher'to coexist. Choos-
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ing art teacher i s not choosing either a r t i s t or teacher. I t is not an 

"either-or" ch^oice^ince i t is not a dichotomy but a relationship 

The ta\k for the student ^teacher is choosing which form the, re la t ion

ship w i $ take. As Sartre says, "man chooses himself". 
\ 
.-man-is nothing else than a series of under

takings . . . he is the sum, the organization, the 
ensemble of the relationships which make up these 
undertakings, (^artre, 1957, p. 3) 

Perhaps the sense of incompatibility associated with art and 

j • 

education would be neutralized i f education were seen more as art 

and art were seen more as a kind of knowledge. One approach to dis

solving the fal lacyof the a r t i s t or talcher dilemna is to consider 

teaching as an ar t . Good teaching t a L. A. Reid is very much l i ke 

practicing an ar t . Both lead to discovery. In his analogy of teach-l 

irig to a r t , learners are l i ke "aesthetic form", something individual 

and unique to i t s e l f , to this.«-work of a r t . 
So a teacher errs i f he think.s that a 'lesson' is 
something the shape of which can be f i na l l y f ixed . 

• beforehand, and which is then 'tauflht' to the 
children who ' ' learn' i t . Qf course the teacher 
has to prepare his' lessons (as the a r t i s t may 
ruminate long on what he is going to do),'and of . 
course he knows generally the sort of children'he 
is going to teach and the, conditions, under which 
he w i l l teach them (as the artast knows the mater
ia l he is going to work wi th) . Nevertheless, whcrt 
the good teacher is. rea l l y doing by' hvs .imaginative , 
art is to bring to b i r t h new discovery in the 
childrenVs minds and imaginations, and th is never ' 
happens ' t i l l the actual event in which'they wi th 
thei r independence part ic ipate. (Reid, 1965, p. 193) • 

Like the a r t i s t , the teacher learns and assimilates technique 

unt i l i t becomes second nature, subservient to the "central a r t i s t i c 

purpose", but the technique is best learned as required, on .the job, 

in service of the art (Reid, p. 193). Both must respond sensit ively 

to the circumstances and the. material. Max Black, also viewing 
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education as ar t but from the perspective of the learner in higher 

education speaks of the "resistance" of the material and respect for 

the material as necessary conditions for aesthetic decision (BTack, 

]961, pp. 40-41). "Thus the relat ion between a r t i s t and maternal, 

far from being that of active agent to passive substance, tends* 

rather to resemble human contest", that i s , the teacher-learner 

relationship (Black, d. 40) I f the analogy of learning to a r t i s t i c 

if \ creation is carried furtsber, we see in both cases, respect merging 

into a "love for the in t r i ns i c nature of the material" and demand-
I * 

ing sacrif ices and se l f - c r i t i s j sm, making i t "proper to speak of the 

practice of an art as a ' d i sc i p l i ned (Black, p. 41). The learner, 

regardless of subject matter, and by extension the teacher, under

goes a process not unlike that of the a r t i s t . I f , as Black suggests, 
4 

and Jane, the student teacher wishes',, more academic subjectifwere 

approached from this stance of ah a r t i s t responding to aesthetic 

concerns and materials, less distance might be perceived between the 

making of a r t , the teaching of a r t , and the teaching and learning of 

other school subjects. In th is sense, teaching becomes an arl^and 

we can speak of what Kaelin ca l ls "the teacher a r t i s t " , whose task is 

"ordering the qual i t ies of the learning experience by control l ing the 

-comimjmcation between the openness of the student—who must express 

his own universe—and his own as the f i r s t c r i t i c a l appreciatwr" 

(Kaelin, T974, p. 60). Jhe measure of the teacher-ar t is t 's success 

would be the pupfVs success in expressing him or herself. ' -„ 

Another avenue for avoiding the false dichotomy between a r t i s t 

and teacher is to regard art as a kind of knowledge. A r t i s t s , l i kep 
> 4) •* 

teachers, are concerned with ways of knowing the world. It i s ^ 
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di f ferent kind of knowledge, but both are in the knowledge business, 

and both forms of knowledge have legit imate places in, schools. The 

view that art is a way of knowing is current among aesthetic educa

tors and is rooted in the work of the* philosophers Michael Polanyi 

and Susanne Langer. Both grapple with the epistemology of art 

centering around notions of feeling," . in tu i t ion and empathy,"" or what 

Polanyi cal ls " t ac i t knowing" (Polanyi, 1962). As interpreted by 

aesthetic educators, ar t knowing, through the making and studying 

of ar t work^ is a~kind of direct empathetic knowing. I t is the know

ing of something, as distinguished from knowing about something, or 

knowing how to do something. Art knowing is non-linear and in 

Langer's terms, non-discursive and "peculiarly wel l-suited to the 

expression of ideas that defy l i ngu is t i c projection" (Langer, 1976, 

p. 95). I t is an i n tu i t i ve knowledge furnished by our sensory 

appreciation of forms or nogr-discursive symbols such as paintings or 

music. Although not conceived by discursive language, th is knowledge 

can s t i l l be considered ra t iona l . Indeed, ar t can be considered a 

non-discursive language, although a language in the/loosest sense of 

the term. 

Because the aesthetic educator can demonstrate 
that knowledge of any subject (as.distinguished 
from "knowing how to" and "knowing about-") «is 
incomplete without i t s empathetic dimensions, 
he or she can claim r igh t l y that aesthetic edu- , <-
cation is integral to the ourriculum. And 
" in tegra l " is the key word: aesthetic education" 
provides knowledge in i t s own r i gh t , empatheti-c 
knowledge, and thus is not a means to other ends 
or an adjunct to 'other studies. The ar ts , then* 
making and the study of ar t works, are the only 
way to gain empathetic knowledge; and since 
knowledge is not f u l l y knowledge w'ithout l?eing 

• empathetic as'well as anaiytic;*and the goal of 
education'is to encourage in students the most 
comprehensive,knowledge of the world (as'repre-

* sertted by "subjects") possible, aesthetic 

i . • " > - • - ^ * 



education becomes indispensable. (Swanger 
1983, p. 27) 

Art then, another way of knowing, is essential for the well-

rounded, fully educated person. The art teacher, that self-

professed believer in the. "whole child", must of course be a "whole 

person", someone representing both sides, both hemispheres "as it 

were, of the whole well-rounded educator. Both forms of knowledge--
A 

f 

discursive and non-discursive must be acknowledged and cultivated., 

This spirit of wholeness is captured by Palmer in his discussion of 

Gadamer's aesthetics. 
As soon as we stop viewing a work as an object and 
see it as a world, when we see a world through it, 
then we realize that art is not sense perteption 
but knowledge. (Palmer, 1969, p. 167) 

V 

Perhaps the most helpful and insightful advice for art teachers 

comes' from Justin Schorr in his a r t i c le "Toward a New Sense of 

Vocation" (Schorr, 1982, pp. 24-26). A new sense of vocation or 

"grasp of what i t 'is that one i_s doing" he-feels w i l l help "that 

famil iar hybrid, the art ist-teacher "to relieve his or her 'schizoid 

•condit ion'" (p. 24-, 25).° One's sense of what i t is one is doing 

depends on what stands out as one ref lects or observes in moments of 

self-awareness. I t is a figure-ground relationship that shi f ts 

according to whatv is subordinate and what is foremost in one's "pic

ture of himself-at-work" (p. 24). With a sh i f t in figure-ground 

relat ionship, one's sense of vocation, what one is doing current ly, 

w i l l change. "» 

Tfien one sees not old occupational t i t l e s (eg., 
sculptor, teacher), and not operational labels 
(eg., paint ing, lec tur ing) , but rather the doings 
of one's doings, the work of one's work, without 

T labels. And one ident i f ies oneself with these, these 
0 

•» 



functional processes-in-the-world, and thusly gains 
a new sense of one's vocation. (Schorr, p. 24) 

Ult imately, i f one is wholly present to the s i tuat ion at hand, 

one's job is being, doing whatever one does. However, since one 

l ives as Schutz would say, with mult iple rea l i t i es and one does 

di f ferent things in di f ferent modes and since in any figure-ground 

sh i f t none of the elements of the picture are los t , the various ele

ments exvst in a state of tension. In th is regard, the a r t i s t -
r 

teacher relat ion is l i ke the teacher-pupil or pedagogical re lat ion 

in that i t involves l i v i ng in tension. An-art teacher is a person in 

whom a r t i s t and teacher coexist. A r t i s t and teacher are not mcom-

patible in the same person but exist in balance in an internal dia

logue. The problems and considerations the individual faces in 

carrying out the ac t i v i t i es of a r t i s t and teacher-are pragmatic 

ones, those of time management and personal physical and psychic 

energy. 

While the individual can regard being and learning to be an 

ar t teacher as a question of sh i f t ing re lat ions, in i t s public 

manifestations i t is seen as a role with certain demands and expec

tat ions. As Sartre notes in his description of the waiter in the 

cafe, the condition of the public obligation of those in an occupa

t ion is "wholly one of ceremony". 

The public demands of them that they real ize i t 
as ceremony; there is the dance of the grocer, 
of the t a i l o r , of the auctioneer, by which they 
endeavour to persuade the i r c l iente le that they 
are nothing but a grocer, a t a i l o r , an auc
tioneer " . . * . . (Sartre, in Cumming, 1965, p. 152) 

The a r t i s t and the teacher are also expected to perform the i r 

dance. Part of being a student a r t i s t or student ar t teacher is * 
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» 
learning the dance steps and learning to be a dancer. The dance and 

the dancer become one. The aim is to transcend the public role and 

be the private a r t i s t , the teacher, the art teacher. Being an a r t i s t , 

a teacher or an art teacher, l ike dancing, are .not.real ly roles. 

They are things one does with his or her ent i re body and being. They 

involve making one's body'and the music, as tfie student teacher said, 

"flow together". The aim is to achieve a sense of "sel f" which 

Rollo May describes as "not merely the sum of various ' ro les ' one 

plays, but the capacity by which he knows he plays these roles; i t 

is the centre from which one'sees and is aware of these so-called 

d i f ferent 'sides' of himself" (May, 1967, p. 90). 

. I w i l l conclude this discussion of the art ist- teacher relat ion 

with a passage from the journal of the painter Wassily Kandinsky. 

His description of his coming to terms with bis love and understand

ing of both ar t and nature is analogous to the ar t teacher's being 

able to see and understand the uniqueness of the ways of being and 

ways of knowing of being an a r t i s t and being a teacher. A happy 

marriage is possible. In his "Reminiscences" he talks joyously 

of the colours he sees in a certain view of Moscow. -

These impressions repeated themselves every sunny 
day. They were a pleasure which shook me to the' 
bottom of my soul, which raised me to-ectasy. And 
at the same time they were a tor ture because I 
f e l t that ar t in general and my powers in part icular ' -
were far too weak in the face of nature. Many years 
were to pass before I came to the simple solut ion, 
through feeling and thinking, that the aims (and 
thus the means) of nature and art are essent ia l ly , 

"organical ly, and by universal law di f ferent from 
each other—and equally great and equally strong. 
This solut ion, which today guides my work, which 
is so simple and u t ter ly natural , does away with 
the unnecessary torture of the vain task that I had 
inwardly set myself in spite of i t s unattainabi l i ty? 
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it banished this torture, and as a result my joy 
in nature and art rose to untroubled heights. Since 
that time I have been able to enjoy both these 
world elements to the full. To this enjoyment is 
joined a tremendous feeling of thankfulness. 
(Kandinsky, 1964, p. 23) 

i 

f. 
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Chapter 12 

THE STUDENT TEACHER AND SELF-AWARENESS 

Being a university student was like starting 
school all over again. It meant moving from a 
small town to a large city, from being a big fish 
in a small pond to being a piece of plankton in a 
giant ocean . . . 

My first encounter w U h "Education" and being 
a student teacher was in a course on the principles 
of secondary education—that may have been the ac
tual title. The setting remains a clear image, 
"temporary" army barracks converted to the extent 
that they were empty except for the ubiquitous 
chair-desks. The text book had larger type and 
pulpier quality paper and the material'seemed 
"softer" than in my other "arts" courses. Student 
teaching was somehow disconnected from this class. 
There didn't seem to be anyone to talk to about 
it, except the other students as a bus load of us, 
descended upon the school. It was strange being 
back in a school and not as a pupil. To this day 
when I visit a school (now it is usually to super
vise a student teadher) » certain feeling comes 
over me, a mixture of fear, awe, respect. It is 
something like entering a church, except instead 
of incense, old wood and dusty prayer books, I 
smell chalk dust, stale sweat arid Pinesol. I am 
thrust badkjaimy youth. As a student teacher 
and as a teaoieXone never really forgets, for 
better or worse, N^hat one was once a pupil ope-' 
self in such a b u m H a o , be it old or new. Even{ 
when I was*a highschoofteacher and liked my 
school and was relatively comfortable in it, as 
institution and building it still held a kind of 
authority over me. 

This first student teaching experience was 
primarily exposure and observation, but I did get 
to teach a few lessons. They were very tight and 
unimaginative since I stole all my ideas from the 
Art Instruction Inc. books plus a few things I -J 
picked up from my new classes. I knew very little^ 
about how children or adolescents learned or be
haved. I was still an adolescent myself, barely 
nineteen! I knew very little about myself. 

My second student teaching experience came, I 
think, at the end of my fourth year of university. 
I was sent to a very large city high school . . . 
what is perhap-sVthe strongest memory of that time 
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is the masses of rambunctious junior high school 
kids, a sea of constant movement." My approach was 
to introduce the lesson idea or demonstrate the use 

\ of the materials as quickly as possible in Jb few 
words as possible and jump back and let the pupils 
get to work. My special sk i l l was to have al̂ l the 

_ materials ready for them to rush up and grab lor 
help distribute and to get them down to work." I 
loved the buzzing activityiof kids working. iThen I 
would get down to the "real" teacffjinf, going around 
the c\as^ and talking to kids individually, that 
quickly became my style of teaching. As a teacher, 
my greatest t h r i l l and exhilaration comes when! I 
am working with a group, they are working intently,, 
I have been moving from one to the other; asking 
questions here*/ answering .questions there. I 
stand back for a second: al l is humming. J feel 
rush of energy, excitement, satisfaction; maybe\ 

« eve ĵjan aesthetic experience. The experience i i 
one of awe at the beauty of al l these parts, ead 
individual kid wdrkingnn this" whole, this a r t " 

- class. People, process, and product exist in*on< 
surging continuum of energy. 

r o 

' ' My next expedition as a student teacher in a\ 
school also took plaqe in the east end of Van- \ 

•couver. The school, while still*1arge by my stan
dards, was smaller, less sprawling than the f i r s t . 

' My. sponsor teacher was a soow-man." He would stand] 
up in front of*the" cl-as*s and i l lustrate ijis lessons 

. with drawings and sketches. Most of his lesson*^ 1 
were about teaching the kids how "to draw and paint, 
mainly l ike ha did. I "was-impressed by his tech
niques artd tricks« fo r rendering, but somehow fe l t 

' ifieasy and. a l i t f t e . intimidated.'. He .didn't -exactly " 
have the kids copy his Wprk,.but rather Wsvstyle. " • 
I t was more a question of influence and hjs j o l l v , 

.. sl ightly agressiye personality was certainly in- . * 
* f luential." As a student teacher/1 tr ied to be 

influential but Twas shy, withdrawn and naive, j 
I jray have influenced in subtle ways, but there".was • 
nothing subtle about Mr.. Johnson! I tr ied to copy 
his style and technique of teaching. I learned ., . 

, that teaching was performing tricks and as a stu-
•* (dent teacher*I was there to pick u> some trices. 

'Most importantly, I learned that I couldn't teiach * .' 
l ike Mr. Johnson.. I had to teach l ike myself, who
ever that was. * • ' f 

* > - .• • <> 
I note that'a lo t of wg memories of student te&ih'ing cluster 

around the; sponsor teacher^ as. the role was called then.^The word* 

i t 

, \ 

*sppn«or"*reinf] the idea of the student teacher as an initiate/ 
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one undergoing a r i t ua l of admission into an organization!**' The ex

perienced teacher is the backer, the one who vouches for the i n i - 3 

t i a te ' s entrance into the profession. He or she paves the way. The 

connotation of responsibi l i ty may have proven too onerous, since the 

designation seems l i t t l e used current ly. Simi lar ly, the term 

"master teacher" seems too honori f ic and the selection too arbi t rary 

to s i t comfortably. The most generally used term now seems to be 

"cooperating teacher" as i t i s neutral and vaguely descript ive. 

The experienced teacher's role is to cooperate with the teacher edu

cation ins t i tu t ion in the professional preparation of the student 

teacher. He or she must also of course, cooperate with the student 

teacher. In any case, the teacher in a school who works with the 

student teacher and the i r relat ionship is a pivotal point in stu-

; dent teaching. I f teaching is "gate-opening", in many ways the 

cooperating teacher is the gate-keeper, J 

. - * ' \ The practicum experience that I recal l as the 
most comfortable and maybe the one where I grew the 

4, most, at least In terms of my self and sel f conf i 
dence as a teacher, was the one in my last term 

oT (but not the las t practicum). The sponsor teacher, 
* Mr. Clayton, was a f r iend ly , easy going man, father

ly but not domiTJeering. ' I have a sense that what 
v
 v { taught here>came more from me and less from him. 

- \^ ** . Although a few of the lesson topics were suggested , 
„ ' * by,him, he did not suggest solutions, the way My. 

-' -» * " 'Johnson d id . When' I say the i'de|s "came from me", ^ 
•^ » " ! . . that .does not mean they were par t icu lar ly o r ig ina l . 

\ > . \ . They were usually things I picked up from my Art s 
*• v^- * ,» Education "methods".class, usually to do with a 

; material or technique or from the.painting and 
, • printmaking classes.IfRiey were ideas or techniques^ ( . 

that I-was in the pfowe^s of makfqg njy own'". K . . 
' , * f I got to: Icnow^the students and. I got to eare about 

them.- I was star t ing to feel l i ke a peteofj, a '<• 
• teacher, and* an a c t i t t . -Mr. Glaytou often 1 "eft me 

• T * - . ' on my own, to succeed or f a i l . He Jet me be my-
. ". ' se l f : . s » ' 

^ - . 4 " . « , 

_ ' My next .and las t Sponsor teacher Was quite * 
- • • • • • , '" \ « . v • ' * 

. - ' • • ' * * . . . » . * 

» 1 



the opposite. While Mr. Clayton helped me to be
come myself, Mr. Dawson made me extend myself. Mr. 
Dawson was bright, dynamic, and opinionated. He 
had built a strong, well-respected art program and 
department (consisting of himself) with a large, 
modern, well-equipped art room in a pulp mill town 
on Vancouver Island. It was on the other side of 
the mountains from my hometown, but it may well 
have been on the other side of the moon in terms 
of contrast of programs and facilities for art in 
the schools. 

» 
1 think Mr. Dawson was glad to have another 

"art person" to talk to . I don't remember what I 
taught . . . what I learned from him was the pol
i t i c s of promoting an art program, and of dis
playing students' work. I also learned the 
importance of being clear, a r t i cu la te , and organ
ized. Most importantly, I learned to take each 
k id 's "work seriously. 

Throughout my student teaching period, I f e l t 
as much a r t i s t as teacher. I was studying both. 
And in al l cases, T f e l t that the art teachers I 
was working with were a r t i s t s as well as teachers. 
The art education instructors and the sponsor 
teachers a l l struck me as having a l i f e as a r t i s t s 
as well as a l j f e as teachers and as persons*. 

To me, student teaching was to a large extent 
learning from other teachers, those at the uni-,. 
versity and those in schools; what they said, what 
they d id , how they acted, what the i r values were. 
Although I was introduced to the works of the 
major authors in the f i e l d , i t wasn't Until I be
came a graduate student that "the l i te ra tu re" 
assumed major importance. There was not .a sharp 
t ransi t ion or change'when I got my own art class
room. I s t i l l learned from other teachers, I 
s t i l l shared, and in a less formal way, I s t i l l 
observed and l istened. I was s t i l l responsible to^ 
other people, but they had become the principal 
and the siJperintendent. I was d i rect ly ^sponsible * 
for the learning of the kids in my classes. When 
I. was student teaching, I f e l t responsible for them 
too, only now I was legal ly responsible arffl was 
getting paid for i t . That made me "feel somewhat 
independent. But the biggest difference was that 
my relat ion to the student no longer included a 
sponsor teacher or a university supervisor. In the 
classroom i t was jus t me and the kids. That was 
both excit ing and scary. I was expected to be 
mature and grown qp. 



My experience of being a student teacher and that of Annie, Jane, 

and Julie coincided with the life-phases of our youth and young 

adulthood. "Life-phase" is a term used by Vandenberg in Being and 

Education. He describes the differing ways of experiencing the 

present moment that establish forms of existence that are peculiar 

to particular life-phases. The life phases in which individuals 

typically encounter the experience of being student teachers are 

youth or young adulthood. Entrance to adulthood is marked by the 

"decisive event" of societal entrance (Vandenberg, 1971, p. 44). 

Both phases involve what Sartre calls "facticity"-* the apprehension* 

that being means the possibility of npn-being and existence in an 

uncertain world, "the intuition of our own contingency" (Sartre, 

1974, p. 56). Facticity is "the dependence of the free, authentic 

self on the contingency of things and the world" (Greene, 1967, p. 

27). The youth, says Vandenberg 

. . . lives for the future as he sees it, in 
rather narrow perspective, exuberantly and 
overexpectantly f . . He lacks awareness of the 
tenacity of the facticity of being, of the factum 
ality that inheres in the human condition, because 
he sincerely believes that "society" is eagerly 
waiting for him to come and make his contribution. 
(1971, p. 49) 

On entering young adulthood, the idealistic youth finds that the 
v 

societal problems and norms previously thought to be stable and 

solved, are in fact ambiguous and-complicated. Principles thought 

•absolute are callino^ for compromise and " . . . much.of what does 

not have \o be nevertheless is_, and continues to be wyth a great mas

sive persistence -; he discovers for himself "that" the inescapable ' 

condition of a l l realization is great patience and endurance" 

(Vandenberg, p. 50). The older youth or'young adult undergoes what 
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Vandenberg ca l ls "the c r is is of practical experience" as persons and 
a-

eyents in the world are encountered. In other words, the young 

adult discovers f ac t i c i t y and "admidst the 'storms' of soc ie ta l , 

economic, and po l i t i ca l l i f e , chooses to real ize in his own l i f e the 

values that he himself finds to be worth repeating" (Vandenberg, p. 

52). An inextricable part of the choosing and defining of oneself 

and one's ident i ty is the choice and preparation for a career 

Teachers, says Maxine Greene, are to be educated "to make thei r 

own way as persons, i f not as producers, they are to be educated so 

that they may create themselves" (Greene,'1967, p. 4) . L. A. Reid 

agrees that "the central and fundamental purpose of professional 

-education is what some would call an 'ex is ten t ia l ' one - a personal 

re-or ientat ion of the student, a fresh assessment of himself and of 

his be l ie fs , of his relat ion to other people, a rethinking of "the 
* 

meaning of his subject, and the techniques of teaching i t , the new 

beginnings of an approach to the understanding of children and to the 

immediate and more recent aims of education" (Reid, 1965, p. 191). 
• " * 

Not only .must "one understand the theory, methods, and practice of 
education, one must also understand oneself., The purpose is exis-

' / - . 

tent ia l in that the emphasis is on the student's personal discover-

ies through his or her own thoughts, feel ings, actions and choices. 

While the student-learns about many things during th is period, i t is 

the learning "that bear's d i rec t ly oh tine's personal or ientat ion to 

te&tt in^which is bf primary importance. I t is the learning which i s 

- the response to the humaiWlonging for order and meaningfulness in the 
• • • - < * 

deqse, immediate, contingent, "absurd", world. As we have seen, the 
" <*' /> 

.process is a dialogue with others and with oneself, the vforld of ' 

» 

« 
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* 

things, people and ideas. Reid calls the aim personal development,* * 

while Greene, the existentialist, calls it.creating oneself aVid 

choosing oneself*. "As one chooses and becomes responsible for those 
* * 

choices, he or she achieves a continuity of ident i ty and a contin

u i ty of knowing" (Greene, 1973, p. 163).' She describes what the . 

student teacher experiences in the attempt to acRleve th is ident i ty . 
He is caught in a dialect ical movement, therefore, 
when he acts to learn and to create himself; and, 
inevi tably, he wilT feel -stra in, he w i l l «suffer as 
he struggles to become. I t i s in that suf fer ing, 
however, that he experiences the pain of w i l l i ng 

. ' and the intensity of consciousness which make a 
person feel himself to be an exist ing creature-- < 
sharply and painful ly a l ive. And i t is in £he » 
midst of such intensi ty that he w i l l be moved to 
shape values as hevlives to create his "ethical -
rea l i t y " . ' (Greene, 1973, p. 163) 

The aim is" to stand for th as an exist ing se l f as one teaches.' „ 

The end is not the fabrication of a role or the construction of a 

disembodied se l f , but the achievement of an ident i fy . This ident i ty 

is a sel f related to s i tuat ions,Njved, understood, and transcended. 

The self-aware teacher .can then give his or her'own students a sense 

of the i r own poss ib i l i t ies as ex is t ing, conscious persons, present, to 
' " 4 

themselves, who can deal critically with their own realities. 
f ~? • , 

In the Hfe-world descriptions offered in Part 11,'there is • -

much to support^an ex is ten t ia l i s t view and a great deal of evidence " 
i 

to show that student"teachers are concerned with creating themselves 

•and their'identities as student teachers aad as persons. A few of 
- ' r • i 

• ' T ' ' ' . 
Anniels* statements, i l lustrate her des1r§ t6:become'more-self-aware. 

* •*• '"N *•* 

". . . itfs clanfy.ingrmysel'l jus t before I— where ** ~ „, 
I can work with'other people-r\-so i t s not like.,,*, 
negative £hifng^L' , * ' " - ' * ^ • 

", . . i t ' f e e l s g o o d ' - i t feels l i k e ! need to ex-
* p)ore my own^art more —to get real ly involved in • « . 

4 . 
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\ 
that before I go back and try to teach . . . 
that's what needs to be clarified —more than 
teaching and the teaching process at this point." 

"Then as I went along I realized that the things I 
wanted to teach were mostly the things I wanted to 
be doing myself. And not so much teaching. I 
wanted to teach them because I wanted to do them. 
Not because I necessarily wanted people to learn 
them.", • % 

"(I realized) . . . the reason why I started that 
* program, the Art-Education program, was a lot of N 
practical things, something to fail back on. And 
it was mostly inspired by my mother who has a real 
fear of being insecure." . 

"I didn't, feel like the motivation was coming from "< 
myself.. It was cgming from always outside." 

It is ironic that Annie's primary interest is her search for 
t 

meaning in life and self-understanding. She calls.it*the education 

of her.-"inner mind". It is what leads her to transcendental medita

tion and is cenjral to her interest in art. She is however looking 

for a, direct path and does not realize that the process of* becoming " 

*a teacher can also lead her to self-understanding, albeit^ of a dif-;. 

ferent nature and for a different purpose. < At this very early stage 
' 

of a teacher education program, she sees teaching as essentially 

practical and job related." The potential for self-awareness is ob-

• scured. Although her choice to not continue may have been naive and 

based on incomplete information, it was an authentic choice. It was, 

rooted, in a feeling that her motives for teaching were wrong. Her 

interest ?n-the subject was for what it could offer her rather than 

what it could offer the learners.* Her interest in teaching was for 
' "* » - » 

external, practical reasons, to please others rather than for- intrin-
• - * \ *•. ; 

sic reasons. As she says, "it just didn't sit right"*. 

"Jane's life-world description can also be seen as reflecting 

*> 
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the "cr is is of practical experience" as fac t i c i t y and contingency 

are encountered. She too looks for integration of her interests in 

teaching and art and seeks legit imatation for her career choice. She 

struggles with a pedagogical ideal of self-motivated "naturally crea

t ive" children that clashes with her f irst-hand experience with less 

than perfect school systems. She fears that being an art teacher 

rather than an a r t i s t may be "sel l ing out" The ambiguity arfff* 

contingency of classrooms challenge her sense of order and her hope 

to "change things"- Her statements echo her see-saw feelings. 

" ( I t has now becolte clear that) I want to teach art 
j and i t ' s to change things." 

" I don't think that anyone is just made what they are;-
they have to grow and change." 

. ^ "And I think that i f you are going to do something 
you do i t the best you can." 

* 
". . . now I know a lot more why_ I'm having them do 
things--well --I kind of knew inside, but \ didn't, 
know how to express it — b u t I've grown a lot that 
way." ' 

V ** 

''. . . I feel that you have to make a strong commit
tment to the kids who are depending on you — and to 

the people who are employing you." 

"I think things are becoming.more secure.—lvke at 
f i r s t I wasn't real ly sure i f I was takirig"3rt ed-_ 
ucation because . . . I wasn't real ly sure i f I was 
just hedging the b e t . " * / - . . 

."And*at this stage of my l i f e . . .. there are too * < . 
many things I have-to do r . . I'm so afraid of 
missing anything. "* , 

"I wouldn*t be able to teach artel not love i t . " , 
1 

~ if 

"(If .1 taught in a public school) hwould e^fKup 
quitting after a maximum of five year's . .1. I'm 
sure I-'d never teach again. Sp I think it woujd 
be. best if I stayed away from it»" 

It is not that I have abandoned ,the educatioa 
degree, but I just want to find out a little bit 

i -. 

i A 
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more of'what I want to do with it." 

"If you are going to do anything, you got to do it 
really good .... Why ski the back way down the 
mountain when you can ski down the face?" 

The young adult protests There are too many things frhave to 

do. I am still growing myself. How can I make the commitment to 

others that being, a teacher requires? I would want to be the best 

teacher I possibly could be. Don't I have to find out who I am 

,. first7- Don't I first have to make a commitment to myself7 

To Jane, becoming a teacher at this time would be like skiing 

f- . . . down the back of the mountain. It would be the easier, safer, more 

predvctabje way, but'.would it be as exhilarating and fulfilling7 

• * - ' Would the sense of accomplishment be as great7 It would be aban

doning the artist self to the teacher self. The former is stereo

typed as being romantic, independent, exploratory, and open while the 

latter is seen as conservative, secure, restricted, responsible, and 

committed.to serve others. Since she does not want to miss anything, 

the more secure option can wait. It might be too much like going 

back to a familiar childhood environment packed with mixed emotions. 

Indeed, the option is stjll open and what is seen as primarily a 

career choice is postponed while an-education in art is pursued4 
* . * * . ' 1 

, The focus is Clearly back on herself. Besides, the exciting, 

- ' attractive *cha11erig?Hof teaching, the opportunity to change things, 
*. 

""" ".-» *->f^pnly in small ways, now seems not as feasible as it once did. -

\ Maybe teaching'is too much «l.ike climbing up the mountain. Being a 
\ * • ' - ' . • ' -C-

teacher and indeed, being an artist, is more like beina Sisyphus 
< . , », ' . -

than being SteveiPodborski. -̂  
• « ' '- * 

.. Julie, on the other hand, is l*ss ambivalent ab*out her career y i » 
4 *> 

• A 

» 

; 
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choice. She has made her decision to be a teacher and sticks with 

i t . HerVear is that she may not be able to l i ve up to teaching's 

challenge. As I re-read Jul ie 's l i f e world description, I Took for 

examples of her growing self-awareness or self-understanding. At 

various stages she talks about how she regards herself and the kind 

of person she feels that she i s . Statements l i ke 

"I'm not the kind of person to be sure of myself." 

"I'm sort of scattered anyway." 

". , ' . I think I can do'anything L set my mind t o . " 
4 

"I tend to . . . blow things out of proportion a 
bit, so I think I have to cover more than I need 
to cover." 

"I depend very easily on other people to figure 
things out for me, set things up for me, do "things 
for mje — it's just the way I-was brought up. It's 
going to be a fight from here on in just to break 
that." 

m 

"The story of my l i f e ; t can't plan. I am more or 
less a spontaneous type of person. I t ' s hard for 
me to s i t down and say "O.k., this time you're 
going to be doing th is to th is 'extent , I f ind that 
d i f f i c u l t . " ** 

''. . . in the past term I've learned quite a b i t v 
about how much I can and do and do not contribute 
. . . I realize now f u l l y that i f rm.wi th some
body who is capable of doing something and does 
i t their own way, I won't inter fere, I ' l l . . . 
jus t stand back and l e t them run the show. " 

"Taking a l ighter courseToad i s not necessarily 
, • the answer to doing a good job"- - I 'm f inding i t 

makes me lazy. " 
i 

" I always get nervous! Yeah, I'm a nervous person.", 
That's something I know." 

She sees herself as a dependent, nervous, scattered person who 
* 0 

does not plan well yet believes that she c^n grow, and change if she 

sets her mind to it. Is sb* spontaneous or is she impulsive? If 

^ 
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what she displays is spontaneity, an extension to other people and a 

positive trait, it should be celebrated (Minkowski, 1967). How though 

can this immediacy and "naturalness" remain a vital enhancing force 

yet be incorporated into an educative enterprise that requires dis

cipline and planning. Can one stay fresh and creative yet be planned 
4* 

and directed? Being a student teacher provides the context for her 

to confront these questions and to discover, examirte, reaffirm, or 

alter these qualities or tendencies/ However, the more sqp'experi-

ences as a student teacher, the more her conception of herself and 

who she is and how she acts merges with what she does or intends to 

do as a teacher. This kind of learning; a kind of'grasping, happens 

at such a deep level that it becomes internalized, part of the in

dividual's subjectivity and a component of her authentic self. It 

becomes harder to separate statements of concerns of self from those 

of students and teaching. She recognizes the inter-connect'ions when 

'she says, 
"Pretty much the way I am controls the way they 
(the kids) are." 

And she sees how one learns from personal involvement in a situation 

when she adds: 

"Someone can say that to you but you don't rea.lly 
realize how powerful i t is . . . " 

Other statements show the merging concerns: 

"I'm going to try to come up with some idea of how 
I can plan better. And I found that when I was , 

\ '" prepared the classes were-just wonderful, jtist 
* great. Bqt>*en I wirttrt . . . " 

". . . it vs ju*st a matter of figuring out tfhere 
I'm coming from to teach them, but I think'this 
year is-going'to, be'a lot of figuring out exactly 

-«ho "me"* is andjuhat irf valu^| are' and what I wartt 
\ * . kids .to get from me." ft . 

/ . - • -
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"I always think "-it'll be gone tomorrow, I'll never 
get to do these things. But you have to fight. 
Also, it's a matter of sitting down and reasoning 
things out rather than just jumping into them." 

"I know what my problems are. I know its a matter 
of simplifying, but I always tend to bite off more 
than I can dhew. It's j-ust the way I seem to- deal 
with it." 

4 

"Again, I never realized you had to be such a meame 
to teach." 

"I am not clear in my mind and am confused so the 
kids become so too." 

^ 4 ^ , 

"I'd like a lot more experience with kids . . .I'm 
starting to open up to myself a lot more — t o ques
tion myself in a lot of ways, which I like. It 
lets me expand a bit, which I can use." 

4 

"(Re: becoming a teacher) I don't, feel like it is 
that easy anymore. I thought it would be just a 
matter of tra'imng and time, hut it" is a whole " 
different way of looking at things." 

Yes, "teaching is a whole different way of looking at things". 

Becoming a teacher is not simply a matter of time and training. I 

must open up and'expand. I must figure out who "me is" and what my 

values are. I must clarify why, what, and how I teach'.' My thoughts 

and*actions affect those of the pupils.' But I can enjoy the,exhilar

ation when all is humming. A relationship between my personal and 

my professional life is becoming established? A dialogue is occurring. 

"There are, a whole lot of things I'm really keen on' 
doing, but I find I have to budget my time a little 
better." 

"J, find with teaching, you really have to give it 
your all. • I.t's something I found before; you have > 
to be organized." 

i"I need time to actually sit dowrt aRd do some read-
n ing --get back to the world . . . if you are going 

to.be a teacher in the world— it's nice to know T 

what goes on in the rest of the world . . . . " 

r , 
"I t ' s a lot of work! I guess that 's the most 

http://to.be
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noticed thing at the moment." 

"(Re: practicum not being the best possible experi
ence) . . . because I wasn't together enough. I 
wasn't on top of what I was doing." 

". . . all my exterior interests are conflicting 
with what T have to do." 

". . . a lot df my energy goes into dealing with 
the kids." 

The student teacher begins to see herself as both a person and 

as a teacher. As she becomes self-aware as person and teacher con

cerns of self merge with concerns of students and teaching. Greene 

maintains that the self-aware teafiher or teacher-»£o-be must acknow-' 

ledge that she "cannot live in two domains --private and professional", 

If she has chosen herself as teacher, then teaching must become her 

"fundamental project", her means of creating herself (Greene, 1967, 

p. 155). It appears that we are faced with a dichotomy or a series 

of dichotomies: personal vs. professional, private vs. public, inner 

vs, outer, self as person vs. self as teacher. However, when Greene 

says that the teacher cannot live in two domains, she is not suggest

ing that one world be,chosen over another." What is required, as 

0 

we saw with the teacher-pupil and artist-teacher dualities, is a 

sense of relationship, and dialectic. A productive, supportive ten

sion must be established. Professional and private selvesmust co

exist in balance and synthesis. The parts and the whole "again 

reverberate. This tension and tWTs*synthesis is whom it is one is. 

' Being a student-teacher Am the process a student undergoes in 

a,program of teacher education can be regarded as the project of 

understanding oneself or of creating oneself. I t .is a process that 

begins as a student teacher and as long at> one remains v i t a l , is 
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never complete. Thoughts and feel-ings "about oneself merge with 

thoughts and feelings about teaching and being with children. Being 
\ 0 

a student; teacher is a way, a good way, of finding out about oneself 

since the emphasis is self in dialogue with self and in relation to 

others. It addresses private and professional waysof being. It is w 

self in a situation. It is not self as separate but self in a con-

tingent, complex world. The condition of being a student teacher is 

the movement to become more fully self-aware. r 
^ 

o 

e 

ft • \ * m 
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CONCLUSION 

Conclusion m y r ing too sharply of f i n a l i t y for a study that is 
0 

exploratory and aimed at unfolding and revealing a phenomenon and 

concerned with a process that is ongoing, Nevertheless, a sense of 

closure is desired, but a.closure that retains the sense of ambiguity 

and contingency inherent in the phenomenon and tha^ allows for fur-

"ther and new openings. What I seek here is a kind of reprise, a brief 

recapitulation of the major themes and an indication of implications 

and possible future action. The initiating questions, the overture, 

can be restated and phrases that speak to the condition of being a. 

student teacher can be recalled. I began by asking: 

- What is it like to be a student teacher7 

* 

- What is . the process one undergoes in becommg a teacher7 

- What is i t to be a student teacher7 

- What does i t mean to be a student teacher7 

The responses to the f i r s t two questions are embedded ' in the 

student teachers' l i fe-world^descript ions and the thematic analysis. 

They are present in the i r complexity and multi-dimensionality. 

"What i t is l i k e " and "the process" are accessible in their tempor-

a l i t y but are not readily/summarizable I t is clear however that an 

important and v i ta l par̂ J of becoming a teacher is being a student 

teacher. What i t is to be a student teacher and what i t means are *• 

also laced throughout the texts. We saw that student teaching is 

many things. I t is -

- Working in somebody else's program; 
- Having other responsibi l i t ies as we l l , other courses to study 

for . 
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- Somehow disconnected, ' 

- Not part of the school, 

- Being ripped in two-; 

- A balancing act, 

- Living in tension; 

- Giving up a lot of other things that I want to do right away, 

- Wanting to give something but not wanting to impose, 

. - Not making any money, • 

- Not a job (jobs take priority), ' 
4 

- People analyzing what ydudo, 

'- A whole d i f ferent way of looking at things; 

- Not being in "the world", * 

- Being eager to be a leader of children, 

- The movement to become self-aware, and 
4 . 

- A project of understanding oneself. 
, r 

If being^a teacher means making a commitment, being a student 

teacher means making .a commitment to making that commitment. If it 

means being an outsider, a stranger, it also means being a homecomer, 

who sees with new eyes. Of course, student teaching or beitig a stu

dent teacher is* not just being* defined by'a list of statements. It 

is all of these things and more to a greater or lesser degree in a • 

coarser or finer mixture. It is more than a "dual role" or "hyphen

ated existence" as was suggested in the first chapter. It involves 

subjective beings existing in situations loaded with contingencies. 

When *he is speaking of her childhood experiences with colour- *A 

Ing, Julie recalls. ' * . , 

"If I could have learned to deal with inside the « 



4 
> 
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l ines, I probably could have progressed f i ne , 
but I never did learn to do that. But I did 

* i t at school - d idn' t do i t at home." 

* Learning "to deal with inside-the l ines" could serve as a meta

phor for the challenge facing the student teacher Learning to. deal 

with the constraints and contingencies that face teachers and stu-

dents in the school system, to know when i t is appropriate to be 

"colouring within the l ines" and when i t is appropriate to go out-

y * ' 
' s i de the lines and draw "freehand" 

We can say with certainty that being a student teacher means 

entering a series of dialect ical relationships There is "the *v 

relat ion of the individual self as person to the self as .teacher, 
one's private and professional selves. There is the-relat ion of 

- % 
teacher to pupils, the pedagogical re la t ion, and for the student 

> 

teacher and teacher of art there is the art ist-teacher relation 

These relations themselves, of course, coexist irr another dynamic 

relationship. ' 

"Phenomenological research" says Barr i t and his colleagues, 

" is done with an eye to the consequences for action" (Barr i t e t - a l , , 

1984, p 15). "Understandmg'V^serts Gadamer, "always includes 

application to the" present" (Palmer, 1969,rp 191) This study • 

points to implications for the# conceptualizmtion and operation of 

programs of teacher education. Questions are raised as to the best 

place for theoretical and practicum experiences. Student teachers 

can become confused and overwhelmed when made responsible for plan- „ 
mng, teaching and the, c r i t i ca l examination of their teaching 
> 

approach before having had suf f ic ient opportunity to ponder ideas 

about education and i t s . re la t i on to thei r bel iefs and values,., A 
I 



V 
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j gradual integration of theory, practice, and se l f - re f lec t ion is 

indicated. We note Ju l ie 's growing interest in philosophy as she 

gains practical experience As she becomes more confident and 
f 

competent in her teaching practice, philosophical questions become * 

more pertinent. When "how" questions are answered, "why" questions 
r 

arise 

Implications are raised'regarding the structure and format of * 

•teacher education programs, whether they should be integrated (along 

with -subject preparation) or consecutive (after the first-degree), 

The value of self-questioning, discovery, reflection and growth that 

occur over time in a variety of interactive situations Reinforces the 

integrated model The need of some students to first feel competent 

•in a subject area supports the consecutive or sequential approach. 

The question of commitment pertains to both. Whatever model is fol-

", lowed, the student must realize the importance of being ready to 

commit oneself to the commitment that teaching requires 

The student teachers in this study talk about how their experi

ence in art education is helping them to think about and understand 

the meaning of art. They are able to step back from their own 

creative work and examine its meaning for'other people. As Annie 
9 

says, "It seems really important to have communication with people, 

which education provides." They are also able to become informed 

critical observers, as well as participants, in the educative pro-, 

cess. We see again the value of teacher education as general, lib

eral education Even those students who do not complete a full -

program or become teachers, benefit from the experience to the extent 

that they are informed and opened to education as a realm of knowledge 
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a way of thinking, and a vehicle for se l f - re f lec t ion 

We also see tfoat there are peopja who feel they want to teach, 

even teach young chi ldren, but not in a "public, school" Education 

programs exist today because they qualify and cer t i fy people fo r , 

f 

government funded and controlled school systems The education 

degree is seen as a.commodity But certainly it is as necessary for 

a teacher to be*educated to teach people in non-government sponsored 

environments as in government supported ones There is a growing 

need to see education,working with people to let them learn, in a 

broader more generic way, not simply as training to teach in a par

ticular system. Not only the general public, but teachers, and 

especially student teachers, must beg.m to brê ak down such myths 

which have ossified teacher educatapn. *• 

This study, it is hoped, will help us look at student teaching r 

in a new way, with fresh eyes. If the experience is akin to exper

iencing an art work, we are changed in some, albeit small'way. The 

'w * 

study shows that a phenomenological and hermeneutical method can be a 

."practical" way for teacher educators to help student teachers 

achieve an understanding of themselves'as teacher!" and learners and 

of their students as learners and* persons. Even the modest effprt r 

towards self-reflection provided in the interview sessions appears 

helpful. Education can fruitfully be considered in terms of Dewey!s 

definition as " . . . that reconstruction and reorganization of ex-
4 

perience which adds to the meaning of experience, and which increases 

a b i l i t y to direct the course of subsequent experience" (Dewey, 1961, 

p. 76). This is .what is occurring in the l i fe-wor ld descriptions 

of these student teachers. In the interviews, they reconstruct and 

r 
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reorganize the experience This reconstruction and reorganization 

adds a new- experience which contributes to th*eir abTl.ities to func-
* ' ' # 

tton as teachers Through dialogue which encourages self-reflection, 

'" 1 
educatiqn, specifically^teacher education, is occurring 

Phenomenological analysis can help teachers, whatever their 

context and s i tuat ion, grow beyond the taken-for-granted assumptions* 

about 'education.*' I f student teachers, teachers, and teacher\educa-

tors were more conscious of mult iple rea l i t ies and could deal 

them more f l u i d l y , they may be^less inclined to think in terms 
V. 

dual i t ies or of the roles of teacher, person, and a r t i s t as neces-

sar i ly conf l ic t ing Existential phenomenology can provide teacher 

education with an approach and an aim.» The aim, or project, is to 

create self-aware teacheVs who in the process of their continual 

'becoming and self-choosing can give their students a sense'of the i r ' 

own poss ib i l i t ies as exist ing, conscious persons, present to them-

^selves who aan then deal c r i t i c a l l y with theirT)wn rea l i t i es . Phen-
* ' 

omenological knowledge .is practical in that i t contributes to a 
teacher's pedogogic or ientat ion. 

,T\ath 

•ms o f \ r 

"In my end is my beginning" (T.S. E l io t , 1 9 > l \ ) 32) 

f 
t 
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